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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION
BESIDES correcting a number of misprints and other minor errors in
the text, I have taken advantage of this reprint to bring the work
more nearly up to date by providing an appendix of I Addenda et
corrigenda'. Asterisks in the body of the book refer the reader to
this appendix. My thanks are due to Father H. D. Saffrey, O.P.,
and to Mr. Lionel Strachan for helpful corrections; to Professor
S. Pines and Dr. Richard Walzer for information about a fragmentary Arabic version j and above all to Dr. D. M. Lang and the
Georgian Academy of Sciences, whose generous assistance has
enabled me to give a fuller account of Petritsi's Georgian translation.
E. R. D.
OXFORD,
1~

April 1962.

PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION
THIS edition owes its inception to Professor A. E. Taylor, who
indicated to me the need for something of the kind more years ago
than I care to remember. Its publication has been rendered
possible by the generosity of the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.
I wish to take this opportunity of tl'lanking an those who have helped
me in the work of preparation, including the many librarians who
have assisted me with information or by arranging, often at considerable personal trouble, for the loan of MSS. or their photographic reproduction. I owe an especial gratitude to Monsignor
Mercati, for his courteous help in connexion with Vatiqm MSS.;
to Mr. J. L. Zimmerman, for the loan of rotographs; to Mr. Stephen
Gaselee, who arranged for me the transport of MSS: from abroad;
to the Birmingham University Research Committee, who contributed to the cost of having MSS. photographed; to Mr. R. P.
Blake, Director of the Harvard University Library, Professor R. P_
Casey of the University of Cincinnati, and my colleague Professor
S. Konovalov, who aided me to trace the history of the little-known
Georgian and Armenian versions j and to Dr. S. Kauchtschischwili
of the University of Tiflis, who has allowed me to use a portion of
his unpublished collation of the Georgian. In tl)e later stages
of the work my prime helpers have been Professor A. D. Nock of
Harvard, who read the whole' book in manuscript and made a
number of valuable suggestions j l\Ir. B. S. Page of this university,
whose vigilant proof-reading has saved me from many inaccuracies;
and the admirably patient Readers of the Press. For the imperfections which remain I alone am responsible.
E.R.D.
1IIRMINGHAM,

12 Nov,mb." 19310
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CITATIONS
IN citing ancient texts (or which custom has not yet established
a universally recognized system of reference, I have usually specified
the edition referred to. The following are the chief exceptions:
PROCLUS' commentaries on the Alcibiades I and the Parmenides,
also the de decem dubilalionibus, de providentia et jato and de
malorum subsistentia, are cited by pages and lines of Cousin's
2nd edition (Prodi Opera Inedita, Paris 1864) i the other
commentaries by pages and lines of the Teubner texts-in
Cralylum sometimes also by paragraphs (small roman numerals);
the Elements 0/ Physics (El. Phys.) by paragraphs. For the
Platonic Theology (Th. PI.) I have where possible cited the
book and chapter in addition to the page of the editio princeps· ;
but the chapter numeration in the text of the edition is often
faulty. Chapter numbers in brackets, e.g. Tit. PI. Ill. (vi.)
126, refer to the more correct numbering given in the table of
contents.
PLOTINUS is cited by the traditional subdivisions or by Volkmann's
pages and lines. For the convenience of readers I have usually
given both references, the latter in brackets.
PORPHYRY'S &c/xJpp.a1 (sententiae) by Mommert's pages and lines,
or by paragraphs (srn. rom. nums., Mommert's numenition);
fragments of the de regresru from Bidez's Vie de Porphyre; other
works by paragraphs.
IAMBLICHUS de mysleriis by Parthey's pages and lines, or by book
and chapter; other works by pages and lines of the Teubner
editions.
SALLUSTIUS by Nock's pages and lines, or by chapters (srn. rom.
nums.).
DAMASCIUS by Ruelle's pages and lines (the fragments of the
Life oj Isidorus by those of Asmus).
STOBAEUS by Wachsmuth and Hense's subdivisions, or by the
pages and lines of their edition: Heeren's pages are added in
brackets.
ALBINUS (AIcinous) didascalicus (€luaywri) by C. F. Hermann's
pages and lines (Appendix Plalonica, Teubner).

CITATIONS
NICOLAUS

METHONENSIS

~Va1l'T\lel~

T7i~

vu
8£OMyl.oj~

<TTOlX£lWu£IIl~

IIpOK>'ov by pages and lines of Voemel's text (in Creuzer's Inilia

Philosophiae, pars iv, Frankfurt, 1825).
Patristic texts by pages of the Patrologia, unless otherwise stated.

Modern works are cited by pages. The only abbreviations which
need explanation are:
Amou = R. Arnou, Le Dlsir de Dieu dans la Philosophie de Plotin
(Paris, Alcan, n.d.).
Bidez, C.M.A.G. = Catalogue des MSS. Alchimiques Grecs, vol. vi.
(containing Bidez's Introductions to various works of Psellus
and to Proclus' fragment 7r(pl T7i~ KQ8' ·EM'7vQ~ l(PQTLKi7~ TiXV']~).
Geffcken, Ausgang = J. Geffcken, Del' Ausgang des griechischromischen Heidentums, 1920.
Inge 3= W. R. Inge, The Philosophy of Plolinus, 3rd ed., 1929.
L.S.8= Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, 8th ed.
Praechter, Richtungen = K. Praechter, Richtungen u. Sch"ulen im
Neuplalonismus (in Genelhliakon Robert, pp. 105-56).
Reitzenstein, H.M.-R.! = R. Reitzenstein, Die Hellenistischen
Myslen·en-Religionen, 3rd ed., 1927.
Taylor, Phil. of Pr. = A. E. Taylor, The Philosophy of Proc/us,
in Proc. Aristotelian Society XV III (19 I 8).
Ueberweg-Geyer 11 = Ueberweg's Grundriss del' Geschichle del'
Philosophie, Band Il, 11th ed.
W_er 2 = T. Whittaker, The Neoplalonisls, 2nd ed., 1918
(reprinted 1928).
Zeller Ill' = E. Zeller, Die Philosophz'e del' Griechen, Teil Ill,
4th (and 5th) ed.
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INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER I

§

I.

Character alld purpose of tile' Elements of Theology '.

He who presents the world with an elaborate edition of a book
dating from the last age of Graeco-Roman decadence labours prima
facie under the suspicion of contributing to that most extensive of all
sciences, the Wzssenscha/t des Nichlwlssenswerthen. My justification
lies partly in the historical significance of Proclus as one of the chief
links between ancient and medieval thought; partly in the unique
position of the Elements of Theology as the one genuinely systematic
exposition of N eoplatonic metaphysic which has come down to us.
For the student, and especially for one who is grappling for the
first time with this complicated body of thought, its systematic
character lends it an importance second only to that of the Enneads
of Plotinus. The Enneads, though they stand on an incomparably
higher philosophical level than any subsequent product of the school,
are in form a collection of occasional essays or lectures. Originating
as they did in school discussions,1 they are not, and were not meant
to be, either individually or collectively, the ordered exposition of
a system: each essay presupposes a large body of doctrine common
to the writer and his audience, and proceeds at once to illuminate
some particular aspect of it which has been discussed at the seminar
(TaC; ~J.l.7rL7r'TOV(TaC; lJ7ro(Uunc;, Porph. viI.· Plot. 4) or to examine some
&:rropla which has been raised in connexion with it. The general
logical principles which form the structural skeleton of the system
are for the most part referred to only incidentally, and their structural
significance remains implicit, becoming clear only upon a comparison
of a number of different pa~sages. Among later works, neither
Porphyry's clrpopJ.l.aL 7rpOC; Ta vo..,,-o. nor the little treatise of Sallustius
7r£pt (hwv Kat KOUJ.l.OU presents the system as a structurally coherent
unity. Both seem designed rather for the general public of their
time than for professional students of philosophy; and in both the
selection of material is governed less by considerations of logic than
by an ethical or religious purpose. The clrpopp.al, as we have it now,2
Cf. Brehier, La Philosophie de Plotin, '5 fr.
The conjecture that Ollr text is incomplete has been confirmed by the discovery
of a <TX6l1.lOv in the Mediceus B of the Enneads which cites a passag~ of the I.'/>DP}Joa.[
as from the first book of "Ta. ,...pl V01/"TWV "'I'op}Jowv (Bidez, Vie de Porphyre, 106, D. I).
1
2
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is a disjointed and lop-sided collection of edifying thoughts, mainly
quotations from or paraphrases of Plotinus, some in the form of
brief apophthegms, others expanded into little essays. The ?rEPL
(JewlI /CaL /Coop.ov is I an official catechism of the pagan Empire? the
work of a man interested in philosophy less for its own sake than as
a means of fortifying the minds of the next generation against the
corrupting influence of Christianity.
In strong contrast with these earlier manuals, the Elements of
Theology is a purely academic and theoretical work, containing little
or nothing that appears to be directed either to spiritual edification
or to religous controversy. It is, as Brehier observes,2 an I reuvre
de professeur assagi par une longue tradition scolaire '. And it is
nothing if not systematic. We may regard it, in fact, as an attempt
to supply the comprehensive scheme of reality desiderated by Plato
in the seventh book of the Republic-to exhibit, that is to say, all
forms of true Being as necessary consequences derived in conforna,
with certain general laws from a single d.px!J. It is not, inde-;r,r
a complete epitome of Neoplatonism; for the constitution of the
changing world beneath the moon belongs not to (JEo'A.oy{a but to
tjJVU&o'A.oyf.a., and ethics too are touched on only incidentally, since
the main concern of (Jeo'A.oy{a is with I procession' and not with
• reversion '. But it is a complete system of • theology' in the
Aristotelian sense of • first philosophy' or metaphysic. s The book
falls into two main sections. The first of these (props. I to I 12)
introduces successively the general metaphysical antitheses with
which Neoplatonism operated-unity and plurality, cause and consequent, the unmoved, the self-moved and the passively mobile,
transcendence and immanence, declension and continuity, procession
and reversion, causa sui and causatum, eternity and time, substance
and reflection, whole and part, active and passive potency, limit and
infinitude, being, life, and cognition. The remaining part (props.
113 to 2II) expounds in the light of these antitheses the relations
obtaining within each of the three great orders of spiritual substance,
gods or henads, intelligences, and souls; and the relations connecting
each of these orders with the lower grades of reality. The emphasis
throughout is on structure; Flnd for this reason, abstract and
dessicated as the treatise appears on a first acquaintance, it has for
the student of Neoplatonism the same sort of value relatively to the
Enneads which the study of anatomy has for the zoologist relatively
to the examination of the living and breathing animal.
1

S

Comont in Rev. de Pllil. 16 (189z) 55.
Pllilos. tie Plotin, 10.

Cf. also Nock. Sallustius, pp. ci If.
• See Commentary, p. 187.
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The style I and method of the book are in strict conformity with
its systematic purpose, and therefore differ considerably from those
employed by Proc1us in his longer works. The vast prolixities of
exposition which uncoil their opulence in the bulky and shapeless
sentences that fill most of the 1100 pages of the Timaeus commentary, and riot unchecked in the jungle of the Platonic Theology,
are here pruned to a brevity which leaves no room for parenthetic
digression or rhetorical ornament. And in place of the constant
appeals to authority-now to Plato, now to 'Orpheus' or the
Cltaldaean Orades-which irritate the reader of the major works and
confuse him by their ingenuity of misinterpretation, in the Elements
of Theology Proclus has adopted, at least in appearance, the method
of pure a priori deduction known to the ancient mathematicians as
synthesis and familiar to us from Euclid and Spinoza. It is substantially, as Professor Taylor points out,2 the Platonic method of
hypothesis j and Proclus found a model for it in the hypothetical
argumentations put into the mouth of Parmenides in Plato's dialogue
of that name. s As a means of exhibiting succinctly the logical
presuppositions on which a system of belief implicitly rests it has
great and obvious advantages. To carry the method through a
philosophical work with the degree of formal precision attempted in
the Elements of Theology is, however, no easy task, whatever the
system expounded. Ingenious as Proclus is, too often his 'demonstration', though formally correct, in fact merely repeats the
, enunciation' at greater length; and lapses even from formal
correctness of reasoning may be detected here and there,' though
less frequently than one might have expected. These weaknesses
are inherent in the method: the coherence of a body of philosophical thought cannot be fully expressed in a chain of logically flawless
syllogisms.
A more serious fault is Proclus' trick of confusing the accidental
with the essential by introducing in the guise of a jJn'ori deductions
doctrines which owe their form, and even sometimes their being, to
1 Under' style' I do not include Pr.'s technical vocabulary, which is a heritage
from his predecessors, and remains, so far as I have observed, fairly constant
throughout his philosophical writings.
2 PM!. of Pr. 606 ff.
It may be doubted, however, whether Pr. fully realized
the hypothetical character of his postulates, to which centuries of unquestioned
tradition had given the appearance of self-evidence.
3 Cf. Tk. PI. I. x
"(a.p Ii,l (se. d nap!'fV(S'1S) 'l'o's 'lrp':''I'OlS t1IJ!'""pJ.t1!'arrw
,is 'l'a.. '1';;''' iX&""''''' (Ie/{e ixo!"""") 1i",08'1~'lS, /Cal 'l'7js I" "(''''!,''I'pl'f 'l'4~"" ~ 'l'o'is
"""OIS !,a8/r!'atrl 1I'apa5.i'y}o'G 'lrpo'l'.t"'1 "o.p&'" 'I'~" '1';;''' rrIJ!'''''pat1p.4'1''''' 'l'QVr"" ...pb.

m·nu

1I""'1"a t1\J,,4p'1''f/rrl''.

• For examples of circular arguments cL props. 3 and 77 un. ; prop. 169

D.
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a chance phrase in the Timaeus or the Chaldaean Orades. Although
no authorities are directly quoted in the Elements 0/ Theology, its
pages are haunted by the ghosts of authorities. Genuinely' free'
thought was no more possible to a pagan writer in the fifth century
after Christ than it was to his Christian contemporaries. There is,
it is true, a substantial difference of method between Proclus and,
for example, his Christian imitator' Dionysius ': the latter makes no
pretence of reaching any of his conclusions QY argument, but is
content, when he cannot find a suitable scriptural text, to quote
, Hierotheus' as sole and sufficient authority. But when Mr. Whittaker in his zeal for Proclus' reputation goes so far
deny that
he is a scholastic 'in the sense that he in princtpTe takes any
doctrine whatever simply as given from without', I he forgets for the
moment that Proclus too had his scriptures. Plato is to Proclus
something more than the supreme master and teacher which he js
for Plotinus: he is definitely ,an inspired writer. His philosophy is
an 'illumination' (tKAa/LI!IL<», 'according to the beneficent purpose
of the higher powers, which to the souls that haunt generation, in so
far as it is lawful for them to enjoy .blessings so high and great,
revealed therein their secret intelligence and the truth which is as
old as the universe '.2 Nor is this the only revelation which the
gods have vouchsafed. Have they not spoken to us more directly
in the Chaldaean Orades, uttered by them through the entranced
lips of their servant Julianus, the theurgist 'whom it is unlawful to
disbelieve' 3 ? All that they tell us, and all that Plato tells us, we
must' take as given': our task is only to interpret. Where the two
revelations appear to conflict, as unfortunately happens in some
passages,' the appearance is due to the crudity of our interpretation.
The rest of Greek philosophy is in a different class: its chief usefulness is to enable us ' to explain the obscure passages in Plato by the
help of the nearest analogies in the doctrine of others '.1 All this is
strictly parallel to Christian proceedings; and it accounts for the
odd saying attributed to Proclus by his biographer Marinus,' 'If
I had it in my power, out of all ancient books I would suffer to
be current {t/>EpEu8at} only the Oracles and the Timaeus; the rest
I would cause to vanish from the world of to-day (dv • .. ~t/>a.vJ;,ov (KTWV
vvv dv()ptfJ'lf'wv), because certain persons suffer actual injury from their

ao

Neoftlalonists 2 ,61,
2 Tit. PI. I. i.
S ;, 1'01/ 8fp." &"'O'T.j~. in Tim. Ill. 63, ]4 *
• Despite the fact that, according to Psellus (....pl T;jS XpvO';js Q:AVIT."'S, Rev, des
Et. Gr. 1875, p. 216), Julianus had the advantage of personal consultation with the
ghost of PLato.
I Tit. PI. I. ii.
' vii. Proc. xxxviii.
1
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undirected and uncritical reading '. This remarkable pronouncement
has often been misunderstood. It does not mean that the most
learned Hellenist of his day wished to make a holocaust of Greek
literature; he only wished to restrict its circulation for the time
being to the initiates of Neoplatonism. Nor does it, I fear, mean,
as Mr. Whittaker suggests it may,' that ProcIus had 'seen the
necessity of a break in culture if a new line of intellectual development was ever to be struck out '. New lines of intellectual development were as inconceivable to ProcIus as to his Christian adversaries.
Their business was to preserve the uninstructed from the poison of
pagan philosophy; his, to preserve them from the deadly errors of
such as put Aristotle on a level with Plato or set up Moses as a rival
to the Chaldaeans. To either end a drastic censorship of literature
was in an uneducated world the only practical expedient. When
the gods have told us what to think, the study of man-made opinions
becomes for the commonalty both unnecessary and dangerous,
though scholars may profit by it. 2 • In fact " as Bidez has recently
said, 'this anti-Christian philosophy was more like the new faith
which it attacked than like the ancient religion which it defended '.

§ 2.. The place of the' Elements of Theology' £11 the work of
Proclus *.
If we group the philosophical writings of ProcIus according to
their method and content they fall naturally into the following
classes : I. The extant commentaries on the Republzc, Pa1'1Mnides, Timaeus,
and Aicibiades I; and the commentary on the CratJius, of which
we possess only excerpts. All these show clear traces of their origin
in lecture-courses; and the Cratyius excerpts may well be taken not
from any published work of Proclus but from a pupil's notebook.
Among the lost writings are commentaries on the Pltaedo, Gorglas,
Pltaedrus, Tlteaeletus, and Pltilebus and on the Chaidaean Oracles,
and possibly others. 3 The brtuK • .pcr; TOW 7I"por; TOil Tt,..a.LOII 'APLUTOTf.Neoplatonists 2 I ~9.
It has been asked why Pr. extends his proposed censorship to all but one of
Plato's dialogues. The answer is, I think, that in his judgement, as in that of
Iamblichu., all the essentials of Plato's philosophy are contained in the Parmenitks
and the Timams (in Tim. I. 13. [4); and the former of these dialol:ues has been
the subject of so much misunderstanding (ill Parm. 630 ff., Tk. PI. I. viii) that it
must be presumed unsuitable for popular study. Zel\er rightly compared the
med iaeval exclusion of the laity from the study of the Bible.
S The line between' published' commentaries and' unpublished' lecture-courses
is difficult to draw; notes of the latter taken by pupils were doubtless current
within the school. All the lost commentaries mentioned above are referred to by
1

2
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AOV~ &.VTLPP~<TEWJI

and the <TVvaYWY7J TWJI 1rpo,> Tiw TLp.aLov p.a(JTlp.aTLKwv
appear to have been respectively prolegomena and
appendix to the 7i"maeus commentary.
2. The Platonic Theology, which_res to a great extent the
exegetic character of the commentaries. Of the Orphic Theology and
the Harmony of Orpheus, Pytltagoras and Plato (both now lost)
Proclus seems to have been editor rather than author.l
3. A group of lost works on religious symbolism 2 (1T'EPL TWJI
P.V(JLKWJI <TVP.!3oAWV), on theurgy (1T'fPL &'ywy1j'», against the Christians,
on Hecate and on the myth of Cybele. These a~ represented for
us only by the fragment 1rfPL T~'> Ka(J' ·EAA7}Jla,> ZfpaTL~'> TE)(II7}'> (de
sacrijicio el magia), which, previously known only in Ficino's Latin
version, has now been published in the original Greek by Bidez
(Cat. des MSS. Akhimiques Gncs, VI. 148 ff.).
4. A number of occasional essays, three of which, the de decem
dubz'tationz'bus circa provl'denfiam, the de providenHa et fato, and the
de maloyum subsislenHa, survive in the mediaeval Latin version of
William of Morbecca. To this class belonged the 1T'fPL T()1T'OV and
(if this was an independent work) the .1T'EpL TWV TPLWV p.ovaowv: also
perhaps the controversial 1T'payp.aTELa Ka(JaPTLK~ TWJI ooyp.aTwv TOV
IIAaTwJlo,>, which was directed against Domninus.
5. The two systematic manuals, the Elements of Theology and the
Elements of Physics (formerly known as 1T'EPL KL~<TEW'». These are
distinguished from the other extant works by the use of the deductive
method and the absence of reference to authorities. s
The attempt to determine the order of composition of these
multifarious works is beset with difficulty. None of them contains
any reference to external events by which it can be dated; and
Proclus' biographer supplies no such full chronological materials as
(JfwPTlp.aTWJI

ProcIus himself. A commentary or lecture-course on Plotillus is cited by
Damascills H. 253. 19 (ll' TO" .ls DA.....'I'OY) and by scholiasts on the in Remp.
and the de mysttriis.
1 Suidas attributes works under these two titles both to Proclus and to Syrianus.
According to Marinus (vit. Pr. 27) Proc1us merely added scholia to the commentary
of his master on the OrpMea; and the double attribution of the Harmony probably
has a similar explanation. Cf. Tit. PI. pp .. 203. 215; Olympiod. in PIt(Ud. 52.
18 Norvin.
2 For the meaning of /1'VI'{30AOII in ProcIns see prop. 39 n.
S The view suggested by Bardenhewer ill his edition of the de eousis. and
apparently accepted in one place by Ueberweg-Geycr 11 (I" 303: contrast pp. 149.
285, 409 etc.), that the El. Tit. is probably not the work of Pr. himself but
originated in his school, is not supported by ony argument and hardly needs
refutation. I can find nothing in the style or content of the treatise which lends
colour to it; and the unanimons testimony of our MSS. is confirmed by PselJus
and by the Arabic and Armenian tradition (see below).
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?orphyry gives in the Lift of Plotinus. He tells us (c. xiii) that
~roclus had composed the commentary on the Timaeus, ' and much
:Ise', by his twenty-eighth year (A.D. 437-8); this is the only
absolute' date which we possess, I and, as will presently appear, it
s not really absolute. At first sight it would seem that the numerous
'eferences to other works of the author which occur in the corn menaries furnish an easy means of fixing the relative dates of his
~ritings; and a chronological arrangement based mainly on this
:vidence was proposed by Freudenthal. 2 In this arrangement the
f!:Iements of Theology appears as the earliest of Proclus' extant works
:with the possible exception of the Elements of Physics); seven
'urther works intervene between it and the Timaeus commentary, so
:hat it is presumably a product of its author's early twenties. Conliderable doubt, however, is cast on these conclusions by a circum,tance to which Praechter has called attention,S viz. the existence of
:ross-references from the in Tim. to the i11 Remp. and vice versa,howing that Proclus was in the habit of making additions to his
wmmentaries after they had already been made public either in
book·form or (more probably) as lectures. This fact seems to render
futile any attempt to 'date' the commentaries as we have them;'
!Lnd it invalidates many of the arguments by which Freudenthal
supported his dating of the other extant works. As regards these
latter almost the only certain conclusion to be drawn from the data
collected by Freudenthal is that the Platonic Theology presupposes
the publication in some form of the commentaries on the Ti'maeus
and the Parmenides, both of which it cites. In the three Latin
treatises no earlier works are mentioned by name; the de mal. sub·
sist. contains, however, what is probably, though not certainly, a
reference to the Elements of Theology.~ There are also possible
We are not justified in assigning the commentary on the Pkaedo to 43l-4 on the
of Marinus c. xii, though It may have been begun at that date. Marinus'
language in c. xiii rather implies that the in Tim. was the first of the commentaries
to be made public.
2 Hermes 16 (1881) 214 If.
S Gotlingiscke gtlehrte Anzeigm 16i (1905) li05 ff.
• The most that can be said with any confidence IS that the commentaries on the
Parmenities, Alcibiades I and Cratylus probably received their present form later
:han the in Tim. and in Remp., as (a) they are never cited in the two latter
:except for a very doubtfnl reference to in Cral., in rim. I. 451. 8) ; (b) in Tim.
111. 12. 39 seems to refer to a prospectiv~ commentary on the Parmenides;
~() these three (esp. the in Crat.) stand closer in style and phraseology to the
rather senile Tk. PI. than do the other two.
~ de "",I. subsist. 303. 39, cf. El. Tk. prop. 63. The alleged reference at 355. 17
o prop. 8 is too vague to carry nny conviction, and the same thing is true of the
;upposed allnsioDs in the tie mal. subsist. to the other two Latin treatises; in all
.hese cases the reference may well be to one of the lost works.
I

~vidence
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allusions to the Elements of Theology in the in Tim. and the in
Parm. ; 1 but we have no assurance that these references, even if
they have been rightly identified, were not first introduced in a later
revisi.on of the commentaries. And Hie fact that the Elements of
Tlzeology itself contains no references to earlier works is (pace
Freudenthal) of no evidential value whatever, since the method of
the book precluded such references.
Freudenthal's contention as to the early date of the Elements does
not, however, rest entirely on evidence of this type. He asserts
that Proclus is here still completely dependent on Plotinus and
Porphyry, and that a wide gulf separates the aoctrine of the manual
from that of the Platonic Tlzeology (which he places, probably
rightly, at or near the end of Proclus' literary career). The statement about the complete dependence of the Elements of Theology
on Plotinus and Porphyry is repeated with little qualification by
Zeller and others after him, but is rightly challenged by Mr Whittaker. How far it is from being true will be shown in the next
section: it is sufficient to say here that the treatise is not only
coloured throughout by the language and thought of Iamblichus
but gives a prominent place to doctrines, such as that of the divine
hen ads, which are peculiar (so far as we know) to the Athenian
school. It is, however, true that there are considerable differences,
though little in the way of direct contradiction, between the doctrine
of the Elements of Theology on the one hand and that of the
Platonic Tlzeology and the commentaries on the other. In the first
place, a number of secondary elaborations which appear in the
latter are entirely missing from the former; among these may be
mentioned the interposition between the 'intelligible' and the
, intellectual' gods of an intermediate class who are both intelligible
and intellectual; the subdivision of the' supra-mundane' order of
gods into &'PXI.KOL (tlCPOP.OLlJJP.a.TLI<Ol) and CbrOAlJTOL OWL; and the su bdivision into subordinate triads of the fundamental triad Being-LifeIntelligence. 2 Secondly, certain of the late Neoplatonic doctrines
which do appear in the Elements seem to have an insecure place
there or to be rather carelessly combined with the Plotinian tradition; the most striking example of this is the twofold usage of the
term voii~, sometimes for the Plotinian hypostasis (as in props. zo,
57, 109, IU, IZ9, T7r), sometimes for the lowest member of the
I in Tim. 1. 385. 9, er. prop. 92; 11. 195.27. cf. props. 67 ff.; in Parm. 1147·
36, cf. prop. 17. Pr. nowhere cites the Elements of Theology by name.
2 For tbe first two of these refinements see note on props. 162-5; for the third
cf. esp. Th. PI. Ill. xiv. ff.
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triad 6V-'W~-vov~ (prop. 101 &c.), without any warning to the reader
or the addition of any distinguishing adjective; so too the Iamblichean doctrine of ap.£8£KTa, accepted elsewhere in the Elements,
seems to be ignored in prop. 109; and echoes of Plotinus' teaching
about the status of the human soul survive in imperfect harmony
with theorems derived from Iamblichus. 1 Such loose joints are
discoverable elsewhere in Proclus' work, but they are as a rule
more skilfully concealed. Finally, all direct reference either to
personal mysticism or to theurgy is absent from the Elements.
The importance of these facts for the dating of the Elements will
be variously estimated. Those in the second category seem to me
the most significant. The absence of certain subordinate distinctions may well be due merely to a desire for brevity and lucidity,
though it is less easy to account in this way for the omission of the
8£ot vO']Tot Kat vo£po[,2 In a voluminous writer who has an elaborate
system to expound some minor variations and even inconsistencies
are in any case to be expected; and in fact such variations may be
observed, not only on comparing the commentaries with one another
and the Platonic Theology, but sometimes even within the limits of
a single work. s Direct reference to mystical experiences or to
occult practice may have been felt to be out of keeping with the
rationalist character of the Elements or to infringe upon its a priori
method of argument: that Proclus in fact believed in theurgy when
he wrote it can hardly be doubted (cf. notes on props. 39 and 145).
Nevertheless. the evidence as a whole seems to me to point definitely, if not quite decisively, to the conclusion that the Elements is
a relatively early work. This is not to say, however, that it should
be assigned with Christ-Schmid to. the year 432 (when Proclus was
twenty-two !): to regard it as the prentice essay of an undergraduate
who has not yet developed' his own system' is a complete misconception. The system expounded in the Platonic Theology and the
metaphysical commentaries is substantially the same as that of the
Elements; and, as we shall see in' a moment, scarcely anything in it
is of Proclus' own invention.
A minor question concerns the relationship of the Elements of
Theology to the Elements of Physics. From the fact that the latter
is based almost exclusively on Aristotle's Physt'cs its latest editor,
See Dotes OD props. 193 and 195
That this particular doctrine is not an invention of Proclus' latest period mav,
however. be inferred from in Parm. 949. 38 If. a.a.IXa,..v 'Yoli .. 1I'd"a, a"• .,.ii", .1•
.,.~v 1I'a""",,,alav 'Ypatf>lv.,.OI" (i.e. in the Phaedrus commentary) a.,.I 1I'"O'al cd .,.d~.u
EKE"'", p..I(fa" "&111 JlOEPWII ticT! BEiZv 1Ca.1 7'~" WPWTClJJI "01JT~".
3 Examples will beloulI<i in the notes 011 plOp. lo,l. 18. and props. 75, 116. 167.
I
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Ritzenfeld, argues that it was composed at a very early stage in
Proclus' philosophical education, when he was reading Aristotle
with Syrianus (Marin. vit. Proc. c. xiii): he would therefore separate
it from the relatively mature Elements of Theology. But the argument is not cogent; for in physics Aristotle is accepted by all the
later N eoplatonists, no less than by their medieval successors, as
the supreme authority. And the discrepancy alleged by Ritzenfeld
between El. Phys. 11. prop. 19 and El. Th. prop. 14 disappears on
examination.' The two manuals resemble each other so closely in
style and phraseology that I am inclined to accept the usual and
natural view that they were composed about the same period of
. Proclus' life and were intended to be complementary.

§ 3. Proclus and his Predecessors.
The body of thought whose structure is anatomized for us in the
Elements of Theology is not the creation of one individual or of one
age; it represents the last result of a speculative movement extending over some five centuries. If we look at this movement as a
whole we can see that its direction is throughout determined mainly
by two impulses, one theoretical and the other practical or religious.
On the theoretical side it reflects the desire to create a single Hellenic
philosophy which should supersede the jarring warfare of the sects
by incorporating with the Platonic tradition all that was best in
Aristotle, in Pythagoreanism and in the teaching of the Porch. On
the practical side we can best understand it as a series of attempts
to meet the supreme religious need of the later Hellenistic period
by somehow bridging the gulf between God and the soul; to construct, that is to say, within the framework of traditional Greek
rationalism a scheme of salvation capable of comparison and rivalry
with those offered by the mystery religions.
In recent years we have learned to recognize with increasing
clearness the directive influence of both these motives upon the
teaching of Poseidonius, the first of the three dominant personalities
who have left their individual impress upon Neoplatonism. But the
Poseidonian synthesis was neither wide enough nor sufficiently
coherent to win permanent acceptance; and the Poseidonian
solution of the religious problem was too deeply infused with Stoic
materialism for an age which was coming more and more to demand
1 See note on prop. 14; and for another discrepancy, which again is more
apparent than real, prop. 96 n.
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a purely spiritual conception both of God and of the soul. It was
reserved for the dialectical genius of Plotinus to translate into
achievement the ideal of philosophic unity, and for his mystical
genius to transfer the' return of the soul' from the domain of astral
myth to that of inner experience. Though Plotinus is commonly
treated as the founder of Neoplatonism, in the wider movement we
are considering he stands not at the point of origin but at the
culminating crest of the wave. Formally, the later Neoplatonic
school owes more to him than to any other individual thinker save
Plato j yet spiritually he stands alone. He left to his successors
a dialectical instrument of matchless power and delicacy and a vivid
tradition of personal mysticism in the proper sense of that term, as
the actual experience of the merging of the self at certain moments
into some larger life. But within two generations the dialectical
tension of opposites which is the nerve of the Plotinian system was
threatening to sink into a meaningless affirmation of incompatibles j
and' unification' (;vwO't~) had ceased to be a living experience or
even a living ideal and had become a pious formula on the lips of
professors. At this point the history of Greek philosophy would
have come to an end but for the introduction of new methods, both
theoretical and practical, by the Syrian Iamblichus (d. circa 330).
The historical importance of Iamblichus has hardly been sufficiently recognized, no doubt because his metaphysical works have
perished and the outlines of his doctrine have to be reconstructed
mainly from Proclus' report of his teachings together with the fragments preserved by Stobaeus and the semi-philosophical treatise On
the Mysteries of the Egyptians. l Mystagogue and thaumaturgist
though he was, and in intellectual quality immeasurably inferior to
a Poseidonius or a Plotinus, his contribution to the final shaping of
Neoplatonism is scarcely less than theirs. With him, as Praechter
has said,' begins not merely a new school but a fresh direction of
thought. Not only can we trace to him many individual doctrines
which have an important place in the later system, but the dialectical
principles which throughout control its architecture, the law of mean
terms,3 the triadic scheme of p.ov~, 7rPOOOO~ and l.7TtO'TpOCP.q,· and the
I The traditional ascription of this treatise to Iamhlichus is rejected by Zeller and
others; but the arguments adduced by Rasche (de Iamb/ieno liori qui inseribitur
de mys/eriis atle/ore, Munster 1911) and Geffcken (Ausgang, ~83 ff.) have convinced
me tbat it is justified.
2 i?ientu1Igen, 114. Cf. also Bidez, Vie de juliell, chaps. XI and XII.
3 apud Pr. in Tim. 11. 313. 15 ff_
Tbe formal use of tbis principle is also
implied in the Tlzeologumena Aritnmeticae (10. 9 ff. de Falco), a work wbich ,f
not by Iamb.'s hand certainly reRects his teaching; and er. Sa11. 28. 31.
• ajJud Pr. in Tim. H. 2J 5.5 (cf. Ill. 173. 16).
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mirroring at successive levels of identical structures,1 though in part
derived from earlier origins, appear to have received at his hands
their first systematic application. To him rather than to Proclus
belongs the honour or the reproach 'of being the first scholastic.
Not less important is the new religi(ms outlook, which discovered
the key to salvation not in the Plotinian '8€wp,a, but in 8€ovpy,a, a
form of ritualistic magic whose theoretical text-book was the Chaldaean
Oracles, and whose procedure has its nearest parallels in the GraecoEgyptian magical papyri. This change is a natural corollary to the
humbler cosmic status assigned by Iamblichus and most of his successors to the human SOU!.2 As the ancient world staggered to its
death, the sense of man's unworthiness grew more oppressive, and
the mystical optimism of Plotinus came to seem fantastic and almost
impious: not by the effort of his own brain and will can so mean
a creature as man attain the distant goal of 'unification '. c It is
not thought', says Iamblichus, S 'that links the theurgist to the gods:
else what should hinder the theoretical philosopher from enjoying
theurgic union with them? The case is not so. Theurgic union is
attained only by the perfective operation of the unspeakable aels
correctly performed, acts which are beyond all understanding; and
by the power of the unutterable symbols which are intelligible only
to the gods.' With that the whole basis of the Plotinian intellectual
mysticism is rejected, and the door stands open to all those superstitions of the lower culture which Plotinus had condemned in that
noble apology for Hellenism, the treatise Against tile Gnostics.·
In the light of this necessarily brief and incomplete outline of the
development of Neoplatonism, and especially of the part played in
it by Iamblichus, we may turn to consider what personal contribution was made by Proclus and in what relation he stands to his
predecessors. On both questions widely different opinions have
been expressed. Gcffcken I describes Proclus and his school as
'philosophasters sleep-walking in a Utopian world', and ChristSchmid 6 calls him' an apologist who nowhere seeks to promote the
afJud Pr. in Ti,n. I. 426. 20 If.; cf. Praechter, op. cit. I Z I If.
Cf. notes on props. 184 and all; also in Ti",. Ill. 165. 7, 23 1• 5 If., 244.
n If.; in Parm. 948. ra If.
3 de myst. n. 11.
The interest in occultism appears already in Porphyry's early
work On Ihe Philosophy of the Oracles (written before he knew Plotinus); but the
1
2

distinctive features of Iamblicho-Procline theurgy do not.
, To speak, as even Uopfner does ill his recent Gr.-Atgyplisclzer Ojfm6arlmgsZIluber (H. § § " ... 79), of 'theurgic excursions of the soul' in Plotinus is to commit
a capital error in religious psychology by confllsing mysticism with magic. Still
commoner is the opposite error which lumps together as 'mystics' the whole of
tbe Neopl atonic school.
5 Amgang, 197.
• Gesdt. d. Griech. lil. n. H. 1061.
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knowledge of truth, a compiler without spiritual independence'.
To Whittaker,' on the other hand, he is 'not only a great systematizer but a deep.going original thinker' j and Prof. Taylor 2 considers
that' for the historian of thought his significance is hardly second
to that of Plotinus himself '. Again, while Zeller 3 represents the
Athenian school (of which Proclus is for us the leading representa·
tive) as returning from the more extreme aberrations of Iamblichus
to ' a stricter dialectical procedure " Praechter 4 denies that there is
any foundation for such a view: 'the Athenian school goes full sail
in the wake of the Syrian '.
As regards the second point, an analysis of the sources of the
Elements, such as I have attempted in my commentary, tends
generally to confirm Praechter's opinion. It is true that the greater
part of the treatise agrees with Plotinus in substance if not in form,
and that occasional verbal echoes both of the Enneads ~ and of
Porphyry's aq,0Pfla{' are not wanting. But (a) even the 'Plotinian'
theorems not infrequently betray intermediate influences both in
their language and in the hardening to a 'law' of what in Plotinus
is the tentative expression of an individual intuition. (b) There are
a number of particular doctrines which we can trace with more or
less confidence to Iamblichus either as their originator or as the
first to give them systematic importance: among them are the
doctrine of' unparticipated' terms (prop. 23, &c.); that of aVfhnroO"TaTa or 'self-constituted' principles (props. 40-5 [) j
much of
Proclus' teaching about time and eternity (props. 52-5); the classification of gods (props. 162-5) and of souls (props. 184-5); the
definite denial that the soul ever attains release from the circle of
birth (prop. 206) and that any part of it remains' above' (prop. 21 I).
(c) Even more important than these are the general structural
Ntoplaton;s/s' 333.
2 Phil. of Pr. 600.
Phi!. Jtr Gn'uhen Ill. ii4. 805.
t Richlungen 119.
The close dependence of Pr. on Iamb. had already been
emphasized by Simon (HiJf. de I'lcole d' Altxandrit 11. .pS If.), althougb he failed
to recognize its full extent.
• The following is perhaps the most striking verbal parallel:
El. Th. prop. 168 O{J/, /I,\,\OU p.tP (pou)
Enn. n. ix. I "4Y'TOIS 'Y'" Il,,"OS (dTIl'
1Q,0p TO POf''', lI.\'\ou 3. TO PO.,,, aT' pOf •.• l
Trf Ild....p Ip6 .. " po<;." aT< 1'0., ... lITllP
'Y4P IdT' /cIlT' EPtP'YflIlP pour /Cui po., <IlUTO"
Ii' Ii~ " your" "'\'IIe,por lp TIl;S "O~dfd'P
I

S

ov/c /1'\'\0" /SPTIl
~aVT~U' ICml

"'''P'' TO POO~P.fPO", oIIiE"

clPf laUTO".

dpw" 3~ Jo'OOUv-r4
Kal 6pwPTa 'YtVW<1/cOIP, olliEP lIT, poil. '<TT,
KaT'

lJl'ryfI4J1.

• e.g. El. Th. prop. 30

,..a<Ta "poolior

P.U6"TOIP ••. 'YC"'Ta. "wP ...pWT ..P.
pr?p. 141
."clpfaT,,,, OaTII11 flCdJlll.JJI
AlI'o'\au...

"I

"~TO" poy Kal p.q (cOIeEP if TO "Ol/TO"
aUTOU •.• E~ ci.v.:i,.IC'7J ill -rr;; )lOEC" tXE'

"p¥

"pow

Ii'

<auTOP /Cal
laUTJ,,'
laUTO"
oin( c1J101'J'T«IJlOJ'T4 aAA-a J'OOVJlT4 dp~.
"I/>. xxiv. III wp6olio, ' .... "6"TW" TW"
"POTtpuW •.. 'YCtlO"Ta •.
, xxxi~i. § 2. ol}rll.JS «UTOV 411"oA40'" c!ts
aUTO "'I/>U/cE".
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principles mentioned above as having been developed by lamblichus.
Again and again in the E!ement~ Proc1us justifies his multiplication
of entities, like lamblichus in the same circumstances,' by reference
to the C law of mean terms " viz. that two. doubly disjunct terms AB
and not-A not-B cannot be continuous, but must be linked by an
intermediate term, either A not-B or B not-A, which forms a I triad I
with them.' Not less frequently does he save the unity of his
system or reconcile conflicting traditions with the help of the
principle-perhaps N eopythagorean, but first systematically applied,
so far as we know, by lamblichus-that I all things are in all things,
but in each according to its proper nature '.s And the exploitation
at successive levels of the triad p.ov-t1-rrpo080~brLlTTfXXP~, which
Zeller regarded as especially characteristic of Proc1us, seems to be
again a legacy from his too ingenious predecessor.' Finally, (d) a
comparison of the Elements with the de mysteriis shows that a considerable proportion of Proc1us' technical terminology was inherited
from lam blichus. 5
The impression thus gained from the Elements is strengthened
when we turn to Proc1us' other works. lamblichus is for him b
'll"aVTa~ El' 'll"aO'!v oAt-yov 8lw cpava! /Cpa~;;JV;' he shares with Plotinus
the honorific epithet (hio~ or OWlTaTOt; (whereas Aristotle is merely
8a,p.6v!O~).
Proc1us ventures to criticize him but rarely, and then
with a hint of apology in his tone. 7 In the matter of superstitious
respect for theurgy there seems little to choose between the two
writers. According to Proc1us it is 'a power higher than all. human
wisdom, embracing the blessings of divination, the purifying powers
of initiation, and in a word all the operations of divine possession '."
Like lamblichus, he thinks that • it is not by an act of discovery,
nor by the activity proper to their being, that individual things are
united to the One ',9 but by the mysterious operation of the occult
I apud Pr. in Tim. 11.3'3. 1911'.
2 The principle is laid down in prop. 28. For eXllmples of its application er.
props. 40, 55, 63,64, 132, 166, 181. 011 its historical importance see Taylor,

Phi/. 0/ Pr. 608 f.
s Prop. 103. where see note. This principle underlies props. 12 I, 124, 125, 128,
121),134. 140, '41, lio, 176.17;.195.197.
• Prop. 35 note. How much of the detailed working ont of these ideas was
done by Iamb_ himself, and how much bySyrianus or Pr., it is hard to say, as the
rem"ins of the two former are relatively so scanty.
I Technical terms characteristic of the de mysteriis which appear In the El. Th.
include ~1lA7I"ouxll&. O,pX71'rl"tir. CluT.,.,.""~r. "-XPI&",.OI. "'(""flTaOUntis, lita"tiCTJl7lCTu.

3.". . 13,"'. .,

~cr.
""PCOX~' ""~pw,..Cl. "poti,,(...... r), "p ......ountir, ""'''I&<I>~, ... ""fCTCOUntir
(-",(f'" El. TA.), kfP71"1t. ...,..l,,or: to which we can add from other works of Iamb.
aiOP'CT"'I&C"", and {jJlO'TCl~rr. in Tim. Ill. ~+ ~.
7 e.g. in Tim. I_ 307. 14 11'. esp. 308. 17; Ill. 2!jL 21.
8 n. PI. I. (xxvi.) 63.
e ibid_ 11. vi. 96.
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, symbols' which reside in certain stones, herbs and animals. 1 It is
true that he is fond of introducing into his descriptions of ' theurgic
union' Plotinian tags such as P.OVO!; p.ovfJJ UVV(LVat; but what for
Plotinus was the living utterance of experience seems to be for him
literary tradition. It is significant that Marinus never claims for his
hero that he enjoyed direct union with God, as Plotinus and on one
occasion Porphyry had done: instead he tells us that he was an
expert in weather-magic and in the technique of evocation, and that
while practising 'the Chaldaean purifications' he was vouchsafed
personal visions of luminous phantoms sent by Hecate. 2 The fundamental change of outlook after Porphyry is clearly recognized and
stated by Olympiodorus, who remarks that 'some put philosophy
first, as Porphyry, Plotinus &c. ; others the priestly art (i(paTtK~v),
as Iamblichus, Syrian us, Proclus and all the priestly school '.s
After making deduction of all theorems directly derived from
Plato,' Aristotle' .and Plotinus, and also of such as we have positive
grounds for attributing to Iamblichus or other fourth-century writers,&
there is still in the Elements a substantial residue of aIlEu1rora. But
it must not be assumed that this residue represents the personal
contribution of Proclus. Behind Proclus stands the figure of his
master Syrianus, that teacher' filled with divine truth' who I came
to earth as the benefactor of banished souls ... and fount of salvation both to his own and to future generations '.7 Proclus is said
to have been chosen by Syrian us as 'the heir capable of inheriting
his vast learning and divine doctrine'; 8 and to this role he remained
faithful throughout his life. Seldom in the commentaries does he
See the passages quoted in my notes on props. 39 and 145.
vii. Proc. xxviii.
, in Pkaed. 123.3 Norvin. Compare the remark of Psellus that when Iamb.
and Pr. read the Ckaldaean Oracles thev abandoned Greek for Chaldaic doctrine:
op.oiJ 'Tf id.P -roino .. uvvf"flvov-ro K.u K~-r"'"fl81" -rh 'ElI.lI.'Iv1KI.. p.fe&8our 7r.pl -rlw
UUll.lI.O"flUP.OV ~JlOP.a.Ka.UI (C. M. A. C. VI. 163. 19 ff.). Psellus' source for this
exaggerated statement is Procopius of Gaza (the Christian adversary of Proclus),
as appears from the passage quoted by Bidez on p. 85.
4 The direct influence of Platonic texts and especially of the Timaeus and the
Par11lenides is, as we should naturally expect, very strong.
6 The influence of Aristotle, especially in the domain of logic, increased steadily
from the time of Plotinns down to that of the last Alexandrine philosophers, who
are almost as much Aristotelians as Neoplatonists. In the Elemenls it is seen
especially in props. 20 (11. 16 If.), 76, 77-9, 94,96, and 198.
6 To Iarnhlichus' pupil and rival, Theodore of Asine, may be due the formal
discrimination of the three types of wholeness (props. 67-9); bnt apart from this
I find nothing in the Elements to justify the obiter dictum of F. Heinemann,
'(ProclDs filhlt) dass der Weg von Plotin zu ihm mehr Uuer AmeliDs und Theodor
von Asine, als liber Porphyr und Jarnblich fiihrt' (Plotin 107). Amelius and
Theodore are frequently and sharply criticized in the in Ti1ll., e.g. n. '74. 10,
277.26 fr., 300. 23, Ill. 33. 33, 104. R, 246. 27, 32 If. and 333. 28.
7 ilt Parm. 618. 3 ff.
• Marinus, vit. Pt'oc. xii fin.
1
2
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venture to innovate substantially upon earlier tradition without
appealing to the authority of his teacher, guide and spiritual father
(b .q!L(T£PO~ 8,8&(TlCaAO~, lCa8vy£p.,fw, 71'aT~p), whose doctrine is his
, trusty anchor '.' Zeller and others have suspected him, it is true,
of using Syrian us as a stalking-horse, or at any rate of unconsciously
introducing his own ideas into reports of Syrianus' teaching; but
Olympiodorus makes the opposite accusation, that he put forward as
his own certain of his master's ideas, even perhaps of his master's
writings (in Phaed. 52. 18 Norvin). As no systematic treatise from
the hand of Syrianus is preserved to us it is impossible fully to confirm or dispose of these conflicting suggestions. But sufficient
evidence can be gleaned from Syrian us' extant commentary on
Aristotle's Metaphysics to show that most of the theories commonly
regarded as characteristic of Proc1us were in fact anticipated, at least
in part, by his master (who in turn may, of course, have taken them
from some predecessor now lost *). This appears to be the case with
the most striking of all the later innovations, the doctrine of 'divine
henads " which fills about a quarter of the Elements: 2 I have tried to
show in the commentary (note on sect. L) that these henads come
from Plato's Philrbus by way of Neopythagoreanism, and that they
were identified with the gods by Syrianus, though much secondary
elaboration was no doubt contributed by Proc1us. In the same
category are the important principles that the causal efficacy of the
higher h)'postasis extends further down the scale of existence than
that of the lower,s and that generic characters in the effect proceed
from a higher source than the specific;· the exaltation of 71'(pa~ and
Ihmpla into cosmogonic apxa{ (again a borrowing from Neopythagoreanism) ; B the curious doctrine of relative infinitude; I and the
modification of earlier views on the relation of the Intelligence to
the Forms.' Were Syrian us' other works preserved, this list could
probably be extended; but even as it stands it suffices to prove that,
in so far as a new direction was given to Neoplatonism after it took
up its headquarters at Athens, that direction had already been deterI in Ti",. Ill. 174. 14.
In its enrliest form the Ti",aeus commentary seems to
have been a 'critical summary' of Syrianas' lectures 00 the subject (Marinns xiii).
O~iginal.ad~itions are commonly prefaced by apologetic phrases like
p..

""up.b"

0,,,..,,,.

.r a.,

2 Props. Jl3-165.
• Prop. 57. This is not actually stated by Syr. as a general law, bat he aflirms
it formally of the relation between ..o." and ..o /I" (in hle/alh. 59. 17).
6 Props. 89-92; Syr. 112.14 fr.
• Props. il, 73; Syr. I. c. 29.4 fr.
6 Prop. 93; Syr. 147. 14.
, Prop. 167. Pr.'s profession thnt he is following Syr. here (in Tim. I. 310.4,
322. 18) is partly confirmed by Syr. himself, 110. 5.
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mined before Proclus succeeded to the chair of Plato. And the view
that Proclus was not an innovator but a systematizer of other men's
ideas is strongly confirmed by the evidence of Marinus. Anxious as
the latter naturally is to make the most of his hero's originality, the
best example of it which he can find is a minor change in the
classification of !frvXa.{ jl the main claim which he makes for him as
a philosopher is that he expounded and harmonized all earlier
theologies • both Greek and barbarian', and critically sifted the
theories of all previous commentators, keeping what was fruitful and
rejecting the rest. 2
Proclus, then, is not a creative thinker even in the degree of
lamblichus, but a systematizer who carried to its utmost limits the
ideal of the one comprehensive philosophy that should embrace all
the garnered wisdom of the ancient world. To attempt an absolute
valuation of the system which he expounded lies outside the scope
of this edirion. I will only say that its fundamental weakness seems
to me to lie in the assumption that the structure of the cosmos
exactly reproduces the structure of Greek logic. All rationalist
systems are to some extent exposed to criticism on these lin~s j but
in Proclus ontology becomes so manifestly the projected shadow of
logic as to present what is almost a reductio ad absurdum of rationalism. In form a metaphysic of Being, the Elements embodies what
is in substance a doctrine of categories: the cause is but a reflection
of the • because', and the Aristotelian apparatus of genus, species and
differentia is transformed into an objectively conceived hierarchy of
entities or forces.'
Yet as the extreme statement of that rationalism which dominated
European thought longer and to deeper effect than any other method,
the Elements remains a work of very considerable philosophical
interest. And its author was certainly something more than the
superstitious pedant pictured for us by certain writers. Superstitious
he unquestionably was, and pedantic also: in the fifth century after
Christ it could hardly be otherwise. He believes in mermaids and
dragons,. in goat-footed Pans,· in statues that move without contact
like the tables of the spiritualists; G from the fact that the Man in
the Moon has eyes and ears but no nose or mouth he can argue
seriously that astral gods possess only the two higher senses jT and
his interpretative zeal is such that a personage in a Platonic dialogue
1
3

vii. Pro,. xxiii.
Cf. notes on props. 6, 8, 67-9 and 70.

• ill Ti1ll. H. 202. 24.
• ill Tim. 11 I. 6. 12.

2

ibid. xxii, cf. xxvi.

5
7
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has but to smile for him to scent a profound symbolic meaning. 1
Yet the man who was capable of these puerilities reveals not only in
the Elements but in many passages of the commentaries a critical
acumen and a systematic grasp not easiiy to be matched within the
post-classical period in any philosophical writer save Plotinus. The
paradox of Proclus has been well expressed by Freudenthal, ~ I in
Proklus' Lehren ist Tiefsinn mit grenzenlosem Aberglauben,
haarscharfe Dialektik mit unlogischer Verschwommenheit der
Begriffe, gesunde Kritik mit naiver Glaubensseligkeit, mathematische
Gedankenstrenge mit der Unvernunft eines wundersilchtigen Mystizismus S zu einem unaufloslichen Knauel in einander gewirrt '. But
critics are inclined to forget that Proclus' qualities were all but
unique in an age when his defects were all but universal. Standing
as he does on the desert frontier between two worlds, with his face
turned towards the vanishing world of Hellenism, he makes in the
perspective of history a figure rather pathetic than heroic; to see his
achievement in its true proportion we must set it against the impoverished and tormented background of his own century and those
that followed. In this sense historians of Greek philosophy have in
general done him considerably less tban justice. Historians of the
Middle Ages, on the other hand, are beginning to realize his importance in another aspect, as one of the fountain-heads of that
Neoplatonic tradition which, mingling unrecognized with the slowmoving waters of medieval thought, issued beyond them at last to
refertilize the world at the Renaissance. Wholly preoccupied as he
was with the past, the philosophy of Proclus is not merely a summation of bygone achievement: the accident of history has given it
also the significance of a new beginning.

§ 4.

The bifluence of Proclus. 4

The influence which Proclus exercised upon early medieval
thought may be called accidental, in the sense that it would scarcely
have been felt but for the activity of the unknown eccentric who within
a generation of Proclus' death conceived the idea of dressing his
philosophy in Christian draperies and passing it off as the work of a
1

~

in Parm. lOll. 10 IT.
Hermes 16 (1881) H8 If.

, i.e. occuhism. The genuine mystic is seldom • wundersiichtig'.
• All that is atl~mpted here is to indicate a few salient points, with special
reference to the El. Tk. A detailed study of lhe subject would require a book to
itself, and would demand a far more intimate knowledge of medieval and
renaissance literature than I possess *,
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convert of St. Paul. Though challenged by Hypatius of Ephesus
and others, in official quarters the fraud 1 met with complete and
astonishing success. Not only did the works of 'Dionysius the
Areopagite' escape the ban of heresy which they certainly merited,
but by 649 they had become an 'Urkunde sufficiently important
for a Pope to bring before the Lateran Council a question concerning a disputed reading in one of them. About the same date
they were made the subject of an elaborate commentary by Maximus
the Confessor, the first of a long succession of commentaries from
the hands of Erigena, Hugh of St. Victor, Robert Grosseteste,
Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas and others. 'Dionysius' rapidly
acquired an authority second only to that of Augustine. In the
East his negative theology and his hierarchical schematism exercised
a powerful 'influence on John of Damascus (d. circa 750), who in
turn influenced the later scholastics through the Latin version of his
tKOO(TL'i rij'i &p8oo6tov 7r{UT(W'i made in I r 5 1.
But' Dionysius ' also
affected western thought more directly, first through the clumsy
translation made by Erigena in 858, and later through the versions
of Johannes Saracenus and Robert Grosseteste. In Erigena's own
treatise de divisione naturae the Neoplatonism of 'Dionysius' 2
became the basis of a comprehensive world-system j it reappears in
later writers like Simon of Tournai and Alfredus Anglicus, and
influenced Bonaventura, Aquinas and Descartes.' The authenticity
of Dionysius' works was denied by the renaissance humanist
Laurentius Valla, but was not finally disproved until the nineteenth
century (there are still Catholic theologians who profess belief in it).
The extent of ps.~Dion.'s dependence on Proclus was first fully
revealed by the work of the Jesuit Stiglmayr and especially by the
elaborate study of H. Koch, Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita in sez"nen
Beziehungen zum Neuplatonismus u. Mysten·enwesen. They show that
not only did he reproduce with a minimum of Christian disguise the
whole structure of Athenian Neoplatonism and take over practically
I

1 It is for some reason customary to use a kinder term; but it is quite clear that
the deception was deliberate (cf. H. Koch, PseudtJ-DitJnysiu! 3).
, Ps.-Dion. appears to be his main source in this work, though he used also
Augustine and Gregory of Nyssa: see J. Draseke, ](IIt. Seotu! Erigena u. deISm
Gewtiltrsm(i"nner (Stud. z. Gesch. d. Theo!. u. Kirche Bd. ix, H. 2). The extent
of his debt to Neoplatonism has recently been investigated by H. Dorries, E. u. d.
Neuplalonismus, who, however, treats as original certain doctrines of E. which are
in fact Neoplatonic, sllch as the simultaneous affirmation of divine transcendence
and divine immanence (pp. 25, 29: cf. El. Tit. props. 98 n., 145 I. 20 n.) and the
emphasis laid on the' vita-Ilegriff' (p. 43 n. I: cf. props. 101-2 n.).
• Descartes owed much to his contemporary and intimate friend, the theologian
Gibieuf, who was steeped in ps.-Dion. (E. Gilson, La Libert! cltez Descartes 193,

201).
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the whole of its technical terminology,l but he followed Proclus
slavishly in many of the details of his doctrine. A single example
from Koch must here suffice:
Pr. t·n Ale. H. 153 Cousin 1: Ka,
Bwl TO{VVII (h<.w (pwuw· 01 7f'p£-

ps.-Dion. Div. Nom. 4.

u/3vTfpol TWY KaTaOWTTlpwy, &''\M.
71'pOYOTJTlKW,,· Ka) 01 KaTao£tU'TfpOI

7TTtICWC; EpWUL • . • Kat Ta. KpE{rrw
TWY ~TTOYWV 7f'POYOTJTIKW,.

TWY lnT£prlpwv, &..\.\'

Ta.

10: Kat

~TTW TWY KPHTTOVWY (7I'1U'TPE-

f.7I'UJ'TP£7I'TI-

KW~.

Many other borrowings are noted in the commentary. The effect of
his imitations is not infrequently grotesque, as when he transfers to
Christ and the Holy Ghost the epithets with which Proclus had
adorned his henads. 2
While Proclus was thus conquering Europe in the guise of an
early Christian, in his own person he seems to have been studied at
first only for the purpose of refuting his system and then not at all.
At Alexandria the heritage of the Neoplatonic school passed without
any breach of continuity into the hands of such Christian successors
as J ohannes Philoponus j S but the resolute paganism of Proclus and
the other Athenian Neoplatonists· precluded any such evolution in
their case. In the sixth century Proclus' teaching was still sufficiently
influential to call for detailed refutation-witness the extant work of
Philoponus de aeternilale mundi contra Proclum, and the treatise
composed by Procopius of Gaza in answer to Proclus' commentary
on the T(.\(U'TIKcl of Julianus. 6 But thereafter, as Aristotle became
the one officially licensed philosopher of the Byzantine world, Proclus
and his brother Platonists sank into an obscurity from which they
were retrieved only by the humanist revival under the Comneni.
During this period of eclipse, however, the knowledge of Proclus'
work was diffused in the East. His commentaries on Rep. Book X,
1

To the long list of borrowed terms given by Koch may be added

l."y.~apx(a,

6(Cllr, G.JlEICf/JOJTT,-rwr, lUXETor, aVTOTEAlrr, OVCTJ01rOu5r: 7fEP'OX~J 'lr71"YClWS, "'po",w"lwr,
7f'poovJ {nrfp(c.Jos, VCPEIP.EVOS, &c.
2 Pr. de mal. subsist. 209. 27, the henads are' velut flores et supersubstantialia
lumina': hence for ps.·Dion. Jesus and the nVfu",a are ofov ('v8" /Cal lnr'p0{,(Tla
<pw-ra (Div. Nom. 2. 7).
.
S See Praechter, Richtungell; and P. Tannery, Sur la Pen'ode Finale de la
Phi/osophie Grecque, in Rev. Philosophique XXI (1896) 266 ff.
• Pr.'s attitude cost him a year's banishment from Athens (Marinus xv). Direct
criticism of the established religion was exceedingly dangerous in the fifth century,
but he comes very near to it in such passages as in R~mp. L 74.4 ff., in Ale. 531.
39, in C,·at. cxxv. The same tone is perceptible in Damascius (vit. bidor. 48.
IT ff., 92.26 ff., 103. 12 ff.) and Simplicius (in Aris!. de caclo 370. 29).
5 This is referred to by a scholiast on Lucian, Phil()puudes 12 (IV. 224 Jacoby):
cf. Bidez ill C.II1.A.G. VI. 8S n. 1.
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the Gorgt'as, tbe Pluudo and (unless this is a misattribution) the
Golden Verses, are known to have been translated into Syriac. 1
Fragmentary Arabic versions of the two last-named are also
recorded; 2 and various others of his works were known at least by
name to Mohammedan scholars.! We hear also of an Arabic work
by the physician Razi, entitled I Concerning Doubt, in connexion
with [or, against] Proclus'; and of an Arabic version of the de
aeternitate mundi contra Produm.· The de causis, of which w,e shall
have occasion to speak in a moment, is thought by O. Bardenhewer,
the editor of the Arabic text, to have been compiled from an Arabic
translation of the Elements of Theology; 5 but no record of such a
tr~nslation has as yet been discovered, unless, with August Miiller, we
interpret in this sense an obscure entry in Haji Khalfa's Lexicon
Bibliographicum et Encyc/opaedicum. 6 The Elements of Theology was,
however, translated into Georgian, with a commentary,T by John
Petritsi early in the twelfth .century; thence 8 into Armenian by the
monk Simeon of Garni in 1248; furnished with a new Armenian
commentary by bishop Simeon of Djulfa in the seventeenth century;
and finally re translated from the Armenian into Georgian in 1757.'
On these versions, which are still extant, see below, pp. xli-ii. They
are of interest as showing a fairly continuous study of Proclus in the
Near East from the later Middle Ages do~n to the eighteenth
century.
Of much greater historical importance than these is the Liber de
Baumstark, Gescltichle tkr Syrisdun Literalur p. 131.
M. Stdnschneider, Die Arabiukm Ueberse/zungen aus dem Grieckisc1un
( = Beihefte z. CeDtralblatt f. Bibliothekswesen 11) 93 f.
, See espccial1y the list given in the h'krist of Muhammed ibn Isblq (pp. 31-3
of the German translation by August M tiller published under the title Die
Grieckisckm Pki/osopken in der Arabisckm Ueberlieferung, Halle 18j3). It
includes a 9EO"O-YC" and a 'Lesser ITTO.XfC.. I1U·, which M tiller ideutifies respectively
with the El. Tk. aDd the El. Pkys. As, however, the latter appears to figure
elsewhere in Muhammed's list as' A work on the definitions of the natural elements',
it is perhaps more probable that the' Lesser lTTo'XEl..111f ' is the El. Th. and the
SfO"O-YC" the Tk. PI.
• Steinschneider op. cit. pp. 93, 105.
8 P. 47 of his edition.
S Tom. V, p. 66 Fluegel, no. 10005: Kitih-el-thalujiya, liher tbeologiae,
i.e. doctriuae religionis clivinae, auctoribus Proclo PlatoDico' I't Alexandro
AphrodisieDsi. Hunc librnm Abu Othmin Dimeshcki anno ... mortuus, transtulit.
The date is lacking. Steinschneider, op. Cit. p. 92, thinks that the title is corrupt
and the ascription to Proclus due to n confusion •.
7 Attriuuted ill the Georgian MSS. to 'John' (Pelritsi); in the Armenian to
Amelachos or Iomelachos or Homelachos \! IlImblichus), 'the Athenian hishop
and philosopher and rhetor' •.
8 Dashien's view, that the Armenian version was made direct from the Greek,
is controverted by N. J. Marr, Jokn Petri/ski, in Proc. Russ. Archneol. Acad.
(Zapiski Vostochnago) 19 (1909).
, See Marr, (Jp. <it., and P. Peeters, Tratiu((;on et T,adtlclellrs dans I'hagio!,"'tlphie orientale, in Analecta Bollandiana 40 (1912) ~91.
I
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causis, which passed in medieval times for the work of Aristotle, but
is in fact (as Aquinas recognized 1) a translation of an Arabic work
based on the Elements of Thology. :rhe original Arabic book,
which· has been published with a German version by O. Bardenhewer, would seem to have been composed by a Mohammedan
writer in the ninth century. It was rendered into Latin between
II6, and 118, by Gerhard of Cremona, and is constantly cited as
an authority from Alanus ab Insulis (end of the twelfth century) onwards. It exists also in an Armenian 2 and in no fewer than four
Hebrew 3 versions. The additions made to it by Albertus Magnus
contain further material derived ultimately from the Elements,
doubtless again, as Degen t thinks, through an Arabic intermediary.
In this extended form it was used by Dante, and is probably the
main source of the Neoplatonic ideas which appear in the Convito
and the Divine Comedy.'
Proc1us' ideas were thus for the second time introduced to Europe
under a false name of singular inappropriateness. His direct
influence upon the Byzantine world begins only with the renaissance
of Platonism in the eleventh century, upon the Latin West with
Aquinas and William of Morbecca in the thirteenth. The Byzantine
Neoplatonist Michael Psellus (1018-78 or 1096) was steeped in
Proc1us, and has preserved for us much curious matter taken from
his lost commentary on the Clzaldaean Oracles (as does also
Nicephorus Gregoras in his scholia on the de insomniis of Synesius).'
In his de omnifana doctrina Psellus makes abundant use of the
Elements of Tlzeology, which he quotes as Ta /cE~OAa.La.7 But despite
the authority of ' Dionysius', whose pagan imitator he was thought
to be, 8 the vogue of Proc1us was looked upon with suspicion by the
orthodox. Hence the next century saw the elaborate 'Avcf1lTVeL~ ri1~
8EO~Oj'LI(7j~ aTOLxn~O"(bI~ IIpo/C~ov by the theologian Nicolaus, Bishop
1 Aquinas' words are: 'Videtur ab aliquo philosophorum Arabum ex praedicto
Iibro Proculi (se. the El. Th.) excerptus, praesertim quia omnia quae in hoc libro
continentur, multo plenills et dilfusius continentllr in illo '. His commentary on·
the a, (aus;s is v:uiously dated between u68 and u71 *.
! In the Mechitaristen·Bibliothek at Vienna, no. 4838.
" Steinschneider, Die He6raischen Ue/Jersei1mngm aes lIfillelallers §§ 140 If.
• E. Degen, Welt:hes s;"" die Bezultun/{l" AIIJerls des Grossen' Liber de causis
et processtl uuiversitatis' sur U'rOIX_t."TIS 6_oA0i'"<1, •.. , (MUnchen, 1903) *.
• M. Baumgartner, Donles Ste//ung zur Phiwsophie, in Zweite Vereinsehrirt
d. Gorresgesellschaft (/921) 57 If.
• See liidez in C. Mo A. G. VI. 83 n.II, 104 fr.; and on PsellDs' Neoplatonlsm
in feneral, C. Zenos, fl" Phi/osopke nloplaltJnicien au Xl" s;ec/e, Niekel Pselws.
.
Cap. 74 (cf. El. Th. props. 38,39). Other borrowings from El. Th. appear
In cap. 16 (= prop. 12~) and caps. 19-a6 (= props. 63, 166,167, 169, 171, 173,
6
17 , 177)·
8 Suidas s.v. 410~6u10S cl 'Apf_lIi'i'r"s: PseUus ,ie o"",if. aocl. cap. 74.
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of Methone,! which is directed against TtV(~ Tij .. tvllov 'TavT1'1~ Kal
~fL(T'Epa.~ i'E)'OV6'TE~ aM'17~ who • think the propositions of Proc1us
worthy of admiration' (p. 2 Voemel). This' refutation' was
accompanied by a text of the original work, and is the source of
a number of our MSS. of it (see below, pp. xxxiii-v).
The first work of Proclus to be made directly accessible in Latin
was the Elements of Physics, which was translated from the Greek in
Sicily somewhere about the middle of the twelfth century. The El.
Th. was introduced to the West in 1268, when the Flemish Dominican William of Morbecca or Moerbeke, friend of Aquinas, papal
chaplain, and afterwards Archbishop of Corinth, produced a Latin
version of it (see below, p. xlii), followed later by a part of the in Tim.,
the de dec. dub., the de prO'[). et fat. and the de mal. subsist. The
recently discovered version of the in Parm. mayor may not be from
the same hand; it belongs in any case to the latter part of the
thirteenth century.2 These translations appeared at a time when
Plotinus, and Plato himself (save for the Plzaedo, the Meno, and part
of the Tzmaeus), were still unknown in the West; and they played
a decisive part in shaping the later medieval notion of • Platonism '.'
From them springs the prestige of Proclus as (in Tauler's words)
• the great pagan Master '-a reputation which he continued to
enjoy down to the time of Leibniz. The translation of the Elements
of Theology was used by Aquinas in his last years,· and its influence
! A fragment contained in a Vatican MS. of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
and there ascribed to Procopins of Gaza Will! published by A. Mai in 1831 and
discovered sixty years later. to be word for word identical with a passage in the
'Av4,",U(IS. On this basis J. Draseke (Byz. zatschr. VI [1897J !IS fr.) erected the
theory tllat Procopius is the real lLuthor of the 'A"c:l1lTU(IS, which must therefore
have been composed within a generation of Proclus' death or even (as D. prefers to
think) during his lifetime. This conclusion, if sound, would obviously have a very
important bearing on the history of the text of the El. Th.; but the objections
urged by Stiglmayr (Byz. Zeitschr. VIII [1899J l63 fr.), which need not be
recapitulated here, seem to me decisive. Additional arguments against D.'s view
are the following: (a) the confusion of dates by which Origen is said to have
derived his heretical doctrine of .....OK..T4.,.T....1f from the El. Th. CA,,411T. p. 57)
is surely impossible for a writer almost Proclus' contemporary; (b) 'A"rJ....T. p. 187
&is I" TOU ".pl ilpou ...lI...,.6T.po" ';'/10;" 1iIfUt<PIM/T'u would have to be treated as an
interpolation, since it unmistakably refers to the treatise of Nicolaus ...plls Tb"
Ip"'Tf, ......,....1 tCTTII' Spos (",ijs 1<..1 S.."dTOU p. 234 Demetrakopoulos ('ElCKlI.'I"""CTT'K~ B,f3l1.,oS1,K'I, Lpz. 1866); (c) at El. Th. page 70 1. 35 ( and several otber
passages the rearling implied ill the text of tlte 'A"d1lT., as well as given by our
N MS!:). of the El. Th., involves a complex corruption such as could hardly have
arisen by the date which D. assumes.
, R. Klibansky, Ein Proklos-hmd u. sdne Btdeutung (Abh. Heidelberger Akad.
19l9, no. S), 30 If. The Platonic Theology seems to have been first translated in
the fifteenth century (ibid. 26 n.2).
I Klibansky, op. tit. 18 If.
• He quot~ tbe book by name more than once in the de substanti;s sepa,·atis.
For parallels between the Eltmmts and the teaching of Aquinas see on props. 28,
30 , 50-4, 57, 124, 190.
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was soon reflected in the German Dominican school: Dietrich of
Freiberg (c. 1250-1310) repeatedly quotes it by name I ; another
Dominican, Berthold of Mosburg, composed a lengthy commentary
upon it which still exists in manuscript 2; and we ought probably to
recognize in it one of the main sources of Eckhart's peculiar type of
negative theology.s In the firteenth century it formed with the
Platonic Theology and the in Parm. the favourite reading of Nicholas
of Cusa,' who derived from Proclus important elements of his own
doctrine and often cites him as an authority.
In the renewed popularity of the Neoplatonists at the Renaissance
Proclus had a full share. For the Elements of Theology this is
sufficiently attested by the great number of fifteenth- or sixteenthcentury copies which have survived: over forty are known to me,
and there are probably others still. In the importation of Proclus
manuscripts from the East, Cardinal Bessarion was especially active, I
and no fewer than three of our MSS. of the Elements come from his
library; another was written' by Marsilio Ficino, the translator of
Plato and Plotinus; another was owned by Pico della Mirandola,
whose celebrated Fifty-five Propositions seem to be based exclusively
upon Proclus.' A new Latin translation of the Elements of Theology
by Patrizzi was printed in 1583 j but the first printed edition of the
Greek text (with the Platonic Theology and the Life by Marinus) did
not appear until 1618. Beyond this point I cannot attempt to carry
the present survey. It shall end with two quotations which may be
of interest to students of English literature.
The first is taken from Nature's answer to Mutability at the end
of the Fame Queen (VII. vii. 58):
I well consider all that ye have said,
And find that all things stedfastnesse do hate
And changed be j yet, being rightly wayd,
They are not changed from their first estate;
But by their change their being do dilate,
And turning to themselves at length againe,
Do work their owne perfection so by fate.
I See the passages cited in Ueberweg-Geyer 11 556 f. De W.ulf says that he put
Proclos on a level with Augustine and Aristotle.
2 In the library of Balliol College, Oxford, no. 2Jtb ; al.o Vat. Lat_ ZJ93.
• E. Krebs, Meisltr Dietri,k. 136 If.; Klibansky 12 n. 2.
e His friend Giovanni Andlea de Bussi says of him • his iIle libris veJuti
thesaoris sui. et propriis maxime recreabatur, ut nuIli alii rei tantopere vigilaret'
(quoted by Klibansky, 26 n. 3; cf. 29 n. I). His copy, with autograph comments,
of WiIliam of Morbecca's version of El. Tk. is presened at Cues (00. 195 Marx,
If. 34.-66.).
5 Klibausky, '+
• See chap. 11 § I, nos. " 1-4, 37; -45; '-4.
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This strange-sounding doctrine becomes intelligible when we realize
that it is a distant echo of Proclus' theory that 'every effect
remains in its cause, proceeds from it, and reverts upon it' (El. Tk.
prop. 35). Spenser may possibly have read Patrizzi's translation of
the Elements, but more likely he came by the idea indirectly, through
some Italian Neoplatonist (cf. Renwick, Edmund Spenser, 164).
The second is from Coleridge: 'The most beautiful and orderly
development of the philosophy which endeavours to explain all
things by an analysis of consciousness, and builds up a world in the
mind out of materials furnished by the mind itself, is to be found
in the Platonic Tkeology of Proclus '.1
CHAPTER H.

§ 1. Ma1zuscripts *.
The MSS. which I have examined with a view to the present
edition fall for the most part into three well·marked families, though
some of the later copies show signs of conflation. The complete
list (including a few known to me only from earlier collations) is as
follows :FIRST FAMILY, representing the text used by Nicolaus of Methone
in the twelfth century (see above, p. xxx f.). These MSS. contain
props. 1-198 only.2
B I. Vat,canus graec. 2J7 (formerly 171), ff. 76-181V, saec. xiv,
chart. (see Mercati and Cavalieri, Codtces Vallcan; Graeci .Descriptl~
T. I.). Very few corrections or marginalia. I have made a full
collation (from photographs).
2. Marcianus graee. 40J (formerly 193), ff. 60-IOOv, saec. xv init.,
perg. (see Zanetti and Bongiovanni, Graeea .D. Marci Bibliotlzeea
Codicum Manu Scriptorum). Formerly in the possession of Bessarion.
No corrections or marginalia. A full collation (which I had made
before I had seen B) shows that this MS. has a number of errors
and lacunae peculiar to itself, but otherwise (save for occasional
correction of obvious miswritings) agrees very closely with B, on
which it is mainly if not wholly dependent.
To this family belong also the MSS. (nos. 3-13) of Nicolaus of
Methone's 'Ava.7TTIJels "is (ho~0'Y,,(ijs OTOIX(IWU(b)S, which includes
a complete text of props. 1-198 of Proclus' work, but neither text of
nor commentary on the remaining propositions.
1

Memorials of Coltor/OII 11,

Jan.

I8ID.

Except D, where props. 199-309 mid. were added by a later hand, and the
copies or D (nos. 6-10).
2

c
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3. Valieanus graee. 636, ff. 121-213v, saec. xiv (vel xiii fin.),
chart. The earlier portion has been corrected by another hand
(a contemporary 8LOp8wn1~?); in the later portions the 8t6p8w(Tt~
seems to have been carried out by the scribe himself. This MS.
gives a text of Proclus closely similar to B; but it is clearly independent of B, as B of it. I I have made a full collation (from
photographs). 2
:~
4. Lugdunensis B. P. graee. 3), saec. xvi (?), chart. (see Voemel
11) in In/'ha Phl'losophiae ae Theologzat, Pars IV, Frankfurt am Main
182S, pp. viii-ix). Contains only the opening and closing words of
each proposition; Voemel gives a collation of these (oJ. cd. pp. 2524). Claims to be copied from a Vatican MS., which can with
certainty be identified with C.
D 5. Ambroslanus grate. 648, ff. I -26 + 73 7, ff. I9)-2)7, saec.
xiv fin. et xv, chart. (see Martini and Bassi, Catalogus eodieum
graeeorum Biblz'ofheeae Ambrosianae). This MS. is a patchwork
product. (a) Props. 1-77 and 98-IIS were written by one hand,
props. 78 and I 16-20 by another, props. 79-97 by a third. These
three hands are contemporary, and seem to belong to the end of the
fourteenth century. (b) Props. 12 I"'98 are in a fourth and perhaps
somewhat later hand. (c) A fifteenth-century hand (d) added props.
199-209 mid. (without commentary).' (d) Finally, the book was
rebound in two parts, with several leaves misplaced; and the leaf
containing props. 6 and 7, which had been lost at some earlier stage,
was replaced first by a faulty Latin version (not William of Morbecca's) and then by the Greek in a sixteenth-century hand.
Correctors: (i) in the earlier propositions occur sporadic corrections
in at least two different hands, D2 (perhaps the scribe of props. 78
and rr6-20) and D S ; (ii) a further hand (D4) has corrected the
work of all scribes down to prop. 198. This MS. is on the whole
inferior to C, but is probably independent of it, being free from some
of its characteristic errors.' I have collated it for props. I-I98.
6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Ambroslam' graee. 20), 204, 207, IOI6, 2I2, are
sixteenth-century copies of D, made after stage (c) and before stage (d).
The first four were written by Camillus Venetus.
E
II. Parisinus I256" chart., saec. xv (see Omont, Invenfaire
Cf. e,g. p.6 11. 18-19; p. 20 I. 17.
A collation by Holsten is preserved in his copy of PMtus' edition, Biblioteca
Harberina J. iv. 31.
S The text of these props. is clearly borrowed from one of the copies of M
classed below as group m. i, and has therefore no independent value.
• Cf. e.g, pp. 6. I. 5 j 158, I. 15. At p. 54 I. 19 DE alone ha\'e the true
reading.
I
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Sommazre des MSS. grecs de la Bibliolheque Na/zona/e). I have
made a full collation of this MS.; but it is distinctly inferior to
BeD, and its value as a source for the text is questionable. It has
most but not all of the readings characteristic of D (stage (b) after
correction), while in a few passages it reproduces the erroneous
reading of D before correction. Where it differs from D, it either
agrees with the older representatives of the family, or, more often,
introduces errors of its own. It may be either a cousin of D or
a descendant derived through a copy embodying occasional corrections from B or C.
(~
12. Lugdunens'-s B. P. grace. 4, chart., saec. xvi (see Voemel,
oemeh) I. c.). This is the only MS. of the first family, if we except the
fragmentary no. 4, of which a collation has hitherto been published
(by Voemel, op. d/. pp. 233 ff.). It appears to be derived from D;
but if Voemel's collation is a complete one (I have not examined
the MS.), it has been contaminated with readings from the second
family.
13. Laurcntianus Plu/. IX cod. I2, ff. 1-127, chart., saec. xv vel
xvi (see Bandini, Ca/alogus Codzi:um Graceorum Biblio/Meae Laurcn/ianae, T. i, p. 406, where it is wrongly ascribed to saec. xiv).
A partial collation indicates that this MS. is very closely related to E,
though neither appears to be dependent on the other.
M

SECOND

FAMILY.

14. Marciallus graec. 678 (formerly 512),

ff. I28-76V, chart., saec. xiii fin. vel xiv init. (see Zanetti and Bongio-

vanni, op. d/.). From Bessarion's library. Two leaves, containing
respectively props. 10 init.-I2 EiT( yap iq,{ETaL KaKEtvov and 20 brlKElVrl.
iOTLV TJ I/tvxij. ovu{a-2 I Kat Tfi VOEf1i, ovu{q., have been lost at some
date since the beginning of the fifteenth century. Props. 203 ai liE
EuxaTaL KaTo. 'T1jv Trl.[LV-2 r I fin. are in another hand contemporary
with the first. There are a number of glosses, marginal and interlinear, in the first hand, mostly of little interest. The MS. has been
much tampered with, and many of the original readings have been
wholly or partially erased; but most of these can be recovered with
greater or less certainty by the help of nos. I5-23, which descend
from a copy of M made before correction. In the corrections
themselves two stages can be distinguished. (a) Before 1358 (the
date of 0) two hands had been at work. One of these (M') introduced a large number of readings, which agree sometimes with the
first family, sometimes with the third, occasionally with neither (in
the last case they are with the rarest exceptions worthless). To the
other hand (MS) are due a few marginal variants, mostly from the
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first family. (b) Between 1358 and about 1400 additional corrections
were made (from the third family?) by another hand or hands (M4),
the most important being the filling of the extensive lacuna in
prop. 209.-1 have made a full collation (partly from photographs).
The remaining MSS. of. the second family are all dependent
primarily on M, though many of them embody also a certain number
of readings from other sources. They may be classified according
to their derivation (a) 'from M before correction (group m i), (b) from
M as corrected by M2 and MS (group m. ii-iii), (c) from M as further
corrected by M4 (group m. iv).
Group 15. [Argenloralensis]: see Creuzer 1 (= Itlilia Phd. ac Theol.
m. i. Pars Ill), p. xvii, and Haenel, Calalogus /ibrorum MSS. qui in
Arg (=~ bibliolhecis Galliae elc. asseroanlur. This MS. perished in 1870,
Creuzen) an d no a d equate d
"
. eXists;
.
b ut we h ave a co11'
0 f It
atlOn by
escnptJon
Schweighauser, which with Port us's readings constitutes the whole
apparatus crilicus of Creuzer's earlier text. Creuzer calls it 'quantivis pretii codicem', and it in fact preserved many sound readings
of Ml which were unknown to Portus, as well as a few incorporated
from other sources (if the collation can be trusted); but it also
exhibited many corruptions peculiar either to itself or to group m. i.
It broke off at the lacuna in prop. 209, as do the other members of
the group (except nos. 19 and 21-23).
16. Parisimes 204r, ff. 51Y-106v, chart., saec. xv (se~ Omont,
op. eit.). Props. 153-end are in another hand. Appe!lrs, so far as
I have collated it, to be a representative of Ml slightly less corrupt
than Arg.
(L a 17· Lugdunensis Voss. graec. 14, chart., saec. xv vel xvi. ResemCreuzeri) bles, but is inferior to, no. 16 (of which, however, it is apparently
independent). A few readings from this MS. are given in an
appendix to Creuzer's first edition.
18. Pan'sinus graec. 188;, chart., saec. xvi, is a copy of no. 17.
19. Vaticanus graec. 10)6, ff. 101-204, chart., saec. xvi fin. Breaks
off at prop. 208 fin., and is otherwise faulty.
(H
20. Hamburgensis phil. graee. 25, saec. xvi, written by A. DarmaCreuzeri) rius and formerly in the possession of Lucas Holsten, who states
that he • emended Portus's whole edition' from it: see H. Omont,
Calal. des MSS. grecs. . . . des Villes Hanseatiques. I have not
seen this MS., but there is a partial collation by J. Gurlitt in Cr.'
pp. 319 ff. Creuzer's assumption that it is a copy of a Vatican MS.
seems to be mistaken.
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21. Parlsinus 2028 contains the ~TOLX({l1lo"L> 0EOAoyLK~ (ff. 74-106),
perg., saec. xiv, bound with paper MSS. of later origin (see Omont,
Invent., where it is wrongly described as Theologieae Institul/oms It"brt"
sex). Props. 1-4 have been lost and supplied in a later hand on
paper (apparently from 0); prop. 211 is missing. This MS. is not
the parent of nos. 15-20, but appears' to be derived like them
(through a common ancestor, as is shown by common omissions)
from Ml. It is not, however, a satisfactory representative of the
text of M1, as it exhibits a large number of readings introduced from
other sources.
22. Valicanus I444, ff. 45-90, chart., a. 1542.
Prop. 211 is
missing, as in no. 2 I, of which this MS. appears to be a corrupt
descendant.
23. Pan'sinus I842, ff. 156v-318V, chart., saec. xvii. Lacks prop.
211, and abounds in the grossest errors.

Group All these MSS., while based on· M2-3, agree in certain passages
m. ii-iii. with BCD against all the hands in M. We may suppose them
derived from M 2- S through a common ancestor which was occasionally corrected from the first family.l
o 24. Bodleianus Laud. graec. I8, ff. 242-88v, chart., a. 1358:
written by Stelianos Choumnos, and formerly in the possession of
Pico dell a Mirandola: see Coxe's Catalogue (where it is wrongly
described as containing 209 props. instead of 21 I). This MS., of
which I had made a complete collation before I was acquainted
with M, has some corruptions shared by the rest of the group, and
a large number of others peculiar to itself and no. 25. Many of
these errors figure in Portus's text, and not a few are retained by
Creuzer. Corrections have been introduced by several later hands.
These are sometimes hard to distinguish; but 0 2 seems to have
used a MS. of the first family, while Os often emends conjecturally
and wildly.
25. Parisinus I8Jo, ff. 279-'330, chart., a. 1539: written by
Valeriano Albino. Derived from 0 after that MS. had been
corrected.
26. Riceardianus graee. 70, ff. 217-56, chart., saec. xv (see
Vitelli's catalogue). This and the following MSS. are independent
of O. They have one or two sound readings peculiar to them
which seem to be due to conjecture.
1 E.g. the missing words in prop. 78, 1. 15 were supplied, and a characteristic
reading of BeD introduced in prop. 198, I. 25.
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27. Monaeensis grate. 502, ff. 1-38, chart., saec. xv: formerly at
Augsburg. Derived from no. 26.
28. Pan'sinus 20r8, ff. 260-305, chart., saec. xv. Closely resembles no. 26.
29. Ambrosianus J8, chart., a. 1581 : written by F. Patrizzi, who
records that it was copied from a MS. written r r 2 years earlier.
Closely resembles nos. 26-8, but appears to be independently
derived from the common source of this sub-group.
30. Ambrosianus r010, ff. 361V-429, chart., saec. xvi: written for
Pinelli by Georgius Aetol.us. An inferior copy.
31. Ambrosianus 812, ff. 31-84, chart., saec. xvi: written by
Camillus Venetus, and formerly in the possession of F. Patrizzi.
Copy of 30?
32. Bodleianus Mise. 84 (formerly 3036), chart., contains props.
1-32 1I'o.ua iJ.pa E1I'!CTTpO"'~ (not 1-29 as stated by Coxe). bound with
various late MSS. This fragment, in a fifteenth-century hand,
resembles nos. 30-1.
33. Monaeensis graee·547, ff. 304-51, chart., saec. xv (init.?):
formerly at Augsburg. Written in 3 hands: (i) props. 1-122;
(ii) props. 123-4; (iii) props. 125-end. This MS. and the three
following embody some further corrections of the text of M2-S, in .
addition to those found in nos. 24-32. Moreover, no. 33 has itself
been extensively corrected from the first family.
34. ParisinTls r828, ff. 239-80v, chart., claims to be a copy
• transcriptus et recognitus ex antiquo exemplari Bibliothacae D.
Marci Venetiarum' by Nicholas de la 'forre in 1562 .. It proved
on examination to be a copy, not of any MS. now at Venice, but
almost certainly of no. 33 (made after that MS. had been corrected).'
35. Laurentianus plut. LXXXVI cod. 8, ff. 27IV-92, chart.,
saec. xv. Resembles the original text of no. 33 ; but the ·two appear
to be mutually independent.
(L b 36. Lugduncllsis B. P. grace. 59, ff. 15-70, chart., saec. xvi.
:uzeri) Faulty copy of no. 35. Here again a corrector has introduced
"'ariants from the first family. A few readings from this MS. are
given by Creuzer \ pp. 3 I 9 ff.

Group 37. 11larct'anus grace. 61J (formerly 192), ff. 265-310V, perg.,
m. iv. saec. xv (init. ?). Formerly in the possession of Bessarion.
I

E.g. a scholion on prop. 5 from the margin of M was inserted in the text after

6.P.11 (p. 6,1. 16) in the nrchetype of nos. 33 and 35: in no. 33 it was struck out

by the corrector, with the note TO;;"O
margin and the words TOUTO I1xoll.lOJl

trxOll.IOJI~":

71" in

in no. 34 the gloss appears in the
the text (subsequently deleted).
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38 . Vindobonensis graee. J8 (formerly 14), ff. 268-318, chart.,
e. '548. Bought at Venice in 1672, and formerly in the possession
of Sebastianus Ericius. Derived from no. 37.
Here should probably be classified also the two following:
39· Vatieanus I7J7 (formerly 45), ff. 15-89, chart., saec. xv vel
xvi. Formerly in the possession of Aloysius Lollinus.
4 0 • Palatinus J47, ff. 1-4, pap. Contains props. I-IS o1iS(v apa
(fwJ= in a sixteenth-century hand.
THE THIRD FAMILY is represented, so far as I know, by three
MSS. only, nos. 41-3. These offer a text which often differs very
substantially (especially in order of words) from that of all other
MSS. Many of their peculiarities appear to be due to deliberate
and reckless 'correction' of the tradition I-a vice which imposes
great caution in the use of these MSS. At the same time they show
some signs of contamination from the first family: cL especially p. 126,
11. 5-6. In a number of passages, however, they and they alone offer
what is unmistakably the true reading (cf. e.g. pp. 18, ll. 24-5; 94,
I. 4; 160, I. 22; 164, ll. 6,9; and esp. 70 I. 35); and it is at least
doubtful whether conjecture is in every case responsible for this.
p 41. Pansinus 242J, ff. 5Iv-8v, chart., saec. xiii (see Omont,
Invent.). Contains only props. 1-78 aTE>"~~. 8(rTat'Ya~. Injured
here and there by worms. No margina.lia, but one or two traces of
correction by another hand.
Q 42. Marcialltts graee. JI6 (formerly 521), ff. 52-73v, chart.,
saec. xiv init. (?) (see Zanetti and Bongiovanni, op. a't.). Has a few
marginalia and interlinear corrections in the original hand; and a
number of wild readings, apparently due to conjecture, in a later
hand (Q2). This MS. and the preceding appear to be mutually
independent, though closely related: Q is on the whole the better.
I have made a full collation of both.
43. Pan'sinus I7J4, ff. 343-8IV, chart., saec. xv. Badly faded
in places. I had collated this MS. before seeing Q; but it has
probably no independent value. It bears convincing marks 2 of
derivation from Q as corrected by Q2; and where it departs from
1 Such 'corrections' are sometimes stylistic: these MSS. fairly systematically
try to avoid hiatus by elisions, transpositions, and writing 'You" for o~". They also
introduce Atticisms like 'Y''Y"rf>rrt<w for 'Y",rf>rrt<w of the other MSS. Variants of
this class are not as a rule recorded in my apparatlls. Sometimes the motive is
grammatical, e.g. p. 90, 11. 8 and 12, p. 102, 1. I ; often a corruption is complicated
by an attempted remedy,as p. 34 n. 8-I1, p. 6g11. 13-15. Sometimes, again, the
intention is to improve the sense, as p. 22 1. 3.
2 Many of its corruptions are directly traceable to peculiarities in the handwriting of Q or to misreaoing of contractions in Q.
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this text its readings are to all appearance either borrowed from the
second family 1 or the result of conjecture.'
There remain to be mentioned two incomplete MSS. apparently
of mixed origin, viz. :
44. Laurenti"anus plut. LXXI cod. )2, ff. 8I V-3 v, chart., saec. xiv.
Contains props. 1-13 Eunv /1.pa Kal. ~ d:ya(}6T7J~' Agrees sometimes
with Ms-a, sometimes with BCD ; has also one reading found only
in PQ, a number of errors and lacunae peculiar to itself, and several
insertions in the text which evidently originated in glosses.
45. Ambrosianus )29, chart., saec. xv, is a book of extracts
inscribed 'Marsilii Ficini florentini', and written in his hand.
Ff. 214v-26 contain a number of passages from the lTOLXf{WUL~
0fOAOYLK7/. Ficino perhaps used no. 26 in conjunction with a MS.
of the first family; but if so the result reflects little credit on his
scholarship.
I append a list of other renaissance copies for the benefit of any
one who thinks it worth while to examine them, and also in order
to indicate the wide diffusion of the work during the sixteenth
century.
Bibl. Bongarsiana, Berne, no. 150, containing props. 11-14 only,
attributed by Hagen to saec. xvi-xvii init.; no. 362, containing
props. 1-138 mid., attributed by Hagen to saec. xv and by Omont
to saec. xvi.
Monastery of the Holy Sepulchre, Constantinople, no. 326 (Papadopoulos Kerameus, 'I(poUOAv/LLTLK~ BLf3AW(}~K"', vol. IV)~ written in
1580 by A. Darmarius.
Offentl. Bibl., Dresden, no. Da 56, containing props. 1-29,
attributed by v. Carolsfeld to saec. xvii.
Bibl. Escorialensis, l III 8 (104), ff. 1-47, claims to have been
copied from a recent exemplar in the possession of Pinelli (perhaps
no. 30] by Sophianus Melessenus (sic) in 1569.3
Hamburgensis phil. graec. 26: a copy of C made for Lucas
Holsten in 1636 (see Omont, Catalogue des MSS. grecs . . . des
Villes Hanstati"ques).
1 E.g. p. 126.1. 4 7r"p&VT"'I' ':'0-"':-"",., as M; p. 164,1. 8 Tb TijS r{luxij. I'(T'XOl', as
M'BeD (sl\prascript. as Q).
2 E.g. p. 20, I. 1 I Tb 1'£1' 'Yap 7rP&,r",. for 7rpc:,T"'. 'YJ.p (00); p. 241.18 Ili\i\ou .••
Ili\i\o for Ili\i\ou •.. Ili\i\ou PQ (Ili\i\o ... Ili\i\ov BCD[M]W).
a Another Escurial MS., catalogued by N. de la Torre in the sixteenth century,
perished in the fire of 1671.
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Royal Library, Madrid, no. 037: "claims to have been copied in
Rome by Camillus Venetus in 1552.
Monacensis graec. 91, if. 383-432V, containing props. 1-198 (and
hence presumably of the first family), ascribed by Mommert to
saec. xvi; 59, a copy of the ~JlC£7I'TVeli which claims to have been
made by Michael Maleensis at Florence -in 1550 [from no. 13 ?].
Bibl. Borbonica, Naples, graec. 343 (Ill E 21), written at Naples
in 1582.
Bib!. VallicelIana, Rome, no. 51 (D 6), ascribed by Martini to
saec. xvi.
Bib!. du Pilar, Saragossa, no. 3109, written in 1583 by A.
Darmarius.
Bib!. Nazionale, Turin, no. 247 (Pas. graec. 345), attributed by
Pasini to saec. xvi and described by Stampini as a fragment in bad
condition.'
Parisinus supp. grec 450 contains only the beginning of a table
of contents of the ~T. @.
I have failed to trace Bernard 4184 (misprinted 4183) Prodi
Elementa Tlzeologiae, which is no. 4 in his Catalogus librorum
manuscriptorum Edward BrowlIt 111. D. Londinmsis; nor nave I
found the Gottorpitnsis a"tiquissimus which Portus claims to have
used. s
The above list could doubtless be still further enlarged if search
were made in the smaller European libraries; but it seems improbable that anything of fresh value would be added.

§ 2.
Geo

Trans/atio1'S.

I. The old Georgian version of John Petritsi (supra, p. xxix)
represents a Greek text at least a century older than our earliest
Greek MSS. I understand that Dr. S. Kauchtschischwili of Tiflis
has in preparation a full study of this version. His work is unfortunately not yet available, but he has very kindly sent me a preliminary
collation of propositions.I-5 from a MS. in the University Library
at Tiflis. I t would seem from this that Petritsi took a certain
amount of liberty with the original, sometimes supplying words
which are not expressed in the Greek, varying the order of words or
the construction, or using two Georgian words to represent one
I Allother copy, no. 316, was destroyed in the fire of 1904.
• No. ~07 in the Royal Library, Copenhagen, is merely Portl1s's autograph draft
of his edition of 1618. Harleianus 5685, which is stated by Christ-Schmid,
Grie,". Lileralurps,!t,.,hle I II. 2, p. 106" to be the oldest IInd best MS. of the
%T. e., does not contllin the :IT. e. lit nil, but only the %TOIXft",,1'IS "'Utl',,,,,,.
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Greek one. This increases the difficulty of reconstituting the
Greek text used by him, and I have included in my apparatus such
readings only as seemed to me fairly certain. They are sufficient
to show that Petritsi's texL belonged to' the MPQW group, not to
the BCD group, and they suggest that its nearest congeners may be
PQ; but the material at present available is too scanty to justify
me in assigning it a more definite place in the stemma codicum.
The collation of props. 1-5, while it exhibits a number of corruptions
peculiar to the Georgian tradition, offers us no acceptable readings
not otherwise evidenced; but here again a generalized inference
would be rash *.
2. The Armenian version of the monk Simeon of Garni exists in
MSS. in the Mechitaristen·Bibliothek of Vienna (no. 372), in the
Biblioteca San Lazaro at Venice, and at Eschmiadzin in the Caucasus.
It appears to be derived from Petritsi's Georgian (supra, p. xxix, n. 8),
and not directly from the Greek.
3. The second Georgian version is a retranslation from the
Armenian (supra, p. xxix, n. 9).
W 4. The Latin version of William de Morbecca 1 exists, like the
three just mentioned, only in manuscript *. It was completed, as
the colophon tells us, at Viterbo on June 15, 1268. It thus represents a text at least as old as the earliest extant MSS. of the
original; and it can be shown not to be based on any of the latter.
Being, like most medieval translations, perfectly literal, it constitutes a valuable subsidium (a fact first recognized by Holsten). But
before it can be so used it is of course necessary to distinguish and
discount errors which have arisen in the transmission of the Latin
itself. Such errors are surprisingly numerous, considering that two
of our MSS. appear to have been written within a generation of de
Morbecca's autograph, viz. Peterhouse 12 I, saec. xiii fin. (a) and
Vaticanus 2419, c. 1300? ({3). In addition to these I have used
Vaticanus 4426, saec. xiv (y), which is sometimes more correct than
either.2 Even after comparing these three, there remain a number
of passages where it is not easy to determine what de Morbecca
1 See above, p. xxxi. The name in its Latinized form is variously spelt: Cl and IJ
give' Morbecca '.
2 Of the later MSS•• I have examined two in the Library of llalliol College.
Oxford (ODe of which includes Berthold of Mosburg's commentary, and is the
• Berealdus' erroneously regarded by Fabricius as an independent version); and
one ill the Bibliotheque Publique at Poitiers (no. 137). All these are exceedingly corrupt; but all of them here and there seem to imply a Greek original
different from that implied by ClfJ'y: see for example page 22 1. 31, page 56 I. J 9.
page 94 1. I. Hns the tradition heeD corrected from another version, or from a
Greek MS.!
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wrote, still less what he read. l There can be no doubt, however,
that his text implies (a) a large number of readings, sound and
unsound, shared by Ml only; (b) a much smaller number, sound
and unsound, shared by the third family only; (c) a few sound
readings found only in MSS. of the first family. In addition, we
can infer with more or less confidence at least a few readings not
found in any extant MS.; and one or two of these merit serious consideration. De Morbecca's own scholarship was not of a high order:
e.g. at page 64, 1. 27, he takes TO aAov as nominative and Ta p.JPTI
(1. 26) as accusative; at page 128, 1. 2, he takes yJV(ULV as accus. of
yJV€(TL~; at page 134,1. 13, he is content to make nonsense of a sentence by reading ill' for i1U'. It seems unlikely that he ever had
recourse to conjecture, though some of the copyists have done so.
S. A Latin version of the 'Al'alTTVeL~ and ~T. 0. by Bonaventura
Vulcanius, autograph,2 saec. xvi, is preserved at Leyden (B.P.lat. 47).
I have not seen this, but it is described by Voemel (PraeJ., p. ix) as
a paraphrase of no critical value.
6. The Latin version of F. Patrizzi, printed at Ferrara in IS83, is
based, so far as I have examined it, on renaissance copies of the
second family.
7. Subsequent translations are numerous but unsatisfactory.
Most of them suffer from an inadequate understanding of the
subject-matter, and all are based on corrupt texts. Those known
to me are:
Latin, Aem. Portus 1618; Creuzer 1822 (based on Portus), reprinted with a few changes 18SS.
German, Engelhardt r823 (in Dit! Angeblidzen Sdznllen des
Areopagilen Dionysius, vol. ii, pp. 139 ff.).
English, T. Taylor 1816 (based on Patrizzi); Thos. M. Johnson
1909; A. C. Ionides 1917.
Italian, M. Losacco 1917.
The Liber de Causis (see above, p. xxix f.) is not a translation, a
paraphrase, or e\'en a systematic abridgement of Proclus' work, and
much even of the substance has been modified to suit the requirements of a different theology; hence it has little or no value as a
subsidium to the Greek text. The same may be said of the additions
made to it by Albertus Magnus.
1 I have not cited in my crilical notes readings of these MSS. which are
obviously due to corrupt transmission of de Morbecca's Latin: e.g. page 3, 1. I J,
where for '1J'r1 T' TIii" is,,.,.,,,,, -/J give' est aliquid totum' C" est aliquid entium' .,
recte); page 104,1. 3\1, where for '/T"fP all MSS. give I sed' (read' sicut ').
2 See the new catalogue, Codd. MSS. DiM. Universitatis Leidmsis.
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§ 3. E dituJlts, &c.
Port.

I. The editio princeps, Aemilius Portus, 1618.
I have failed,
as Creuzer did, to trace the codex Gotlorpiensis which Port us
claims to have used; but it is evident that his text is based on an
inferior MS. or MSS. of the second family. It is closely akin to 0,
many of whose characteristic errors it shares or corrupts further; it
also contains a good many errors which I have not noted in any
MS.I There are no signs that Portus was acquainted with BCD or
PQ, or W; and his emendations are seldom of any value.
Cr.t 2. F. Creuzer, X822 [= Initia Pkilosop'uae ac Tkeologiae ex
Platonicis Fontibus .Ducta, Pars Terh'a V The text of this edition is
based solely on Portus and Arg. In more judicious hands Arg
would have been of considerable value (vide supra); but Creuzer
had neither critical instruments nor critical acumen to sift the wheat
from the chaff, and his text is often actually worse than Portus's.
His notes consist mainly of irrelevant references.
Cr.' 3. F. Creuzer, x855 [printed in the Didot Plotinus, pp. xlixcxvii). The chief change is the absence of any apparatus criheus,
though Creuzer asserts in the preface to this edition that it is
'much more accurate' than its predecessor, as he has used codd.
Leidensis A (my x7), Hamburgensis (my 20), and Leid. B (my 36),3
as well as Taylor's translation. None of these would have helped
him much had he indeed used them; but that he should have
ignored Voemel's published collation of no. I2,t a MS. of the first
family though a corrupt one, is astonishing.
4. There has been no edition since Cr. s, and of other critical
contributions I know only a few emendations by Schweighauser
(quoted in the notes to Cr. l ) and T. Taylor (in notes to his translation).
Holsten's unpublished collations have already been mentioned.
5. The text of the present edition is based mainly on six MSS.,
viz. BCD of the first family, M of the second,a and PQ of the third,
together with de Morbecca's version (W). The later MSS. seem to
contribute only one or two plausible conjectures; and the Georgian
t In my apparatus I have as a rule recorded only those errors of Portus to which
Cl'euzer has given currency by repeating them.
2 Erroneously described by Christ-Schmid, t. c., as the editio princeps.
3 A partial collation of these three MSS. is given in an Appendix to Cr.1
• Styled codex A by VoclPel: not to be confused with Creuzer's A (= my
I Arg') and Leidensis A (- my 17).
6 I have cited Arg and 0 to supply the gaps in M, and occasionally to account
for the readings of the printed editions. Where the reading of MI cannot be made
out with certainty, but the present state of the MS. supports the hypothesis that MI
read as Arg, I have l1sed the symbol [M] for M as represented by Arg.
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version (Geo) is available only for props. 1-5. If we symbolize the
archetype of BCD by [N] and that of PQ by [IT], then our sources
are [N], M, [IT] and W. It will, I think, be fairly clear from my
collation (a) that in the main these four sources are mutually
independent, though [IT] may be contaminated here and there from
[N]; (6) that if allowance is made for the influence of conjectural
emendation upon the text of [IT], M[IT]Ware more closely related
to each other than any of them is to [N]; (c) that MW are more
closely related to each other than either of them is to [IT]. From
(6) follows the important corollary that readings common to [N]M
or to [N]W 1 will usually be those of the common archetype [X]
of all our MSS.
I cannot determine the date of [X] with any precision. If I am
right in my view that the text used by Petritsi, the Georgian translator, belonged to the group M[IT]W, then 1100 or thereabouts
is the terminus ad lJuem for the archetype of this group, and afortion'
for [X]. Again, if it could be assumed that B (which does not
contain the 'AVa7I"TVeL~) is not derived from a MS. of the 'Avn7I"TVeL~,
then [N], the common ancestor of B and the 'AVa7I"TVeL~ MSS., could
not be later than the twelfth century. But this assumption is hardly
warranted: a copyist more interested in pagan than in Christian
philosophy might well extract the Proclus text from Nicolaus and
leave the rest. And the abrupt manner in which Nicolaus' commentary ends, together with the mention in the superscription to the
Proclus text in C of 2II propositions (200 in B, no numeral in D),
points rather to a mutilation of our text of Nicolaus than to
Nicolaus' having used a mutilated' text of Proclus: if so, [N],
which had this mutilation, must have been written later than the
time of Nicolaus. [X] must in any case be a good .deal earlier than
[N], to allow for the development of the fairly complicated COTIUptions which the first family exhibits. On Draseke's view, that the
'AVa7I"TVeL~ is the work of Procopius of Gaza, republished practically
without alteration by the Bishop of Methone seven centuries later,
we should expect the N text of Proclus to go back also to Procopius ;
so that [X] would be pushed back to a date in Proclus' own life-time
or shortly after. But see above, p. xxxi, n. I.
Only a very small fraction (probably not five per cent) of the errors
which disfigure the editions of Portus and Creuzer go back to [X],
so that the passages which call for conjectural emendation are
1 Whether in any particular passage [N][D] has more authority than [N] is 01
course doubtful, if I am right in my suspicion that [D] has in places been contaminated from [N].
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relatively few. The chief part of my work has been in removing
corruptions of late origin, attempting the reconstruction of [X], and
endeavouring to introduce a system of punctuation which shall not
needlessly obscure the author's thought.-The stemma codicum facing
this page makes no claim to complete accuracy: to obtain certainty
as to the mutual relationship of. the various renaissance copies would
have involved a vast and unremunerative labour. But it may be
useful as indicating what I conceive to be the main lines of affiliation.
-In orthographical matters I have not deemed it prudent to impose
a rigid consistency where the MSS. did not authorize it. But I have
adopted YEJI1]TO",' «Y(JI1]To .., Y'fl0lI-at, YtVlf)UKIJJ, and -TT- not -rTU- throughout, also (aUTO (lavTov &c.) not aUTO except in the phrase Ka()' awo,
these being the spellings of BCDM in a large majority of passages.
To avoid making the apparatus cnHcus too unwieldy, I have refrained
from recording (a) variations of punctuation, (b) unimportant
variations of orthography (such as those just mentioned) and
accentuation, (c) presence or absence of -v iCPEAICVrTTtKOV, (d) a few
obvious errors which are peculiar to one of the closely related MSS.
BCD and are therefore unlikely to have stood in [NJ, their archetype,
e.g. prop. I, 1. 6, Ka()' OAOV B. With these exceptions the collation of
BCDM Z is, I hope, complete. As regards PQ, considerations of
space prohibited printing a complete list of the errors peculiar to
these MSS.; but I trust that I have ignored no reading of this group
which has any possible bearing on the constitution of the text.
I In origin, "Y"71TOS and "yfI'.'l/TOS are of course distinct words; but I c'ao trace
no distinction of usage in Proclus.
, MisWTitings by the first hand in M which were corrected by the same hand are
occasionally ignored: e.g. p. 164, I. 22, where the scribe first wrote ;, 1jfIlX~ 'pa.
a.';//U1ro"..,.a..,.o.-evidently out of carelessness-and then encircled this with a dotted
line to indicate deletion and continued with the true text 1CI1.1 ;, 1jfuX1! /lpa. 11.';811 ...0'
trTa.TOS.
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PROCLUS THE PLATONIC SUCCESSOR
THE ELEMENTS OF THEOLOGY.

A.

OF THE ONE AND THE MANY.

PROP. 1. Every manifold in some way participates 1 unity.

For suppose a manifold in no way participating unity. Neither
this manifold as a whole nor any of its several parts will be one j
each part will itself be a manifold of parts, and so to infinity; and
of this infinity of parts each, once more, will De infinitely manifold;
for a manifold which in no way participates any unity, neither as
a whole nor in respect of its parts severally, wili be infinite in every
way and in respect of every part. For each part of the manifoldtake which you will-must be either one or not-one j and if notone, then either many or nothing. But if each part be nothing, the
whole is nothing j if many, it is made up of an infinity of infinites.
This is impossible: for, on the one hand, nothing which is is made
up of an infinity of infinites (since the infinite cannot be exceeded,
yet the single part is exceeded by the sum) j on the other hand,
nothing can be made up of parts which are nothing. Every manifold,
therefore, in some way participates unity.
PROP. 2. All that participates unity is both one a1ld not-one.

For inasmuch as it cannot be pure unity (since participation in
unity implies a distinct participant), its' participation' means that it
has unity as an affect, and has undergone a process of becoming
one. Now if it be nothing else but its own unity, it is a bare' one'
and so cannot participate unity but must be pure unity. But if it
has some character other than oneness, in virtue of that character
it is not-one, and so not unity unqualified. Thus being one, and
yet (as participating unity) in itself not-one, it is both one and notone. It is in fact unity with something added, and is in virtue of
the addition not-one, although one as affected by unity. Everything,
therefore, which participates unity is both one and not-one.
1 The transitive use of participate throughout the translation is dictated by the
convenience of the passive form: the authority of Milton and Hooker may serve
to excuse it.
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3. All that becomes one does so by participation of unity.

For what becomes one is itself not-one, but is one inasmuch as it
is affected by participation of unity: since, if things which are not in
themselves one should become one, they surely do so by coming
together and by communication in each other, and so are subjected
to the presence of unity without being unity unqualified. In so far,
then, as they undergo a process of becoming one, they participate
unity. For if they already are one, they cannot become one: nothing
can become what it already is. But if from a former not-one they
become one, their unity must be due to a • one' which has entered
into them.
PROP. 4.

All that is unified is other than the One itself.

For if it is unified, it must in some way participate unity, namely,
in that respect in which it is said to be unified (prop. 3); and what
participates unity is both one and not-one (prop. 2). But the One
itself is not both one and not-one: for if it also be one and not-one,
then the unity which it contains will in its turn contain this pair of
elements, and there will be infinite regress, since we shall find no
simple unity at which our analysis can stop, but everything will be
one and not-one. The unified, thererore, is something other than
the One. For the One, if identical with the unified, will be infinitely
manifold, as will also each of the parts which compose the unified.
PROP. 6.

E'lttry ma11ifold is posterior to the One.

For suppose a manifold prior to the One. The One will then
participate the manifold, but the prior manifold will not participate
the One, seeing that, in the first place, it exists as manifold before
the One comes to be, and it cannot participate what does not exist;
and secondly, because what participates the One is both one and
not-one (prop. 2), but if the First Principle be plurality, no 'one' as
yet exists. But it is impossible there should be a manifold in no
way participating the One (prop. r). Therefore the manifold is not
prior to the One.
Suppose now a manifold coexistent with the One; and that the
two principles are co-ordinate in nature (to their temporal coordination there is no such objection): then the One is not in itself
many, nor the manifold one, but they exist side by side as contradistinguished principles, inasmuch as neither is prior or posterior to
the other. The manifold, then, will be in itself not-one, and each
of its parts not-one, and so to infinity: which is impossible (prop. I).
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By its own nature, therefore, it participates the One, and it will be
impossible to find any part of it which is not one; since if it be not
one, it will be an infinite sum of infinites, as has been shown. Thus
it participates the One in every way.
Hthen that One whose unity is not derivative in no way participates
plurality, the manifold will be in every way posterior to the One,
participating the One but not participated by it.
If on the other hand the One in like manner participates plurality,
being indeed one in substance, but by participation not-one, then
the One will be pluralized because of the manifold as the manifold
is unified because of the One. Thus the One communicates in the
manifold and the manifold in the One. But things which come
together and communicate in each other, if they are brought together
by a third principle, have that principle as their prior; if on the
contrary they bring themselves together, they are not opposites (for
opposites do not tend towards opposites). Now on the supposition
that the One and the manifold are contradistinguished, and the
manifold qua manifold is not one, and the One qua one is not
manifold, neither arising within the other, they will be at once one
(by participation) and two (in substance). But if something prior
to both is required to bring them together, this prior is either one
or not-one; and if not-one, either many or nothing. But it cannot
be many (else we have a manifold prior to the One); nor can it be
nothing (how should a nothing draw them together ?). It is one,
therefore-and nothing but one; for plainly this One cannot be
many, or we have infinite regress. It is, then, the One itself; and
from the One itself every manifold proceeds.
6. Every manifold is composed either of unified groups or o}
henads (units).

PROP.

For it is evidently impossible that each constituent of a manifold
should be in its turn a pure plurality, and each constituent of this
plurality again a plurality (prop. I). And if the constituent part is
not a pure plurality, it is either a unified group or a henad: a unified
group if it have unity by participation, a henad if it be a constituent
of the first unified group. For if there is a 'One itself' (prop. 4), it
must have a first participant, which is the first unified group. And
this first group is composed of henads: for if it be composed of
unified groups, these in turn will be composite, and so to infinity.
The first unified group, then, is composed of henads; and we have
found true what we enunciated.

9

B. OF CAUSES.
PROP.

7. Every productive cause is superior 10 that wluch it produces.

For if not superior, it must be either inferior or equal. Let us
first suppose it equal. Now, either the product has itself power to
produce a further principle, or it is altogether sterile. But if it be
supposed sterile, it is thereby proved inferior to its producer: the
impotent is not equal to the fecund in which is the power of
creation. And if it be productive, the further product will again be
either equal to its cause or unequal. But if it be equal, and if this
be true universally, that the producer generates a consequent equal
to itself, then all beings will be equal one to another, and no one
better than another. And if it be not equal, neither was the former
product equal to the former producer. For equal powers create
equals; but if a cause, not being equal to its consequent, were yet
equal to its own prior, we should have here equal powers creating
unequals. Therefore it is impossible the product should be equal
to the producer.
Again, it is impossible the produce1 should ever be inferior. For
as it gives the product existence, it must furnish also the power
proper for that existence. But if it is itself productive of all the
power which is in its consequent, it is able to create a like character
in itself, that is, to increase its own power. The means to this
cannot be lacking, since it has force sufficient to create; nor can
the will be lacking, since by nature all things have appetition of
their good. Therefore, were it able to fashion another thing more
perfect than itself, it would make itself perfect before its consequent.
Since, then, the product is neither equal to the producer nor
superior to it, the producer is necessarily superior to the product.
8. All that in any way participates the Good is subordinate 10
lhe primal Good which is nothing else buI good.

PROP.

For if all things which exist desire their good, it is evident that
the primal Good is beyond the things which exist. For if it be
identified with any existent thing, either an existent thing is identical
with the Good, and by this identity excluded from desiring the
"'t; "a('4')1O".,.' dett .• Cr. (",t;.,.b "ap4')1o".,., "apa')ldp.."o" exhibet Port.)
27 "&""'11
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Good (since all appetite implies a lack of, and a severance from,
the object craved); or (since this is impossible) its existence is to be
distinguished from its goodness, and the latter will be immanent in
the former and participated by it. If so, it is not the Good, but
a good, being immanent in a particular participant: it is merely the
good which this participant desires, not the unqualified Good desired
of all existing things. For that is the common object of all yearning,
whereas an immanent good belongs to the participant.
The primal Good, then, is nothing else but good. Add to it
some other character, and by the addition you have diminished its
goodness, changing it from the Good unqualified to a particular
good. For that added character, which is not the Good but some
lesser thing, by its coexistence has diminished the Good.
All that is selj-sujjident either in its existence or in its
activity is superior to ulhat is 110t sl'lj-sujjide1/t but depeTlde1/t UPOl1
another existence which is the cause of its completeness.

PROP. 9.

For if all things which exist have a natural appetition of their
good; and if further there are things which derive their well-being
from themselves and things which demand another's help, things
which have the cause of their good within them and things to which
it is external: then in proportion as the former are nearer to the
giver of their desire, so must they be superior to that which needs
an extraneous cause of good and has its existence or its activity
completed only by reception from without. Since, then, the selfsufficient has more likeness to the Good itself (yet falls short, in that
it participates good and is not itself the primal Good), it is in some
way akin to the Good, inasmuch as it can furnish its good out of its
own being, whereas that which not only participates, but does so
through an external medium, is at a further remove from the primal
Good which is nothing else but good.
PROP. 10. All that is selj-sufficient is inferior to the unqualified Good.

For what else is the self-sufficient than that which has its good
from and in itself? And this means that it is indeed fulfilled with
goodness, and participates good, but is not the unqualified Good
itself: for the latter, as has been shown (prop. 8), transcends
dett., edd. : autem W
24 .qll.....T"'/Io/VOV /Iotv ••• J6 ITlIi''Y'vt. 5' Lanr. 71. 32
25 ..b /10 ... ,7<..'" delt., edd.
26 np' ""'TOU PQ
26-7 (X"v Tb ai'Y.. 60v I'Q
2 i /Io .../X ..v (bis) edd.
cc. 10 inil.-12 1. '9 K4K.ivou hodie in M requirnntur
10. 29 .. & om. BeDO
31 alt ... o om. PQ
3Z 'IT ... om. dett., edd.
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participation and fulfilment. If, then, the self-sufficient has fulfilled
itself with goodness, that from which it has fulfilled itself must be
superior to the self-sufficient and beyond self-sufficiency. The unqualified Good lacks nothing, since it has no desire towards another
(for desire in it would be a failure of goodness); but it is not self·
sufficient (for so it would be a principle fulfilled with goodness, not
the primal Good).

PROP. 11. All that exists proceeds from a single first cause.

For otherwise all things are uncaused; or else the sum of existence
is limited, and there is a circuit of causation within the sum; or else
there will be regress to infinity, cause lying behind cause, so that
the positing of prior causes will never cease.
But if all things were uncaused, there would be no sequence of
primary and secondary, perfecting and perfected, regulative and
regulated, generative and generated, active and passive; and all
things would be unknowable. For the task of science is the
recognition of causes, and only when we recognize the causes of
things do we say that we know them.
And if causes transmit themselves in a circuit, the same things
will be at once prior and consequent; that is, since every productive
cause is superior to its product (prop. 7), each will be at once more
efficient than the rest and less efficient. (It is indifferent whether
we make the connexion of cause and effect and derive the one from
the other through a greater or a less number of intermediate causes;
for the cause of all these intermediaries will be superior to all of
them, and the greater their number, the greater the efficiency of
that cause.)
And if the accumulation of causes may be continued to infinity,
cause behind cause for ever, thus again all things will be unknowable. For nothing infinite can be apprehended; and the
causes being unknown, there can be no knowledge of their consequents.
Since, then, things cannot be uncaused, and cause is not con·
vertible with effect, and infinite regress is excluded, it remains that
there is a first cause of all existing things, whence they severally
proceed as branches from a root, some near to it and others more
remote. For that there is not more than one such first principle
has already been established, inasmuch as the subsistence of any
manifold is posterior to the One (prop. 5).
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PROP. 12. Allllzal exisls has lite Good as ils principitetll and firsl cause.

For if all things proceed from a single cause (prop. I I), we must
hold that this cause is either the Good or superior to the Good.
But if it be superior to the Good, does it or does it not exercise
some force upon things and upon the nature of things? That it
does not would be a strange view: for thus it would forfeit its title
to the name of cause. For something must in every case pass over
from the cause to the effect; and especially must this be true of the
first cause, from which all things depend and to which all things
owe their several existence. But if things have participation in this
supposed superior cause, as they have in the Good (prop. 8), they
will possess some character higher than goodness, some character
derived from this first cause: for surely the superior principle,
transcending the Good, does not bestow upon secondary beings
a meaner gift than does the Good which it transcends. And what
should this character be which is higher than goodness? For by
the very term 'higher' we mean that which in greater measure
participates good. If, then, the not-good cannot be called' higher "
it is necessarily posterior to the Good.
Again, if all things which exist have desire towards the Good,
how can there be a further cause beyond it? For if they desire
that other also, how can their desire be pre-eminently towards the
Good? And if they desire it not, how comes it that they have no
desire towards the universal cause whence they proceeded?
Again, if the Good is that from which all things depend, the Good
must be the principium and first cause of all things.

PROP. 13. Every good lends 10 unify whal parlicipates it,. and all

unification is a good i and the Good is identical with tlte One.

For if it belongs to the Good to conserve all that exists (and it is
for no other reason that all things desire it); and if -likewise that
which conserves and holds togeth~r the being of each several thing
is unity (since by unity each is maintained in being, but by dispersion
displaced from existence): then the Good, wherever it is present,
makes the participant one, and holds its being together in virtue of
this unification.
And secondly, if it belongs to unity to bring and keep each thing
together, by its presence it makes each thing complete. In this way,
then, the state of unification is good for all things.
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But again, if unification is in itself good, and all good tends
to create unity, then the Good unqualified and the One unqualified
merge in a single principle, a principle which makes things one and
in doing so makes them good. Hence it is that things which in
some fashion have fallen away from their good are at the same stroke
deprived of participation of unity; and in like manner things which
have lost their portion in unity, being infected with division, are
deprived of their good.
Goodness, then, is unification, and unification goodness; the Good
is one, and the One is primal good.

C.

OF THE GRADES OF REALITV.

PROP. 14. All that exists is either mO'lJed or unmoved/ and if the former,

either by itself or by another, that is, either i1ztritzsically or extrinsically,' so that everything is unmoved, intrinsically 1nO'lJed, or extrinsically moved.
For since there are things extrinsically moved it follows·that there
is also something unmoved, and an intermediate existence which is
self-moved.
For suppose all extrinsic movement derived from an agent which
is itself in motion; then we have either a circuit of communicated
movement or an infinite regress. But neither of these is possible,
inasmuch as the sum of existence is limited by a first principle
(prop. 11) and the mover is superior to the moved (prop. 7). There
must, then, be something unmoved which is the first mover.
But if so, there must also be something self-moved. For imagine
all things to be at rest: what will be the first thing set in motion?
Not the unmoved, by the law of its nature. And not the extrinsically moved, since its motion is communicated from without.
It remains, then, that the first thing set in motion is the self-moved,
which is in fact the link between the unmoved and the things which
are moved extrinsically. At once mover and moved, the self-moved
is a kind of mean term between the unmoved mover and that which
is merely moved. Everything which exists, therefore, is unmoved,
intrinsically moved, or extrinsically moved.
Cor. From this it is apparent also that of things moved, the selfmoved has primacy; and of movers, the unmoved.
PROP. 15. All that is capable of reverting upon itse(f is incorporeal.

For it is not in the nature of any body to revert upon itself. That
which reverts upon anything is conjoined with that upon which it
reverts: hence it is evident that every part of a body reverted upon
itself must be conjoined with every other part-since self-reversion
is precisely the case in which the reverted subject and that upon
32&1
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which it has reverted become identical. But this is impossible for
a body, and universally for any divisible substance: for the whole
of a divisible substance cannot be conjoined with the whole of itself,
because of the separation of its parts, which occupy different positions in space. It is not in the nature, then, of any body to revert
upon itself so that the whole is reverted upon the whole. Thus if
there is anything which is capable of reverting upon itselr, it is incorporeal and without parts.
16. All that is capable
separable from all body.

PROP.

of reverting upon itse;! l.al an !!~;istence

For if there were any body whatsoever from which it was inseparable, it could have no activity separable from the body, since it is
impossible that if the existence be inseparable from bodies the
activity, which proceeds from the existence, should be separable: if
so, the activity would be superior to the existence, in that the latter
needed a body while the former was self-sufficient, being dependent
not on bodies but on itself. Anything, therefore, which is insepar-able in its existence is to the same or an even greater degree
inseparable in its activity. But if so, it cannot revert upon itself:
for that which reverts upon itself, being other than body (prop. IS),
has an activity independent of the body and not conducted through
it or with its co-operation, since neither the activity itself nor the end
to which it is directed requires the body. Accordingly, that which
reverts upon itself must be entirely separable from bodies.
17_ Everything originally seif-moving is capable of reversio1l
upon itself.
For if it moves itself, its motive activity is directed upon itself,
and mover and moved exist simultaneously as one thing. For
either it moves with one part of itself and is moved in another; or
the whole moves and is moved; or the whole originates motion
which occurs in a part, or vice versa. But if the mover be one part
and the moved another, in itself the whole will not be self-moved,
since it will be composed of parts which are not self-moved: it will
have the appearance of a self-mover, but will not be such in essence.
And if the whole originates a motion which occurs in a part, or vice
versa, there will be a part common to both which is simultaneously
and in the same respect mover and moved, and it is this part which
is originally self-moved. And if one and the same thing moves and
is moved, it will (as a self-mover) have its activity of motion directed
PROP.
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upon itself. But to direct activity upon anything is to turn towards
that thing. Everything, therefore, which is originally self-moving is
capable of reversion upon itself.
PROP. 18. Everything which by its existence bestows a character on

others itselfpn·mitively possesses that dzaracter which it communicates
to the recipients.

For if it bestows by mere existence, and so makes the bestowal
from its own essence, then what it bestows is inferior to its essence,
and what it is, it is more greatly and more perfectly, by the principle
that whatever is productive of anything is superior to its product
(prop. 7). Thus the character as it pre-exists in the original giver
has a higher reality than the character bestowed: it is what the
bestowed character is, but is not identical with it, since it exists
primitively and the other only by derivation. For it must be that
either the two are identical and have a common definition; or there
is nothing common or identical in both; or the one exists primitively and the other by derivatio~. But if they had a common
definition, the one could not be, as we have assumed, cause and the
other resultant; the one could not be in itself and the other in the
participant; the one could not be the author and the other the subject of a process. And if they had nothing identical, the second,
having nothing in common with the existence of the first, could not
arise from its existence. It remains, then, that where one thing
receives bestowal from another in virtue of that other's mere existence,
the giver possesses primitively the character which it gives, while the
recipient is by derivation what the giver is.
PROP. 19. EverytIling which primitively inheres in any natural dass

of beings is present ill ail the members of that dass alike, and ill
virtue of their common definition.

For if it be not present in all alike, but be found in some and not
in others, it is evident that it did not primitively reside in that class,
but resides primitively in some, and by derivation in others whose
participation of it is transient. For a character which at one time
belongs to a subject, and at another does not, does not belong to it
primitively nor in virtue of the subject's nature, but is adventitious
and reaches its possessor from an alien source.
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PROP. 20. Beyond ail bodies is the soul's essence,. beyond all souls, the

intellective pn'nciple; and beyond all intellective substances, the One.

For every body is moved by something not itself: self-movement
is contrary to its nature, but by communication in soul it is moved
from within, and because of soul it has life. When soul is present,
the body is in some sense self-moved, but not when soul is absent:
showing that body is naturally moved from without, while self-movement is of soul's essence. For that in which soul is present receives
communication in self-movement; and a character which soul by
its mere existence communicates must belong in a far more primitive
sense to soul itself (prop. 18). Soul is therefore beyond bodies, as
being self-moved in essence, while they by participation come to be
self-moved.
Soul again, being moved by itself, has a rank inferior to the unmoved principle which is unmoved even in its activity. For of all
things that are moved the self-moved has primacy; and of all
movers, the unmoved (prop. 14 cor.). If, therefore, soul is a selfmoved cause of motion, there must exist a prior cause of motion
which is unmoved. Now Intelligence is such an unmoved cause
of motion, eternally active without change. It is through Intelligence that soul participates in perpetuity of thought, as body in
self-movement through soul: for if perpetuity of thought belonged
primitively to soul it would inhere, like self-movement, in all souls
(prop. 19); hence it does not belong primitively to soul. Prior to
soul, then, must be the first thinker: that is, the Intelligence is prior
to souls.
Yet again, the One is prior to the Intellig~nce. For the Intelligence, though unmoved, is yet not unity: in knowing itself, 'it is
object to its own activity. Moreover, while all things, whatsoever
their grade of reality, participate unity (prop. 1), not all participate
intelligence: for to participate intelligence is to participate knowledge, since intuitive knowledge is the beginning and first cause of
all knowing. Thus the One is beyond the Intelligence.
Beyond the One there is no further principle; for unity is identical with the Good (prop_ 13), and is therefore the principium of all
things, as has been shown (prop. 12).

c.

OF THE GRADES OF REALITY

PROP. 21. Every order has its begi1ming in a monad and proceeds

a manifold co-ordinate tlterewith; and lite manifold in any order
may be earned back 10 a single monad.

10

For the monad has the relative status of an originative principle,
and so generates the appropriate manifold. Hence a series or order
is a unity, in that the entire sequence derives from the monad its
declension into plurality: if the monad abode sterile within itself.
there could be no order and no series.
And in the reverse direction the manifold may be carried back to
a single common cause of all the co-ordinate terms. For that which
is identical in every member of the manifold did not proceed from
one of those members: that which proceeds from one out of many
is not common to all, but is peculiar to the single individuality of
that one. Since. then, in every order there is some common element,
a continuity and identity in virtue of which some things are said to
be co-ordinate and others not, it is apparent that the identical
element is derived by the whole order from a single originative
principle. Thus in each order or causal chain there exists a single
monad prior to the manifold, which determines for the members of
the order their unique relation to one another and to the whole. It
is true that among members of the same series one is cause of
another; but that which is cause of the series as a unity must be
prior to them all, and qua co-ordinate they must all be generated
from it, not in their several peculiarities, but as members of a particular series.
Cor. From this it is apparent that in the nature of body unity and
plurality coexist in such a manner that the one Nature has the
many natures dependent from it, and, conversely, these are derived
from one Nature, that of the whole; that the soul-order, originating
from one primal Soul, descends to a manifold of souls and again
carries back the manifold to the one; that to intellective essence
belongs an intellective monad and a manifold of intelligences proceeding from a single Intelligence and reverting thither; that for the
One which is prior to all things there is the manifold of the henads
(divine units), and for the henads the upward tension linking them
with the One. Thus there are henads consequent upon the primal
One, intelligences consequent on the primal Intelligence, souls consequent on the primal Soul, and a plurality of natures consequent on
the universal Nature.
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PROP. 22. All that exists primitively and originally in each order is

one and not two or more than two, but unique.
For, if possible, let it be two (there will be the same impossibility
if it be more than two). Either, then, each of these two is primitively what it is called, or the combination of both is so. But if the
combination is so, what is primitive will be one again and not two.
And if each severally, either one is derived from the other, and so only
one is primitive; or else the two are on a level. But if they be on
a level, neither will now be primitive. For if either be primitive yet
distinct from the other, why should it belong to the same order as
the other? For the primitive is that which is nothing else than
what it is called; but each of these two, being distinct from its
fellow, both is, and at the same time is not, what it is called. If,
then, they differ, but not in respect of their primitive quality (for
both have this common quality as a primary affect), the primitive
existent will be not the pair, but that by participation of which both
are described as existing primitively.
Cor. From this it is apparent that primal Being is one only, and
there are not two or more primal types of Being; that primal Intelligence is one only, and there ar~ not two primal Intelligences;
that the primal Soul is one, and so with each of the Forms, as the
primal Beautiful, the primal Equal, and all the rest in like manner;
that so again the primal Form of animal is one, and that of man.
For the same proof applies to all.
PROP. 23. All tllat is tmparticipated produces out of itself the par-

ticipated>" and all participated substa1lces are linked by upward
tension to existences not participated.
For on the one hand the un participated, having the relative status
of a monad (as being its own and not another's, and as transcending
the participants), generates terms capable of being participated.
For either it must remain fixed in sterility and isolation, and so
must lack a place of honour; or else it will give something of itself,
whereof the receiver becomes a participant, whilst the given attains
substantial existence as a participated term.
Every participated term, on the other hand, becoming a property
of that particular by which it is participated, is secondary to that
which in all is equally present and has filled them all out of its own
being. That which is in one is not in the others; while that which
is present to all alike, that it may illuminate all, is not in anyone,
but is prior to them all. For either it is in all, or in one out of all,
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or prior to all. But a principle which was in all would be divided
amongst all, and would itself require a further principle to unify the
divided; and further, all the particulars would no longer participate
the same principle, but this one and that another, through the
diremption of its unity. And if it be in one out of all, it will be
a property no longer of all but of one. Inasmuch, then, as it is both
common to all that can participate and identical for all, it must be
prior to all: that is, it must be un participated.
PROP. 24. All that participates is inferior to the participated, and this
lalter 10 the unparticipated.

For the- participant was incomplete before the participation, and
by the participation has been made complete: it is therefore necessarily subordinate to the participated, inasmuch as it owes its completeness to the act of participation. As having formerly been
incomplete it is inferior to the principle which completes it.
Again, the participated, being the property of one particular and
not of all, has a lower mode of substance assigned to it than that
which belongs to all and not to one: for the latter is more nearly
akin to the cause of all things, the former less nearly.
The unparticipated, then, precedes the participated, and these the
participants. For, to express it shortly, the first is a unity prior to
the many; the participated is within the many, and is one yet notone; while all that participates is not-one yet one.

D. OF

PROCESSION AND REVERSION.

PROP. 2&. Whatever is.complete proceeds to generate those Ihings which

;1 is capable of producing, imitating in its turn the Olle onginative
prindple of the ulliverse.
For that principle because of its own goodness is by a unitary act
constitutive of all that is: for the Good being identical with the One
(prop. 13), action which has the form of Goodness is identical with
unitary action. In like manner the principles consequent upon it
are impelled because of their proper completeness to generate further
principles inferior to their own being (prop. 7). For completeness
is a part of the Good, and the complete, fJua complete, imitates the
Good. Now we saw that the Good was constitutive of all things
(prop. 12). Accordingly the complete is by nature productive within
the limits of its power. The more complete is the cause of more, in
proportion to the degree of its completeness: for the more complete
participates the Good more fully; that is, it is nearer to the Good;
that is, it is more nearly akin to the cause of all ; that is, it is the cause
of more. And the less complete is the cause of less, in proportion to
its incompleteness: for being more remote from that which produces
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all, it is constitutive of fewer things; since to constitute or regulate
or complete or maintain or vitalize or create a large class of things
approaches nearest to the universal performance of these functions,
while a like .service to a smaller class stands at' a further remove.
Cor. From this it is apparent that the principle most remote from
the beginning of all things is sterile and a cause of nothing. For if
it generate and have a consequent, it is plain that it can no longer
be the most remote: its product is more remote than itself, and
itself is brought nearer by the fact of producing another, whatever
that other be, and thus imitating that cause which is productive of
all that is.
PROP. 26. Every prodJutive cause produces the ?lext and all subseque?lt

principles while itself remaining steadfast.

For if it imitates the One, and if the One brings its consequents
into existence without movement, then every productive cause has
a like law of production. Now the One does create without movement. For if it create through movement, either the movement is
within it, and being moved it will change from being one and so
lose its unity; or if the movement be subsequent to it, this movement will itself be derived from the One, and either we shall have
infinite regress or the One will produce without movement. And
secondly, every productive principle will imitate the One, the productive cause of the sum of things: for the non-primal is everywhere
derived from the primal, so that a principle productive of certain
things must derive from the principle which produces all things.
Therefore every productive principle produces its consequents while
itself remaining steadfa.st.
Cor. It follows that the productive principles remain undiminished
by the production from them of secondary existences: for what is
in any way diminished cannot remain as it is.
PROP. 27. Every producing cause is produdive of secondary existences

because

of t'ts completeness and superfluity ofpotency.

For if it had produced not because of its completeness, but by
reason of a defect of potency, it could not have maintained unmoved
its own station: since that which through defect or weakness
bestows existence upon another furnishes the substance of that other
by a conversion and alteration of its own nature. But every producer remains as it is, and its consequent proceeds from it without
change in Its steadfastness (prop. 26). Full and complete, then, it
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brings to existence the secondary principles without movement and
without loss, itself being what it is, neither transmuted into the
secondaries nor suffering any diminution. For the product is not
a parcelling-out of the producer: that is not a character even of
physical generation or generative causes. Nor is it a transformation:
the producer is not the matter of what proceeds from it, for it
remains as it is, and its product is a fresh existence beside it.
Thus the engenderer is established beyond alteration or diminution,
multiplying itself in virtue of its generative potency and furnishing
from itself secondary substances.
PROP. 28. Every producing cause brings ;1110 existence Ihings like 10

ilself before Ihe unlike.

For since the producer is necessarily superior to the product
(prop. 7), they can never be identical without qualification, or equal
in potency. And if they are not identical and equal, but diverse
and unequal, either they are altogether distinct from each other or
they are at once united and distinguished.
But if they be altogether distinct they will be incapable of
association, and there will be no sympathy between effect and cause.
Accordingly the one will not participate the other, if they be compietely diverse: for the participated bestows upon the participant
communion in that which it participates. But it is necessary that
the effect should participate the cause, inasmuch as it derives its
being from the latter.
Let us suppose, then, that the product is distinguished in one
respect from its producing cause, united to it in another. If it were
affected in equal degrees by distinction and union, it would in equal
degrees participate the cause and fail to participate it, so that it
would both derive and in like manner not derive its being from its
cause. And if it were distinguished more than united, the engendered
would be more alien from the engenderer than akin to it and less
adjusted to it than maladjusted; its capacity for sympathy would be
less than its incapacity. Inasmuch, then, as derivative principles
are in their very being cognate and sympathetic with their causes,
inasmuch as they are by nature dependent from them and desire to
be conjoined with them (for they desire the Good, and obtain their
desire through the mediation of their cause), it is plain that products
are more united to their producing causes than they are distinguished
from them. But things which are united to, more than they are
distinguished from, those principles with which they are most closely
F
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united are like them more than they are unlike. Every productive
cause, therefore, brings into existence like things before unlike.
29. All procession is accomplislted l!trough a liketlesS of Ihe
secondary 10 lite pn·mary.
For if the producing cause brings into existence like things before
unlike (prop. 28), it is likeness which generates the product out of
the producer: for like things are made like by likeness, and not by
unlikeness. The procession, accordingly, since in declensioJl it
preserves an identity betwixt engenderer and engendered, and
manifests by derivation in the consequent that character which the
other has primitively (prop. 18), owes to likeness its substantive
existence.
PROP.

30. All Ihat is immedialely produced by at~ principle boil.
remains in lite produring cause and proceeds from il.
For if in every procession the first terms remain steadfast
(prop. 26), and if the procession is accomplished by means of likeness (prop, 29), like terms coming to existence before unlike
(prop, 28), then the product in some sense remains in the producer.
For a term which proceeded completely would have no identity with
that which remained: such a term is wholly distinct from the prior.
If it is to be united by any common link with its cause, it must
remain in the latter as we saw that the latter remained in itself. If,
on the other hand, it should remain only, without procession, it will
be indistinguishable from its cause, and will not be a new thing
which has arisen while the cause remains. For if it is a new thing,
it is distinct and separate i and if it is separate and the cause
remains steadfast, to render this possible it must have proceeded
from the cause. In so far, then, as it has an element of identity
with the producer, the product remains in it i in so far as it differs,
it proceeds from it. But being like it, it is at once identical with it
in some respect and different from it: accordingly it both remains
and proceeds, and the two relations are inseparable.
PROP.

Alllkal proceeds from any pn'nciple reverls i" respect of ils
being upon tkat from whick il proceeds.
For if it should proceed yet not revert upon the cause of this
procession, it must be without appetition of that cause, since all that
has appetition is turned towards the object of its appetite. But all
things desire the Good, and each attains it through the mediation
of its own proximate cause: therefore each has appetition of its own
cause also. Through that which gives it being it attains its well,being ;
PROP. 31.
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the source of its well-being is the primary object of its appetite;
and the primary object of its appetite is that upon which it reverts.
PROP. 32. All reversion is accomplislled through a likeness of tIle

reverting terms /0 tIll! goal of reversion.

For that which reverts endeavours to be conjoined in every part
with every part of its cause, and desires to have communion in it
and be bound to it. But all things are bound together by likeness.
as by unlikeness they are distinguished and severed. If, then,
reversion is a communion and conjunction, and all communion and
conjunction is through likeness, it follows that all reversion must be
accomplished through likeness.
PROP. 33. Alltllat proceeds from allY p,illciple and reverts UPOIl it ltas

a cyclit: activity.

For ifit reverts upon that principle whence it proceeds (prop. 31).
it links its end to its beginning, and the movement is one and COlltinuous, originating from the unmoved and to the unmoved again
returning. Thus all things proceed in a circuit, from their causes to
their causes again. There are greater circuits and lesser, in that
some revert upon their immediate priors, others upon the superior
causes, even to the beginning of all things. For out of the beginning
all things are, and towards it all revert.
PROP. 34. Everything whose "ature it is to revert reverts upon that

from which it derived the proce.sion

of its OW1Z substance.

For if it reverts by nature, it has existential appetition 01 that
upon which it reverts. And if so, its being also is wholly depe~dent
on the principle upon which it reverts existentially. and in its
existence it resembles this latter: hence it is naturally sympathetic
with this principle, since it is akin to it in existence. If so, either
the being of the two is identical, or one is derived from the other,
or else both have received their like character from a single third
principle. But if they be identical, how comes it that one is by
nature reverted upon the other? And if the two be from one
source, that source must be the goal of natural reversion for both
(prop. 31). It remains, therefore, that one has its being from the
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other. And if so, its procession is from that upon which it naturally
reverts.
Cor. From this it is apparent that as the Intelligence is an object
of appetition to all things, so all things proceed from the Intelligence,
and the whole world-order, though eternal, has its being therefrom.
The eternity of the world-order affords no ground for denying that
it proceeds from the Intelligence; just as it keeps its own station
for ever, yet is none the less reverted upon the Intelligence. It
proceeds eternally, and is eternal in its being; it is eternally reverted,
and is steadfast in its own station.

Every effect remains in its cause, proceeds from it, and
reverts upon it.
For if it should remain without procession or reversion, it will be
without distinction from, and therefore identical with, its cause,
since distinction implies procession. And if it should proceed
without reversion or immanence, it will be without conjunction or
sympathy with its cause, since it will have no communication with
it. And if it should revert without immanence or procession, how
can that which has not its being from the higher revert existentially
upon a principle thus alien? And if it should remain and proceed,
but not revert, how comes it that each thing has a natural appetition
of its well-being and of the Good, and an upward tension towards
its begetter? And if it should proceed and revert, but not remain,
how comes it that being parted from its cause it endeavours to be
conjoined with it, although before the severance there was no conjunction (since if it was conjoined with the cause it certainly
remained in it)? Finally, if it should remain and revert, but not
proceed, how can there be reversion without distinction (since all
reversion seems to be the resolution of a principle into something
from which its being divides it)?
But the effect must either remain simply, or revert simply, or
proceed simply, or combine the extreme terms, or combine the
mean term with one of the other two; or else combine all three.
By exclusion, then, every effect remains in its cause, proceeds from
it, and reverts upon it.
PROP. 35.

In all that multipNes itself by procession, those terms which
arise first are more peifect than the second, and these than the next
order, and so throughout the senes.
For if procession is that which distinguishes product frolll cause,

PROP. 36.
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and there is a declination in secondaries relatively to primals
(prop. 28), then the first terms in such processions are more closely
conjoined with the causes, since they spring direct from them; and
so throughout. But that which is closer and more akin to the cause
is more perfect (for causes are more perfect than effects (prop. 7»;
and the more remote is less perfect, as it loses the likeness of the
cause.
37. In all that is generated by reversion the first terms are less
pedect than the second, and these than the next order; and the last
are the most perfect.

PROP.

For if reversion is the return of a circuit (prop. 33), and the goal
of reversion is the source of procession (prop. 34), then if the procession is from the most perfect term (prop. 36), the reversion is
toward the most perfect term. And if the last term of the procession is the first term of the reversion, and the least perfect term
of the procession is its last, then the reversion begins from its least
perfect term. In the order of reversion, then, the least perfect terms
are first and the most perfect last.
38. All that proceeds from a plurality of causes passes through
as many terms in its reversion as in its procession; and all reversion
is through the same terms as the correspollding procession.

PROP.

For since both procession and reversion are accomplished through
likeness (props. 29, 32), that which proceeds immediately from any
principle is immediately reverted upon it, the likeness being immediate. But that which requires mediation in its processior1 requires
it also in its reversion, since both moments must be related to the
same term (prop. 34): so that it will revert first to the mean term,
then to that superior to the mean. Accordingly the well-being of
each thing is derived through as many causes as its being; and
conversely.
All that exists reverts either in respect of its existence only,
or in respect of its life, or by the way of knowledge also.

PROP. 39.

For either it has from its cause existence only, or life together
with existence, or else it has received from thence a cognitive faculty
also. In so far, then, as it hti bare existence, its reversion is
existential; in so far as it also lives, vital; in so far as it has knowrecte)
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ledge likewise, cognitive. For as it proceeds, so it reverts; and the
measure of its reversion is determined by the measure of its procession. Some things, accordingly, have appetition in respect of
bare existence only, that is, a fitness for the' participation of their
causes; others have a vital appetition, that is, a movement towards
the higher; others, again, a cognitive appetition, which is a consciousness of the goodness of their causes.

E.

OF THE SELF-CONSTITUTED.

PROP. 40. All that proceeds from another cause £s subordinate to

pn'nciples which get their substance from themselves and have a selfconst#uted existence.
For if all that is self-sufficient either in its existence or in its
activity is superior to that which depends upon another cause
(prop. 9); and if that which produces itself, having the power of
furnishing its own being, is self-sufficient in respect of its existence,
whereas that which is produced entirely by another is not selfsufficient; and if the self-sufficient is nearer akin to the Good
(prop. 9); and if terms which have more of kinship and likeness to
their causes are generated from the cause before the unlike terms
(prop. 28) : then terms which are produced by themselves and selfconstituted are senior to those which derive their being solely from
another.
For either there is nothing self-constituted, or the Good is such,
or else the principles which arise first from the Good. But if there
be nothing self.constituted, there will be no true self·sufficiency in
anything: neither in the Good, which is superior to self-sufficiency
(prop. 10), since it is not a possessor of the Good, but is One
(prop. 13) and Good-absolute (prop. 8); nor in things posterior to
the Good, since each will depend upon another, belonging not to
itself but wholly to its prior. And if the Good be self-constituted,
producing itself it will lose its unity, inasmuch as that which proceeds from the One is not-one (prop. 2) (for if it be self-constituted
it proceeds from itself): accordingly the One will be one and at the
same time not-one. It follows, then, that the self-constituted must
exist, but posterior to the First Principle. That it is prior to those
terms which proceed wholly from another cause, is evident: for it is
more autonomous than they, and nearer akin to the Good, as has
been shown above.

'-S produced entirely from
another; bllt all that ex'-sts ;11 itself is self-c01lstituted.
For that which exists in another and requires a sulJstrate can

PROP. 41. All that has its ('xistence'-n a1l0ther
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never be self-generative, since a principle capable of generating itseH
needs no alien seat, being contained by itself and conserved in itself
without a substrate. On the other hand, that which can remain
firmly seated in itself is self-productive, since it proceeds from itself
to itself: it has the power of containing itself, and is in itself not
spatially, nor as in a substrate, but as the effect is in the cause. For
space and substrate are alike distinct from their content, whereas
the principles in question are self-identical. Such a term, therefore,
exists in itself by self-constitution, and as the consequent exists in
the cause.
PROP. 42. All that is self-collstituted is capable of reversioll UPOIl itself.

For if it proceeds from itself it will also revert upon itself, since
the source of the procession of any term is the goal of the corresponding reversion (prop. 3 I). If, proceeding from itself, it should
in proceeding not revert, it could never have appetition of its proper
good, a good which it can bestow upon itself. For every cause can
bestow upon its product, along with the existence which it gives, the
well-being which belongs to that existence: hence it can bestow the
latter upon itself also, and this is the proper good of the self-constituted. Of this good it will have no appetition if it be incapable
of reversion upon itself; not desiring, it cannot attain; and not
attaining, it will be incomplete and not self-sufficient. But selfsufficiency and completeness belong to the self-constituted if they
belong to anything. Accordingly the self-constituted must attain its
proper good; and must therefore desire it; and must therefore revert
upon itself.
PROP. 43. All that is capable of reversion UPOIl itself is self-collstitltted_

For if it is by nature reverted upon itself, and is made complete
by such reversion, it must derive its existence from itself, since the
goal of natural reversion for any term is the source from which its
existence proceeds (prop. 34). If, then, it is the source of its own
well-being, it will certainly be also the source of its own being and
responsible for its own existence as a substance_ Thus what is able
to revert upon itself is self-constituted.
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UPOlt

itself is

For if, being capable of reversion upon itself in its activity, it were
not reversive in its existence, its activity would be superior to its
existence, the former being reversive, the latter not: inasmuch as
what belongs to itself is superior to that which belongs wholly to
another, and what conserves itseIr is more complete than that which
is conserved wholly by another (prop. 9). If, then, anything is
capable of reversion upon itself in respect of the activity which proceeds from its existence, its existence is likewise reversive, so that it
not only has an activity directed upon itself but also belongs to itself
and is by itself contained and perfected.
PROP. 45. All that is self-cotlStiluted is without temporal origin.

For if it have an origin, qua originated it wiII be in itself incomplete and need the perfective operation of another, whereas qua
self-produced it is complete and self-sufficient. For all that has an
origin is perfected by another, which brings into being that which as
yet is not, since coming-to-be is a p~ocess leading from incompleteness to the opposite completeness. But whatever produces itself is
perpetually complete, being perpetually conjoined with-or rather,
immanent in-its cause, which is the principle that perfects its
being.
PROP. 46. All that is self-consh'tuted is impenshable.

For if it be destined to perish, it will then desert itself and be
severed from itself. But this is impossible. For being one, it is at
once cause and effect. Now whatever perishes is in perishing
severed from its cause: for each thing is held together and conserved so long as it is linked with a principle which contains and
conserves it. But the self-constituted, being its own cause, never
deserts its cause since it never deserts itself. Therefore all that is
self-constituted is imperishable.
PROP. 47. All that IS self-constt'tuted is without parts Qtld simple.

For if, being self-constituted, it yet have parts, it will constitute
itself as a divisible principle; and it will be reverted upon itself in
its entirety, so that every part will be immanent in every other:
which is impossible. The self-constituted is therefore without parts.
Again. it is simple. For if it be composite, there will be a worse
and a better part in it; and the better will be derived from the
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worse as well as the worse from the better, since it proceeds from
itself as a whole from a whole. Further, it will not be self-sufficient,
since it will need its own elements, out of which it is composed.
Therefore all that is self-constituted is simple.
PROP. 48. Alltkat is not perpetual eitker is composite or kas its sub-

sistence ill another.
For either it is dissoluble into elements (and if so, it is necessarily
composite of those elements); or else it needs a substrate, and
passes into non-existence by abandoning that substrate. If it were
simple and existed in itself, it would be subject neither to dissolution
nor to dispersion.
PROP. 49. Alltkat is se/.fconstituted is perpetual.

For anything which is not perpetual must be so in one of two
ways, either as being composite or as existing in another (prop. 48).
But the self-constituted is simple, not composite (prop. 47), and
exists in itself, not in another (prop. 41). It is therefore perpetual.
PROP. 50. Alltkat is measured by time either in its existence or in its
adivily is in process of coming-to-be itz tkat resped in wkich it is

measured by time.
For if it is measured by time, it must have a temporal existence
or activity, and a past and a future which are mutually distinct;
since if its past and its future be numerically identical, it is unaffected by the passage of time, which always contains a distinguishable 'earlier' and 'later '. If, then, its past and its future are
distinct, it is something which becomes and never is, but moves
with the movement of the time which measures it j it exists in
becoming and is not steadfast in its own essence, but continually
admits of being oqe thing and then another, as the temporal' now'
is different in every moment by reason of the passage of time.
Accordingly it does not exist as a simultaneous whole j for it has
the dispersed existence of temporal duration, and is extended with
extending time: that is, it has its being in not-being; for what is
coming-to-be is not the thing which it is becoming. Therefore
what exists in this way is in process of coming-to-be.
SUi
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PROP. 61. All IIulI is se!/-consliluled transcends lite Ihings which are

measured by lime in respecl of Ilteir exislence.

For if the self-constituted is without temporal origin (prop. 45), it
cannot be measured by time in respect of its being; for coming-tobe is predicated of everything that is measured by time (prop. 50).
Nothing, therefore, which is self-constituted has its subsistence in
time.

F.

OF TIME AND ETERNITY.

PROP. 62: Alllhat is elernal is a sim1~llatleous whole.

lf its existence alone be eternal, that existence is simultaneously
present in its entirety; there is not one part of it which has already
emerged and another which will emerge later, but as yet is not; all
that it is capable of being it already possesses in entirety, without
diminution and without serial extension. If its activity be eternal
in addition to its existence, this too is simultaneously entire, steadfast in an unvarying measure of completeness and as it were frozen
in one unchanging outline, without movement or transition.
For if the' eternal' (aionion) means, as the word itself shows, that
which always is (ae; on), as distinct from temporary existence or
coming-to-be, then its parts cannot be distinguished as earlier and
later; otherwise it will be a process of coming-to-be, not something
which is (prop. 50). And where there is neither an earlier nor
a later, neither a • was' nor a 'will be " but only a being what it is,
there each thing is simultaneously the whole of what it is. A like
argument applies to activity.
Cor. From this it is apparent that eternity is the cause of things
existing as wholes, inasmuch as all that is eternal in its existence or
in its activity has the whole of its existence or activity simultaneously
present to it.
PROP. 63. Prior 10 allllzings elernallltere exisls Elernily; and prior
10

alllhillgs lemporll/, Time.

For if everywhere participated principles exist before the participants, and un participated principles before the participated (prop.
23), it is plain that an eternal thing is distinct from its eternity, and
both these from Eternity in itself, the first being a participant, the
second participated, the third unparticipated; and again that a temporal thing, which is a participant, is distinguished from its time,
which is participated, and this in turn from a more primitive unpar-
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ticipated Time. Each of these un participated terms is identically
present everywhere and in all members of its order (prop. 19), while
the participated term exists only in those members which participate
it. For the eternal things are many, and likewise the temporal: all
the former have an eternity by participation, all the latter a time
which is parcelled out. But prior to these are the undivided
Eternity and the one Time; these are the Eternity of eternities and
the Time of times, since they generate the participated terms.

of things eternal, and every
time of things in time j and these two are the only measures of life
and movement in things.
For any measure must measure either piecemeal or by simultaneous application of the whole measure to the thing measured.
That which measures by the whole is eternity; that which measures
by parts, time. There are thus two measures only, one of eternal
things, the other of things in time.
PROP. 64. Every etenzity is a measure

PROP. 66. Of th;,zgs which exist in time, some have a perpetual

duration, whilst others have a dated existence ifl a part of time.
For if all procession is through likeness (prop. 29), and the first
term of any series is immediately succeeded by terms which are like
it rather than unlike, the wholly unlike having a lower station
(prop. 28); and if it is impossible to attach directly to the eternals
things which come-to-be in a part of time (since the latter are
doubly distinguished from the former, both as things in process
from things which are and as dated from perpetual existences), so
that there must be an intermediate order which resembles the eternals in one respect but differs from them in the other: then the
mean between things which come-to-be for a time and things which
perpetually are is either that which perpetually comes·to-be or that
which is for a time. Now' that which is for a time' may refer
either to a temporary being which is not fully real or to a temporary
true being. But no true being can be temporary; and temporary
being which is not fully real is one with coming-to-be. Therefore
, that which is for a time' is not the mean. It remains that the
mean is that which perpetually comes-to-be: which in virtue of its
coming-to-be is attached to the inferior order, while in its perpetuity it imitates the eternal nature.
Cor. From this it is apparent that the perpetuity we spoke of
(props. 48, 49) was of two kinds, the one eternal, the other in time;
the one a perpetual steadfastness, the other a perpetual process; the
one having its existence concentrated in a simultaneous whole, the
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other diffused and unfolded in temporal extension; the one entire
in itself, the other composed of parts each of which exists separately
in an order of succession.

G. OF THE GRADES OF CA USALITV.
PROP. 56. All that is produced by secondary beings is in a greater

measure produced from those prior and more determinatIve pdnciples
from which the secondary were themselves den·ved.

For if the secondary has its whole existence from its prior, thence
also it receives its power of further production, since productive
powers reside in producers in virtue of their existence and form part
of their being. But if it owes to the superior cause its power of
production, to that superior it owes its character as a cause in so far
as it is a cause, a character meted out to it from thence in proportion to its constitutive capacity. If so, the things which proceed
from it are caused in virtue of its prior; for the same principle which
makes the one a cause makes the other an effect. If so, the effect
owe!> to the superior cause its character as an effect.
Again, it is evident that the effect is determined by the superior
principle in a greater measure. For if the latter has conferred on
the secondary being the causality which enabled it to produce, it
must itself have. possessed this causality primitively (prop. 18), and
it is in virtue of this that the secondary being generates, having
derived from its prior the capacity of secondary generation. But if
the secondary is productive by participation, the primal primitively
and by communication, the latter is causative in a greater measure,
inasmuch as it has communicated to another the power of generating
consequents.
PROP. 57. Every cause both operates pnor to its consequent and gives

1';se to a greater number ofpostenor terms.

For if it is a cause, it is more perfect and more powerful than its
consequent (prop. 7). And if so, it must cause a grc;:ater number of
effects: for greater power produces more effects, equal power, equal
effects, and lesser power, fewer; and the power which can produce
the greater effects upon a like subject can produce also the lesser,
whereas a power capable of the lesser will not necessarily be capable
of the greater. If, then, the cause is more powerful than its conse.
quent, it is productive of a greater number of effects.
But again, the powers which are in the consequent arc present in a
greater measure in the cause. For all that is produced by secondary
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beings is produced in a greater measure by prior and more determinative principles (prop. 56). The cause, then, is co-operative in
the production of all that the consequent is cap'able of producing.
And if it first produces the consequent itself, it is of course plain
that it is operative before the latter in the activity which produces it.
Thus every cause operates both prior to its consequent and in conjunction with it, and likewise gives rise to further effects posterior to it.
Cor. From this it is apparent that what Soul causes is caused also
by Intelligence, but not all that Intelligence causes is caused by
Soul: Intelligence operates prior to Soul; and what Soul bestows
on secondary existences Intelligence bestows in a greater measure;
and at a level where Soul is no longer operative Intelligence irradiates
with its own gifts things on which Soul has not bestowed itselffor even the inanimate participates Intelligence, or the creative
activity of Intelligence, in so far as it participates Form.
Again, what Intelligence causes is also caused by the Good, but
not conversely. For even privation of Form is from the Good, since
it is the source of all things; but Intelligence, being Form, cannot
give rise to privation.
PROP. 58. All that is produced by a greater number of causes is more

composite tItan the product ofjewel' causes.
For if every cause gives something to that which proceeds from it,
the more numerous causes will bestow more gifts, the less numerous
fewer. So that of the participants some will be made up of more
participated elements, others of fewer, in virtue of their respective
procession from more or fewer causes. But things made up of
more elements are more composite; things made up of fewer of the
same elements are less so. The product, then, of more causes is
always more composite; of fewer causes, less so. For what the
latter participates is participated by the former; but no"t conversely.
PROP. 59. Whatever is simple in its being may be either superior to
composite things or infenor to them.
For if the extremes of being be produced by fewer and simpler
causes, the intermediate existences by more, the latter will be composite (prop. 58), while of the extreme terms some will be simpler
as being higher, others as being lower. But that the extreme tenus
are produced by fewer causes is plain, since the higher principles
both begin to operate before the lower and extend beyond them to
things which the lower by remission of power are precluded from
reaching (prop. 57). For the last being is, like the first, perfectly
simple, for the reason that it proceeds from the first alone; but the
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one is simple as being above all composition, the other as being
beneath it. And the same reasoning applies to all other terms.
PROP. 00. Whatever jm'lldple is the cause of a greater number of

<'./fects is superior to that which has a power limited to fewer oi'iecls
and which g';ves nse to parts of tllOse eXIstences constituted by the
other as wholes.

For if the one is cause of fewer effects, the other of more, and the
fewer form a part of the more numerous, then whatever is produced
by the former cause will be produced also by the latter, but the
former is not productive of all that the latter produces. The latter
is therefore the more powerful and comprehensive: for as consequent
is to consequent, so is cause to cause, considered relatively, and that
which can give rise to more effects has greater and more universal
power. But this means that it is nearer to the cause of all things;
and what is nearer to the cause is in a greater measure good, the
Good being that cause (prop. 12). The cause of more numerous
effects is therefore superior in its being to that which produces
fewer.
PROP. 61. Every power is greater

if it

be undivided, less

if it be

divided.

For if it be divided, it proceeds to a manifold; and if so, it
becomes more remote from the One; and if so, it will be less
powerful, in proportion as it falls away from the One which contains
it in unity, and imperfect, inasmuch as the good of each thing consists in its unity (prop. 13).
PROP. 02. Every manifold which is nearer to the One has fewer memo

bers than those more remote, but is greater in power.

For that which is nearer to the One is more like to it; and we
saw that the One is constitutive of all things without becoming
manifold (prop. 5). Accordingly that which is more like to it, being
the cause of more existences, as the One is of all existences, will be
more unitary and less divisible, as the first cause is One. The less
pluralized is more akin to it qua One; and qua universal cause, the
more productive-that is to say, the more powerful.
Cor. From this it is apparent that bodily natures are more
numerous than souls, and these than intelligences, and the intelli·
gences more numerous than the divine henads. And the same
principle applies universally.
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PROP. 63. Every unparticipated term gives rise to two orders of par-

ticipated terms, tke one in cOlltillgellt participants, tke other in things
which participate at all times alld in virtue of tkeir natllre.

For what is enduringly participated is more like to the unparticipated than what is participated for a time only. Prior, therefore,
to the constitution of the last-named, there will be constituted something enduringly participated (prop. 28), which f/ua participated
does not differ from the succeeding term, but fjua enduring is more
akin to the unparticipated and more like to it. Terms participated
for a time only are not the sole class of participated terms: for prior
to them there exist terms enduringly participated, through which
they too are linked with the unparticipated in an ordered sequence
of procession. Nor are terms enduringly participated the sole class:
for inasmuch as they exist perpetually they have an inextinguishable
power, whereby they arc productive of further terms (prop. 25),
namely those which are participated for a time only; and this is the
limit of declension.
Cor. From this it is apparent that the states of unity with which the
One irradiates existents are participated some enduringly, others for
a time; and in like manner intellective participations are of two
kinds, and the ensoulments produced by souls, and similarly the
participations of Forms also-for beauty and likeness and steadfastness and identity, being unparticipated, are yet participated by
certain participants enduringly, and derivatively by others for a time
in the same class of existents.
or(~inal m07Jad gives rise to two series, 07le consisting
of substances complete in themselves, and one of irradiali071s which
kave tkeir substantiality ill sometking otker than tkemselves.

PROP. 64. Every

For if the outgoing proceeds by a declension through terms akin
to the constitutive causes (prop. 28), from the wholly perfect must
arise things complete in their kind, and by these latter the origin of
things incomplete must be mediated in due sequence: so that there
will be one order of subst~nces complete in themselves, and another
of incomplete substances. The latter are upon such a level that
they belong to their participants: for being incomplete they require
a substrate for their existence. The former make the participants
belong to them: for being complete they fi.1l the participants with
themselves (prop. 25) and establish them in themselves, and for
their substantial existence they have no need of inferior beings.
Accordingly those substances which are complete in themselves,
while by their discrimination into a manifold they fall short of their
original monad, are yet in some wise assimilated to it by their self-

H. OF WHOLES AND PARTS
complete existence; whereas the incomplete not only as existing in
another falI away from the monad which exists in itself, but also as
incomplete from the alI-completing monad. But alI procession
advances through similars until it reaches the wholIy dissimilar
(prop. 28). Thus each of the original monads gives rise to two
series.
Cor. From this it is apparent that of the henads some proceed
self-complete from the One, while others are irradiated states of
unity; and of the intelIigences some are self-complete substances,
while others are intellectual perfections; and of souls some belong
to themselves, while others belong to ensouled bodies, as being but
phantasms of souls. And so not every unity is a god, but only the
self-complete henad ; not every intellectual property is an intelIigence,
but only the existential; not every irradiation of Soul is a soul, but
there are also reflections of souls.
PROP. 65. All that subsists in any fashion has its being eitker ill its

callse, as an onginative potenc)'; or as a substantial predicate; or
by participation, after the manner of all image.

For either we see the product as pre-existent in the producer
which is its cause (for every cause comprehends its effect before its
emergence, having primitively that character which the latter has by
derivation (prop. r8) ); or we see the producer in the product (for
the latter participates its producer and reveals in itself by derivation
what the producer already is primitively); or else we contemplate
each thing in its own station, neither in its cause nor in its resultant
(for its cause has a higher, its resultant a lower mode of being than
itself, and besides these there must surely be some being which is
its own)-and it is as a substantial predicate that each has its being
in its own station.
H. OF WHOLES AND PARTS.
PROI'. 66. Every existent is related to every otker eLlker as a whole or

as a pari or by identity or by diffirence.
For either some are comprehensive and the rest comprehended;
or else neither of two existents comprehends or is comprehended by
the other. In the latter case either they have a common affect, as
participating a common principle, or they are mutualIy diverse.
But comprehensive terms must be wholes, and comprehended terms
parts; if the many participate one, they are identical in respect of
that unity; and if on the other hand they are a mere plurality, in
that respect in which they are many they differ one from another.

H. OF WHOLES AND PARTS
PROP. 67. Every wkole is eitlter a wkole-before-the-parts, a wkole-of-

parts, or a wkole-in-the.pa1"l.

For either we contemplate the form of each thing in its cause, and
to this form pre-existing in the cause we give the name of wholebefore-the-parts; or else we contemplate it in the parts which
participate the cause, and this after one of two manners. Either
we see it in all the parts taken together, and it is then a whole-ofparts, the withdrawal from which of any single part diminishes the
whole; or else we see it in each part severally, in the sense that even
the part has become a whole by participation of the whole, which
causes the part to be the whole in such fashion as is proper to a part.
The whole·of-parts is the whole as existence; the whole-before-the
parts is the whole in its cause; the whole-in-the-part is the whole by
participation (prop. 65). For this last is still the whole, though in
its extreme declension, in so far as it imitates the whole-of-parts :
which is not true of any and every part, but only of such as can
assimilate themselves to a whole whose parts are wholes.
PROP. 68. Every wkole-in-the.part is a part of a wkole-of.parts.

For if it is a part, it is a part of some whole; and this must be
either the whole which it contains, in virtue of which it is called
a whole-in-the-part, or else some other whole. But on the former
supposition it will be a part of itself, and the part wiII be equal to
the whole, and the two identical. And if it is a part of some other
whole, either it is the only part, and if so will again be indistinguishable from the whole, being the one part of a pure unity; or else,
since the parts of any whole are at least two, this whole will include
a further element and, being composed of a plurality of parts, will
be a whole of the parts which compose it. Accordingly, the wholein-the-part is a part of a whole-or-parts.
PROP. 69. Every wkole-of.parts participates the wkole-before-the-parts.

For if it is composed of parts, it has wholeness as an affect, since
the parts in becoming one acquired the character of wholeness
through their unification; and it is a whole immanent in a sum of
parts which are not wholes. But prior to every participated term
there exists the unparticipated (prop. 23)' Therefore the unparticipated whole e}';sts prior to the participated. Prior to the whole-ofparts there is thus a Form of wholeness, which does not possess
wholeness as an affect, but is Wholeness-itself, from which is derived
the wholeness-of-parts.
For again, wholeness-of-parts exists in many places and in many
SUI
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diverse wholes composed of diverse parts j and the monad of all
these wholenesses must exist in independence of them. For each
of these wholes is impure, since it needs the parts of which it is
composed, and these latter are not wholes. And since each resides
in a particular group of parts it cannot be the cause of the wholeness
of all other wholes. Accordingly that which makes all wholes to be
wholes is prior to the parts. For if this too be composed of parts,
it wiII be a particular whole, and not Wholeness unqualified; thus
it in turn will be derived from another, and either there wiII be
infinite regress or there will exist a term which is primitively whole,
being not a whole-of-parts but Wholeness in its essence.

70. All those more universal characters which if/here ill the
originative pn'flciples both irradiate their participants before the
specific charaders and are slower to withdraw from a being which
llas once shared in them.

PROP.

For the higher cause begins its operation upon secondary beings
before its consequent, and is present concomitantly with the presence
of the latter, and is still present and operative when the consequent
has ceased to operate; and this is true not only in respect of the
range of objects affected (prop. 57) but in regard to each several
contingent participant. Thus, for example, a thing must exist before
it has life, and have life before it is human. And again, when the
logical faculty has failed it is no longer human, but it is still a living
thing, since it breathes and feels; and when life in turn has aban_
doned it existence remains to it, for even when it ceases to live it
still has being. So in every case. The reason is that the higher
cause, being more efficacious (prop. 56), operates sooner upon the
participant (for where the same thing is affected by two causes it is
affected first by the more powerful) j and in the activity of the
secondary the higher is co-operative, because all the effects of the
secondary are concomitantly generated by the more determinative
cause j and where the former has withdrawn the latter is still present
(for the gift of the more powerful principle is slower to abandon the
participant, being more efficacious, and also inasmuch as through
the gift of its consequent it has made its own irradiation stronger).

71. All those characters which ill the ong;fzative causes have
higher and more universal rank become ill the resullant beillgs,

PROP.
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through the irradiations which proceed jrom them, (! killd oj substratum jor the gifts oj the more specific principles; and while the irradiaNons oj the superior pn'nciples thus serve as a basis, the characters which
proceed jrom sec01ldary principles are jounded upon them.. there is
thus all order of precedence i1l partidpatio1l, and successt'1Je rays strike
downwards UPOll the same recipient, the more universal causes
affecting it first, and the more specific supplementing these by tlte
bestowal of their own gifls upon Ihe participants.
For if the more determinative causes operate before the secondary
(prop. 70), being present through their superfluity of power even to
things which have less perfect capacity of reception, and irradiating
even these (prop. 57), whereas causes subordinate in rank confer
their gifts later, then it is plain that the irradiations of the superior
causes, being the first to occupy the common participant, serve as
a support to -the bestowals of their subordinates, which use these
irradiations as a foundation and act upon a participant prepared for
them by the more general principles.
72. All those characters which in the partidpants have the
relative position oj a basis proceed jrom more complete and more
universal causes.
For the cause of more numerous effects is more powerful and
universal, and nearer to the One, than the cause of fewer (prop. 60).
And the principles which bring into existence the prerequisite
foundations for other gifts are causes of more effects, since they
generate even the receptivity which is a condition of the presence
of the specific Forms. These characters, therefore, are as they
exist in the causes more universal and more complete than the rest.
Cor. From this it is apparent why Matter, taking its origin from
the One, is in itself devoid of Form; and why body, even though it
participates Being, is in itself without participation in soul. For
Matter, which is the basis of all things, proceeded from the cause ot
all things; and body, which is the basis of ensouled existence, is
derived from a principle more universal than soul, in that after its
fashion it participates Being.

PROP.

73. Every whole is at the same time an existent thing, and
participates Being / but not every existent is a whole.
For either' existent' and' whole' mean the same thing, or one of
these terms is prior to the other.
But if even the part 'iua part is an existent (for a whole must be
composed of existent parts), although it is not in itself a whole, then
PROP.
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, existent' and • whole' cannot be identical. For this would make
the part non-existent, and thereby the whole also; since every whole
is a whole of parts, either as prior to them or as immanent in them
(prop. 67), and if the part do not exist, neither can the whole.
And if Wholeness be prior to Being, all that exists will immediately
be a whole, and thus again the part will not exist as a part. But this
is impossible: for if the whole is a whole because it includes a part,
so also a part will be a part because it belongs to a whole. By exclusion, then, every whole is existent, but not every existent is a whole.
Cor. From this it is apparent that primal Being is beyond Wholeness, inasmuch as the former is present to a greater number of
participants (since existence is predicable even of parts qua parts),
and the latter to fewer; for the cause of more effects is superior,
that of fewer, inferior, as has been shown (prop. 60).
74. Every specific Form is a whole, as being composed of a
number of individuals each of which goes to make up the Form;
but not every whole is a specific Form.
For even the atomic individual is a whole as being atomic,
although it is not a Form; since anything is a whole which is composed of parts, but a Form is that which is actually divided into a
plurality of individuals. Wholeness and Form are therefore mutually
distinct; and the former is the more extensive predicate. Acco"rdingly Wholeness is above the Forms of Being (prop. 60).
Cor. From this it is apparent that Wholeness occupies a mean
station between Being and the Forms. It follows that Being is
prior also to the Forms; and that the Forms are existent things, but
not every existent is a Form. Hence in the resultants, privations
are in some sense existent although they are not Forms; for through
the unitary power of Being they too have received some feeble irradiation of existence.
.

PROP.

I. OF THE RELATION OF CAUSES TO THEIR EFFECTS;
AND OF POTENCY.

75. Every cattse properly so called transcends its resultant.
For if such a cause were immanent in its effect, either it would be
a complementary part of the latter or it would in some way need it
for its own existence (prop. 64), and it would in this regard be inferior
to the effect. That which exists in the resultant is not so much a
cause as a by-cause, being either a part of the thing produced or an
instrument of the maker: for the several parts of the thing exist
within it, but are less perfect than the whole; and the instrument
serves the maker for the process of production, but is unable to
PROP.
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determine for itself the limits of creation. Accordingly every cause
properly so called, inasmuch as it both is more perfect than that
which proceeds from it (prop. 7) and itself furnishes the limit of its
production, transcends the instruments, the elements, and in general
all that is described as a by-cause.
76. All that arises from all unmoved cause has an invan'able
substance " all that an'ses from a mobile cause, a van·able.

PROP.

For if the maker be wholly unmoved, it produces from itself the
secondary not through a movement but by its mere existence (prop.
26); and if so, concurrently with its own being it contains the being
which proceeds from it; and if this be so, while it continues to exist
it continues to produce. But it exists perpetually: therefore it perpetually produces its consequent, so that the latter arises perpetually
from it and perpetually exists, attaching its ceaseless procession to
the ceaseless activity of its cause.
If on the other hand the cause be mobile, that which arises from
it will be correspondingly variable in its being. For that which gets
its being through a movement varies its being with the variation of
the mobile cause. If being produced by movement it remained
itself invariable it would be superior to its originative cause, and
this is impossible (prop. 7): therefore it is not invariable. It will
therefore be variable and mobile in its existence, imitating the movement which gave rise to it.
77. All that exists potentially is advanced to actuality by the
agenty of something which is actually what the other is potentially:
the partially potential by that which is actual in the same partial
respect, and the wholly potential by the wholly actual.

PROP.

For it is not in the nature of the potential to advance itself to
actuality, being imperfect; since if being imperfect it became the
cause of its own perfection or actualization the cause would be less
perfect than the effect. Thus the potential qua potential is not the
cause of its own actualization: for in that respect in which it is
imperfect it would be the cause of perfection, inasmuch as everything potential is imperfect qua potential, while everything actual is
perfect qua actual.
If, then, the potential is to exist in actuality, it must derive that
perfection from another. And either this other is itself potentialbut if so, the imperfect will again be parent to the perfect-or it
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exists actually, and is actually either some other thing or else that
which the thing being actualized was potentially. But the agent
will not render actual that which is potential in this latter if it be
itself actually some other thing, for it produces according to its own
character (prop. 18); nor will the latter be actual unless it be made
actual in that respect in which it is already potential. It follows by
exclusion that any particular thing passes into actuality through the
agency of that in which its potentiality is already actual.
PROP.

78. There is a petfec! and an imperfect potenc;',

For the potency which brings to actuality is perfect, since through
its own activities it makes others perfect, and that which can perfect
others is itself more greatly perfect. But that potency which needs
some extraneous presubsistent actuality (prop. 77), the potency in
virtue of which a thing exists potentially, is imperfect. For it needs
the perfection which resides in another in order to become perfect
. by participating it: in itself, therefore, such a potency is imperfect.
Thus the perfect potency is that which resides in the actual and
breeds new actuality; the imperfect is that which resides in the
potential and derives its fulfilment from the actual.
PROP.

79. All that comes to be anses out of the twofold potency.

For the subject of the process must itself be fitted for it and so
possess an imperfect potency; and the agent, being already in
actuality what the subject is potentially (prop. 77), must already
have a perfect potency. For every actuality proceeds from the indwelling potency; if the agent should be without potency, how shall
it be operative and act upon another? and if the subject of the
process should lack the receptive potency, how shall the process
occur? An agent acts always upon something capable of being
affected, and not on any chance subject, whose nature may prevent
it from responding.
The proper nature of all bodies is to be acted UPOll, and of
all incorjJoreals to be agents, the former being in themselves ilzac!ifJt:
and the latter impassible; Out through association with the body the
i1lcorporeal too IS aded upon, e'Ot:n as through partnership with i1lcorporeals bodies too call ad.

PROP. 80.

For body, qua body, has no character save divisibility, which
renders it capable of being acted upon, being in every part subject
to division, and that to infinity in every part. But the incorporeal,
being simple, is impassible: for that which is without parts cannot
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be divided, and that which is not composite is not subject to change
(prop. 48). Either, then, there is no active principle or the incorporeal is such, since body, qua body, is not an agent but is
subject only to being divided and acted upon:
Again, every agent has an active potency; but body in itself is
without quality and without potency: therefore it cannot act in
virtue of being body, but only in virtue of a potency of action
residing in it-that is, it acts, when it does act, by participation of
potency. Further, even incorporeals participate passive affections
when they come to be in a body, because they are then divided
along with their bodies and feel the effect of the divisible nature of
the latter, although in their own being they are without parts.
PROP. 81. All that is participated without loss of separateness is

present to the participant through an illSeparable potellCY which it
implants.
For if it is itself something separate from the participant and not
contained in it, something which subsists in itself, then they need
a mean term to connect them, one which more nearly resembles the
participated principle than the participant does, and yet actually
resides in the latter. For if the former is separate, how can it be
participated by that which contains neither it nor any emanation
from it? Accordingly a potency or irradiation, proceeding from the
participated to the participant, must link the two; and this medium
of participation will be distinct from both.

if it be capable of reverting UP01l itself,
when participated by other things is participated without loss of
separateness.

PROP. 82. Every incorporeal,

For if it be participated inseparably, its activity will no more be
separable from the participant than will its existence. And if so, it
will not revert upon itself: for if it do so, it will be separate from
the participant as one distinct thing over against another (prop. 16).
If, then, it be capable of reverting upon itself, when participated by
others it is separably participated.
PROP. 8S. AllNtat is capable of self-Imowledge is capable

of every form

of self-reversion.
For that it is self-reversive in its activity is evident, since it
knows itself: knower and known are here one, and its cognition has
itself as object; as the act of a knower this cognition is an activity,
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and it is self-reversive since in it the subject knows itself. But if in
activity, then also in existence, as has been shown: for everything
whose activity reverts upon itself has also an existence which is self·
concentrated and self-contained (prop. 44).

PROP. 84. All that perpetually is is i,tji,lite in potency.

For if its subsistence is unfailing, then the potency, in virtue of
which it is what it is and is able to exist, is likewise infinite: since
this potency of being, if it were finite, would one day fail; which
failing, the existence of its possessor would also fail and that possessor would no longer be perpetual. Accordingly that potency in
perpetual Being which maintains it in existence must be infinite.

PROP. 86. All that perpetually comes 10 be has aft injinitt: potency of

coming to lie.
For if it perpetually comes to be, the potency of becoming is
unfailing in it: since if this be finite, it will cease in the course of
infinite time; and when the potency of becoming ceases, the subject
which comes to be in virtue of it must also cease and be no longer
a subject of perpetual process. But by hypothesis it is such a subject: therefore its potency of coming to be is infinite.

PROP. 88. All true Being;s iflfil/ite ueither;n number 1I0r in size, but

on(v in potency.
For all ;nfinitude is either of quantity or of bulk, or else of
potency. Now true Being is infinite as having an unquenchable life,
an unfailing subsistence and an undiminished activity (props. 49,
84). But it is not infinite in virtue of its size: for true Being, as
self-constituted, is devoid of magnitude, since all that is self-constituted is without parts and simple (prop. 47). Nor is it so in virtue
of its number: for it has the utmost unity as standing closest to the
One, and is most nearly akin to the latter (prop. 62). Its infinitude
is in respect of potency. Accordingly what renders it indivisible
makes it also infinite; and a being is more infinite in proportion as
it is more one and indivisible. For as a potency is divided it
becomes weak and finite (prop. 61), and potencies completely divided
are in every way finite: the last potencies, which are most remote
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from the One, are in every way finite because of their partition, while
the first are infinite because they are without parts. For partition
dissipates and dissolves the potency ofthe individual, but indivisibility,
compressing and concentrating it, keeps it self-contained without
exhaustion or diminution. But infinitude of size or number signifies
a complete lapse from indivisibility and total privation of it: for the
quantitative finite is nearest to the indivisible, and the quantitative
infinite, which has completely escaped from unity, is the most
remote. Hence infinitude of potency cannot reside in anything
infinite in number or size, since infinite potency accompanies indivisibility, and the infinite of number or size stands furthest from
the indivisible. If, then, Being were infinite in size or number, it
would not have infinite potency; but it has infinite potency (prop.
84): therefore it is not infinite in number or size.

J.

OF BEING, LIMIT, AND INFINITUDE.

PROP. 87. All tkat is eternalkas Being; 6ut not all that kas Being

is eternal.
For participation of Being is in some sense predicable even of
things having temporal origin, inasmuch as they are distinct from
the non-existent, and if the thing of process is not non-existent, it in
some sense is. But eternity is in no sense a predicate of things
originated, and least of all is it a predicate of such as do not participate even temporal perpetuity. On the other hand all that is eternal
perpetually is; for it participates Eternity, which bestows perpetuity
of Being upon its participants. Thus Being is participated by a
greater number of terms than Eternity. Therefore Being is beyond
Eternity (prop. 60): for what shares in Eternity shares also in Being,
but not all that shares in Being shares also in Eternity.
PROP. 88. Tkere is true Being 60th prior 10 and in Eternity, and lkere

is also lrue Being which participates Elernity.
For that true Being exists prior to Eternity has already been
shown (prop. 87). But it exists also in Eternity: for Eternity has
perpetuity combined with Being. And as a participant of Eternity:
for all that is eternal is so called because it participates both perpetuity and Being. This last grade has both its characters by
participation, perpetuity and Being; Eternity has perpetuity primitively, Being by participation; while Being itself is primitively Being.
nu
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For if it have infinite potency, it is manifestly infinite, and in this
way has the infinite as an element. And if it be indivisible and
unitary, in this way it shares in limit; for ·what participates unity is
finite. But it is at once indivisible (prop. 47) and of infinite potency
(prop. 84). Therefore all true Being is composed of limit and
infinite.

Prior to all that is composed of limit and infinitude there
exist substantially and independently the first Limit and the first
Infinity.

PROP. 90.

For if prior tt> the characters of individuals there subsist these
characters in themselves as universal and originative causes, belonging not to some but to all without restriction (prop. 23), then before
their common product there must exist the first Limit and the
primitively Infinite. For the limit contained in the mixture has a
share of infinitude, and the infinite of limit; but the first manifestation of any principle is free from alien elements, and hence the
primitively Infinite can have no infusion of limit, nor the first Limit
of infinitude: therefore these characters exist primitively prior to
the mixture.

There are both finite and infinite potendes j but all finite
potency arises from infinite potency, and this lat/er from the first
Infinity.

PROP. 91.

For temporal potencies are finite, having lapsed from the infinitude
of perpetual Being; but those of perpetual things are infinite, never
abandoning the existence to which they belong (props. 84, 85).

The whole multitude of infinite potencies is dependent upon
,one principle, the first Infinity, which is not potency in the sense that
it is participated or exists in things which are potenl, but is Potency.
ill-itself, not the potency of an individual but the cause of all that is.
For even if primal Being itself possesses potency, yet it is not
simple Potency. For it also possesses limit (prop. 89); whereas the
first Potency is Infinity. For infinite potencies are such by parti·
cipation of Infinity; so that prior to all potencies there must be simple
Infinity, in virtue of which Being is infinite in potency (prop. 86)
and all things have a portion of infinitude. Infinity is not the First
Principle; for that is the measure of all things, being the Good
(prop. I2) and Unity (prop. 13). Neither is it Being; for Being is
infinite and not Infinity. Cause of all things infinite in potency
and cause of all infinitude in things, Infinity falls between the First
Principle and Being.
PROP. 92.
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PROP. 93. All infinitude i1l things which ha'lJe Being is infinite neither
to the supen"or orders nor to itself.

For to whomsoever anything is infinite, to him it is also uncircumscribed. But among things which have Being each is determinate both to itself and to all principles prior to it. It remains,
then, that the infinitude in such things is infinite only to inferior
principles, above which it is so supereminent in potency as to escape
the grasp of any of them. For though they extend themselves
toward it with whatsoever reach, yet it has something which
altogether transcends them; though all of them enter into it, yet it
has something which for secondary beings is occult and incomprehensible; though they unfold the potencies contained in it, yet it
has something unattainable in its unity, an unexpanded life which
evades their explication. But containing and determining itself as
it does, it cannot be infinite for itself; and still less for those above
it, since it possesses but a parcel of the infinitude which is in them.
For the potencies of the more universal terms are more infinite, being
themselves more universal and nearer in rank to the primal Infinity.
PROP. 94. All perpetuity is a kind of infinitude, but not all infinitude
is perpetuity.

For of things infinite many have this attribute in a sense other
than that of perpetuity; as the infinitude of quantity and of bulk,
and the infinitude of Matter, and the like, which are infinite either
because they cannot be enumerated or traversed or else by the
indetermination of their essence. But it is plain that perpetuity is
an infinitude; for that which never fails is infinite, and this is what
we mean by perpetuity, which involves an unfailing subsistence.
Hence infinitude is prior to perpetuity, since that principle is the
more causative which gives rise to the greater number of terms and
is the more universal (prop. 60). Thus the first Infinity is prior to
Eternity.
PROP. 95. The more unified potency is always more infinite than one
which is passing into plurality.

For if the first Infinity is nearest to the One (prop. 92), then of
two potencies that which is more akin to the One is infinite in
a greater degree than that which falls away from it; since a potency
as it becomes manifold loses that likeness to the One which caused
it while it abode therein to transcend the rest, concentrated in
indivisibility. For even in things subject to division potencies are
multiplied by c(K)rdination, enfeebled by partition.
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96. If the potency of any finite body be infinite, it is incorporeal.
For suppose the potency to be itself a body: if this body be
infinite, the infinite will be contained in the finite. And if it be
finite, the potency is not potency in that respect in which it is
a body: for if it be finite qua body and infinite qua potency, in that
respect in which it is body it will not be potency. Therefore infinite
potency resident in a finite body must be incorporeal.
PROP.

K. SUPPLEMENTARY THEOREMS ON CAUSALITY, ETC.
97. The originative cause of each series communicates its distinctive property /0 the entire series; and what the cause is pn'mitiveiy
the sen'es is by remission.
For if it is sovereign over the whole series and all the members
are grouped together by their relation to it (prop. 2 I), it is plain
that from it all derive the single form in virtue of which they are
ranked under the same series. For either their common likeness to
it is uncaused or all derive from their cause this element of identity.
But the former supposition is impossible: for the uncaused is
spontaneous; and spontaneity can never occur where there is order
-..:and continuity and perpetual freedom from variation. From its
cause, then, the entire series receives the distinctive character proper
to the being of that cause.
If so, it manifestly receives it with remission, that is, with the
declension appropriate to secondary existences. For this character
belongs either in the same degree to the antecedent term and to the
rest-and how then can the one still be antecedent, the others
posterior in being ?-or in an unequal degree. In the latter case it
is plain that the identical element is derived by the manifold from
the one, and not reversely; so that the distinctive character peculiar
to the series, which pre-exists primitively in the unitary term, exists
in the manifold by derivation.
PROP.

98. Every cause which is separate from its effects exists at. 01lce
everywhere and nowhere.
For by the communication of its proper potency (prop. 97) it is
everywhere: we mean by 'cause' that which fills all things naturally
capable of participating it, which is the source of all secondary
existences and by the fecund outpouring of its irradiations is present
to them all. But by its mode of being, which has no admixture of
the spatial, and by its transcendent puritY.it is nowhere: for if it is
separate from its effects it is enthroned above all alike and resides
in no being inferior to itself. If it were merely everywhere, this
PROP.
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would not hinder it from being a cause and present in all the
participants; but it would not exist separately prior to them all.
Were it nowhere without being everywhere, this would not hinder it
from being prior to all and pertaining to no. inferior existent; but
it would not be omnipresent in that sense in which causes are
capable of immanence in their effects, namely by unstinted selfbestowal. In order that as cause it may be present in all that can
participate it while as a separate and independent principle it is
prior to all the vessels which it fills, it must be at once everywhere
and nowhere.
It is not in part everywhere and in some other part nowhere: for
thus it would be dismembered and disparted from itself, if one
portion of it were everywhere and in all things. another nowhere and
prior to all. It is entire everywhere, and likewise nowhere. Whatsoever can participate it at all attains it in its entirety and finds it
present as a whole: yet it is also transcendent as a whole; the
participant does not absorb it, but derives from it so much as it has
been able to contain. Because it is separate it is not pinched in its
self-bestowal if the number of participants be increased; because it
is omnipresent the participants never fail of their due portion.
PROP. 99. Every unparlicipated term an·ses qua lmparticipated from

no cause other than itsel/, but is itself the first pn·naple and cause 0/
all the partiapated terms; thus the first principle of each senes is
always witkout origin.

For if it is unparticipated. in its own series it has primacy
(prop. 24), and does not proceed from earlier terms; since if it
received from an external source that character in respect of which
it is unparticipated, it would no longer be the first term. If there
be superior terms from which it is derived, it proceeds from them
not fJua unparticipated but fJua participant. For those principles
from which it has taken its rise are of course participated by it, and
the characters which it participates it does not possess primitively;
but it has primitively what it has imparticipably: so that '1ua unparticipated it is uncaused. Qua caused, it is a participant, not an
unparticipated principle; fJua unparticipated, it is a cause of the
participated and not itself a participant.
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of who/es is referable to all rlllparticipated
first principle and carlSe; alld all unparticipated terms are depe1ulent
from the 01le First Principle of all things.

PROP. 100. Ewry series

For if e~ch series is affected throughout by some identical charac·
ter, there is in each some dominant principle which is the cause of
this identity: as all existence proceeds from a single term (prop. [[),
so also do all the members of any series (prop. 2 I).
Again, all the unparticipated monads are referable to the One,
because all are analogous to the One (prop. 24): in so far as they
too are affected by a common character, namely their analogy to the
One, so far we can refer them to the One. In respect of their
common origin from the latter none of them is a first principle, but all
have as their first principle the One; each, however, is a first principle
9ua unparticipated (prop. 99). As principles of a certain order of
things they are dependent from the Principle of all things. For the
Principle of all things is that which all participate, and this can only
be the primal cause; the rest are participated not by all but by
a certain some. Hence also that cause is 'the Primal' without
qualification, while the rest are primal relatively to a certain order,
but when considered absolutely are riot primal.
PROP. 101. All things wkich participate illtelligt1lce art' preceded by tlu

unparticipated 11ltelligmce, those which participate life by Life, and
those which participate being by Bdng; and of these three 1111
participated prlilc;ples Being is pn·or to Life and Life to I ntelligmce.

For in the first place, because in each order of existence unparticipated terms precede the participated (prop. 100), there must
be Intelligence prior to things intelligent, Life prior to living things,
and Being prior to things which are. And secondly, since the cause
of more numerous effects precedes the cause of fewer (prop. 60),
among these principles Being will stand foremost; for it is present
to all things which have life and intelligence (since whatever lives
and shares in intellection necessarily exists), but the converse is not
true (since not all that exists lives and exercises intelligence). Life
has the second place; for whatever shares in intelligence shares in
life, but not conversely, since many things are alive but remain
devoid of knowledge. The third principle is Intelligence; for whatever is in any measure capable of knowledge both lives and exists.
If, then, Being gives rise to a greater number of effects, Life to
fewer, and Intelligence to yet fewer, Being stands foremost, next to
it Life, and then Intelligence.
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PRoP.I02. All that t"n any sense exz"sts £s compos£te of It"m£t and £njin£te

because of tile /Jrz"mal Bet"ng; all thatlZ"ves has selj-m{}'IJement because
of tile prz"mal Lift; and all that IS cognz"hve parlidpates know/edge
because of the prt"mal Intelligence.
For if the unparticipated term in each series communicates its
own distinctive property to al\ existences which fall under the same
series (prop. 97), it is plain that the primal Being communicates to
all things limit together with infinitude, being itself the primal compound of these two (prop. 89); that Life communicates the movement inherent in it, inasmuch as Life is the first procession or
movement away from the steadfast substance of Being j and that
Intelligence communicates knowledge, since the summit of all knowledge is in the Intelligence, which is the first Knower.
PROP. 103. Allthings are z"1l all thz""gs, but z"n each accordz"ng to z"ts

proper nature: for t"n Bez'tlg there Z"S life and z"1Ztelligence; t"n Life,
being and t"ntelligence; t"n Intellz'ge1Ice, being and life; but each of
tllese exz"sts upon one level intellecheally, upon anotller vz"lally, and on
tile third exz"stentially.
For since each character may exist either in its cause or as substantial predicate or by participation (prop. 65), and since in the
first term of any triad the other two are embraced as in their cause,
while in the mean term the first is present by participation and the
third in its cause, and finally the third contains its priors by participation, it follows that in Being there are pre-embraced Life and
Intelligence, but because each term is characterized not by what it
causes (since this is other than itself) nor by what it participates
(since this is extrinsic in origin) but by its substantial predicate, Life
and Intelligence are present there after the mode of Being, as
existential life and existential intelligence j and in Life are present
Being by participation and Intelligence in its cause, but each of
these vitally, Life being the substantial character of the term; and in
Intelligence both Life and Being by participation, and each of them
intellectually, for the being of Intelligence is cognitive and its life is
cognition.
PROP. 104. All that £s primz"l£vely eternal !tas both eternal ex£stence

and eternal achv£ty.
For if it primitively participates the distinctive character of
eternity, it shares in eternity not in one way only, but in all.
Suppose the contrary: either it participates in respect of its activity
but not of its existence-\vhich is impossible, since activity will then
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be superior to existence-or in respect of existence but not of
activity. In the latter case the same thing which primitively participates Time will also be primitively eternal, and while Time will be
the primal measure of the activity of certain beings (prop. 54),
Eternity, which is superior to all Time, will have none to measure,
if the primitively eternal be not contained by Eternity in respect of
its activity. Therefore all that is primitively eternal has both eternal
existence and eternal activity.
PROP. 105. All tltat is immortal is perpetual; but not all tltat is

perpetual is immortal.
For if the immortal is that which always participates Life, and
such participation of Life involves participation of Being (prop. 101),
then the ever-living is ever existent: thus whatever is immortal is
perpetual, the immortal being that which excludes death and is everliving, while the perpetual is that which excludes not-being and is
ever existent.
But if there exist many things both above life and below it which
are ever existent but insusceptible of the predicate' immortal', then
the perpetual is not of necessity immortal. Now it is plain that
there are many things ever existent but not immortal: some· are
devoid of life although ever existent and imperishable. For as
Being is to Life, so is the perpetual . to the immortal, since
immortality is inalienable Life and inalienable Being is perpetuity;
but Being is more comprehensive than Life: therefore perpetuity is
more comprehensive than immortality.
PROP. 106. Intermediate between that which is wholly eternal (viz. in

respect both of existence and of activity) and that which has its
existence in time there is a principle eternal in one regard but in
another measured by time.
For that which has its existence embraced by time is in all
respects temporal, since a fortiori it has a temporal activity i and
the fully temporal is altogether unlike the fully eternal i but all procession is through like terms (prop. 29): therefore there exists an
intermediate principle. This mean term will be either eternal in its
existence and temporal in its activity, or conversely. But the latter
is impossible: for activity will then be superior to existence. It
remains that the mean must be the former.
PROP. 107. Alltltat is eternal in one regard and temporal i1l another

is at once a Being and a coming-to-be.
For all that is eternal has Being (prop. 87), and that which is
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measured by Time is a process of coming-to-be (prop. 50): so that
if the same thing participate at once Time and Eternity, though not
in the same regard, the same thing will be at once a Being and
a coming-to-be, but in different respects.
Cor. From this it is apparent that coming-to-be, which is temporal
even in its existence, is dependent upon that which shares partly in
Being, partly in coming-to-be, participating at once Eternity and
Time; and this latter is dependent upon the fully eternal; and the
fully eternal upon Eternity (prop. 53); and Eternity upon Being,
which is pre-eternal (prop. 87).
PROP. lOB. Every particular member of any order can participate the

monad of the rank z·mmediately supra-jacent in one of two ways:
either through the universal of its own order, or through the particular
member of the higlier sents which is co-ordinate with it in respect of
its analogous relation to that senes as a whole.
For if all things achieve reversion through likeness (prop. 32), and
if the particular member of the inferior order differs from the monadic
universal of the superior both as particular from universal and also
by the difference of its order. whereas it resembles the universal of
its own series by sharing in the same distinctive character and
resembles the corresponding term of the immediately supra-jacent
series in virtue of its analogous place in the procession, it is plain
that the two latter are the mean terms through which its reversion
upon the former can take place, advancing through similars to the
dissimilar: for the one resembles it through their common particularity, and the other is closely bound to it as a member of the
same series, while the universal of the supra-jacent series is unlike
it in both these respects.
PROP. 109. Every particular intelft"gence participates the first Henad,

which is above intelligence, both through the universal Intelligence
and through the par#cular henad co-ordinate with it; every particular
soul participates the universal Intelligence both through the universal
Soul and through its particular intelligence ,. and every particular
corporeal nature participates the u?ziversal Soul both through universal
Nature and through a particular soul.
For every particular participates the monad of the supra-jacent
order either through its own universal or through that particular in
the higher order which is co-ordinate with it (prop. 108).
3211
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PROP. 110. The first members of a~v transverse series, which are closely

linlled with their own mollad, can participate in virtue of their
analogous position those members of the supra-jacent series which lie
immediately above them,. but the less perfect members of the lower
order, which are many degrees removed from their proper originative
pn'nciple, are incapable of enjoying such participation.
For because the first members are akin to the higher order in that
their natural place in their own order is higher and more divine,
whereas the others have proceeded further from their source and
have been endowed not with a primitive and dominant but with
a secondary and subprdinate rank in the series as a whole, it necessarily follows that the former are conjoined by community of nature
with the members of the supra-jacent order, while the latter have no
contact with it. For not all things are of equal worth, even though
they be of the same cosmic order: such terms are not in fact
identical in definition, but are co-ordinate only as proceeding from,
and referable to, a single common principle. Differing in definition,
they differ also in potency: some of them are capable of receiving
participation in the principles immediately supra-jacent to them,
while others are deprived of this kind of power, losing likeness to
their origins in proportion to their extreme remoteness from them.
PROP. Ill. The illtelledive series compn'ses divine inle//igences which
have received participatioll in gods, and also bare intelligences,. the
psyducal series compnses intellective souls, linlled each with its own
intelligence, and also bare souls,. corporeal nature comprises natures
over which souls preside, and also bare natures destitute of a soul's
company.
For not all the members of any series are capable of being linked
with the prior order, but only those more perfect members which
are fit to identify themselves with the higher principles (prop. 110).
Accordingly not every intelligence is attached to a god, but only the
supreme intelligences which have the most unity (these being akin
to the divine henads) j not all souls communicate in the participable
intelligence, but only the most intellective j not all bodily natures
enjoy the presence of, and participation in, a soul, but only the
more perfect, which have a more rational form. The same principle
of demonstration may be applied universally.
PROP. 112. The first members of any order have the form of their
priors.
For the highest classes in each order are conjoined with the
supra-jacent principles because of their likeness to them (prop. 110)
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and because of the continuity of procession in the universe: so that
they are endowed with a form akin to the nature of the supra-jacent
order and reproducing the attributes proper to it. The distinctive
character of their being thus appears as a reflection of their priors.

L.

OF DIVINE HENADS, OR GODS.

PROP. 113. Tlze whole 'lumber of the gods has the character of unity.

For if the divine series has for antecedent cause the One, as the
intellective series has Intelligence and the psychical series Soul
(prop. 2 I cor.), and if at every level the manifold is analogous to its
cause (prop. 97), it is plain that the divine series has the character of
unity, if the One is God. Now that the One is God follows from
its identity with the Good (prop. 13): for the Good is identical with
God, God being that which is beyond all things and to which all
things aspire, and the Good being the 'whence' and the 'whither'
of all things. Thus if a plurality of gods exist they must have the
character of unity. But it is evident that such a plurality in fact
exists, inasmuch as every originative cause introduces its proper
manifold, which resembles it and is akin to it (props. 21,97).
PROP. 114. Every god is a self-complete henad or unit, and every

self-complete henad is a god.

For if there are two orders of henads, as has been shown above
(prop. 64 cor.), one consisting of self-complete principles, the other
of irradiations from them, and the divine series is akin to the One
or the Good and of like nature with it (prop. I13), then the gods
are self-completc henads.
And conversely, if a henad be self-complete it is a god. For qua
henad it is most closely and especially akin to the One, and qua
self-complete, to the Good; participating in both these respects the
distinctive character of godhead, it is a god. If, on the other hand,
it were a henad but not self-complete, or a self-complete principle
but no longer a henad, it would be assigned to another order in virtue
of its variation from the divine character.
PROP. 115. Every god is above Being, above Life, and above Intelli-

gence.

For if each god is a self-complete henad (prop. 114), whereas
Being, Life, and Intelligence 'are not henads but unified groups;
then it is plain that every god transcends all the three principles in
question (prop. 5). For if these three, though mutually distinct,
are each implicit in the other two (prop. 103), then no one of them
can be a pure unity, since each contains all.
Again, if the First Principle transcend Being, then since every god,
9ua god, is of the order of. that Principle (prop. I 13), it follows that all
ofthem must transcend Being. But that the First Principle transcends
Being is evident. For unity and Being are not identical: it is one
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thing to say I it exists', another to say I it has unity'. Now if they
are not identical, either both must be attributes of the First
Principle-on which hypothesis, it will be not merely one but also
something other than one, and we are left with a principle partici.
pating unity, in place of Unity itself (prop. 4)-or it has one of these
attributes only. If it have Being only, it will lack unity. But it is
impossible to ascribe deficiency to the First Principle, which is the
Good (props. 10, I2). Therefore it has unity only, which implies that
it transcends Being. And if every principle bestows upon the whole
of its order the distinctive character which belongs primitively to
itself (prop. 97), then the whole number of the gods transcends
Being. Or again, every originative cause produces like terms before
unlike (prop. 28): if, then, the primal Godhead transcends Being,
all the other gods will resemble it in this respect. Were they
existences, they would owe their origin to the primal Being, since
this is the monad of all existences.

PROP. 116.

Eve?)' god is participab/e, except the One.

For in the first place it is clear that the One is imparticipable:
were it participated, it would thereby become the unity of a particular
and cease to be the cause both of existent things and of the principles
prior to existence (prop. 24).
That with the other henads we reach the participable, we shall
prove as follows. If after the First Principle there be another
imparticipable henad, how will it differ from the One? If it be one
in the same degree as the latter, why should we call it secondary
and the One primal? And if in a different degree, then relatively
to simple Unity it will be one and not-one. If that element of
, not·one' be nothing substantive, the henad will be pure unity (and
identical with the One); but if it be a substantive character other
than unity, then the unity in the henad will be participated by the
non·unity. What is self.complete will then be this unity whereby it
is linked to the One itself, so that once more the god, qua god, will
be this component (prop. 114), while that which came into existence
as not-one exists as one by participation in the unity. Therefore
every henad posterior to the One is participable; and every g!Jd is
thus participable.

PROP.

117. Every god is a measure of things existent.

For if every god has the character of unity (prop. II3), he defines
and measures all the manifolds of existent things. For all manifolds
are in their own nature indeterminate, but receive determination
through unity (prop. I); and that which has the character of unity
tends to measure and delimit the subjects in which it is present and
by its virtue to bring the indefinite to definition. By participation
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in it even the indefinite acquires a unitary form (that is to say, it
loses its indetermination or infinitude); and the more it has of
unitary form, the less is it indeterminate or measureless. Thus
every manifold of existent things is measured by the divine henads.
PROP. 118. Every al/n'oute of the gods pre-subsists in tlum in a
manner consonant with their distinctive character as gods, a1Zd si11ce
this character is unitary (prop. IlJ) and above Being (prop. /If),
tlzey have all tluir attributes in a u1Zitary a"d supra-existential
mode.

For if all attributes subsist in one of three ways, by implication ill
their cause, or as substantial predicates, or by participation (prop. 6S).
and the divine order is the first order of all, the gods will have no
attribute by participation, bllt all as substantial predicates or as
implicit in their causality. Now besides their substantial predicates,
those attributes which the gods pre·embrace as causes of all things
are prc-embraced by them in a manner conformable to their unity;
for every sovereign principle which is related as cause to secondary
existences contains the cause of the inferior order in the mode
which is proper to its own nature (prop. 18). Thus the gods have
all their attributes in a unitary and supra-existential mode.
PROP. 119. The substallce of every god is a sllpra-existential excel/mce ;
he has goodness neither as a state nor as part of his essence (for both

states and essences have a secondary and remote ra11R re/ati'lJe/y to
the gods), but is supra-existe1Ztially good.

For if the First Principle is One and the Good, and qua One is
the Good, and fjua the Good is One (prop. 13), then likewise the
entire series of gods has the form of unity and the form of goodness
as a single character: they are not henads in one respect, excellences
in another, but each is an excellence qua henad and a henad qua
excellence. As derivative terms proceeding from the First Principle,
they have the form of goodness and unity, inasmuch as that Principle
is One and the Good; as gods, all are henads and excellences.
Now the unity of the gods being supra-existential (prop. I I S), so also
is their goodness, which is indistinguishable from their unity.
Neither their goodness nor their unity is a quality superadded upon
other qualities j they are pure goodness, as they are pure unity.
PROP. 120. E'lJery god embraces in his substance the functioll of exer-

cising providence towards tlu universe; and the primar)1 provideJIce
resides i1Z the gods.

For all things else, being posterior to the gods, exercise providence
in virtue of divine compresence, whereas the gods do so by their
very nature. For if the office distinctive of the providential character
is the bestowal of good things upon the beings which are its objects,
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and if every god is an excellence (prop. 119), then either the gods
will communicate themselves to no recipient, and there will thus be
nothing good in the secondary existences (whence should they procure participation of things good, if not from the principles which
have these characters primitively?); or, if they communicate anything, what they communicate is good, and in this way they will
exercise providence towards all things. Providence, then, resides
primitively in the gods. For indeed, where should an activity prior
to Intelligence be found, if not in the principles above Being?
And providence, as its name (pr()noia) shows, is an activity prior to
Intelligence (pro nou). In virtue of their being, then, and in virtue
of being excellences, the gods exercise providence towards all things,
filling all with a goodness which is prior to Intelligence.
121. All that is divine has a substance which is goodness
(prop. I19), a potency which has the character of unity, and a mode
of knowledge whidz is secret and inc011lprellfnsibie to all secondary
bei1lgs alike.

PROP.

For if it has the function of exercising providence towards the
universe (prop. 120), then it has a potency which dominates the
objects of its providence, a potency past all resisting and without all
circumscription, in virtue of which the gods have filled all things
with themselves; all things are subjected to them, since every cause
which originates and dominates other existences by superfluity of
potency is naturally originative and dominative. Thus the primary
potency resides in the gods, not dominant over a part only, but
pre-embracing in itself the potencies of all existent things alike; it
is not an existential potency, and still less a non-existential, but
congruent with the substance of the gods, that is, supra-existential
(prop. 11 8).
Again, the determinative principles of all forms of knowledge presubsist in the gods after the mode of unity. For all other forms of
knowledge came into existence in virtue of the divine knowledge,
which transcends the sum of things; it is not intellective, and still
less is it any of the modes of cognition posterior to Intelligence, but
it is enthroned above Intelligence according to the distinctive
character of godhead (prop. 118).
Thus if there is a divine knowledge, this knowledge is secret and
unitary; if a divine potency, it is without all circumscription and
embraces all alike; if a divine goodness, it defines the substance of
the gods-for notwithstanding they have all three attributes, know·
ledge, potency, and goodness, yet their substance is characterized
and their proper nature determined by that which is best, namely,
their goodness.
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PROP. 122. All that is divine both exercises priJ1Jidence towards

secondary existences and transcends the beings for which it provides:
its providence imJolves no remission of its pure and unitary transcen·
dence, neitlter does its separate unity annul its providence.

For without declension from the unity which is their substance
the gods have filled all things with their power (prop. 121); and
whatsoever is able to participate them enjoys such good things as it
is capable of receiving according to the limitations of its own nature,
whilst they radiate good to all existents in virtue of their very being,
or rather their priority to Being. For being pure excellences, by
their very being they furnish to all things good without stint; they
make no calculated apportionment, but the participants receive accord·
ing to their deserts what the gods bestow according to their own
substance. Thus in exercising providence they assume no relation
to those for whom they provide, since it is in virtue of being what
they are that they make all things good, and what acts in virtue of
its being acts without relation (for relation is a qualification of its
being, and therefore contrary to its nature). Nor, again, does their
separateness annul their providence; for it would at the same time
annul-a thing unlawful even to snggest-their substance, whose
distinctive character is goodness (prop. II9). For it is the mark of
goodness to bestow on all that can receive, and the highest is not
that which has the form of goodness but that which does good. If
the latter character belongs to any being it must belong to the gods
prior to Being: for the greater goodness cannot be a character of
principles good by participation and the lesser of those whose
goodness is primal.

PROP. 123. All tltat is diville is itself i1teffable alld unlmowable bya'91
secondary being because of its s1pra-existential unity, but t'I may be

appreltended and lmown from lite existents whick participale it.wlterefore only lite First Principle is completely unlmowab/e, as being
unparticipated.

For all rational knowledge, inasmuch as it grasps intelligible
notions and consists in acts of intellection, is knowledge of real
existents and apprehends truth by an organ which is itself a real
existent; but the gods are beyond all existents (prop. I IS). Accordingly the divine is an object neither of opinion nor of discursive
reason nor yet of intellection: for all that exists is either sensible,
and therefore an object of opinion; or true Being, and therefore an
object of intellection; or of intermediate rank, at once Being and
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thing of process (prop. 107), and therefore object of discursive
reason. If, then, the gods are supra-existential, or have a substance
prior to existents, we can have neither opinion concerning them
nor scientific knowledge by discourse of reason, nor yet intellection
of them.
Nevertheless from the beings dependent upon them the character
of their distinctive properties may be inferred, and with cogenC)·.
For differences within a participant order are determined by the
distinctive properties of the principles participated; participation is
not of all by all, since there can be no conjunction of the wholly
disparate (prop. 29), neither is it a random connexion, but to each
cause is attached, and from each proceeds, that effect which is akin
to it.
Every god has an undivided luwwledge of things
divided and a timeless knowledge of things temporal; he knows the
contingent wz'llwul conlitlgency, the mutable immutably, and ,n
general all things in a higher modI! than belongs to their station.

PROP. 124.

For if the gods have all their attributes in a mode consonant with
their character as gods (prop. II8), it is surely manifest that their
knowledge, being a divine property, will be determined not by the
nature of the inferior beings which are its object but by their own
transcendent majesty. Accordingly their knowledge of things
pluralized and passible will be unitary and impassive: though its
object be a thing of parts, yet even of such the divine knowledge
will be undivided; though its object be mutable, itself will be
immutable; though contingent, necessary j and though undetermined, determinate. For the divine does not get knowledge extraneously, from its inferiors: why then should its knowledge be
restricted by the nature of its object? Those inferiors, on the other
hand, have an indeterminate thought of the determinate divine
nature, and changing concepts of the immutable j its impassibility
they conceive in terms of passion, its timelessness in terms of time.
For the lower can fall away from the higher; but that the gods should
receive aught from their inferiors is a thing which may not be.
PROP. 125. From that statioll wherein he first reveals himself every

god proceeds through all the secondary orders, continually multiply",,/[
and particulariz;'lg h:s bestowals, yet preserving the disti11clive
character of his proper nature.
For all procession, operating through remission, mUltiplies its first
characters in declining to derivative terms (prop. 62) j but these
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latter receive a rank in their own order determined by their likeness
to their producing causes (prop. 28). So that the entire procession
is in a sense one and identical, although that part which proceeds is
distinct from that which remains steadfast, appearing to differ from
it in kind because of the remission, but continuous with it and
therefore not losing its identity with it, existing as its analogue in
the derivative order and so maintaining the unbroken bond of
common quality which links the series. Each of the gods reveals
himself in the modes proper to those orders in which he makes the
revelation, and thence proceeds even to the last regions of beingsuch is the generative power of first principles. Because the procession is from unity to a manifold, his character is continually
multiplied; yet in the procession identity is preserved, because of
the likeness of the successive terms of each series to its sovereign
primordial cause.
PROP. 126. A god is more universal as he IS nearer to the One, more

speCljic z'n proportion to

hls remoteness from it.

For the god who causes more numerous effects· is nearer to the
universal cause; he that causes fewer, more remote (prop. 60).
And the cause of more numerous effects is more universal; the
cause of fewer, more specific (IOla.). Each is a henad, but the
former has the greater potency (prop. 6 I). The more universal
gods generate the more specific, not by division (since they are
henads) nor by alteration (since they are unmoved), nor yet being
multiplied by way of relation (since they transcend all relation), but
generating from themselves through superfluity of potency (prop. 27)
derivative emanations which are less than the prior gods.
PROP. 127. All that IS dlvl'ne IS pn'mordially and supremely simple,

and for this reason completely self-suffident.
That it is simple, is apparent from its unity: all deity is perfectly
unitary (prop. 113), and as such is simple in an especial degree.
That it is completely self-sufficient, may be learned from the reflection that whereas the composite is dependent, if not upon things
external to it, at least upon its own elements, the perfectly simple
and unitary, being a manifestation of that Unity which is identical
with the Good (prop. 13), is wholly self-sufficient; and perfect
simplicity is the character of deity. Being a pure excellence
(prop. 11 9), deity needs nothing extraneous; being unitary, it is not
dependent upon its own elements.
5266
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PROP. 128. Every god, when participated by bdngs of an order relatively near to him, IS participated directly; whetz by those more

remote, indirectly through a varying number of itltermediate
principles.
For the higher orders, having themselves the character of unity
through their kinship to the divine (prop. 62), can participate the
divine henads without mediation j whereas the rest, because of their
declension and their extension into multiplicity, require the mediation of principles more unified than themselves if they are/to participate what is not a unified group, but a pure henad. Between the
henad and the discrete manifold lies the unified manifold, which in
virtue of its unification is capable of identifying itself with the henad,
but in virtue of its implicit plurality is in some fashion akin also to
the discrete manifold.
PROP. 129. All divine bodies are such through the medialion of a

divinzzed soul, all divine souls through a divine z'ntelligence, and all
divine intelligences by participation in a divine henad: the henad is
immediate deity, the intelligence most divine, the S01l1 divine, the body
de/similar.
For if the whole order of gods is above the Intelligence (prop. I IS),
and if all participation is accomplished through kinship and likeness
(prop. 32), the primary participant of the supra-existential hen ads
will be undivided Being, the next, that Being which touches process,
and third, the world of process j and each will participate through
the order immediately supra-jacent to it. The divine character
penetrates even to the last terms of the partici pant series (prop. 12 S),
but always through the mediation of terms akin to itself. Thus the
henad bestows first on an intelligence that power among the divine
attributes which is peculiarly its own, and causes this intelligence to
be in the intellectual order what itself is in the order of unities. If
this intelligence be participable, through it the henad is present also
to a soul, and is co-operative (prop. S6) in linking the soul to the
intelligence and inflaming it. Through tbis soul again, if it be
participated by a body, the henad communicates even to the body
an echo of its own quality: in this way the body becomes not only
animate and intellective but also divine, in the sense that it has
received from a soul life and movement, from an intelligence indissoluble permanence, and from the henad which it participates a
divine unification, each successive principle communicating to the
consequent terms something of its own substance (prop. 18).
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PROP. 180. In any divil1e order the highest terms more completely
transcend those immediate(I' subordinate to them than do these laller
the subsequentlerms,. and the second order of terms are more closely
linked with their immediate superiors than are their c01zsequenls '1t1i1h
them.

For in proportion as any principle is more unitary and more
universal, its degree of superiority to later terms is correspondingly
enhanced; while the declension of power which such a principle
exhibits is the measure of its natural community with its consequents.
And, again, the higher terms are more closely united to causes more
fundamental than themselves, the lower less so. For a more complete transcendence of the inferior and a more complete union with
the superior are marks of greater power; as on the other hand a
wider separation from the latter and a closer sympathy with the
former signify a diminution of power, such as we find in the later
members of every order but not in the earlier.
PROP. 181. Every god begins his characteristic activity with himself.

For the quality which marks his presence in secondary beings is
displayed first in himself, and it is indeed for this reason that he
communicates himself to others, in virtue of the superabundance of
his own nature. Neither deficiency nor a mere fullness is proper to
the gods. Whatever is deficient is imperfect; and being itself incomplete, it is impossible that it should bestow completion on
another. And that which is full is sufficient merely to itself, and
still unripe for communication. Hence that which fulfils others
and extends to others its free bestowals must itself be more than
full. If, then, the divine from its own substance fulfils all things with
the good which it contains (prop. 120), each divinity is filled to
overflowing; and if so, it has established first in its own nature the
character distinctive of its bestowals, and in virtue of this extends
to others also communications of its superabundant goodness.
PROP. 132.

All orders of gods are bound together by mean terms.

For all procession of things existent is accomplished through like
terms (prop. 29): much more do the ranks of the gods possess
unbroken continuity, inasmuch as their substance is unitary and
they take their definition from the One which is their originative
cause (prop. I 13). In the divine orders remission of power is
introduced without loss of unity, and as the gods are more essentially
unified than existents, so the likeness of the derivative to the primary
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is greater than in the existential orders. Accordingly all the classes
of gods are bound together by the appropriate mean terms, and the
first principles do not pass immediately into emanations wholly
diverse from themselves; there are intermediate classes, having
characters in common both with their causes and with their immediate
effects. These intermediate principles link the extreme terms in
one unified structure; by community of nature susceptible of
influence from their neighbours above, transcending without interval
their neighbours below, they preserve an ordered sequence in the
generation of deities.
PROP. 133. Every god is a bmtficent Itmad or a unifying exctllmce,
and has tltis substanti'lJe character qua god (prop. I I9),· but tlte
pn·mal God is the Good untjualijied and Unz"ty unqualified, ft/ltilst
eaclt of those posterior to him is a particular excellmce and a pari':
(Ular henad.
For the several hena~s and the excellences of the several gods are
distinguished by their several divine functions, so that each in respect
of some especial individuation of goodness renders all things good,
perfecting or preserving in unity or shielding from harm. Each of
these functions is a particular good, but not the sum of good: the
unitary cause of the latter is pre·established in the First Principle,
which for this reason is called the Good, as being constitutive of all
excellence (prop. 8). For not all the gods together may be matched
with the One, so far does it overpass the divine multitude.
PROP. 134. Every divine intelligence exercises intellection qua inlel/,:
gence, but prO'fJidence qua god.
For it is the peculiar mark of an intelligence to know the real
existents and to have its perfection in intellective acts; but of a god
to exercise providence and fulfil all things with good (prop. r 20).
This communication and fulfilment takes place in virtue of a union
between the things fulfilled and the principles prior to them; which
union the Intelligence imitates in identifying itself with its objects.
In so far, then, as it exercises providence, which is a pre-intellectual
activity, the Intelligence is a god. Hence it communicates itself
qua god to all things; but it is not present to all qua intelligence.
For deity extends even to those things which the distinctive character
of intelligence cannot reach (prop. 57 cor.). Even things devoid of
intelligence have appetition of providential care and seek to receh·e
some portion of good; for whereas even of the beings fitted to
participate intelligence not all desire it, towards the Good all things
have desire and all endeavour its attainment.
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Every divine henad is participated without mediation by
some one real-existe1It, and whatever is divinized is 1z"1Iked by an
upward tension to one divine henad: thus the participa11t genera of
existents are identical in number with the participated henads.

PROP. 135.

For there cannot be two or more henads participated by one
existent: as the distinctive characters of the henads vary, so the
existents whose nature is identified with theirs cannot but vary also,
since conjunction comes by likeness (prop. 29). Nor, again, can
one henad be independently participated by several existents. For
a plurality of existents is doubly discontinuous with the henad, as
existent with that which is prior to existents (prop. 115) and as
plurality with a henad; whereas the participant must be like the
participated in one respect though distinct and dissimilar in another.
Since, then, the participant is an existent while the henad is above
Being, and this is their dissimilarity, it follows that the participant
must be one, in order that in this respect it may resemble the
participated unity, even though the latter is the unity of a henad
while the former is unified through participation in this henad and
has unity only as an affect.
Of any tu'o gods the 1110re universal, who stands nearer
to the First Principle (prop. I26), IS participated by a more universal
genus of existents, the more particular and more remole by a more
particular genus: and as existent to eXistent, so is nenad to divine
henad.

PROP. 136.

For if for every real-existent there is a henad and for every henad
a real-existent, one existent only participating one he}1ad only
(prop. 135), it is evident that the order of real-existents reflects its
prior and corresponds in its sequence with the order of henads, so
that the more universal existents are united by their nature to the
more universal henads and the more particular to the more particular.
Otherwise, the unlike will here again be conjoined with the unlike,
and apportionment will cease to bear any relation to desert. These
consequences are impossible: all other things receive from the realexistents their unity and their appropriate measure, as an irradiation
from that source; much more, then, must 'the real-existents themselves be governed by the law of participation which attaches to each
principle a consequent of similar potency.
Every nenad is co-operative with the One in producing
the real-existent which participates it.

PROP. 137.

For as the One is constitutive of all things (props. 12, 13), so it is
the cause both of the participated henads and of the real-existents
dependent upon them; at the same time the dependent existents are
severally produced by the henads which irradiate them (prop_ 125).
To the One they owe simply their existence; their community of
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nature with a particular henad is due to the activity of that henad.
Thus it is the henad which imposes its own character upon the
participating existent and displays existentially in the latter the
quality which itself possesses supra-existentially: for it is always by
derivation from the primal that the secondary is what it is (prop. 18).
Hence whatever supra-existential character is proper to a particular
divinity appears existentially in the real-existent which participates it.
Of all the principles which participate the d/v/ne character
and are thereby d/vimzed the first and highest IS Bdllg.

PROP. 138.

For if, as has been shown (prop. Jor), Being is beyond both
Intelligence and Life, since next to the One it is the most universal
cause, it must be the highest participant. It has more of unity than
Intelligence or Life, and is therefore necessarily more august
(prop. 62). And prior to it there is no further principle save the
One. For what else save unity can precede the unitary manifold?
And Being, as composite of limit and infinite (prop. 89), is a unitary
manifold. To use a more general argument, there can be nothing
prior to the principle of Existence unless it be the supra-existential.
For again, in the irradiation of secondary things Unity alone has
a longer reach than Being (prop. 72 cor.), and Being stands
immediately next to it. That which as yet is not, but exists only
potentially, has already a natural unity; all
, that lies above this level
has actual existence. So in the first principles there must be a
corresponding order: immediately beyond Being must stand a notBeing which is Unity and superior to Being.
Tlze sequence of principles whIch partiCipate the dzvine
henads extends from Being to the bodily nature, since Being is the
first (prop. I}8) and body (inasmuch as we speak of heavenly or
divine bodIes) the last par/lc/pant.
For in each class of existents-bodies, souls, intelligences-the
highest members belong to the gods, in order that in every rank
there may be terms analogous to the gods, to maintain the secondaries
in unity and preserve them in being; and that each series may have
the completeness of a whole-in-the-part (prop. 67), embracing in
itself all things (prop. r03) and before all else the character of deity.
Thus deity exists on the corporeal, the psychical, and the intellective
level-evidently by participation in each case, since deity in the
primary sense is proper to the henads. The sequence, then, of
principles which participate the divine henads begins with Being and
ends with the bodily nature.
PROP. 139.
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140. All the powers of the gods, taking their ongin above and
proceeding through the appropriate intermediaries, descend even to
the last existents and the terrestrial regiolls.

PR.OP.

For on the one hand there is nothing to exclude these powers or
hinder them from reaching all things; they do not require space at
all or spatial intervals, since they transcend all things without
relation and are everywhere present without admixture (prop. 98).
Nor, again, is the fit participant baulked of its participation; so soon
as a thing is ready for communion with them, straightway they are
present-not that in this moment they approached, or till then were
absent, for their activity is eternally unvarying. If, then, any
terrestrial thing be fit to participate them, they are present even to
it: they have fulfilled all things with themselves, and though present
more mightily to the higher principles they reveal themselves also
to the intermediate orders in a manner consonant with such a station,
and for the meanest orders there is a meanest mode of presence.
Thus they extend downwards even to the uttermost existents; and
hence it is that even in these appear reflections of the first principles,
and there is sympathy between all things, the derivative pre-existing
ill the primal, the primal reflected in the derivative-for we saw that
all characters have three modes of existence, in their causes, substantially, and by participation (prop. 65).
141. There IS one d,vine providence which tra1lscends its ob.fects
and one 111hich is co-ordt"nate with them.

PROP.

For some divine principles in virtue of their substance· and the
especial character of their station are completely exalted in their
simplicity above the beings which they irradiate (prop. 122); whilst
others, belonging to the same cosmic order as their objects, exercise
providence towards the inferior members of their own series, imitating
in their degree the providential activity of the transcendent gods
and desiring to fulfil secondary existences with such good things as
they can.
142. Tlte gods are present alille to all things: not all thIngs,
however, are present alike to the gods, but each order has a share in
their presence proportIoned to its station and capacity, some thIngs
receiving them as unities and others as manifolds, some perpetually
alld others JOT a time, some incorporeally and others through the body.

PROP.

For differences in the participation of the same principles must
be due to a difference either in the participant or in that which is
participated. But whatever is divine keeps the same station for ever,
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and is free from all relation to the lower and all admixture with it
(prop. 98). It follows by exclusion that the variation can be due
only to the participants; in them must lie the lack of uniformity,
and it is they that are present to the gods diversely at different times
and diversely one from another. Thus, while the gods are present
alike to all things, not all things are present alike to them; each
order is present in the degree of its capacity, and enjoys them in the
degree of its presence, which is the measure of its participation.
All infen'or principles retreat before the presence 0/ the
gods; and provided the participa11t be fit for its reception, whatever
,s alien makes way for the divi1Ze light and alllhings are continttously
i!lumblaled by the gods.

PROP. 148.

For the divine principles are always more comprehensive and
more potent than those which proceed from them (prop. 57), and
it is the unfitness of the participants which occasions the failure of
the divine light (prop. 142), obscuring by its weakness even that
radiance. When the light is obscured, another principle appears to
assume dominion; yet it is not by its own potency, but through the
impotence of the participant, that it has the appearance of revolting
against the divine form of illumination.
PROP. 144. The procession of all things existent and all cosmic orders
of eXlslmts extends as far as do ,he orders of gods.

For in producing themselves the gods produced the existents, and
without the gods nothing could come into being and attain to
measure and order; since it is by the gods' power that all things reach
completeness, and it is from the gods that they receive order and
measure. Thus even the last kinds in the realm of existence are
consequent upon gods who regulate even these, who bestow even on
these life and formative power and completeness of being, who
convert even these upon their good; and so also are the intermediate
and the primal kinds. All things are bound up in the gods and
deeply rooted in them, and through this cause they are preserved in
being; if anything faU away from the gods and become utterly
isolated from them, it retreats into non-being and is obliterated,
since it is wholly bereft of the principles which maintained its unity.
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The distinctIve dzarader cif any divine order travels
through all the denvative existents and bestows itself UPOIl all the
in/enor kinds.

PROP. 146.

For if the procession of existents extends as far as do the orders
of gods (prop. 144), the distinctive character of the divine powers,
radiating downwards, is found in every kind, since each thing obtains
from its own immediate cause the distinctive character in virtue of
which that cause received its being. I intend that if, for example,
there be a purifying deity, then purgation is to be found in souls, in
animals, in vegetables, and in minerals; so also if there be a protective deity, and the same if there be one charged with the
conversion or the perfection or the vitalizing of things existent. The
mineral participates the purifying power only as bodies can; the
vegetable in a clearer manner also, that is, vitally; the animal
possesses this form in an additional mode, that of appetition;
a rational soul, rationally; an intelligence, intellectually or intuitively;
the gods, supra-existentially and after the mode of unity: and the
entire series possesses the same power as the result of a single divine
cause. The same account applies to the other characters. For all
things. are dependent from the gods, some being irradiated by one
god, some by another, and the series extend downwards to the last
orders of being. Some are linked with the gods immediately, others
through a varling number of intermediate terms (prop. 128); but
'all things are full of gods', and from the gods each derives its
natural attribute.
PROP. 146. In aIry divine procession the end is assimilated to the

beginning, maintaint'ng by its reversion thither a ct'rde wz'tltout beginning and wz'thout md.
For if each single processive term reverts upon its proper initial
principle, from which it proceeded (prop. 3 I), much more, surely,
do entire orders proceed from their highest point and revert again
upon it. This reversion of the end upon the beginning makes the
whole order one and determinate, convergent upon itself and by its
convergence revealing unity in multiplicity.
PROP. 147. In aIry dz'vine rank the highest term is assimilated to tlte

last term

0/ the Sltpra/acent

rank.

For if there must be continuity in the divine procession and each
order must be bound together by the appropriate mean terms
(prop. 132), the highest terms of the secondary rank are of necessity
32eD
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conjoined with the limiting terms of the prima\. Now conjunction
is effected through likeness (props. 29. 32). Therefore there will
be likeness between the initial principles of the lower order and the
last members of the higher.
148. Every divine order lzas an ,·nlemal unity if thretjold
origin, from its highest, its mean, and its last term.

PROP.

For the highest term, having the most unitary potency of the
three. communicates its unity to the entire order and unifies the
whole from above while remaining independent of it (prop. 125).
Secondly, the mean term, reaching out toward both the extremes,
links the whole together with itself as mediator (prop. 132); it
transmits the bestowals of the first members of its order, draws
upward the potentialities of the last, and implants in all a common
character and mutual nexus-for in this sense also givers and
receivers constitute a single complete order, in that they converge
upon the mean term as on a centre. Thirdly, the limiting term
produces a likeness and convergence in the whole order by reverting
again upon its initial principle and carrying back to it the potencies
which have emerged from it (prop. 146). Thus the entire rank is
one through the unifying potency of its first terms, through the connective function of the mean term, and through the reversion of the
end upon the initial principle of procession.
PROP.

149. The entire manifold of diville hellads is finite in number.

For if it stands nearest to the One (prop. 113), it cannot be
infinite. since the infinite is not cognate with the One but alien
from it: for if the manifold as such is already a departure from the
One, it is plain that an infinite manifold is completely bereft of its
influence (and for this reason bereft also of potency and activity).
The manifold of gods is therefore not infinite, but marked by unity
and limit; and this in a higher degree than any other, since of all
manifolds it is nearest akin to the One. Were the first Principle a
manifold, then each should be more manifold in proportion as it
stood nearer to that Principle, likeness being proportionate to nearness; but since the Primal is One (prop. 5), a manifold which is
conjoined with it will be less manifold than one more remote; and
the infinite. far from being less manifold, is the extreme manifold.
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PROP. 150. Any processlve term z"n the divine orders is incapable of

receiving all the potencies of its producer, as are ucondary pri1tcip!es
in gmeral of receiving all the potencies of their pnors " tlte pn"or
pn'nciples possess certain powers whick transcend their inferiors and
are incomprehensible to subsequent grades of deity.
For if the gods differ in their distinctive properties, the characters
of the lower pre-subsist in the higher, whereas those of the higher
and more universal are not found in the lower; the superior deities
implant in their products some of their own characters, but others
they pre-embrace as transcendent attributes. For it has been shown
(prop. 126) that the gods nearer to the One are more universal,
whilst the more remote are more specific; and since the former
have more comprehensive potencies than the latter, it follows that
gods of secondary and more specific rank will not comprehend the
power of the primal. Thus in the higher gods there is something
which for the lower is incomprehensible and uncircumscribed.
It has in fact been shown (prop. 93) that each divine principle is
in this sense infinite, not for itself, and still less for its priors, but
for all its consequents. Now the divine infinitude is an infinitude
of potency (prop. 86); and the infinite is incomprehensible to those
for whom it is infinite. Hence the inferior principles do not participate all the potencies which are pre-embraced by the superior:
otherwise the latter would be no less comprehensible to the secondaries than the secondaries to them. Thus the lower, being more
specific, possess only certain of the potencies of the higher; and
even these they possess in an altered fashion, because of the infinitude
which causes the higher to overpass them.
PROP. 151. All that is patenzal in the gods is ofpn'mal operatton and

stands in the position of the Good at the head of the several divine
ranks.
For by itself it produces the substantive existence of the secondary
principles, the totality of their powers, and their being, in virtue of
a single unspeakable transcendence: whence indeed it is named
• paternal " as manifesting the unified and boniform potency of
the One and the constitutive cause of all secondaries. In each
order of gods the paternal kind is sovereign, producing from itself
the whole and regulating it, as being analogous in station to the
Good. Fathers differ in degree (If universality, as do the divine
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orders themselves (prop. 136), in proportion to their causal efficacy;
there are thus as many diverse fathers as there are entire processive
orders of gods. For if in every order there is something analogous
to the Good, the paternal must exist in all of them and each must
proceed from a paternal unity.

of the
infinitude of divine potency, multiplying itself and penetrating all
things, and manifesting especially the character of unfailing perpetuity
in the processive orders of secondary pnilCiples.
For to increase the number of processive terms by drawing them
from their secret embracement in their causes and advancing them
to generation is surely the peculiar office of the gods' infinite
potency, through which all divine principles are filled with fertile
excellencies, each in its fulness giving rise to some further principle
(prop. 25) in virtue of that superabundant potency (prop. 27).
Thus the especial office of generative divinity is the governance of
potency, a governance which multiplies and renders fertile the
potencies of the generated and spurs them to beget or constitute
still other existences. For if each principle communicates to the
remaining terms its own distinctive character which it possesses
primitively (prop. 97), then assuredly the fertile always implants in
its consequents the succession of fertility, and so mirrors that Infini·
tude which is the primordial parent of the universe, whence proceeded all the generative potency (prop. 92) whose transcendent
prerogative it is to diffuse the divine gifts in their unfailing
succession.
PROP. 162. All that is generative in the gods proceeds in virtue

of divine
peifectjrJ1l.
For as existents and the principles superior to existence differ in
their mode of substance, so also do the perfections proper to the
gods themselves differ in nature from the secondary perfections of
existents: the former are self-complete and of primal operation,
because the gods are the primal possessors of the Good (prop. 119),
whereas the latter are perfect by participation. For this reason the
perfection of the gods is distinct from that of things divinized.
But the primal perfection which resides in the gods is the cause of
being perfect not only to things divinized, but also to the gods
themselves. For if every principle, in so far as it is perfect, is
reverted upon its proper origin (prop. 3T), then the cause of all the
divine reversion has the office of making perfect the order of gods.
PROP. 163. All that is peifect in the gods is the cause
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PROP. 154. All that is proteelive in the gods preserves each principle

in ,ts proper stail"oll, so that by its umtary charader it tramcends
derivat,ve eXIstences and IS founded upon the primals.
For if the divine protection immutably maintains the measure of
the station assigned to each, and conserves in their proper perfection
all the objects of its care, then it implants in all a superiority to
lower principles, sets each in steadfast independence without alien
admixture (for it has the property of causing in its objects an uncontaminated purity), and lastly founds the being of each upon the
principles superior to it. For the perfection of any existent consists
in its laying fast hold of the primals, remaining steadfast in its own
being, and preserving the simplicity by which it transcends the
lower.
All that is zoogollic or lift-giving in the divine kinds is
a generative cause, but not all the generative order is zoogollic; for
the generative is the more universal, and nearer to the First Pn·nciple.

PROP. 155.

For' generation' signifies that cause which advances existents to
plurality, but' zoogony' describes the divinity which bestows all life.
If, then, the former of these multiplies the number of substantive
existences whilst the latter constitutes the successive orders of life,
the generative order will be related to the zoogonic series as Being
to Life. It will therefore be the more universal (prop. 101) and
productive of more numerous effects; and for this reason it will be
nearer to the First Principle (prop. 60).

All that is the cause ofpurity is embraced in the protedlve
order, but not all the protedlve is conversely identIcal with the
purificatory.

PROP. 156.

For the divine purity isolates all the gods from inferior existences,
and enables them to exercise providence toward secondary beings
without contamination; whilst divine protection has, besides, the
further task of maintaining all things in their proper being and of
founding them securely upon the higher principles (prop. 154). Thus
the protective is more universal than the purificatory: the distinctive
office of protection, as such, is to keep each thing in the same station
relatively to itself and its priors no less than to its consequents; that
of purity, to liberate the higher from the lower. And these offices
belong primitively to the gods. For any general character must
have a single antecedent cause (prop. 2 I); and it is true universally
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that in the gods the unitary measures of all things good are preembraced, and nothing guod is found in secondary existences which
does not pre-subsist in the gods (what other source or cause could it
have ?). Purity, then, being a good, belongs primitively to the gods;
and so also protection and other like offices:
Wltereas il is Ihl! function of all palernal causes 10 beslow
being on all I}tings and originale lite subslanlive exislence of all Ihal
is, il is lite office of ail demillrgic or formal causes 10 preside over Ihe
beslowal of Form upon Ihings composile, lite assignmenl of Ilteir
slaliom, and Ilteir "umer;cal dislinction as individuals: lite demiurgti:
is Ihus ill lite same STI((ession as lite palernal, bul is found itlllte more
specific orders of gods.
For both these causes are ranked under the principle of Limit,
since existence has, like number and Form, a limitative character: in
this respect the two are in the same succession. But the demiurgic
advances the creative office into plurality, whilst the other without
departure from unity originates the processive orders of things
existent (prop. 151). Again, the one creates Form, the other
existence. As Being. then, differs from Form, so does the paternal
from the demiurgic. Now Form is a particular kind of Being
(prop. 74 cor.). Accordingly the paternal. being the more uni#ersal
and more comprehensive cause, transcends the demiurgic ordh, as
Being transcends Form.

PROP. 157.

All e!evalive causes among Ihe gods diffir bolh from Ihe
purificatory causes and from Ihe convtl"Sive kinds.

PROP. 168.

For it is evident that this cause also must be found primitively
in the gods, since all causes of all goods pre-subsist there. But
it is prior to the purificatory, which liberates from the lower principles (prop. 156), whereas the ele\'ative effects conjunction with
the higher; on the other hand it has a more specific rank than
the conversive, since anything which reverts may revert either
upon itself or upon the higher principle, whereas the function of
the elevative cause, which draws the reverting existence upwards
to what is more divine, is characterized only by the latter mode of
reversion.
Every order of gods is derived from lite l'llIO inilial
prilldpln, Limit and bzfinity,. but some mallifesl predomi11anlly Ihe
causalily of Limit, olhers that of I1zfillily.
For every urder must proceed from both, because the communications of the primal causes extend through all derivative ranks

PROP. 159.
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(prop. 97). But at some points Limit is dominant in the mixture,
at others Infinity: accordingly there results one group of a determinative character, that in which the influence of Limit prevails;
and another characterized by infinitude, in which the element of
Infinity preponderates.

All dt"vine t"ntelHgence is perfect and has the character of
unity / t"t is the primal Intelligence, and produces the others from t"ts
own being.
For if it is divine, it is filled with divine henads (prop. 129) and
has the character of unity; and if this is so, it is also perfect, being
full of the divine goodness (prop. 133). But if it has these properties,
it is also primal, as being united with the gods: for the highest
intelligence is divinized intelligence (prop. I I2). And being the
primal Intelligence, it bestows by its own act substantiality upon the
rest: for all that has secondary existence derives its substance from
a principle which exists primitively (prop. I&:t.
PROP. 160.

All the true Being which is attached to the gods is
a divine Intelligible, and unparticipated.

PROP. 161.

For since true Being is, as has been shown (prop. 138), the first
of the principles which participate divine unification, and since it
makes the content of the Intelligence (for the Intelligence too is an
existent, because filled with Being), it surely results that true Being is
a divine Intelligible-divine as being divinized, intelligible as the principle which gives content to the Intelligence and is participated by it.
And while the Intelligence is an existent because of primal Being,
this primal Being is itself separate from the Intelligence, because
Intelligence is posterior to Being (prop. 101). Again, unparticipated
terms subsist prior to the participated (prop. 23): so that prior to
the Being which is con substantial with the Intelligence there must
be a form of Being which exists in itself and beyond participation.
For true Being is intelligibl\! not as co-ordinate with the Intelligence,
but as perfecting it without loss of transcendence, in that it communicates to the Intelligence the gift of being and fills it with a truly
existent essence.

All those henads which illuminate true Being are secret
and intelligible: secret as conjoined with the One, intelligible as
participated by Being.
For all the gods are named from the principles which are attached
to them, because their diverse natures, otherwise unknowable, may
be known from these dependent principles: all deity is in itself
PROP. 162.
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unspeakable and un knowable, being of like nature with the unspeakable One; yet from the diversities of the participants may be inferred
the peculiar attributes of the participated (prop. 123). Thus the
gods who illuminate true Being are intelligible, because true Being
is a divine and unparticipated Intelligible which subsists prior to the
Intelligence (prop. 161). For inasmuch as participated terms stand
in the same mutual relation as their participants, it follows that
true Being would not have been attached to the first order of gods
did not that order possess a nature primal in its operation and
a power of perfecting the remaining gods.

Ah

163.
those henads are intellectual whereof the unparticipated
Intelligence mjo)ls participation.

PROP.

For as Intelligence is to true Being, so are these henads to the
intelligible henads. As, therefore, the latter, illuminating Being, are
themselves intelligible (prop. 162), so these, illuminating the divine
and unparticipated Intelligence, are themselves intellectual-not as
subsisting in the Intelligence, but in the causative sense (prop. 65),
as subsisting prior to the Intelligence and bringing it to birth.
164. All those henads are supra-mundane whereof all the
unparticipated Soul enjoys participation.

PROP.

For since the un participated Soul occupies the next station above
the world-order, the gods whom it participates are also supramundane, and are related to the intellectual and the intelligible gods
as Soul is to Intelligence and Intelligence to true Being. As, then,
al\ Soul is dependent upon intelligences (prop. 20) and Intelligence
is converted upon the Intelligible (prop. 161), so the supra-mundane
gods depend from the intellectual in the same manner as these from
the intelligible.
165. All those heT/ads are intra-mundane which any sensible
body participates.

PROP.

For through the mediation of Intelligence and Soul such henads
irradiate certain parts of the world-order. Intelligence is not present
without Soul to any intra-mundane body, neither is Deity directly
conjoined with Soul, since participation is through like terms
(prop. 32); and Intelligence itself participates the henad in virtue of
its own highest element, which is intelligible. These henads, then,
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are intra-mundane in the sense that they give fulfilment to the entire
world-order, and that they render certain visible bodies divine. For
any such body is divine not because of Soul, which is not pflmally
divine, nor because of Intelligence-for not even the Intelligence is
identical with the One-but while it owes to Soul its life and its
power of self-movement, and to Intelligence its perpetual freedom
from variation and the perfection of its ordered motion, it is divine
not through these things but because it is unified (prop. 129); and
~ if it has a providential office, this character is due to the same cause
(prop. 120).

M. OIo' INTELLIGENCES.
T!t.ere is both unparticipated and participated intelligence;
and the latter is participated either by supra-mundane or by intramundane souls.
For of the whole number of intelligences the un participated is
sovereign, having primal existence (props. 23, 24). And of the
participated inteIligences some irradiate the supra-mundane and
unparticipated soul, others the intra-mundane. For the intramundane class cannot proceed without mediation from the unparticipated Intelligence, since all procession is through like terms (prop. 29),
and a class which is independent of the world-order bears more
likeness to the unparticipated than one which is locally distributed.
Nor, again, is the supra-mundane class the only one: but there must
be intra-mundane intelligences, first, because there are intra-mundane
gods (prop. 165) ; secondly, because the world-order itself is possessed
of intelligence as well as of soul; third, because intra-mundane souls
must participate supra-mundane inteIligences through the mediation
of intelligences which are intra-mundane (prop. 109)'
PROP. 166.

Every intelligmce kas intuitive knowledge of itself: but
the primal Intelligence knows itself only, and intelligence and its
object are here numerically one; whereas eack subsequent intelligence
knows simultaneously itself and its pnors, so that its object is part
itself but in part its source.
For any intelligence must know either itself or that which is above
it or that which is consequent upon it.
If the last be true, this will mean that intelligence reverts upon
its inferior. And even so it will not know the object itself, upon which
it has reverted, since it is not within the object but is extraneous
to it; it can know only the impress produced upon it by the object.
For it knows its own, not what is alien; its affects, not their extraneous
source.

PROP. 187.
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Suppose next that it knows what is above it. H it know this
through knowing itself, it will have simultaneous knowledge of the
two; but if it know the higher only, it will be an intelligence
ignorant of itself. There is also the general consideration, that if it
know its prior it must know that this prior is a cause, and must know
the effects whereof it is a cause: for if it know not these effects, its
ignorance of them will involve ignorance of their cause, which
produces them in virtue of its being (prop. 18). But if it know
what its prior constitutes or causes, it will know itself, since it is
constituted thence. Thus if it know its prior it will necessarily know
itself also ..
If, then, there is an intelligible Intelligence, in knowing itself,
being intelligible, it knows the intelligible which is its own being;
whilst each subsequent intelligence knows simultaneously the intelligible which is its own content and the prior intelligible. There is
thus an intelligible in the Intelligence and an intelligence in the
Intelligible; but the higher Intelligence is identical with its object,
whereas the lower is identical with its own content but not with the
prior Intelligible-for the unconditioned Intelligible is distinct from
the intelligible in the knower.

Every bztelligence ill tne act of intellection knows that it
knows: the cognitive intelligmce is 1Iot distinct from that wkick is
consciolts tif the cognitive act.
For if it is an intelligence in action and knows itself as indistinguishable from its object (prop. 167), it is aware of itself and sees itself.
Further, seeing itself in the act of knowing and knowing itself in the
act of seeing, it is aware of itself as an active intelligence: and being
aware of this, it knows not merely wkat it knows but also that it
knows. Thus it is simultaneously aware of the thing known, of
itself as the knower, and of itself as the object of its own intellective
act.
PROP. 168.

Every iI,telligence kas its existCllce, its potency and its
activity in eternity.

PROP. 169.

For if it knows itself, and intelligence and its object are identical
(prop. 167), then also the intellective act is identical with the
intellectual subject and the intelligible object. For being intermediate between the knower and the known, if these are identical,
the intellective act will naturally be identical with both. Now it is
plain that the existence of intelligence is eternal, since it is a
simultaneous whole (prop. 52). So also is the intellective act,
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inasmuch as it is identical with the existence; for if intelligence is
unmoved, it cannot be measured by time in respect either of its
being or of its activity. (prop. 50). And if the existence and the
activity of intelligence are invariable, so likewise is its potency.

170. Every intellige1/ce has simultaneous. intellection of all
things: but while the unparlicipated Intelligence klIowS all unconditionally, each subsequtnt intelligence knows all in one especial
aspeel.

PROP.

For if every intelligence has its existence established in eternity,
and with its existence its activity (prop. 169), each one will know all
things simultaneously. For if it knew them by parts and in a
distinguishable succession, it would not be in eternity: all that is
successive is in time, since it involves an earlier and a later and is
not a simultaneous whole (prop. 52).
If, however, all intelligences are to be alike in their manner of
knowing all things, there will be no distinction between them. For
what they know is themselves (prop. 167); and if they be alike in
their universal knowledge they are alike in their universal being, and
there could thus be no distinction between unparticipated and
participated intelligence: identity of intellection comports identity
of existence, inasmuch as the intellection of each is the same as its
being and each intelligence is identical both with its intellection and
with its being.
It remains, then, if they are not alike in their knowledge, that
each knows not all things but one thing i or more than one, yet not
all j or else all things in one especial aspect. But to deny that they
have intellection of all things is to assume an intelligence which is
ignorant of a part of existence. For being unmoved, it cannot pass
from point to point and gain knowledge of what before it did not
know; and knowing one thing alone by reason of its steadfastness,
it will be inferior to Soul, which in its movement gets knowledge of
all things.
Since, then, it must know all things or one or else all in one
especial aspect, we shall conclude that the last is the truth: intellection embraces all things perpetually, and in all intelligences, but in
each· it delimits all its objects by a particular character. So that
in the act of cognition and in the content known there must be some
one dominant aspect, under which all things are simultaneously
known and by which all are characterized for the know er.
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171.

Every intelligence is all indivisible existence.

For if it be without magnitude, body or movement, it is indivisible.
For whatever is in any sense divisible is so either as a manifold or
as a magnitude or else in respect of the temporal course of its
activities; but intelligence is in all respects eternal, it transcends
bodies, and its manifold content is unified: therefore intelligence is
indivisible.
That intelligence is incorporeal is shown by its reversion upon
itself (prop. 167); for bodies are incapable of such reversion
(prop. 15). That it is eternal is shown by th;e identity of its activity
with its existence, as has been proved above (prop. 169). That its
multiplicity is unified is shown by the continuity of the intellectual
manifold with the divine henads (prop. 160); for these are the first
manifold (prop. 113), upon which the intelligences are consequent,
and therefore every intelligence, though a manifold, is a unified
manifold, since the implicit exists prior to the discrete and is nearer
to the One (prop. 62).
172. Every i"telligence is directly constitutive of things which
are perpetual and as regards their existence invariable.

PROP.

For all products of an unmoved cause are invariable in their
existence (prop. 76); and intelligence is unmoved, being eternal in
every sense and steadfast in eternity (prop. 169). Again, it is in
virtue of its being that intelligence gives rise to its products (prop. 26);
and if its being is perpetual and unchanging, so also is its productive
activity: therefore its effects exist not at certain times only, but
perpetually.
173. Every intelligence is intellectually identical both ulith its
pn·ors and with its consequents-with tne laller as their cause, with
tne former by participation. But since it is itseVan intelligence and
its essence is intellectual, it dtfines everything, both ulnal it Is as
cause and what il is by participation, accordi1lg to ils own substantive
character.

PROP.

For each principle participates its superiors in the measure of its
natural capacity, and not in the measure of their being. On the
latter supposition they must be participated in the same manner by
all things, which is not the case: therefore participation varies with
the distinctive character and capacity of the participants. In the
Intelligence, accordingly, its priors are contained intellectually.
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But again, it is also intellectually identical with its consequents.
For it is not composite of its resultants: what it contains is not the
resultants but their causes. Now it is in virtue of its being that it
causes all things (prop. 26); and its being is intellectual: hence it
contains intellectually the causes of all things.
Thus every intelligence is all things intellectually, both its priors
and its consequents: that is to say, as it contains the intelligible
world intellectually, so also it contains the sensible world in the
same mode.
PROP. 174. Every intelligence gives n'se to its consefJuents b)· the act
of intellectio",' its creative activity is thinking, a11d its III/JUght is
creation.
For if intelligence is identical with its object (prop. 167) and the
existence of each intelligence with its thought (prop. 169). and if
further it creates by existing all that it creates, and produces by
virtue of being what it is (prop. 26), then it must constitute its
products by the act of thought. For its existence and its intellection
are one thing, since intelligence is identical with the being which
is its content. If, then, it creates by existing, and its existence
is thought, it creates by the act of thinking.
Again. its thought is actualized in the act of thinking, which is
identical with its existence; and its existence is creation (for that
which creates without movement has its existence perpetually in the
creative act): therefore its thought too is creation.
PROP. 175. Every intelligence is primarily participated by pn'neiples
which are intellectual at once i" their existence and in their activity.

For if not by these, then by principles which have an intellectual
existence but do not at all times exercise intellection. But this is
impossible. For the activity of intelligence is without movement
(prop. 169), and consequently those principles which participate it
do so at all times, enjoying a perpetual intellection whereof the
activity of the intelligence perpetually makes them capable. For
a being which has its activity in some certain part of time is discontinuous with one whose activity is eternal: as with existences
(prop. 55), so in the gradations of acti\'ity there is an intermediate
degree between any activity which is eternal and one which is complete in a certain time, namely the activity which has its completion
in the whole of time. For nowhere does procession take place
without mediation, but always through terms which are akin and
alike (prop. 29); and this holds for the grades of completeness in
activities no less than for substances. Accordingly every intelligence
is primarily participated by principles which are at all times capable
of intellection and enjoy it perpetually, notwithstanding that they
exercise it in time and not in eternity.
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Cor. From this it is apparent that a soul which exercises intellection
only at certain times cannot directly participate an intelligence.
176. All the intellectual Forms are both implicit each in other
and severally existent.
For if every intelligence is indivisible, and through this intellectual
indivisibility its manifold content is also unified (prop. 171), then all
the Forms, being contained in a single intelligence devoid of parts,
are united with one another, and all interpenetrate all; but if all
exist immaterially and without bodies, there is no confusion among
them, but each remains itself, keeping its pure distinctness uncontaminated.
That the intellectual Forms are unconfused is shown in the
specific participations enjoyed by the lower principles, which may
participate any Form in independence of the others. For were not
the participated terms mutually distinct and separate, the participants
could not enjoy each of them discriminately, but the indiscriminate
confusion would exist a fortiori in the later principles, since they are
inferior in rank: from what source could they derive discrimination,
if the Forms which constitute and perfect them were indistinguishable
and confused?
On the other hand, the unity of the Forms is evidenced by the
undivided substance and unitary existence of the intelligence which
embraces them. For things which have their being in a unitary
principle devoid of parts, existing in one same mind without division
(how should you divide that which is one and without parts ?), must
be together and mutually implicit, interpenetrating one another in
their entirety without spatial interval. For that which contains them
is not spatially extended: it does not like extended things embrace
a I here' and an I elsewhere', but exists all together in an undivided
unity .• So that the Forms are also implicit each in other.
Thus all the intellectual Forms exist both in one another as a unity
and also each apart in its distinctness. If in addition to the above
proofs anyone should feel the need of examples, let him consider
the theorems which are contained in a single soul. All these,
existing in the same unextended substance, are united one to
another, since the unextended embraces its content not spatially but
without partition or interval. At the same time they are mutually
distinct: for the soul can produce them all in their purity, bringing
out each by itself and drawing forth nothing of the rest in its company; and the soul's activity could not thus discriminate them were
they not permanently discriminated in their passive state.
PROP.
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177. Every intelligence is a complete sum of Forms, but certai11
of them embrace more universal and others more specific Forms; and
while the higher illtelligences possess in a more universal manner all
that their consequents possess more specifically, the lower a/so possess
more specifically all that their priors have 11I0re universally.

PROP.

For the higher intelligences, being more unitary than the derivative, exercise greater powers, whereas the lower, being more advanced
in plurality, thereby restrict the powers which they possess. For
those principles which are more akin to the One, while their number
is relatively contracted, excel their consequents in power; and of
those more remote the opposite is true (prop. 62). Accordingly the
higher intelligences, manifesting greater power with smaller numbers,
produce in virtue of their power more effects by means of fewer
Forms, while their consequents through defect of power produce
fewer effects by more Forms. Now if this is so, the Forms embraced
in the higher intelligences. are more universal, those in the low'er
more specific.
From which it follows that things generated out of the superior
intelligences in virtue of a single Form are produced parcel wise from
the derivative intelligences in virtue of a number of Forms; and
conversely, things produced by the inferior intelligences through
many distinct Forms are produced through fewer and more universal
by the higher: what is general and common to all the participants
comes to them from above, but the particular and peculiar quality
of each species from secondary intelligences. Hence the secondary
intelligences by their more specific discrimination of the Forms
as it were articulate and elaborate in detail the formative work of
the primals.
PROP.

178. Every intellectual Form is constitutive of things per-

petual.

For if every such Form is eternal and unmoved, it is the cause of
substances invariable in their existence and perpetual, not of things
which come-to-be and perish (prqp. 76): thus all that has its subsistence in virtue of an intellectual Form is perpetual.
For again, if all Forms produce their consequents in virtue of
their mere existence (prop. 26), and their existence is perpetually
free from variation, their products likewise will be unchanging and
perpetual. Accordingly, things which have come-to-be at some point
of time cannot take their subsistence from a Form as cause, nor can
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things perishable, qua perishable, have a pre-existent intellectual
Form: for were their subsistence related to such Forms they would
be imperishable and without temporal origin.
PROP. 179. The entire intellectual stn'es is finite.
For if posterior to it there is another manifold, inferior in its mode
of being, and if the intellectual series is nearer to the One, the other
more remote, and if again that which is nearer to the One is quantitatively less, the more remote greater (prop. 62), then the intellectual
series must be less in number than any subsequent manifold. It
follows that it is not infinite: that is, the number of intelligences is
limited. For that which is exceeded by another is not infinite, since
the infinite is unexceeded in that respect in which it is infinite.
PROP. 180. Every intelligence is a whole, though not one composite of
parts (prop. 171),' whilst the unparticipated Inte!#gence is without
qualification a whole, as having all its parts implicit in tOts tota#ty,
each of the specific intelligences contains the whole as a whole-in-thepart, and is thus all things specifically.
For if each is all things in one aspect (prop. 170), and 'in one
aspect' means the same thing as 'specifically', then the whole is in
this sense contained in each specifically, being delimited by some
one specific aspect which dominates the entire content of a specific
intelligence.
PROP. 181. Every participated intelligence is either divine, as being

/inked to gods, or purely intellectual.
For if the primal Intelligence is divine (prop. 16o) and unparticipated (prop. 166), its closest kin is evidently not an intelligence
which differs from it in both regards, being neither divine nor unparticipated: for principles dissimilar in both regards are disjunct
(prop. 28). It is plain, then, that the mean term resembles the
primal Intelligence in one of these respects while differing from it
in the other: either it is unparticipated but not divine, or it is divine
but participated. But all that is unparticipated is divine, as being
endowed with that 'rank in its own order which is analogous to the
One (prop. 24). Accordingly there must be an intelligence which
is at once divine and participated.
But again, there must also be an intelligence which does not
participate the divine henads but merely exercises inteJlection: for
while the first members of any series, which are closely linked with
their own monad, can participate the corresponding members of the
immediately supra-jacent order, those which are many degrees
removed from their originative monad are incapable of being attached
to that order (prop. 1I0).
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Thus there is both a divine intelligence and a kind which is
purely intellectual, the latter arising in virtue of the distinctive
power of intellection which it derives from its own monad, the
former in virtue of the unity imposed by the henad which it
participates.
PROP. 182. Every participated divine intelligetl(e is participated by

divine souls.
For if participation assimilates the participant to the participated
principle and causes it to have the same nature, it is plain that
a soul which participates and is annexed to a divine intelligence is
itself divine, participating through the mediation of the intelligence
the divinity immanent therein. For that divinity is co-operative in
linking the participant soul to the intelligence and thus binding the
divine to the divine (prop. 56).
PROP. 183. Every intelligence which is partit:ipated but purely ill-

te//ec/ual is participated by souls which are neilher divine nor yet
subject to the alternation of intelligence with unintelligence.
For this order of souls cannot be divine, since they do not participate a divine intelligence, and it is through an intelligence that
souls participate the gods, as has been shown above (prop. 129).
N or, on the other hand, can they admit of change: for every intelligence is participated by principles perpetually intellectual both in
their existence and in their activity-this again is plain from what
has been said earlier (prop. 175). .
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PROP. 184. Every soul is either divine, or subject to (hange fro",

intelligen(e to uninte/lige1l(~, or else intermediate between these orders,
enjoying perpetual intelle(tion altMugh inferior to the divine souls.
For if the divine intelligence is participated by divine souls
(prop. 182), and the purely intellectual by souls which are not divine
yet do not admit of change from intellection to unintelligence
(prop. 183), and if there are also souls subject to such change and
exercising intellection intermittently (prop. 63), it is apparent that
there are three orders of souls: first the divine, then such of the
remainder as perpetually participate intelligence, and third those
which change now to intelligence and again to unintelligence.
3U6
o
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PROP. 185. All divz:ne souls are gods upon the psychic level,. all those

which participate tlze intellectual intelligence are perpetually attendant
upon gods; alt those which admit of change are at certain times
attenda?zt upon gods.
For if some souls have the divine light illuminating them from
above, while others have perpetual intellection, and others again
participate this perfection at certain times (prop. 184), then the first
order occupy a station in the psychic series analogous to that of
gods; the second, having an intellectual activity at all times, are at
all times in the company of gods, and are linked to the divine souls,
bearing that relation to them which the intellectual has to the
divine; and those which enjoy intermittent intellection are intermittently in the company of gods, being unable perpetually and
without change to participate intelligence or perpetually to consort
with the divine souls-for that which shares in intelligence at certain
times only has no means to be conjoined perpetually with the gods.
PROP. 186. Every soul is an incorporeal substance and separable from

body.
For if it know itself, and if whatever knows itself reverts upon
itself (prop. 83), and what reverts upon itself is neither body (since
no body is capable of this activity [prop. IS]) nor inseparable from
body (since, again, what is inseparable from body is incapable of
reversion upon itself, which would involve separation [prop. 16]), it
will follow that soul is neither a corporeal substance nor inseparable
from body. But that it knows itself is apparent: for if it has knowledge of principles superior to itself, it is capable a fortiori of knowing itself. deriving self-knowledge from its knowledge of the causes
prior to it.

PROP. 187. Every soul is indestructible and imperishable

For all that is capable of being in any way dissolved or destroyed
either is corporeal and composite or has its being in a substrate:
the former kind, being made up of a plurality of elements, perishes
by dissolution, while the latter, being capable of existence only in
something other than itself, vanishes into non-existence when severed
from its substrate (prop. 48). But the soul is both incorporeal and
independent of any substrate, existing in itself and reverting upon
itself (prop. 186). It is therefore indestructible and imperishable.
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PROP. 188. Every soul is at once a prindple of life and a living thing.

For that into which soul enters necessarily lives, and when a body
is deprived of soul it is thereupon left lifeless. Now its life is due
either to soul or to some other cause and not to soul. But that it
should be wholly due to some other cause is impossible. For any
participated principle gives to the participant either itself or some
part of itself: unless it furnished one or the other, it would not be
participated. Now soul is participated by that in which it is present,
and we call I ensouled ' or animate that which participates a soul.
If, then, it bestows life upon animate bodies, soul is either
a principle of life or simply a ·living thing or else both together, at
once a principle of life and a living thing. But if it be simply
a living thing and fall short of being a principle of life, it will be
composite of life and not-life: upon which supposition it cannot
know itself or revert upon itself. For cognition is a kind of life, and
the cognitive is as such alive. If, therefore, soul contain a lifeless
element, this element has in itself no cognitive faculty.
And if it be purely a principle of life, it will no longer participate
the life of intelligence. For that which participates life is a living
thing, and not purely a principle of life: the pure principle is the
first and unparticipated Life (prop. 101), while that which is consequent upon it is not only a principle of life but a living thing.
Now the un participated Life is not a soul. Therefore soul is at once
a principle of life and a living thing.

PROP. 189. Every soul is self-anima'led (or has life in its own right).

For if it is capable of reversion upon itself (prop. 186), and all
that is capable of such reversion is self-constituted (prop. 43), then
soul is self-constituted and the cause of its own being. But again,
soul is both a principle of life and a living thing (prop. 188), and its
essential character is vitality i for where it is present 'it communicates
life by its mere being, and the partitipant, if it be fit for the reception, straightway becomes ensouled and alive; the soul does not
calculate or choose, nor is it in consequence of any calculation or
judgement that it animates the body, but simply through being what
it is it endows with life that which is adapted to participate it
(prop. 26). Its being, therefore, is being alive. If, then, its being
is self·derived, and this being is the being alive which is its essential
character, its life too must be self-furnished and self-derived. That
is, soul must be self-animated.
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Every soul is intermediate between the indivisible principles
and those which are divided in association with bodies.

PROP. 190.

For if it is self-animated and self-constituted (prop. 189) and has
an existence separable from bodies (prop. 186), it is superior to all
principles which are divided in association with bodies, and transcends
them. For such principles are wholly inseparable from their substrates: they are partitioned together with the partitioned bulk, and
falling away from their own nature, which is without parts, they are
infected by corporeal extension; if they be of the order of vital
principles, they belong as life-principles not to themselves but to
their participants; if they be of the order of Being and the Forms,
they belong as forms not to themselves but to that which they
inform.
But on the other hand, if besides being these things, a selfconstituted substance, a self-animated life, a self-cognitive knowledge,
and on all these grounds separable from bodies, the soul be also
something which has life, and consequently being, by participation,
and knowledge too by participation of causes distinct from itself, it
will then plainly be inferior to the indivisible principles. Now it is
evident that it draws its life, and consequently its being, from
a source other than itself; for prior to soul there is both an unparticipated Life and an unparticipated Being (prop. 101). Again, that
it is not the first cognitive principle is apparent, since whereas every
soul qua soul is alive (prop. 189), not every soul qua soul has
knowledge: there are souls ignorant of reality which yet remain
souls. Soul, then, is not the first cognitive principle, nor is it by its
mere existence knowledge. Its existence, therefore, is secondary to
those principles which are cognitive primally and in virtue of their
being. And since in soul existence is distinct from knowledge, it
cannot rank with the indivisible principles. But it has been shown
that equally it does not rank with those which are divided in association with bodies. Therefore it is betwixt the two.

Every participated soul has an eternal eXIstence but a
temporal activity.

PROP. 191.

For either it will have both its existence and its activity in eternity,
or both in time, or else one in eternity and the other in time. But
it cannot have both in eternity: otherwise it will be undivided Being,
and there will be nothing to distinguish the psychic nature from
in tellectual substance, the self-moved principle from the unmoved
(prop. 20). Nor can it have both in time: otherwise it will be
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purely a thing of process, and neither self-animated nor self-constituted; for nothing which is measured by time in respect of its
existence is self-constituted (prop. 51). But the soul is self-constituted; for that which reverts upon itself in its activity is also selfreversive in respect of its existence (prop. 44), that is, it proceeds
from itself as cause (prop. 43).
Accordingly it remains that every soul must be eternal in one
regard and participate time in the other. Either, then, it is eternal
in respect of its existence and participates time in respect of its
activity, or the reverse. But the latter is impossible. Therefore
every participated soul is endowed with an eternal existence but
a temporal activity.

Every participated soul is of the order of things which
perpetually are and is also the first of the thi"gs ofprocess.

PROP. 192.

For if it is eternal in its existence (prop. 191), its substance is true
Being (prop. 87), and is perpetually; for that which participates
eternity shares in perpetuity of being. And if it is in time as regards
its activity (prop. 191), it is a thing of temporal process; for whatever
participates time, perpetually coming-to-be in a temporal order of
events and not being simultaneously the whole of what it is, is a
thing of process (prop. 50). But if every soul is a thing of process
in one aspect only, namely its activity, it must have primacy among
such things j for that which belongs wholly to the temporal process
is more remote from the eternal principles.
PROP. 193.

Every soul lakes its proximate ongin from an inlelltgmce.

For if it has an invariable and eternal existence (prop. 191), it
proceeds from an unmoved cause, since all that proceeds from
a mobile cause is variable in its existence (prop. 76). The cause of
all soul, then, is unmoved. And if the proximate source of its
perfection is an intelligence, it reverts upon an intelligence. Now if
it participates the cognitive faculty which intelligence gives to
principles capable .of participating it (for all cognitive faculty is
derived by its possessors from an intelligence), and if all things
proceed in respect of their existence from that upon which they
naturally revert (prop. 34), it follows that every soul proceeds from
an intelligence.
.

Every soul possesses all the Forms which intelligence
possesses pn·milively.

PROP. 194.

For if soul proceeds from intelligence and has intelligence as its
originative principle (prop. 193), and intelligence being unmoved
produces all things by its mere existence (prop. 26), then it will give
to the soul which arises from it, as part of that soul's being, rational
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notions of all that it contains; for whatever creates by existing
implants by derivation in its product that which itself is primitively
(prop. 18). Soul, therefore, possesses by derivation the irradiations
of the intellectual Forms.
Every soul is all things, the things of sense after the
manner of an exemplar and the intelligible things after the manner
of an image.

PROP. 195.

For being intermediate between the indivisible principles and
those which are divided in association with body (prop. 190), it
produces and originates the latter and likewise manifests its own
causes, from which it has proceeded. Now those things whereof it
is the pre·existent cause it pre-embraces in the exemplary mode, and
those from which it took its origin it possesses by participation as
generated products of the primal orders. Accordingly it pre-embraces
all sensible things after the manner of a cause, possessing the rational
notions of material things immaterially, of bodily things incorporeally,
of extended things without extension; on the other hand it possesses
as images the intelligible principles, and has received their Formsthe Forms of undivided existents parcel wise, of unitary existents as
a manifold, of unmoved existents as self-moved. Thus every soul is
all that is, the primal orders by participation and those posterior to
it in the exemplary mode.
Every participated soul makes use of a first body which
is perpetual and has a constitution without temporal origin and
exempt from decay.

PROP. 196.

For if every soul is perpetual in respect of its existence (prop. 192),
and if further by its very being it directly ensoul some body, it must
en soul it at all times, since the being of every soul is invariable
(prop. 191). And if so, that which it ensouls is on its part
ensouled at all times, and at all times participates life; and what
lives at all times a fortiori exists at all times; and what exists at all
times is perpetual: therefore a body directly en sou led and directly
attached to any soul is perpettlal. But every participated soul is
directly participated by some body, inasmuch as it is participated
and not unparticipated and by its very being ensouls the participant.
Accordingly every participated soul makes use of a first body which
is perpetual and in respect of its existence is without temporal origin
or decay.
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197. Every soul is a vital and cognitive SZtbstance, a substantial
and cognitive pn'nciple of life, and a pn'nciple of know,ledge as being
a substance and a lije-principle; and all these characters coexist in
it, the substantial, the vital and the cognitive, all in all and each

PROP.

several~l'.

For if it is intermediate between the indivisible Forms and those
which are divided in association with a body (prop. 190), it is neither
indivisible in the same sense as all the intellectual kinds nor divided
in the same sense as those assimilated to body. Accordingly
whereas the substantial, vital, and cognitive principles are in corporeal
things disjoined one from another, in souls they exist as a unity,
without division and without body; all are together because soul is
immaterial (prop. 186) and has no parts. And again whereas in the
intellectual kinds all exist as a unity (prop. q6), in souls they are
distinguished and divided. Thus all exist both together and
severally. But if all are together in one being devoid of parts, they
interpenetrate one another; and if they exist severally, they are on
the other hand distinct and unconfused: so that each exists by itself,
yet all in all.
For in the substance of soul life and knowledge are implicit:
otherwise not every soul will know itself, inasmuch as a lifeless
substance is in itself bereft of knowledge. And in its life are implicit
substance and knowledge: for a non-substantial life and one devoid
of knowledge are proper only to lives involved in Matter, which
cannot know themselves and are not pure substances. Finally,
a knowledge without substance or life is non-existent: for all knowledge implies a living knower which is in itself possessed of substance.
198. All that participates time but has perpetuity
is measured by periods.

PROP.

of movement

For because it participates time, its movement has the character
of measure and finitude (prop. 54) and its path is determined by a
numerical principle; and because it moves perpetually, with a perpetuity not eternal but temporal, it must move in periods. For
movement is a change from one set of conditions to another; and
the sum of things is finite both in number and in magnitude; and the
sum being finite, it is not possible that change should proceed in an
infinite straight line, neither can anything perpetually in motion pass
through a finite number of changes. Therefore what moves perpetually will return to its starting-point, so as to constitute a period.
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Every intra·mundane soul has in its proper life pen'ods
and cyclic reinstatements.

PROP. 199.

For if it is measured by time and has a transitive activity (prop. 191),
and movement is its distinctive character (prop. 20), and all that
moves and participates time, if it be perpetual, moves in periods and
periodically returns in a circle and is restored to its starting-point
(prop. 198), then it is evident that every intra-mundane soul, having
movement and exercising a temporal activity, will have a periodic
motion, and also cyclic reinstatements (since in the case of things
perpetual every period ends in a reinstatement of the original
condition ).

Every psychic perz'od is measured by time; but while the
pen'ods of the other souls are measured by some particular time, that
of the first soul measured by time has the whole of time for measure.

PROP. 200.

For if ali movements involve an earlier and a later, then periodic
movements do so; hence they participate time, and time is the
measure of all psychic periods (prop. 54). If all souls had the same
period and traversed the same course, all would occupy the same
time; but if their reinstatements do not coincide, they vary also in
the periodic times which bring about the reinstatements.
Now it is evident that the soul with which temporal measurement
begins has the whole of time for measure. For if time is the
measure of all movement (prop. 50), the first mobile principle will
participate the whole of time and be measured by time in its entirety,
since if the sum total of time do not measure its primal participant
it cannot as a whole measure any other.
And that all other souls are measured by certain measures less
universal than the whole of time is apparent from the above. For if
they are less universal than the soul which primitively participates
time, it follows that they cannot make their periods coextensive
with time in its entirety: their many cyclic reinstatements will be
parts of the single period or reinstatement wherein that soul is
reinstated which is the primal participant of time. For the more
specific participation is proper to the lesser potency, the more
universal to the greater. Thus the other souls lack the capacity to
receive the whole of the temporal measure within the limits of
a single life, since they have been allotted a station subordinate to
that of the soul with which temporal measurement begins.
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PROP. 201. All divine souls have a threefold activity, in their threefold

capacity as souls, as recipients of a divine intelligence, and as derived
from gods: as gods they exercise providence towards the u1ziverse, in
virtue of their intellectuallije they know all things, and in virtue of
the self-movement proper to their being they impart motion to bodies.
For because it belongs to their nature to participate the suprajacent principles, because they are not souls merely but divine souls,
manifesting on the psychic plane a rank analogous to the gods
(prop. 185), it follows that they exercise not only a psychic but also
a divine activity, in that the summit of their being is possessed by
a god. And because they have an intellectual substance which
renders them susceptible of influence from the intellectual essences
(prop. 182), they use not only a divine but also an intellectual
activity, the former based upon the unity within them, the latter
upon their immanent intelligence. Their third activity is that proper
to their especial mode of being, whose function it is to move what
is naturally moved ab extra (prop. 20) and to bestow life upon
principles whose life is adventitious (prop. 188); for this is the
distinctive operation of every soul, whereas its other activities, such
as intellection and providence, are derived through participation.
PROP. 202. All souls which are attendant upon gods and perpetually

in their compall,V are inferior to the divine grade, but are exalted
above the particular souls.
For the divine souls participate both intelligence and deity
(prop. 129)-hence it is that they are at once intellectual and divine
(prop. 2ol)-and they have sovereignty over the other souls, as the
gods are sovereign over all that is (prop. 144). On the other hand
the particular souls are deprived even of attachment to an intelligence, being unable directly to participate intellectual existence-for
if in respect of their existence they participated intelligence, they
would not fall away from intellectual activity, as has been proved
above (prop. 175). Intermediate, therefore, between these two
classes stand those souls which are perpetually in the company of
gods; which are recipients of a perfect intelligence and in this
regard overpass the particular souls, but fall short of connexion with
divine henads, since the intelligence they participate was not divine
(prop. 185).
PROP. 203. In the entire psychic manifold the divine souls, which are
greater ;n power than the rest, are restnCted in number; those which
are perpetually in their company have in the order as a whole
a middle station in respect both of power and of multitude ,. while
the particular souls are infe1'l·or in power to tile others bltl are
advanced 10 a greater number.
For the first class are nearer akin to the One because of their
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divine mode of being (prop. 113), the second are intermediate
because they participate intelligence, the third are last in rank,
differing in their existence both from the intermediate and from the
primal (prop. 202). Now among perpetual principles those nearer
to the One are more unified in number than the more remote, that
is, they are restricted in respect of multitude, while the more remote
are more numerous (prop. 6z). Thus on the one hand the powers
of the higher souls are greater, and bear that relation to the
secondary powers which the divine has to the intellectual and this
latter to the psychic (props. 201, 202); on the other hand the members of the lower grades are more numerous, since that which is
more remote from the One is more manifold, the nearer less so.
PROP. 204. Every divilZe soul is sovereign over many souls which are

perpetually in the divine company, and over yet more which are at
cerlain times admitted 10 that stalion.
For being divine, it must be endowed with a rank of universal
sovereignty and primal operation in the order of souls, since in all
orders of being the di\'ine is sovereign over the whole (prop. 144).
And each must govern not merely souls which perpetually enjoy its
company nor merely such as enjoy it intermittently. For were one
of them sovereign over these latter only, how should these be conjoined with the divine soul, being wholly disparate and participating
not even an intelligence directly, still less any of the gods? And
were it sovereign over the former only, how came the series to
progress to the lower terms? On this supposition the intellectual
principles will be the lowest, sterile. and incapable of perfecting and
exalting further beings. Of necessity, therefore, to every divine soul
are attached directly those souls which at all times accompany it
and use an intellectual activity and are linked by an upward
tension to intelligences more specific than the divine intelligences
(prop. 183); and in a secondary grade the particular souls, which
through these intermediaries are able to participate intelligence and
divine life-for through principles which perpetually participate the
high,er destiny the contingent participants are made perfect.
Again, each divine soul must have about it a greater number of
souls which intermittently enjoy its company than of souls perpetually
attendant; for as the power of the monad declines it proceeds ever
further into plurality, making up in numbers what it loses in power.
And moreover each of the souls perpetually attendant upon gods,
imitating its divine soul, is sovereign over a number of particular
souls, and thus draws upward a number of souls to the primal monad
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of the entire series. Therefore every divine soul is sovereign over
many souls which are perpetually in the divine company, and over
yet more which at certain times are admitted to that station.
PROP. 205. Every particular soul bears to the divine soul under which

it is ranked in respect of its being the same relation as its vehicle
bears to the vehicle of that divine soul.
For if the apportionment of vehicles to the several classes of souls
be determined by their nature, the vehicle of every particular soul
must bear that relation to the vehicle of a universal soul which the
particular soul itself itself bears to the universal. But the apportionment must be so determined, since direct participants are conjoined
by their very nature with the principles they participate (prop. 63)· If,
then, the particular soul is to the particular body as the divine soul
to the divine body, each soul being participated in virtue of its very
existence, the proposition we have enunciated is also true, namely
that the vehicles bear the same mutual relation as the souls.
PROP. 206. Every particular soul can descend into temporal process

and ascend from process to Being an infinite number of times.
For if at certain times it is in the company of gods and at others
falls away from its upward tension towards the divine, and if it
participates both intelligence and unintelligence (prop. 202), it is
plain that by turns it comes-ta-be in the world of process and has
true Being among the gods. For it cannot (have been for an infinite
time in material bodies and thereafter pass a second infinite time
among the gods, neither can it) ha.. e spent an infinite time among
the gods and again be embodied for the whole time thereafter, since
that which has no temporal beginning will never have an end, and
what has no end cannot have had a beginning. It remains, then,
that each soul has a periodic alternation of ascents out of process
and descents into process, and that this movement is unceasing by
reason of the infinitude of time. Therefore each particular soul can
descend and ascend an infinite number of times, and this shall never
cease to befall every such soul.

0/ every particular soul has been created by an
unmoved cause.
For if it be perpetually and congenitally attached to the soul
which uses it, being invariable in respect of its existence it must
have received its being from an unmoved cause, since all that arises
from mobile causes is variable in its existence (prop. 76). But
PROP. 207. The vehicle
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every soul has a perpetual body which participates it directly
(prop. I96). Accordingly the particular soul has such a body.
Therefore the cause of its vehicle is unmoved, and for that reason
supra-mundane.
PROP. 208. The vehicle of every parlicular soul is immaterial, indis-

cerplible in resped of ils existence, and impassible.
For if it proceeds from an immobile act of creation (prop. 207)
and is perpetual (prop. I96), it has an immaterial and impassible
being. For all things capable of being acted upon in respect of
their existence are both mutable and material (prop. 80), and since
their states vary they are attached to mobile causes (prop. 76);
hence it is that they admit all manner of change, sharing in the
movement of their originative principles.
But again, it is clearly indiscerptible. For if anything be discerpted it perishes in that respect in which it is discerpted, since
it loses its integrity and continuity. If, therefore, the vehicle is
invariable in respect of its existence and impassible, it must be
indiscerptible.
PROP. 209. The vehicle of every particular soul descends by lhe addition

of vestures increasingly material,· and ascends in company with the
soul through divestment of all that is material and recovery of its
proper form, after lhe analogy of the soul which maker use of it: for
the soul descends by the acquisi/£on of irrational principles of life __
and ascends by putting oJl all those faculties tending to temporal
process with which it was invested in its descent, and becoming clean
and bare of all such faculties as serve lhe uses of the process.
For the congenital vehicles imitate the lives of the souls which
use them, and move everywhere with their movements: the intellectual activity of certain souls they reflect by circular revolutions,
the declension of others by a subsidence into process, the purgation
of yet others by a conversion towards the immaterial. For because
in virtue of the very existence of the souls these vehicles are
animated by them and are congenital to them (prop. 196), they
undergo all manner of changes in sympathy with the souls' activities
and accompany them everywhere: when the souls suffer passion,
they suffer with them; when they have been purified, they are
restored with them; when they are led upwards, they rise with
them, craving their own perfection-for all things are perfected
when they attain to their proper integrity.
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PROP. 210. Every congenital psychic vehicle Reeps the same shape and

size perpetually, but is seen as greater or smaller and in varying
shapes by reason of Ihe addition or removal of other bodies.
For if it has its being from an unmoved cause (prop. 207), it is
plain that both its shape and its size are determined for it by its
cause, and both are immutable and invariable. Yet its appearances
at different times are diverse, and it seems now greater, now smaller.
Therefore it is by reason of other bodies, which are added to it from
the material elements and again removed (prop. 209), that it appears
of such and such a shape and magnitude.
PROP. 211. Every particular sou!, when il descends into temporal

process, descends entire: there is not a part 0/ it which remains above
and a part which descends.
For suppose that some part of the soul remains in the intelligible.
It will exercise perpetual intellection, either without transition from
object to object or transitively. But if without transition, it will be
an intelligence and not a fragment of a soul, and the soul in question
will be one which directly participates an intelligence; and this is
impossible (prop. 202). And if transitively, the part which has
perpetual intellection and that which has intermittent intellection
will be one substance. But this is impossible, for they differ in
kind, as has been shown (prop. r84); and it is, moreover, unaccountable that the highest part of the soul, if it be perpetually
perfect, does not master the other faculties and render them also
perfect. Therefore every particular soul descends entire.

COMMENTARY
lTOIXEIOlIl @EOAOrIKH: the term ITTOLXE{WCTt!: (' ABC',
, elementary handbook ') seems to occur first in Epicurus, who called
his Let/er 10 Herodolus brLTOI'~ Ka~ ITTOLX'{WlTt!: TW" oAw" &~w" (Ep. I.
37), and also composed a work with the title AW8EKa lTOLXUWITU!:
(Diog. Laert. X. 44). Cf. also the 'H(Jt~ lTOLX'{WITL!: attributed to
the Stoic Eudromus (ibid. VII. 39), the METEwpoMyLK~ lToLxE{wITL!:of
Poseidonius, and the (probably imaginary) @€o'\oyLKa~ lTOLXUWITU!:
ascribed by ps.-Dion. (D;v. Nom. 2. 9; 3. 2) to his teacher Hierotheus.
, Theology' is used here in its Aristotelian sense, as a synonym of
'first philosophy' or metaphysic in contrast with 'physics' (Arist .
.iJEtlapn. 1026 a 18 TP'L!: &" Era, ~t.\olT~{aL ()'WPTlTLKaI, p.o.()."p.o.TLKTJ,
~1IITLK~, ()fiO'\0YLK"1').1 As' natural science' had been dealt with in
the lTOLXfi{WlTL!: cI»1IITLK~, so 'divine science' will be dealt with here.
But since all things are for the N eoplatonist in some measure divine
(El. n. 145), the boundary between ()fiO'\OYLK~ and ~VITLKTJ or ~va;Lo
'\oy{a. is not a rigid one: the latter may be called' a kind of theology'
(in llm. I. 217. 25). Psellus de omnif. docl. cap. 73 quotes the El. n.
simply as Ta KE~tV..ata.
A. Of tne One and tlte Many 2 (props. 1-6).
The order of exposition of the Elements of neology is an order of
progression from the simpler to the more complex. Proc1us begins,
therefore, with the bare opposition of the One and the Many as
elements in the world of experience, an opposition which had been
I Similarly 9.01\...,,111 appears as the last of the six parts into which Cleanthes
divided philosophy, the others being Dialectic, Rhetoric, Ethics, Politics, Physics
(Stoic. Vel. Frag1ll. 1. 48a). Plutarch dif. orae. a ITII";;.,.." IIT.,.opllUl oTo,,· 31\.,,,
4)11\01T0,#>llls, 9E01\0.,.tlUl, g"n,.p ..lfr/ls iK,uE', .,./Aos ix061T7/s is often quoted as an
anticipation of the medieval doctrine that philosophy is aluil/a fidei; but here
again 9.01\0')'(" is to be equated with metaphysic and not with' faith'.
I I have thought it convenient to indicate in my translation by means of headings the natural groupin~ of the propositions. In doing so I have followed no
manuscript authority. 1 he headings to propositions or groups of propositions
which appear in certain MSS. and in the printed texts of Port liS and Creuzer are
relegated to the apparatus crilicur. My reasons for rejecting them are (I) that
they do not occur in PQ or in WiIliam de Morbecca's Latin version; (3) that they
are inserted quite arbitrarily and sporadically (before propositions 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
14, IS, 31, 23, 25,48,53, 160, 184); (3) that some of them clearly betray the
hand of a medieval reader, either by their inappropriateness (e.g. the heading to
prop. :U, 0.., ob "P;;""O/l ..f.,.,o" 6 "ous, misrepresents the point of Ihe proposition)
or by their fonn (e g. the heading to prop. 48, ".pl rl;-'(OIl, ".p/ls .,./1 •• iE", 3... rl'llhos
6 1<6ITp.Ils).
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fundamental in Greek philosophy for about 1,000 years. In the
;n Parm. (696. 32 ff.) he distinguishes four possible solutions of this
problem: the JpX~ or underlying determinant of the universe may
be (a) pure plurality, (b) explicit plurality having an implicit unity,
(c) explicit unity having an implicit plurality, (d) pure unity. The
last was, of course, the accepted view of Neoplatonic orthodoxy, its
ultimate source being the 'first hypothesis' of Plato's Parnzenides
( 137 C ff. ).' The props. of the present group are directed to
establishing this view by exclusion of the other alternatives. That
pure plurality does not exist is shown in prop. I; props. 2-4
distinguish pure from partial unity, and show that our experience of
the latter involves the existence of the former; prop. 5 establishes
that no partial unity can be an ultimate cipX~; prop.· 6 distinguishes
two grades of partial unity, corresponding to (b) and (c) above, and
assigns to them their respective positions as subordinate ¥Xa{, thus
leading up to the doctrine of the hierarchy of causes, which forms
the subject of the next group of propositions.
Nicolaus of Methone (AVa7TT. 5. 18 ff.) suggests that in putting TO
lv in the forefront of his exposition Pr. was deliberately challenging
the Christian doctrine of a Trinity worshipped wS" 7T>'':,,(}0S" 7TPO TOU
(vaS" ~ Kat ui.v Tee EVL.
But the El. Th. betrays no preoccupation
with Christianity; and that this part of Pro's doctrine was not felt to
be incompatible with Christian theology is shown by ps.-Dion.'s
enthusiastic acceptance of it {e.g. Div. Nom. 13· 2. 0118£ . yap EUTL
1T A7j8o<; ciP.ETOXOV 7T7J TOU (vOs- • • • 3 £l JVEAOtS" TO (V, oun Q>..{YT7}S" OUT(
P.OPIOV OUT( a>..AO 01l8f:V T~JV OVTIIIV terrat).
PROP. 1. This prop. is placed at the head of Pr.'s system in order
to exclude the assumption of a world of pure quantitative plurality
devoid of that qualitative shaping which Neoplatonism attributed to
the operation of a transcendent unity and which we call individuality.
Pr. found his authority for this exclusion in Plato Parm. 157 C ff.,
where it is shown that every manifold TOU (voS" P.£TEXU 1T7/, both as a
whole and in each of its parts. The thesis that whatever is has unity
in some degree is a favourite one with Plotinus, e.g.·Enn. VI. ix. I,
V. vi. 3. But the formal argument by which it is here established
does not occur in Plato, nor, I think, in Plotinus. It is directed
against the concept of infinite actual (as distinct from potential) 2
1 In Class Qu. l2, 1938, I have tried to trace back the nfliJintion of the doctrine
through Neopythngorennism ond (less cerlainly! the Old Academy to the
Parme"ides.
I Cf. Arist. Phys. 204 a 20, nnd infra prop. 94 n.
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divisibility, and turns on the impossibility of concelVlng a sum
of numerical infinites, which must itself be numerically greater than
infinity.
The proof given in the text is elaborated at length in Th. PI. 11. i,
where two other proofs are added, viz. (I) that a pure plurality would
be /J.1rEtPOV, and so unknowable (cf. infra, prop. 11, I. 26), and
therefore on Platonic principles unreal; (2) that in a universe of
pure plurality the very basis of knowledge would be destroyed, since
all unity between the mind and its objects would ex hypothesi be
excluded. Cf. also in Parm. 1100.24 ff.
3. lKELVWV. This reading is confirmed by Th. PI. 11. i. 74 E~ ~v
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TOUTO £UT'LV, a1rELpWV OVTWV, Kal TOVTWV EKaUT'OV a1rEtpov.

10. TIlUTIl lit c1l1uvIlTIl. Compare the argument of Zeno that if
things are infinitely divisible they are infinitely great (assuming their
parts to have size), or else infinitely small (assuming their parts to be
without magnitude, like mathematical points).

PROP. 2. Having shown that the universe consists of 'ones', Pr.
next shows that these 1 ones' are not pure unities. Their relation
to "One' or Unity 1 is precisely the same relation as subsists between
any group of particulars and the Form in which they share. If imy
particular beautiful thing were Or.EP KaAOV, if it were definable by no
quality except its beauty, it would not have beauty as a predicate
(JLETEXEtV KaAOV) but would be indistinguishable from the Form of
Beauty: it must therefore contain something other, in virtue of
which it is not-beautiful (except in so far as this' other' is transmuted
into beauty by the Form). The same argument holds for the One
and the ones, despite the fact that the One is not a Form: every
unit contains an 'other' as well as a "one' (although the 'other'
may in certain conditions be almost completely transmuted 2). This
analysis had already been made by Plato, Parm. 142 B ff. and Soph.
245 A. Cf. in Tz'm. 11. 304. 19; in Parm. 697. 2; 1078. 13;
1197.19; and Enn. V. iii. 12 fin.
16. Et yap ..• 17. 'II'llpa TO iv. Cf. Plato, Parm. 158 A JLETEXOL Oi
yE ~V TOV £VO'i 871Aov OTL /1.>..>..0 &v ~ tv' ov yap &v fLETftx.EV, &Jv\' ~v &v IlUTO lv.
20-1. [,.0 fJ-€Tlxov ... t:J .. fJ-ETlxov TOU lv6.. ]. These words appear
to have been originally written in the margin as a summary of the
argument and then erroneously incorporated in the text, where they
1 It will be observed that the formal proof of the t-ristence of such a pure unity
is reserved for prop. 4.
, Cf. Damasc.1. 24. 18 TO ,qv.,,.,.Ivov iv3.IKvuT ... iv l .. UTrji (Xov T& T.lv.(&,.,.OVOII (01
K..l l-Jr' (ITX ..TOII
K..T .. Wffro,.,.f/lO/l TO iVI(&,.,..1I011 V1rO TO;; ivl(oVTos' B,.,..,s"'Yap ,q/l.,.
ul"Oll lnrOKf&TIZ.) Ked lZirrO '7'0 Ell.
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not only are otiose, but hopelessly confuse the proof by anticipating
the conclusion. If I am right in rejecting them, the corruption of·
the following TOVTftI is explained: it was changed to TOVTO after the
intrusion of the marginal note had obscured its meaning.
22. illI'EP l~: 'what" one" is', i.e. definable by the term (unity',
or having unity as its essence. See Ross on Arist. Metapk.
1001 a 26.
PROP. 3. Having analysed each of the' ones' of experience into
a unity and something which is unified, Pr. proceeds to prove (or
rather, to assert under the form of proof) that the former element
cannot be evolved from the latter but must be introduced ab extra:
thus every • one' implies a purer 'one' from which it derives its
unity. The nerve of the 'proof' is the tacit assumption of the
Aristotelian principle that the potential does not pass into actuality
without the operation of the already actual-a principle which is
itself' proved' in prop. 77. TO 'YtVO/L€VOV lv is at the beginning of
the process 8vva/Ln lv: it cannot become lV€P'YE{q. lv unless there be
something which is already lv€py€{q. lv. Cf. Syrian. in Metaph.
45· 3 0 ; 59. 8.
7-8. iK Toil I'.q lvo§. Though the MSS. of the ~Va1M'VeL§ have lK
TOU /L~ ~v ElvaL, yet Nicolaus in his discussion of this prop. writes
(i\va1l'T. 10.21) £K TOU /L~ ~v(,.; 'YLVO/Ltv'Y/ lv-which looks as if he had
before him the passage as read in MPQW. The words £K rij§
CTTEP~UEW~, written above the line in a late hand in M, and inserted
in the text by Portus, are due to some reader of Aristotle, who had
in mind passages like Metaph. 1033 a 8 If.
PROP. 4. This proposition is not directed so much to distinguishing
the' ones' from the One (this has already been done in prop. 2) as
to establishing the actual existence of the latter by showing that the
analysis already made must lead to infinite regress, uflless a term is
put to it by positing an unanalysable unity: the existence of an
Absolute is inferred (as how often since!) from the simple fact of
relativity-in the language of the Parmenides, there cannot be a ~v ov
unless there be a (transcendent) lv. So also for ps.-Dion. God is the
, .Eva~
, (D'tV. Ni.om. 2. I ) •
•
V1I'EP'Y/VW/LEV'Y/
II. d yAp Kilt ToilTO KT)..
Cf. Emt. VI. vii. I7jin. (H. 448. 13)
l8" 8£ TO 1I'pw-rOV /L~ 1I'o).V /L'Y/8a/Lw~ ElvaL' a.~PT'Y/TO 'Yap civ Tb 1I'o).v alh-ou
E'~ lTEpov a~ lI'pO alh-ou: and i" Parm. IIOO. 35 If.
1 7. 1I'}'~8o!i cIlI'ELpOV E<TTIIL: by indefinitely repeating the division
into a 'one' and a 'not-one '. Cf. Plato, Parm. 142 D ff., esp. 144 E
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TO 'V IJ.po. a.UTO 1Cf.IC~PJLO:rI.(Tp.JvoV V7rO Tij~ ovala.r; 'froUd 'Tf. Kat
7rA118Oi lCTT'LV. So also Enn. V. iii. lsfin. (11. 199. 12 ff.).

a:",f.tpa

TO

PROP. 5. This proposition demonstrates that the Absolute Unity
whose existence was established in prop. 4 is at once completely
transcendent, in the sense of being uninfected by plurality, and completely immanent, in the sense that all plurality' participates' it or is
determined by it. The argument proceeds by excluding in turn all
the possible alternatives, viz. (a) the view that unity participates
plurality, but not 'lJiee 'lJersa, i.e. that unity is not an ultimate clpX'1 at
all (p.4. 11.20-6); (6) the view that neither principle participates the
other, i.e. that unity is transcendent without being immanent (po 4,
1. 27-P' 6, 1. 3); (c) the view that each principle participates the
other, i.e. that unity is immanent without being transcendent (p. 6,
11. 7-21). The only other possible view, viz. that plurality participates unity, but not 'lJiee 'lJersa, i.e. that unity is at once transcendent
and immanent (p. 6, 11. 4-6), is thus left in possession of the field.
Alternatives (a) and (6) have in reality been disposed of in prop. 1 ;
but they are here formally reconsidered. The substance of the
proposition lies in the exclusion of (c) by an argument similar in
principle to the' third man' difficulty (Plato, Parm. 132 D ; Arist.
Metaph. 990 b 17, with Alexander ad loe.), that if the Forms are
related to particulars by bp.or.rYr-q<; we must posit a cause of this
relation, and then a cause which will relate this cause to the Forms,
and so ad infinitum. Pr. sees that the only way out of this (short of
rejecting substantive Forms altogether, as Aristotle did) is to regard
the relation as one of bp.oLWUL<; and not of bp.OLOrr,<;, i.e. to insist that
it qualifies only one of the related terms. We must say that the
Form is not' like' the particulars, but belongs to a different order of
existence; at the same time, unless the Form is to be inoperative
(dpy6v), we must say that the particulars are' like' the Form, in the
sense that they are caused by it (in Parm. 906 ff.). So her~ the
many 'participate' the One which causes them; but the One is not
thereby infected with any element of plurality. Proclus rejects not
only immanentism of the Stoic type, but the opinion of those
Neoplatonists who regarded the One as containing the Many in a
seminal mode.! The argument of this proposition is worked out
more fully in Th. PI. 11. i. 78-9' Its conclusion is adopted by
ps.-Dion., Di'IJ. Nom. 2. 1 IIVEV p.'v -rov EV(,<; olJle lCITaL 7rA118or;, IIVEV 8,
-rov 7rA7J8oV<; lC1TaL -r(, ;V.
1

in Parm. IIo7. 9 If.: cc. anon. i" Parm. p. 9 (Rluin. Mus. N. F. 47, 189l).
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22. 'II'plv yEI'1)Ta.L. The subjunctive (without av) is in Pr. the
normal construction of .".p{v in primary sequence, whether the meaning
be ' until' or ' before '.
27. EL SE S~ ••. 30. UUTEpOV. I have adopted in 1. 28 ""OAAcl (UTIV,
which is certainly the original reading in M as well as in BCD, and
is therefore likely to have stood in the archetype. XpOv'i' is contrasted (as often in Aristotle) with .pVUH, and uVUTOLXa Efval Q.A,\~AOI~
is to be supplied with KWAVEI. 1 Pr. holds that unity is not temporally
prior to plurality: both are found in pure Being (prop. 89), which
is not merely eternal but' superior to Eternity' (prop. 87).
2. '11'&1'111: i.e. both as a whole and in each of its parts.
The
formal discrepancy between this statement and prop. I (.".av 7rA~OO"
fLETlX.EL '1111 TOV (vo .. ) is correctly explained by Nicolaus (13· 23 ff.) :
~
""0
"
) ,,~, \ '"'0
TO fLEV EV OV .".UVT?1 fLETE)(ETa.I. fLCLJV\OV yap afLE EKTOV EUTI , TO OE """Y! O~
"

"iL\

•

I

,

(

\

,

.".a.vrn (<hrTl TOV KaO' JAOV ~aVTo) JLET'xEL TOV (vo...

Particulars can only
participate the One indirectly and imperfectly; but they do so in
every fraction of their being. Cr. prop. 23 n.
13. tl.VTLKE'I'EVa. yap oG U'II'EUSEL ELS a}J..'l)..a.. Cf. Arist.Metaph. 1069 b 6
otJ yap Ta (VaVT{a JLETaf3a.>.>..n. In TIt. PI. n. i. the hypothesis of
a voluntary union between the One and the many is rejected on this
ground; and that of an accidental conjunction on the ground that it
would admit of an equally accidental severance (and so reintroduce
the possibility of a ""A~OO" d.fLiTOXOV (vo ..). There is indeed a ~v .".OAAa
such as is here posited (the unity of the Forms in the divine Intellect); but this, like all mixtures of .".ipa.. and a.".Elpov, implies the
existence of an aiT{a ~ .. JLl~EW".
PROP. 6. The argument ofthis proposition is simple and seemingly
unimportant; but Pr. has tacitly imported into it a metaphysical
interpretation which has far-reaching consequences for his system.
He begins by pointing out that no manifold can be indefinitely
divisible, for the reasons given in prop. I. Every manifold must
therefore be composed of constituents which' participate the One'
both as whales and in their parts (if any): i.e. it must consist either
(a) of indivisible units, or (b) of unified groups ultimately analysable
into such units. 2 Pr. then goes on to describe the manifold of
type (a) as the' first' unified group, and to identify this with TO
""pWTW" JLETlxov TOV EVO". The identification rests (as does, at bottom,
the whole Neoplatonic system) on the identification of logical with
I owe this explanation to the kindness of Mr. W. D. Ross.
Prof. Taylor compares the Leiunizian doctrine that all complexes must be
complexes of individuals.
1
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metaphysical priority. Type (a) is simpler than type (b), and independent of it. Any manifold of type (b) will evidently contain
a number of manifolds of type (a), as the genus contains a number
of infimae species: without type (a), type (b) would be infinitely
divisible and so unreal (11. 28-9). But type (a) can exist without
type (b). Type (a) is therefore' prior' to type (b) j and for Pr. this
means that it is nearer to the One and occurs on a higher level of
reality. We shall find later that the group whose members are
unanalysable units is exemplified not only in the infima species but
also at the other end of the scale, in a system of ' divine units' or
gods (props. I 13 ff.). The way is here prepared for this development,
though the term £JlcJ.~ means in the present prop. simply' indivisible
unit' (in Farm. 1220. 3 £KcJ.UTTJ yap £Jla~ a8,a{p£To~). On the history
of the term, and on th~ conception of 'divine units', see introductory
note to Section L.
26. t!~ ~I' TO 1I'pwn..~ ~v"'l'lvov: '(one of the parts) of which the first
unified group (is composed) '. Failure to realize the ellipse seems to
be accountable for the corruption of £JlcJ.~ to £JlcJ.8£~ here and in 1. 25.
29. EL~ Q1I'Upov. This is true only on the assumption that indivisible units do not occur anywhere in the series. The possibility
that they may occur at the end of the series without occurring also at
the beginning is ignored by Pr.
30. TO t!~ tipX~~. Cr. prop. 205, 1. 13, and Tit. PI. Il. i. 79.
B. Oj Causes (props. 7-13).
The cause is superior to the effect (7).
Unity and transcendence of the Good or Final Cause (8): It IS
distinct from the goodness both of dependent and of self-sufficient
principles (9-10).
3· Unity and transcendence of the Efficient Cause (II).
4. Identity of the Good with the Efficient Cause (12).
5· Identity of the Good with the One (13).
I.

2.

PROP. 7. This is the principle on which the whole structure of
Neoplatonism is really founded. If it is accepted, any emergence
of the higher from the lower must be attributed to the causative
operation of a higher which already exists EJI£PYE{'!-. That such
emergence is characteristic of the phenomenal order is fully recognized by the Neoplatonists (cf. prop. 37 n. and in Tim. Ill. 322. I ff.),
but it is for them incomprehensible save as a return (ETTLrrrpocp-q) of
power to its source, a return which would be impossible were not
Q
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that source eternally and unchangeably active in the real order.
It is in virtue of this law that from the sequence of temporal evolution lout of the unconscious life of Nature through successive grades
of animal and human consciousness, and thence through the synoptic
intuition of the philosopher towards an all-embracing spiritual unity,
the Neoplatonists believed themselves entitled to infer an inverse
sequence of timeless dependence, an 'involution' of spiritual force
from the One through a divine Intelligence, a divine Soul, a universal
Nature, towards the minimal reality of bare Matter. Though Plotinus
was the first to apply systematically the principle that the cause has
always a higher and fuller reality than the effect, it is not peculiar to
Neoplatonism, but is already implicit in Plato's doctrine of Being
and Becoming. Indeed, in the Philebus the Neoplatonists thought
that they found an explicit statement of it: 27 B ~Y£'TC1L JL€V TO
'lTOLOVV ad KC1Ta cpuaw, TO 8E 7rOLOUJLEVOV f.7rC1KOAOv(h, YLYVOJLEVOV lK£LV'I!
(cf. Enn. V. v. 13 [11.222.181 j in Tim.1. 259. 27). Plato's~'YEt-rC1L,
it is true, hardly carries all the metaphysical significance which Plot.
and his successors read into it. We do, however, find the doctrine
quite clearly formulated in Cic. N. D. n. 33. 86, 'ea quae efferant
aliquid ex sese perfectiores habere naturas qU,am ea quae ex his
efferantur '-a passage which may reflect the teaching of Antiochus
(Reinhardt). With the Neoplatonists it is fundamental: cf. e.g.
Enn. V. iv. I, (11.204. 2) j Porph. acp. xiii: Iamb. de mysI. Ill. 20
(148. 9). But Pr. is, so far as I know, the only writer who offers
a formal' proof' of it.
I. 'lfGpGKTLK6v. Proclus prefers this term to 7rO'71TLKOV because, as
Nicolaus remarks CAva7I"T. 102. 16), he wishes to exclude the idea of
volition. YEVVo/LKOV, which he sometimes uses, has the disadvantage
of suggesting too strongly a beginning in time. 7rC1paynv in this
technical sense seems to occur first in Plotinus (e.g. U. 505. 19).
19. Et SE G~TlI KTA. For this argument cf. Th. PI. 11. iii. 88 j and
Descartes' third proof of the existence of God, in the Reply 10 the
Second Objections: 'God, having the power of conserving me, should
have, ajortiori, the power of conferring these perfections on himself'.
23. 'lfQVTG ya.p TOU d.ya8ou oplYETaL KGTU +uaw: Arist. E. N. I094a 1.
PROP. 8. As props. 4 and 5 established the existence of a transcendent One, so Pr. now argues to the existence of a transcendent
Good. This result is readily elicited from the ordinary Greek
1 Not of course in the Darwinian sense, since the Neoplatonists, like Aristotle,
believed in fixed species, but in the sense of a scala naturae wherein each grade
achieves its perfection by self-identification with that immediately above it.
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assumptions that' good' means object of desire,) and that everything
which has existence has some conscious or unconscious msus
towards' good' (cf. Plato, Phil. 20 D, Arist. E.N. 1094 a I). Nothing
which has such a msus can be completely good: for desire is, like
causality, a transitive relation between substantives-To -CPtE/L£VOV can
never be identical wi th TO _CP£TC)JI (ll. 33 ff. ).. Particular things. do
indeed on occasion attain, in a sense, the goal of their desire: but
what they attain becomes, by being attained, part of themselves, and
is thereby distinguished from TO KOtl/OV _cp£TCJV. They I participate
good' or have' good' as a predicate: we can say of them that they
are good, but not that they are the Good, just as we can say of any
object that it is one, but not that it is the One (11. 4- 8). This is
confirmed (11. 9-13) by the Plotinian form of. the same argument:
goodness, being the highest universal of ethics, becomes not more
but less perfect by the addition to it of any other character-for this
I addition' ca~ only emphasize some part or aspect of what is already
contained in goodness at the expense of some other part or aspect.
Pr., like Spinoza, sees that all definition involves a denial: goodness
is indefinable because it is the fundamental character of all reality
as such; and because it is indefinable it is, with the usual N eoplatonic leap from logic to ontology, affirmed to be transcendent.With the whole proposition cf. Plot., Enn. V. v. 13. The Platonic
source for the transcendence of the Good is Rep. 509 B. On the
general subject of 'negative theology' in the Neoplatonists see
Appendix 1. The doctrine is taken over by ps.·Dion.: e.g. Div.
Nom. 5. 8. 7TclvTu alhov (sc. TOV Owv) KUl. 3./LU KUTTJYOp£tTUt, KUl. ovaEv
(UTI. TWV '1TctV'TWV.

2. [ET£pOJl Ka.l] do1l"£~£Jlwjl-lvov. The readings of our MSS. here are
most easily accounted for if we suppose the archetype to have had
a7T£~£vw/LEJlOV with a gloss IT£POJl written above it. That both words
stood in the MS. used by Nicolaus is confirmed by i\vcl7TT. 18. 2
OVKOUV £T£pOV DUO' a7T£~(VW/L£VOV TOV ayaOov TO ov.
3. TO Dv and TO doyaeOJl may well be a reader's explanatory additions;
but I hesitate to eject them, for Pr. is often his own glossator.
Similar instances are Th. PI. VI. xv. 387 1';;)11 /LEv ~JlWVTa! /LaAAOV, T.oV
v7TooHuTEpwv, T.oV of: 7TATJOVOVTUt /LaUov: in Tim.1. 231. 32 ff.: and
itifra prop. 73, I. I!.
10. TJ~QTTWaUS -rfI ""pOaela£L. The epigram is Plotinus's (Enn. In.
viii. 11 [1.345.12J; III.ix.3 [1. 350.30J; V.v.13 [II.221.18J;
1 Plotinns, however, denies that the Good is good because it is <"'E'TOII: on the
contrary, it is <"",,0/1 because it is good (Enn. VI. vii. 25). In ethics, as in
ontology, the Neoplatonists are careful to steer clear of subjectivism.
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and, with a different application, VI. v. 12 [11. 397. 23]}. In rn. PI.
(11. vii. 101) Pr. says the same thing about' the gods' in general:
III yap 7Tpou8I.u£to;; Iv TOLo;; 8EOLo;; d.CPl1lP(UEto;; dui. Platonic' authority •
was found, for this in Ep. 11. 312 E TO 8~ p.ETa TOWO .q I/rox~ rpYJULV,
~Ua 7TOLOV Tt p."]v ; TOW' (UT{V ••• TO (p6JTYJP.11 3 7T&VTWV I1lTtOV (UTtV KI1KWV:
which is explained by Pr. as meaning that .q 7TPOU~KYJ TOU 7TO{OV •••
ac/J{UTYJUt (rqv .pvX~v) rijo;; f.~PYJp.(yYJo;; TWV JAwv aYl180TYJTOo;; (Tk. PI. 11.
1°4: cf. in Par1ll. 11°7. 22 If.).
PROPS. 9 and 10. The self-sufficient is a ' mean term' (see Introd.
p. xxii) between the Good, which is (a) the source of its own goodness, (b) nothing else but good, and the 'good things' of senseexperience, whose goodness is (a) derivative and (b) impure. Midway between this pair of doubly contra-distinguished terms stands
the self-sufficient, which resembles the Good in that its goodness is
self-derived, the 'good things' in that its goodness inheres in the
not-good or less-good. To put the doctrine in another way, the
Good is purely (rpETOV and the individual is purely lc/Jdp.£vov: between
them must come a class of things which are at once lrpETrI. and
lc/Jdp.£vI1, i.e. contain their good within their own nature-otherwise
the gap between desire and its object. or between the world and
God, can never be bridged. This intermediate class includes the
whole range of spiritual reality, as is made clear by a passage in
Tk. PI.: vOV<;; p.a, yap KI1Ta p.1.8£"v, I/ro~ 8~ KilT' lUI1p..ptV, TO 8~ 7Tav
TOWO KI1Ta T~V 7TpOo;; TO 8EWV bP.O,OTYJTI1 I1UTIlPK£o;;' l1-ln-ol 8f 01 8(ol 8t'
£I1VTO~ Kill 7TI1P' £I1VTWV 11(n&pKUo;;, £I1VTOVo;; 7T£7TAYJPIIlKono;;, p.aUov 8f
7TAYJptJP.I1TI1 TWV JAwv dya8wv lJ7T&pXOVTEo;; (1. xix. So). For the 11(n&pKEUJ.
of the gods, cf. prop. 127.-lt is natural to ask, as Nicolaus does
(~VcL7TT. 19. 19 If.), how any but the supreme principle can in
a monistic system be ' self-sufficient' in the sense defined in prop. 10,
•
~ Kilt
'"EV EI1VT'fJ~"
,
P r. (In
. Tt:Im. 11 . 90.
TO, 7Tap, (I1VTOV
TO 111'118'OV KEKTYjP.£VOV.
S If.) answers this question in discussing the l1-ln-apKElI1 which Plato in
the Timaeus (33 D) ascribes to the KOUp.oo;;. The substance of his
reply is that 'self-sufficiency' does not exclude a timeless causal
dependence on a higher principle. The self·sufficient does indeed
eternally possess its good in virtue of its own nature: 1 but its nature
is what it is only because oC the existence of something higher. This
is a particular application of the general doctrine that immanence is
unintelligible without transcendence: the logically analysable is the
ontologically derivative. Cf. note on prop. 40.
1 Cf. Em,. I. i. 2 (1. 40. 16)
outfi, -rii ClUoroii.
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As to Pr.'s sources here, that God is not Ev807'> is traditional
Greek teaching: cf. e.g. Plato, Rep. 381 C, Phil. 67 A; Arist. Metaph.
109 1 b 16; 'Euryphamus' ap. Stob. V. 914. 7; Philo V. 268. I7 C.W.,
&c.; Plut. dej. orae. 8 (413 E); Corp. Herm. VI. init. The distinction
of two grades of divine independence comes from Plot., Enn. V. iii.
13 (11. 196. 2I); ibid. 17 (201.19). In the latter passage the One is
said to be E7r£K(LVa aWapK({a... Syrian., however, speaks of the Good
in the traditional way as aVTapKEcrraTov (in Metaph. 183.10).
14. ~ KaT' 03a(av ~ KaT·ivipY(Lav. We are told in Th. PI. 1. xix. 50
that (NiaL !froxal are aWo.pKn.. KaT' ovulav but not KaT' EVEP)'nav, since
their EV£P)'(La is temporal. Cf. prop. 191.
15. 03a(av. Forthe confusion of this word with alT{avcf. prop. If,
1. 11 ; prop. 39.1. 29; prop. 45, 1. 18; prop. 193, 1. 22. A trace of
the true reading is perhaps preserved in the meaningless alTlov, which
seems to have been the original reading of M; it may well have
QuIT

arisen from alTlav.
18. Kal TO I'~V K'TA. The insertion of Kal (with PQ) seems essential
to the sense, for TO P.EV ... xwpl,> o~uav is not an inference from TO
P.EV •.• E7rL8(E'> cillov (as it must be if Kal is omitted), but another way
of saying the same thing.
23. l'll'El o~v [3TL Kal 3,..OLOV Kal ~}.aTTwl'ivov]. The bracketed words
are a reader's marginal note, similar in form to a number of
marginalia in M. Their introduction into the text threw it into
hopeless confusion, and gave rise in the renaissance copies to a whole
crop of further corruptions, most of which are duly reproduced by
Port. and Cr.
PROP. 11. Having affirmed in prop. 8 the unity and transcendence
of the final cause, Pr. now assigns a similar character to the efficient
cause, thus preparing the way for the identification of the two. The
argument proceeds by rejecting (a) views which deny effiCient
causality (excluded as involving agnosticism), 11. 12-17; (b) doctrines
of bi-lateral causality (excluded by prop. 7). 11. 18-24; (c) the
assumption of an infinite chain of unilateral causation (excluded on
the same grounds as (a», 11.25-8; (d) pluralism of the Empedoclean
type, which posits a finite number of mutually independent causes
(excluded by prop. 5), 11. 32-4. View (d) is apparently only
mentioned as an afterthought. Cr. Th. PI. 11. ii. 80 (substantially
the same argument as this); and 11. iii. 86 ff. (a more elaborate
proof that the universe contains both a first cause and a last consequent, the causal series being thus finite, and limited at each end
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by an irreducible unity). Pr. has a similar argument for the existence
of TO aft OV as efficient cause of YLyvoJL£Va, in Tim.l. 228. 1 I ff., in
Parm. 798. 27 ff.
IS. ~ yelp T6:w a.LTLWV yvwaLC; bnanJfL'lC; lO"Tlv lpyov. So in substance
Plato, Meno 98 A ov 1l"OAAOV Mta{ £[(rtV (a~ aA'I'/8£1.> oo~aL) £w~ av TL~ aVTOS
o~0")7 a.lT{a~ AOYUJ"JL'i! .•. ~1l"(LOaV o~ od,wu"LV ... (1l"LcrrYJJLat y{yvoVTat.

The formulation, however, is Aristotelian (Phys. 184 a 12, &c.), as is
noted in the margin of M. Cf. Plot., Enn. VI. vii. 2, where essence
is identified with cause: <l yap ~u"TtV (KaU"Tov, out TOUTO (]"Tt" A£yw Of oVX
OTt TO Eloo~ £Ka(]"T'i! atTtov TOU £Ivat-TouTo JL(V yap aA'I'/81s-aA.A' OTt, d Kat
a-UTO TO (ISo') tKaCTTOV 7rPOC; aUTO avar.nJUUOLC;, £VP~CT(f.'i EV Q.W4J TO SUl Tt
(n. 426. 31 ).-yvwU"t~ in Pr., as in Plot., is a general term for cognition:
it has no specifically religious connotation.
2 I. aUV!1'ITTELV: here simply of causal dependence.
For the
religious implications of the word see Nock, Sallustius, p. xcviii.
26. TWV ya.p QTrELPWV oGSEvoc;iO"TL yvwaLC;: so Th. PI. n. i. 76. This
argument against an infinite chain of causes is Aristotle's (Metaph.
994 a I OVK a1l"£Ipa Ta atTta TWV OVTWV .•• b 20 TO ~1l"{U"TaU"8at avatpOUU"LV
O~ o;hw~ A£yOVT£~): cf. also Plato Phil. 17 E.
31. OtOIl lK pLt'lS. Cf. prop. 144.11.28-9 'lI"aVTa •• . ~v£pp{'wTaL TOL~
8£OL~: in Parm. I I 16. 16 T<{J 'lI"pw-r'i!' •• ~VEPPL'WJL£va. The comparison
of the universe to a tree having its life-source in the root is a favourite
one with the Stoics, e.g. Cic. N.D. n. 32. 82 (probably after Poseidoni us) j and with Plotinus (Ill. iii. 7, viii. 10; IV. iii. 4, iv. 11 j
VI. viii. IS fin.). Plotinus protests, however, against its deterministic implications (Ill. i. 4 init.). The analogous comparison
of Man to a tree whose roots are in Heaven is as old as Plato
(Tim. 90 A).
PROP. 12 follows Rep. 509 B in identifying the efficient with the
final cause of the universe: the rlPX~ ri]~ 'lI"pOOOOV is also the Tf.Ao~ T1i~
£'lI"Lu"TP0<P1i~.
It is Pr.'s prime quarrel with Aristotle that on this
cardinal point he lapsed from the Platonic teaching: the Aristotelian
system affirms the upward tension towards a God who KLV£L W~
~pwJL£vov without tracing the downward chain of causal dependence.
Pr. urges that the conception of deity as goal of desire is unintelligible
when divorced from its counterpart, the conception of deity as source
of being-£1 yap ~p~ I> KOU"JLO~, W~ <P'I'/u"L Kat 'APLu"TOT£A'I'/~. TOU VOU Kat
KLJlEVraL 1T'pO, aVTOV, 1T'08fV EX£< TavT'I'/v ~v f.<p£U"LV; (in Tim. I. 267.4).
The formal' proof' attempted in the present prop. has to the
modern mind a decidedly question-begging flavour, hinging as it does
on the ambiguous word Kp£VrroV. If KpEI.TTOV meam ' morally better',
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as is asserted in 1. 15, it is at once evident that there can be nothing
To:ya6ov KpfI.TTOV: but Pr. understands the latter statement in the

sense that there can be nothing higher than the Good in the chain
of causes. Similarly in the commentary on the Parmenides (II43.
39 ff.) he proves that there can be nothing higher than the One with
the help of the assumption that KPfl.TTOY means' more unified' (av-ro
TO Kp£I.T'TOV ~YO~ /LfTOlJC1Irz. KPfl.rrOY).
Flagrant as this may seem, it is
doubtless no more consciously dishonest than is the famous argument
in the Phaedo from the inherent meaning of the word "'lJX~' It is
not for nothing that the Greeks described thought and its verbal
clothing by the single term AOyo~: even more than modern philosophers they were liable to become the victims of their vocabulary.In n. 18-23 two supplementary arguments are advanced, the first
resting on the assumption that every efficient cause is desired by its
effects (which again begs the question), the second on the traditional
definition of the Good as o~ ""cJ.YTa £~~PTT}Tat (cf. Arist. Metaph.
1°72 b 13).-It is noteworthy that Pr. expresses here none of the
scruples about making the supreme principle a link in the chain of
causation which he elsewhere suggests, e.g. Th. PI. n. 106 Oi)T£ yap
El aLTtOY £K£l.yO TWY OYTWY Oi)T£ El y£YVT}TtKOY, ~ yywyat TOL~ SruTipOt<;
6£/LtTOY ~ MY<fJ St£A6£tv, a.AAa (Ttyfj TO ilppTJTOY avTOV Kat .,..po TWY alT{wy
""cJ.YTW~ (yp • .,..cJ.YTWY?) a.vatT{W~ aiTtoY ayv/LY£tv: cf. Enn. VI. viii. 18 [n.
5°3.19] al'Twy Sf (KfLYO (sc. TO ~y) TOV aiT{OV.
12. OU ya.p .•• 14. StSWCTL: cf. props. 56,57.

PROP. 13 completes the account of the First Cause by linking it
with the doctrine of props. 1-6.: the One, which has hitherto
appeared as a metaphysical abstraction, is now identified with the
summum bonum in virtue of its character as CTWCTTtKOY ~KcJ.CTTOV, the
ground of individuality. We are justified, I think, in regarding this
Plotinian identification as genuinely Platonic, though it is not made
anywhere in the dialogues. That it formed part of Plato's oral
teaching is explicitly stated by Aristoxenus, Harm. El. n, p. 30 Meib.
(RP 327 A): cf. also Arist. Metap'h. 1091 b 13 TWY S£ Ta~ aKt~TOlJ~
ovcrLaf:; £lvaL AE'y&V7'WV or JL(V CPUcrLV aw-a TO tv TO ayafJov aVro (Tvae oua-Lav
/L£nOt TO ~y aVTOV <{lono £[yat /LcJ.AtCTTa, where it is generally agreed that
oi /L£Y refers primarily to Plato; ibid. 988 a 14; Eth. Eudem. 1218 a 24.
Furthermore, the assumptions on which Pr. bases his identification do
occur in the dialogues. For the Good as CTVY£KTtKOY cf. Phaedo 99 C 5
(which is quoted by Pr. in support of the identity, in Parm. 1097. 14).
That the One is CTVY£KTtKOY is negatively shown in the last hypothesis
of the Parmenides, which yields the conclusion /LY/ £YOYTO~ ~YO~ £Y TO~
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.LUOt~, O~T£ 7rOAAa OliTE & lUTt TI!.Ua (165 E): cf. Th. PI.!. (xii). 3 I.
See also prop. 20 n.
According to TIt. PI. H. (vi). 95 deity qua One is the cause of
procession; qua Good, of reversion. This view, with its hint of
dualism, is not suggested in the present passage, where the One and
the Good are treated simply as two names for one principle, not as
two aspects or functions of that principle. Deity in the Neoplatonists
really transcends the distinction of procession and reversion (or in
modern terminology, of existence and value): cf. Th. PI. V. xvi. 277
(, 7rpWTO<; OEoe; .•• O~T£ TliyaOov O~T£ ~ >"EYE'1'aL KVp{W~, 8La rqv appYJ'1'ov
laVTOV Kat dyvwO'TOV lnrEPOX~V: and Enn. VI. ix. 6.
26. TlI clya80v loon UWCTTLKC~IV TWV OVTWV chrUVTWV. This is the first
definition of the Good in the Platonic ·OpOL: cf. also Arist. Pol.
1261 b 9.
28. Tii' yap ivl uwtET(U 'II'UVTa. Cf. Arnim, Stoic. Vet. Erag11l. H. 448
;v Tt O'VVEXEL TOV uWo>..ov KOUJiOV aJia '1'OL~ lv ain-<tJ: Enn. V. iii. 15
(H. 198. 15) 7rav yap TO'Ji~ ~v '1'<tJ tv UW'E'1'aL Kat lO'TLV 07rEP luTt T01JT'Ce:
Syrian. in Metaph. 60. 7 7ravTa '1'<tJ (Vt Kat EUTt Kat UW'ETaL. uWTYJp{a
in the religious sense of • salvation' (on which see Reitzenstein
H. M,-R'. 39; Nock in Rawlinson's Essays on the Tn'nity and the
IncarnatIon, 88 ff.) is not in question here, though Pr. uses the word
in this sense elsewhere, e.g. in Ale. 521. 8.
32. TlIlv Cl'uvaywyov ICTTL ••• 33. KaTo. T~V ia.UTOU 'II'a.pOUCl'La.V. Cf.
ps.-Dion. Div. Nom. 4. 6 ~ T01) vOYJ'1'oii cpw'1'oe; 7rapovu{a. ITvvaywyoc; KaL
EVWTtK~

'1'WV CPWT4,OJiEVWV lO'T{.

3. il8EV S~ KT>".: on the correspondence between degrees of unity
and degrees of goodness cf. Enn. VI. ix. I, which develops the
implications of the Stoic axiom • nullum bonum ex distantibus'
(Arnim, Stoic. Vet. Fragm. IH. 98; Sen. Ep. 102. 6-7 (= Arnim
HI. 160».
c. Of the Grades of Reality (props. 14-24).

(a) Vertical stratification of reality:
I. There is an Unmoved and a Self· moved (I4).
2. The Self-moved has reflexive consciousness (17), and is
therefore incorporeal (15) and independent of Body (16).
3. There is nothing in the effect that is not primitively in the
cause (18). Therefore Soul, being the source of self-movement in bodies, is primitively self-moved (20).
4. The primitive character of any grade is permanent and
universal (19). Hence Intelligence does not belong primitively to Soul (20).
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5.. There are thus four grades, Body, Soul, Intelligence, and
the One (20).

(b) General structure of reality in each stratum:
I. As a One and Many (21-2).
2. As a triad of Unparticipated, Participated, Participant
(23-4)·
PROP. 14. This is not simply concerned (as the enunciation might
suggest) with a formal dichotomous classification of things as moved
or unmoved, and of the former class as self·moved or not self·moved.
It aims at establishing the actual, and not merely logical, existence
of the Aristotelian unmoved mover (Phys. 0. 5) and the Platonic
• self-moving motion' (Plulr. 245 C-O; Legg. X. 894 B-895 B). The
identification of the former with vov~ and the latter with l/rox~ is
reserved for prop. 20. The argument of ll. 20-4 is taken from the
passage in the Laws (895 A 6-B 2); while that of 1I. 15-19 seems to
be adapted from Aristotle, Phys. 256 a 13 ff. The triadic arrangement, KLVOVv flOVOV-KlVOVV T£ lIflu KUL KtVOVfl£vOV-KLV01Jfl£llOV floVOV
(11. 24-6), comes from the Peripatetic school tradition (Plut. Symp.

VII. vi. 3).
That TWV KLVOVVTWV KaL KLVOVfllvwv 7rr€LTaL TO clK{VT/TOV is also shown
in El. Phys. Il. 19, by a proof similar to that of 11. 15-19, but
rather more fully worked out. From the absence in El. Phys. of
any reference to the atJToK{VTJTOV, Ritzenfeld, in his introduction to
the Teubner edition of El. Phys., argues that that work was composed at a very early period of ,Pr.'s development, • cum auctor
nondum in philosophia Platonica vigebat vel suam sententiam proferre audebat '. I cannot accept this argument: for (1) the existence
of TO clK{VT/TOV is similarly established in the in· Tim., Ill. 9· 7 ff.,
without any direct mention of TO UtJTOK{VTJTOV, and the in Tim. cannot
date from a 'pre-Platonic' period of Pr.'s thought; (2) TO UtJTO"{V7/TOV
is in fact indirectly recognized in both passages under another
name, as TO clL8{w~ KLVOVfl£llOV. Cr. 1ntrod., p. xvii f.
In Th. PI. I. (xiv). 32 if. a rather more elaborate classification is
offered, again on the basis of the Laws. According to this, things
are (a) KLvovfl£lla flOVOV (uwflUTa); or (b) Ktvovfl€Va KaL KLVOVvTU
(1TOLOTT/T£~' EvvAa €io'1 and 'lOa); or (c) UtJTOK{Y'1TU (t/lvxu{); or
(d) clK{V'1TU (vov~ 8(io~). The inclusion of (d) is justified by quoting
Legg. X. 897 B vovv fl(V 1TPOUAUPOVUU a(L 8£iov (~ l/rox~) ..• op8n Kat
£tJOu{floVU 1TulOUyW)'(t 1TavTu.

9. lI"iiv Tb Sv

KTA.

The cumbrous form of the enunciation is due
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to a desire to observe the rule of dichotomous division, as prescribed
in the Sophistes.
15· Kwoul-'-lvou. This word is essential to the sense of the passage,
since the argument proceeds, as usual, by exclusion ofthe alternative;
KIVO~,uEVOI" the vulgate reading, is quite otiose.
17. TO Kwoilv Toil KWOUI-'-'Vou KpELTTOV. The communication of motion
is a kind of causation, and therefore falls under the general law laid
down in prop. 7.
20. EL yap OTo,[" Ta 1I"QVTo,: from Legg. 895 A 6 d fFTa{YJ 7rW~ Ta
7raVTa o,uov YEVo,uEVa, where Plato has in mind the o,uov 7raVTa ~v of
Anaxagoras (cf. Phaedo 72 C 4).
PROPS. 15-17. These three propositions logically prepare the
way for the proof that the soul is incorporeal and independent
of the body, and therefore imperishable (props. r86, 187). But
they are placed thus early in the book because they are of general
application to all spiritual reality, and because they are designed to
refute the Stoic psychology from its own premises. Stoicism held at
once that the soul is corporeal, and that it finds its go.od in an introverted contemplation or withdrawal into itself.' Pr.'s thesis is that
these two tenets are incompatible (props. IS, 16) ; and that we must
choose the second because the soul's power of originating thought
involves an activity directed towards itself (prop. 17).2 With the
proof given cf. Porph. acp. xli. The connexion between self-knowledge and separability appears already in Arist. de an. 4jo b 24 d Sf
TLVL fL~ EUTLV EvaVT{ov Tb,V alT{wv, airro €aVTO YLVWUKEf. °l(at EYflYYELq. lo-Tt
Kat Xwpl<1T6v.-In this argument there is no need to attach a mystical
meaning to the soul's 'introversion'. l7rlCTTpOCP~ means simply
'a turning towards'; and as applied to a mental act, 'a turning or
direction of consciousness'. It is a necessary accompaniment of
any activity (7rpOs & Sf: lVEP'YEI., 7rpO~ TOVTO l7rEUTpa7rTal, prop. 17, l.r),
and is the first step towards that identification with the object which
for the Neoplatonist is the condition of knowledge (Kat rap (OIKE
7raua yvU)(TI~ Elval oMtv ruo ~ I7rlCTTpocp~ 7rPO~ TO YVWITTOV Kat olKE{wUI~
Kat lcpapfl.oul~ 7rp6~ aUra, in Ti1,ll. n. 287. I). The soul is thus 7T'pO~
Epict. Diss. Ill. 2l. 38-9 ol 'Yttp ~6b..'T', .I$p.n a" aln-b (se. Tb cl'Ya6b,,) I"
6", ovB' a" ({OJ ~...A.J.('<T6. o;,B'toll I(T/T ...... TO. clll.II.OTp,a c:,s 13,a. 1... ,/TTpt.J,a:Tf
aVTO! II/>' lavTo~s. Cf. Manual. 10: M. Aur. vii. 28 ,is <TaUTb" <TV".,A.ou : Sen. ep.
7. S • recede in te ipsum '.
f Professor A. E. Taylor makes the interesting suggestion that both Leihniz's
distinction between' bare' mon.ds and souls, and much of Locke's language
about' ideas of reRection', are inRuenced by the Neoplatonic doctrine of brcfTTpo",t, -rrpbs .aUTo" (Phil. of Pr. 631).
1
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EavTijv l7rLUTpnrTLKT" in the sense that it can be an object of con·
sciousness to itself: ~ 7rP~'> EaVrTJv l7rLUTpOCP~ yvwu{'> lUTLV Eavrij'>
(in Tt"m. Il. 286. 32: cf. infra, prop. 83). This is also the usual
meaning of ' introversion' in the Stoics: Epictetus notes the power
of self-contemplation as the distinguishing character of the AO'YLUTLKov
(Diss. I. 20. 1-5). Introversion does, however, acquire a deeper
significance in N eoplatonism (and to some extent already in the
later Stoics 1) because the I self' which is thus known is not an
isolated individual, but contains in potentia the whole range of reality.
Thus after defining introversion as self-knowledge, in the passage
last quoted, Pr. adds' and knowledge of all things, whether within
the soul, prior to it, or posterior to it.'2 Even the Good itself is
within us, as both Epictetus (Diss. Ill. 22. 38) and Seneca. (Ep. 41. I),
and with a more definite metaphysical implication Plotinus (Enn.
VI. v. I [11. 384. 29]), affirm; and to know the self truly is to know
it as actually one though potentially all things, and thus as divine
(cf. Damasc. I. 170. 16 ff.), so that' we go inwards to God'. But
this passage through self-knowledge to the knowledge of God is not
directly involved in the present group of propositions.
35. cha.v ~v yiV1JTa.L 4,,+w. Nicolaus takes this to mean that prior to
the act of self-contemplation the soul is not a unity: T~ TO{VVV 'YwoP.fVf)V €v,8 7raVTw,> OliK ~v 7rP~ TOU 'YOIiu()aL, Ka~ TO I.7rLUTPfcpOP.fVOV .:.'>
aAAo TL t,v 7rapa T~ 7rp~'> 8 E7rLUTpicpfTat, 7rW'> A£yfTat 7rpO'> £aVTO Ka.~ oliX~
1f'po,> aAAo p.aAAov E1f'LUTpicpnv; (p. 30). But the thought may be that

self-knowledge is the limiting ca.se where subject and object, which
in all types of knowledge tend to identity, actually 'become'
identical.
9. O"W"a.TOIl O~TLvoO"oiiv. The intention is to exclude not only the
material and corruptible body, but also (as is recognized in the
scholion preserved by PQ) the I first body', the ox:rlp.a.. Every soul
except the d.P.i()fKTO'> I{IvX17 has in fact an 0X1Jp.a. permanently attached
to it (prop. 196); but it is metaphysically prior to the 0X1Jp.a; and
therefore independent of it.
10. d8~va.TOV •.• I 2. XWPLO"T~V. Cf. Plot. Enn. IV. vii. 8 (Il. 129. 8)
1 Brehier, l.a PhiloIophie de Plo/in 108-9. finds it ' impossible to understand'
how the Stoic conception of self-knowledge could have developed ioto the
Plotinian conception (which he would derive from Indian sources); but he seems
to me to underestimate the rational element in Neoplatooism and to ignore the
mystical element in the later Stoicism. Senecn's' prope est a te deus. tecum est.
intus est' surely points forward to Plotinus's ITTpa</>i,tTa obB~" p..TII~/' tXfI.
2 Cf. also Pr01J. et Fat. 160. 36 If.; Tn. PI. 1. iii. 7. Similarly ps.-DioD. Div.
Nom. 4. 9· In 11,. PI. II (viii). 104-5. the idea oC introversion is linked with the
magical doctrine of tT6p.{Jol\a. or tTlJ~(J"'p.a.1'a: ¥K"tT1'O" .b 1'~ 1'ijf ~a.IJ1'oii </>6tT."'f
~pp.".o" fltTllvop.."o" fopltT"f' 1'~ tT{,p.{Jol\O/l 1'oii ....J.VT"''' ...."1'pOf.
This is a postPlotinian development (cf. prop. 39 n.).
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El oliv

dvru UWfLaTo<; o.vTtAafL/3av£u()at, 1I'0At. 1I'pOT£pOV o£i
Pr. Prov. et. Fat. 158. 23 ff. Pr.'s proof
that, if EVf.pyna is separable, so is ovu{a reappears in Philoponus
(de anz"ma 15. I I ff.) and Psellus (de animd 1048 D Migne). They
are hardly right in claiming Aristotle's authority for the doctrine:
Aristotle only says that in so far as any part of the soul has an
activity independent of the body it may be separahle: £t EUT{ n TWV
T1i. I/rox1i' ~pywv ~ 1I'a(J-r]fLaTWV t8wv, (VOf.XOtT' av aVT~v Xwp{'£u()at (de
an. 403 a 10; cf. 413 a 4, b 28).
2 I. TO £aUTO KLVOUV 11'pWTWS.
TO 1I'po<; (aUTO E'll'LUTP£1I'TtKOV, whose
existence has so far been treated as hypothetical (prop. IS, 1. 5), is
now identified with the middle term of the triad established in
prop. 14. Nicolaus complains that this amounts to identifying
bruTTPO.p~ with K{V7)Ut<;.
But by the qualifying word 1I'pWTlJJ<; Pr.
indicates that the identification is restricted to true spontaneous
movement: the body has the power of self-movement O£UTf.pW'
(prop. 20), but this does not constitute E'll'LUTPOCP~ 1I'po. (aUTO (prop. IS);
nor can .pVUl<; revert upon itself. t
26. OUK faTaL KaO' ~auTo aUToKLv1JTOV.
Cf. Plotinus's argument to
show that self-knowledge cannot be merely knowledge of one part of
a composite by another part, Enn. V. iii. r.
TO vo£iv (Un TO

fL~ uWfLa aUTO TO vo1iuov £Tvne

PROP. 18. It has been shown in props. I S-q that what isproprie
self-moving has reflexive consciousness, and that what has reflexive
consciousness is neither body nor a function of body. To complete
the refutation of materialism it remains to be shown that soul is
proprie self-moving. But the self-movement of soul cannot be
directly observed; observation tells us only that some bodz"es appear
to move themselves, and tbat tbis apparent self-movement is conditional upon the presence of life or 'soul '. Hence at tbis point in
bis argument Pr. introduces the general proposition that what by its
mere presence bestows a quality or power on things other than itself
must itself possess that quality or power proprie. This is a necessary
consequence from the transitive conception of causality; and, once
established, it enables him to argue from the dependence of bodily
self-movement on life to the primitive self-movement of t{lux~
(prop. 20, ll. 8-10). The doctrine is in substance Plotinian, though
Plotinus in one passage (VI. vii. r 7 [ll. 447. I J) objects to this
particular way of formulating it.-When causation occurs aVT<l> T<l>
£Tval it involves no act of will and no change of any sort in the
t

in Tint. I.

10. 19,

where read ol. fa.UT'fW (Eis

a.1J'r~"

MSS. and Diehl).
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cause. Some interesting examples of such causation are cited from
Porphyry by Pr. in rim. I. 395. 10 ff. Cf. props. 26, 27.
3. 1T4iV TO T~ EtV(lL XOp1JYouv. This is, I think, a necessary correction. 7Tav TO TO EIvat Xop. (M and Creuzer) looks right on a first
view, and the reference to TO V7ToUTaTtK6v in 1. 8 might be held to
confirm it. But (a) the dative is certain in n. 5 (see next note) and
17 (T~ ETyl1/. BaTEpov), as well as in later citations (props. 20, 1. 10;
194, 1. I), and therefore cannot be dispensed with in the enunciation.
(b) The dative, not the accusative, is required if the proposition is
to be applicable to the case of soul and body. Soul does not communicate existence (TO EIvat) to body, but only life or self-movement,
and it does this in virtue of its own existence (T~ Elyat), as fire by
existing creates heat. Hence V7I'0CTTaTtK6v TU/OC; (1. 8) must be understood as covering the creation of qualities or faculties (such as
BEpp.6TrJ<; and ain-oKtV7JCTLa) as well as of substances; and M's ain-~ T~
EIvat (1. 20) must also be accepted.
5. Et yAp •.• 6. I'ETaSoO'LV. Cf. in Parm. 787. 24 ff. El TO{VVY (CTTtV
alTta TOV '7raVTO~ airr<{j T~ (!var. 7rOLOVUa, TO 8E ain-tiJ TcfJ (lllaL 1TOLOVV 47rO
T~<;

EaVTOV 71'OtEL OVCTLa<;, ToiJT6 (CTTt 71'POrrW<; a7l'Ep TO 7TOtOlJP.EVOV SEVTfPW<;,
Kat a (UTt 7TPw-rW'> S{SWCTt T~ 71'OtOVp.£v1J,! SEVTEPW'>, orov TO 7TVP Kat St&iCTt
fJEpp.6TYJTa rulJ,! Kal. lCTTt BEpp.6v, ~ "'vX~ S{SWCTt 'w~v Kal. lXEt 'w~v' Kat
f7Tl. 7TaVTWV (SOt'> &v a>"1}8~ TOY >..6,),ov aCTa ain-t{) Tit> EIvat. 71'OtEL. This
makes it certain that ain-'i! T~ EIyat is the true reading here.
I r. dvIlYK1J ••• 14. SEUTlpw§: i.e. the two must be either (a) synonymous (in the sense of having a common definition), or (b) homony-

mous (in the sense of having only the name in common), or else
(c) must differ not in kind but in degree of intensity, the difference

corresponding to their respective places in the causal series. (The
possibility of their being co-ordinate species in the same genus is
excluded on the same grounds as (a».
15. d1TOTl)..EO'I'(l: a Stoic term for C result' (Epict. Diss. I. iv .. 13 ;
M. Aur. vi. 42; Albinus, Didasc. 14).
18. ~El1TET(lL ••• 20. XOP1JYELT(lL. Cf. the passage from in Parm.
quoted on 1. 5. Plotinus expresses this by saying that the recipient
is potentially identical with the giver (VI. vii. 17 [ll. 447· 5J).
PROP. 19. This lays down a second general principle ancillary to
the determination of the status of Soul, viz. that the characteristic
quality of any grade of reality is distinguished by its permanent and
universal presence within that grade. Pr. is thus enabled in the
next proposition to distinguish Soul, which is capable of intuitive
thinking but capable of it only spasmodically, from Intellect, which
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has this character permanently and universally. Nicolaus, or more
probably one of his readers, remarks that prop. 18 -rrapa -rr08as o,(Jvs
wo TOV P.£T' aVro tlvaTp£-rrfTat. But this is a mere misunderstanding:
prop. 18 determines the sense in which the same character can exist
at two distinct levels of reality (e.g. afJToKtv"1u{a in "'vx~ and uwp.a, or
v61}uts in vovs and !frox~), while prop. 19 is concerned with the presence of a character in co·ordinate subjects on the same level (e.g. of
aVroKtV1}uia in !froxa{, or V01}UtS in VOfS). In the latter case the
character is present Ka8' eva AOYOV Kal wuav-rws: in the former it is
not. Cf. Plot. Efzn. VI. i. 2S (11. 292. IS) EV p.f.v yap TOtS EV ors TO
-rrpOTfPOV Kal TO VUTfPOV, TO VUTfPOV -rrapa TOV -rrpOT£POV Jl.ap.{3aVft TO fTvaL·
Ev 8( TOtS v-rro TO afJTo y£vos TO LUOV Eis TO fTvaL (KaUTOV EXft -rrapa. TOV
y(VOVS.

PROP. 20. Pr. is now in a position to establish by means of a regressive dialectic the three hypostases which constitute the Neoplatonic 'trinity of subordination', Soul, Intelligence,l and the One. The
Neoplatonists discovered this trinity in Plato (Porphyry, Hisl. Phi/.
fr. ] 6), combining the One of the Parmenzaes (identified with the
Form of the Good), the demiurge of the Timaeus (identified with
Aristotle's vovs), and the world-soul of the Timaeus and Laws X.
The combination was doubtless, as Brehier remarks,2 already a commonplace of the school before Plotinus. The crucial steps were the
identification of the demiurge with the Aristotelian vovs (leading to
a changed view of his relation to the Forms) and the equation of TO
(V and TO ~ DV in the Parmenides with the transcendent Good
and the other Forms respectively. The former step had certainly
been taken before the time of Albinus (AIcinous),S and probably
much earlier,. whether by Poseidonius, by Antiochus, or, as Nebel
thinks,& in the Old Academy j the latter as early as Moderatus (first
I Several modem scholar; prefer' spirit' (esprit, Cdst) as an equivalent for the
Neoplatonic I'O;;s. But this rendering seems to break the link with Aristotle
(a link which is particularly close and important in Pr.). I see 110 real obj~ction
to • Intelligence '. 50 long as it is understood that' Intelligence' is a substance or
spiritual force, not a faculty of soul, and that its activity is always intuitive, never
discursive.
2 Plti/osopkie de Plotin, p. xi.
3 Cf. Didasc. c. 10.
4 Seneca (ep. 6:;. 7) cites, apparently as accepted Platonic doctrine, the view
that exemplnria '-erum omnium deus intra se Itabet; and the same doctrine occurs
in Pbilo (de opif. 1Ilundi 20, etc.). Such a view could hardly be elicited from the
Timaeus except under the inAuence of the Aristotelian teaching about vo;;S. Cf.
also Aetius, Plac. 1. iii. 21 (p. 288 Diels), Atticus apud EuseIJ. Prep. Ev. xv.
13 (8 J 5 n), and infra prop. 167 n_
& Plotins Kategorien 32 f.
The weakness of the case for ascribing the doctrine
to Poseidonius is exposed by R. M. Jones in Class. PM/ol. Z1 (1926), 318 ff. The
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century A.n.).1 Plutarch (de gen. Socr. 22,591 B) knows of a divine
triad p.ovtts-vov..-4n)cTL';, the last of these being the principle which
governs the domain of soul. But it was Plotinus who gave the
doctrine permanent shape and structural cohesion.
4. '11"&" yAp aw~a. KTA.. The substance of this argument comes from
Plato, Laws 895 C-896 C; but an attempt is made to give it formal
cogency by using as a major premiss the general law established in
prop. 18. "'VX~ was traditionally defined in the Academy as TO aUro
KLVOVv ("OPOL 4II C, cf. Phaedr. 246 A).
14. Ka.L Ka.T' i.,EPYELa.., clKLvtlTOU: becaust! vuv" is wholly iv alwvL
(prop. 169), whereas Soul T~V p.~v ovulav aiwvLov (XEL, TT}" OE EVEpYfLav
KaTa. xpovov (prop. 191).
J 8. .,ouo; 8( KWE"!: clK£V'I)TOo; W.,: Arist. Metaph. A. c. 7.
The acceptance of this Aristotelian doctrine involved the Neoplatonists in
considerable difficulties, for Plato had associated vov.. with movement (Soph. 248 E ff. j Legg. 898 A). Plotinus in an early essay
(Ill. ix. I) toys with the opinion held by Numenius I and certain
Gnostics,S that there is a higher vov.. which is aKlVTJTo" and a lower
vov .. which moves. When he came to write Enn. Il. ix he had
definitely rejected this compromise: voV.. is afL WUaVTl.II" EVEPYflq.
KElp.oo .. fUT(0cro (1. 185. 6). Pr. in the commentary on the Timaeus
takes the same view: vov" P.Ev yttp, Et Tt.. aUT~ Ot80l7j K(vllUtv, ap.fTtt{3aTov EXEL TaVT)'1v ~v EvEpynav· oA.ov yap op.ov (}fo.Tat TO V07jTOV

(Il. 243. I9); it is thus a K(V7jU'.. d.KlV7jTOo; (Il. 25I. 5, where he is
fo\lowing Iamblichus). But in later life he evolved refinements on
the lines of the Numenian theory: '11"0... vov.. ~ EUT7JKE, Kat (UTLV V07jTO"
TOTE W.. KpE{TTWV K'V~UEW", ~ KtvEtTaL,· Kat (UTII' VOfPo.. TOTE, ~ ap.cpOTEpa,
Kat (UTLV TOTE V07JTOo; o.p.a Kat VOfpO" (in Crat. cviii). FinalIy, in the
Th. PI. (Ill. (xxiv). 164) he makes the highest VOV .. transcend motion
and rest (like the Ev of the Parmenides), while the lower vov.. has
both attributes simultaneously (like the ~v Dv).
24. 'll"pO TOU .,OU TO E.,. vov.. is inferior to the One (a) as containing
in itself the duality of subject and object inseparable from all cognition (cf. Enn. Ill. viii. 9; V. iii. 10-12); (6) as a less universal
causative force (cf. infra, props. 57, 59).
28. ~ "oEpA y.,WO"Lo; KTA.: Aristotelian (Anal. Post. 85 aI, &c.).
attributidn to Antiochns (Theiler, Vor6ereitung des Neuplatonismlls 40) is a
plausible guess, but at present hardly more.
1 Cf. Class. Qu. 23 (1928), 136 If. 'Archytas', another Neopytho.gorean,
teaches that God must he 11.1,," .,., Kplarroll (Stob. I. 280. 16 [716 H]): so also
Corp. Herm. II. 13.
I afJ. Euseb. Prep. Ev. XI. 18. 20.
a Cf. Enn. H. ix. I [I. 185. 2].
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30. o"KiT~ TOU l.,o~ cn>.o .'I\'iK~LVa.: perhaps directed against lam·
blichus, who is said to have posited a 7ravT"(} /J.pp7JTor; aPX7J transcending
even the Plotinian ~ayl160v (Damasc. I. 86. 3, &c.).

PROP. 21. The last proposition gave us a fourfold stratification of
reality: this one gives the general formula which governs the
structure of each stratum. The formula is based on the Pythagorean
conception of the arithmetical series: cf. Moderatus' definition of
number as 7rp07rO~ta'JI.or; 7rA~60vc;; a7rO p.ova~or; &'px0p.£vos /cl1t &.va7rO~LO"p.Oi
£Lr; p.ova~11 /cI1TaA~WV (ap. Stob. Eel. I. 2 I. 8 [18 R]). Each member of
the series evolves from, or is generated by, the preceding members,
and the series as a whole is thus generated by the unit or ' monad'
which is its first member. We may either start from this monad
and trace the emergence of the series from it (7rp07rO~LO"p.oc;;), or follow
the series in the reverse direction until it ends in the monad (ava7ro'
~tup.6c;;): in the former case we move from cause to effect, in the
latter from effect to cause. Such a series furnishes the simplest type
of one·sided causal relation: hence its significance for the Neoplatonist. Pr., as usual, transfers the relation from the order of thought
to the order of reality: 7rP07ro~tO"p6r; is equated with 7rPOO~OS (1. 10),
aVI17J'olltup.6s with ;'7rLUTpoc/J~ (1. 29). But the meaning of this' outgoing' and 'return' is not fully explained until we reach props.
25-39·
Of the transverse series or 'strata' enumerated in the corollary,
the first three are Plotinian: for </lvUtS and </lvU£tS cf. esp. Enn. IV.
iv. XI (11. 57. 9) 7rauat; yap Tar; </lVUfLS /CpaT£' pil1, I1L~( (7rOVTat [&'V7JP,
t'
, . , ""..
C
\ .!~
"",
...
TfJpEVl1t
/Cl1t'] l .~"'IPTfJP(vat
/cl1t, ,
OtOv
t:/C.,.VUI1L, wc;;
atc 2 "(V /C""OOti
T'() TOU

for disembodied J/roxal and vo(r;, Enn. IV. iii. 5. On
lvall(i see below, pp. 257 ff.; they complete the symmetry of the

OAoV </lVTOV:

schematism. Similar enumerations in Parm. 703. 12 ff., 1069. 23 ff.
I. 'II'Aaa. TQ~~~ /cTA. Cf. de mysl. VIII. 3 ~ 7r(P';. TWV apxwv AlyvrTlotc;;
7rpaypl1TEla &'</l' lvoi iJ.PX£Tl1t /Cat 7rPO(tO"tV (lr; 7rA~60c;;, TWv 7rOAAWV 11~6tr;
~</l' lvc\r; lluJ.lcv{3£pvwpivlJJv:

Sal1ust. 10. 14

7rI1VTOr; yap 7rA7J60ur; ~y('Tl1t

pavar;: Pr. in Parm. 620. 5 ff.

4. clpx;j~ lxouaa. >.oYOII: i.e. the monad of a transverse series is
analogous to the One. Cf. TIl. PI. 11. (v). 93 /Ca6' l/Caurqv TWV OVTWV
TattV &'VUAOYOV ~7r'urq Toil &'Y116oil pavar;, TOVTO O~UI1 7rPOC;; OAOV TOV lTli,vyov
'~('
' ) "0 7rpor;
'c
,
. " TI1r; 6'"
~
,
• 6'OV.
I1VTfJr;
npp.ov
117rI1Ul1i
(UTt
(IJJV atl1/Coup:qCT£tr;
Tl1yl1

5. &to Ka.1 ,,£a. a~~pa Ka.1 ,,£a. T.£~t~: sc. ;'UTl: pla is predicative.
Both U(tpQ. (a term derived ultimately, via Orphism, from Homer 0,
1

/,e,io duplex.

2-1

I retain the MS. reading.
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19-20) and Ta~L' here refer to transverse series or strata of reality:
for the vertical series, consisting of a single principle repeated at
different levels of reality, develops not from a monad but from a
henad. Brehier says that CTlLpa in Pr. refers properly to the transverse, TatL' to the vertical series: but in the El. Tit., at any rate,
both terms are used indifferently for either type.
10. 'll"pOoSOI'. Pr. in Parm. 746. 10 ff. says that 11",,0080. is properly
applied only to vertical derivation, lrrro{3aCTI' being the correct term
for derivation within the transverse series. But even in his latest
work, the Tit. PI., he occasionally violates this rule.
12. l'll"Et oJI' KTA.: cf. the fuller argument, prop. 97.
16. TIi~1I' Ka.t Eipl'0l'. The reading of PQ is confirmed by the
frequent conjunction of the two words elsewhere, e.g. in Tim. II.
26. 11, Ill. 272.25; in Remp. II. 343.24. The MSS. here and in
most. other passages of Pr. give lipp.&<; the spiritus asper: no doubt
rightly, for, like Philo, Sallustius, the de mundo and the Neopythagorean of Photius cod. 249, Pr. plays on the supposed connexion
with lip.app.'I',! (e.g. in Remp. 11. 29. 14).
20. I'~ c:.~ TOSE TL EKal7TOI' d~~' W~ TijaSE T-ij~ TIi~EWC; {nrlipxol'. The
generic attributes, being more fundamental, come from a more
primitive cause than the specific (props. 71-2).
22. 111 cjluuu TOU uWl'aTo~: not = Tcil CTwp.aTL (as I wrongly took it
in my Select Passages), but -rii (I' T~ CTwp.an qnJCTlL, the vital element
in body. So also prop. 62 at CTwp.aTtKa~ q,VCTlL., prop. 109 UWp.aTO'
P.Ept,q q,VUL'. Cf. in Tim. Ill. 295. 12 "? yap 8~pELO' q,VUt<; OUK (UT! TO
uWp.a TO 8~PELOI' aU'"? ,,,)~ TOV 8'!p{ov. The universal q,VCTL. (mentioned in El. Tit. only here and in ptop. I I I) KaTru8,',vlL TO UWp.aTOlL8~.
Ka~ ovn W. 8EO. (UTLV OVrl Uw Tl/<; 8E{a. i8u)T17TO' (in Tim. I. 8. 7); it
is the link between soul and matter, the last incorporeal principle
(ibid. 11. 1 I); it embraces the A6YOL of all material things, both those
in the oupavo. and those below the ~oon [Tit. PI. Ill. (i). 119]. The
particular q,VUlL. include the immanent forms of the various material
substances, earth, fire, &c. (Tit. PI.. 1. c.), as well as the organic consciousness in men and animals Libid. I. (xv). 42].
30. ~I' ••• dI'IiTaULV. The grammatically indefensible accusative
(for nominative) is due to the influence of p.ovaoa. in 1. 27.

=

PROP. 22. This is a negative confirmation of the preceding
proposition, showing that within any stratum of the real there cannot
be a plurality of independent apxaL Thus the structure of each
level of reality mlTrors that of reality as a whole.-The argument,
R
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which has suffered badly from textual corruption and mispunctuation
in the renaissance copies and in Creuzer, is in principle the same as·
that of props. 2 and 3: it can best be made clear in a concrete
instance. Assume that two souls are claimed as ' being primitively
what they are called', i.e. as being apxa{ of the soul-order. If they
are mutually dependent (so that they do not constitute an apx~ except
in combination), or if one is dependent on the other, the claim
obviously fails. And if they are independent, they must be distinguishable by some quality other than their common quality of
being souls (without which they would not be assigned to a common
order): but this means that each possesses a specific character in
addition to the generic one, or, in Platonic language, that it I participates' Soul and therefore cannot be an ap~ of Soul. The force of
the contention depends on an abstract notion of the genus as
excluding the specific characters.-Anselm has a similar argument
to establish the uniqueness of God, Monologium, C.4, clviii. 148 C ff.
Migne.
2. /IoovoYEvl.. : cf. Plato, Tim. 3 I B Et!1 58E JLOVOYEV~" oupavlk
On
the Gnostic and Hermetic use of this word see J. Kroll, Le/wen des
Hermest, 10; 58.1; E. Boklen In Theol. Stud. und Krit. ci. 55 ff.
But Plato is the obvious source here.
13. The insertion of Ka{ before OUK /l.JLcpw in PQ seems to be
a mistaken attempt to mend the sense, which had been destroyed by
the false punctuation perpetuated in Creuzer's edition.
16. TO lI'PWTIII" QV. This cannot refer simply to existence in general,
since it is parallel to the specific hypostases vou .. and .pvx~: nor can
it refer to the One, which is V7rEPOVUtOV (prop. 115), and whose
uniqueness has already been independently established. We must
therefore suppose that Pr. introduces here for the first time 'TO ov as
a separate principle, anticipating the distinction between DV, 'w~ and
VOU!1 which is drawn in prop. 101 (where see note).
PROP. 23. This has been described as 'le theoreme fondamental
du traite, que l'on pourrait appeler theoreme de la transcendence'. 1
It is at the same time the theorem of immanence.. It embodies in
its clearest shape the N eoplatonic solution of the problem first raised
in Plato's Parmenides, the problem of reconciling the necessary
immanence of the Forms with their necessary transcendence. If
participation is to be real, the Form must be immanent, and therefore divided; if it is to be participation of one undivided principle,
1

Brehier, lIist. de Pkilosopkie,

r. 477.
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the Form must be transcendent, and therefore not directly participated. Pr. accepts both necessities; he also (following the Aristotelian
use of ' Form' and' Matter') extends the meaning of ' participation'
so as to make it a general formula for the relation between the
higher universal (whether a Platonic Form or a Hypostasis) and the
lower particular (whether a material or a spiritual individual). What
is directly participated is an immanent universal-an (VVAOV ~!80~, a
y,vx.7Jlv UWJUlTL, a vou~ lv y,vxll' a VOflTOV EV vcii, a vo~ £vn~ (in Parm.
1069. 23 IfV The transcendent (lb.JPYip.ivov) universal must exist,
in order to give unity to the many immanent universals (ll. 1-4),
and must be distinct from any of them (H. 4-5). It is related to
them as the monad to the other members of the rmpn (1. 25). Being
transcendent, it can alfect the particulars only W~ lcf)~Tov, like
Aristotle's God (Th. PI. V. xii. 270), or at most W~ £Unp.7rov (in Tim.
1. 406.8): that is, it is strictly' unparticipated' (&.p.i8£KTOV). If we
substitute logical for metaphysical terms we may say, with Brehier,2
that the &.p.i8~KTOV is the intension of the concept, the p.rrixovra
are its extension, and the P.~T£xop.£va are that which links in·
tension with extension.-The solution of the antinomy by a
multiplication of entities is typical of Pr.'s method. An approach
to it is already discernible in some passages of Plotinus;! but
Plotinus characteristically shrinks from calling the transcendent term
&.p.i8EKTOV (cr. esp. Enn. VI. v. 3), though it is t1p.ip'UTov and &'7ra8i<;his mystical sense of the universe as the expression of a single
divine force made the sharper distinction impossible for him. Pr.
carries the thought to its logical conclusion.· But in doing so he
lays himself open to charges of inconsistency: TO EV is &'p.i8£KTOV, yet
we have already been told (prop. I) that 7ro.v 7fA1j80~ P.ETiXH 7rf1 TOU
(v6<;: and cf. 1. 6 of the present proposition. Nicolaus (5. I7 If., 44.
14 If.) makes great play with this difficulty; but the answer is that
a term which is propne &.p.i8EKTOV is yet indirectly p.£8EK'rOV through
the P.£TEx0p.El'a which it generates (cr. prop. 56).& Hence ps.-Diony.
sius can speak of &.p.E8iKTW~ P.rrExop.Eva (Div. Nom. 2. 5). Nicolaus
himself holds that God is both p.E8£KTO<; and &'p.i8£KTO<;.
1 The situation is further complicated by the interpolation, between the transcendent Iz./....O.I<TO/l and the immanent p.EnX&p.Ella., of x",purr;'. p.ETOX&P.(lIa. which
are immanent yet transcendent: see props. 64, 81, 83 nn.
2 I.e.
a For transcendent and immanent 015" in Plotinus see Enn. IV. ii. I; VI. iv-v j
transcendent and immanent ljIux"l\, IV. viii. 2-4 j transcendent 1I0vr and immanent
II&U, VI. ii. 20 j the One KaI 1<0.6' o.~T'b KaI III TOt' p.f'TfXOUa'lll, VI. ii. 12.
• Following lamblichus, as appears from in Tim. n. 313. 15 ff.
• This is the explanation offeled by P:;ellus: .1 "'Yap Kallz.p./OEKTOr, ciA1-' Ep.dxJ."fls
Tweh 11111"'''1 TOi'. p.<T' «UTt'" T;;S 11lta.r ~ ...dp{< ..r (de omnif. dOdo cap. 24).
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28. oGSEv &1' 'xo~ T[floLOV: cf. in Tim.1. 373. 2 TOU 8( X£LPOVOt; OUK
.)YTot; OUK (xn xwpav TO Kp£LTTOV.
29. flo£TilTX£, G'II'IO'T1): instantaneous aoris~s.
34. ~ -yap Iv 'II'ciaLl' KTA.: cf. prop. 67.

PROP. 24. This supplements the preceding proposition by determining formally the order of priority within the triad aJLEfhKTOV,
JL£T£XOJL£va, JL£TEXOYTa, with the help of the principles already invoked
in props. 7 and 8. The JL£TEXOV is inferior to the fL(T(XOfL£YOV
because causally determined or 'perfected' by it: in using the
question-begging term 'perfected' Pr. is no doubt thinking especially
of soul, whose perfection it is to participate vou'>: cf. Enn. V. ix. 4
and Sallust. 28. 27 olK£{a T(AHOT1'}'> £Ko.UT'I' ~ 7I'po,> T~V £avTou alTLav
CTVvacpi]. The JL£T(XOfL£YOV is inferior to the &'fLEfhKTov because it is less
universal and therefore more remote from the First Cause (cf. the
argument of prop. 8).
18. T~ flolv lanv ~v 'II'pO TWV 'II'o},.},.wv KTA. Cf. the rather different
equation of grades of unity with grades of reality in E11n. IV. ii. 2
ad fin. (H. 8. 25-8) (UT!!' O~· t/lvx~ & Kat 7I'OAAa oVrW'>' Ta 8( El' TOLt;
UWp.o.ULV £,811 7I'OAAa Kat El" TO. 8£ uWfLaTa 71'0..\..\0. fLoVOV' TO 8( V7I'EPTaTOV
~V p.OVOV.
Th. PI. 1. xi. 25 gives as traditional equations TO 7I'PWTOV =
(V, vou'>

= ~v 7I'O..\Ao., t/lvxi] = ~V Kat 71'0..\..\0., uWfLa = 71'0..\..\0. Kat (V.

D. Of Procession and Rev(rsion (props. 25-39)'
(a) Procession.

Law of Emanation (25).
Law of Undiminished Giving (26, 27).
3. Law of Continuity (28, 29).
4. Law of Immanence (30).

I.

2.

(b) Reversion.
I. Reversion retraces the movement of Procession (31-4, 38).
2. Triad of Immanence, Procession, Reversion (35).
3. Reversion is recovery of value lost in Procession (36, 37).
4. Three grades of reversion (39).
PROP. 25. This is a formal statement of the Plotinian law of
emanation, which seeks to account for the existence of a universe
outside the One by the principle that everything which is 'complete'
(Le. has realized the full potentialities of its nature) tends to reproduce
itself (Enn. V. i. 6 [H. 168. 30] 7I'o.vTa aua ~811 TEA£la i'£vv~). The
law is obviously based on the facts of animal reproduction; the
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panzoism of Plotinus makes it easy for him to extend it to the
hierarchy of cosmic principles. 1 But it should be noticed (a) that
cosmic reproduction is timeless (TO ci€t TiA.nov J.d Kat J.t8wv yO'vtj"
Plotinus 1. c.); (b) that in cosmic reproduction the product is always
inferior to the producer (lAarrov 8E ~aV1'OV YO'vij., Plolinus 1. c.),
although, as Nicolaus points out in his comment on the present
proposition, men beget men, not pigs.-Authority was found for the
doctrine in Plato's account of the Creator's motives, Tim. 29 E J.ya9o~
~v, J.ya9~ 8, ov8€t!O 'IT£pt ov8€vo!O ovUIT07'£ £n'YV£TaL cp9ovo~. This was
interpreted as meaning that' giving ,. or creation is an essential part
of the Good: cf. Enn. IV. viii. 6 [Il. 15°.13] OVK l8£L u-rliUaL orov
7r€pLypat/lav-ra cp9ov'l': V. iv. I [Il. 203. 29J 1I'W~ 111' o~v TO TEA(LOTaTOV
Kat TO 'lTpWTOV J.ya9ov £1' aVT<fJ UTa{TJ WU1I'EP cp90v7Juav ~avTov; I I. ix. 17,
&c. 2 The correlation between degrees of goodness and degrees of
creative power in the present proposition follows naturally from this.
22: IUJIoOUJIoEI'OI' T1J1' JIoLal' TWI' 0,,"1111' dpX~I': suggested by the address
of the demiurge to the young gods, Plato, Tim. 41 C, Tpt'ITEU9E KaTo.
CPUULV (cf. i,ifra, I. 30) v"I.('~ ;'1I't .,..qv TWV '.§wv 8WLLovpy,av, fLLfLoufLEVOL
T"1jv £fL~v 8uvafLLv. The structure of the whole is thus reflected in
the structure of the parts. Cf. prop. 26, 11. 18 ff.
35. ,..0.>.).01' l).aTTOI'IIII': for the double comparative, cf. prop. 44,
1. 4 f.; prop. 78, 1. 11 ; in Tim.1. 107.8, &c.
2. ~"'LCTTC£VELI' ~ KOO'JIoELI' KTA.
With this list of divine activities cf.
props. 151-8, and the parallels quoted there.
5. Tb 'lropp,.haTol' T~S 4pX~S: sc. i}ATJ: cr. Enn. Ill. vi. 19.
9. <In here = ono VI', as in Plato, Hipp. ma. 282 D. 0 En or S En
in the inferior MSS. of the first family points to a conjecture En with
osuprascript to indicate that the archetype had on: Mon. 547 has
n, another obvious emendation.
PROPS. 26-7. Taken by itself, the principle of emanation tends to
exhaust the cause by dissipation among the effects, and so to rob
it of substantial reality: for this reason many writers S refuse to call
the Neoplatonic system 'emanationist', despite Plotinus' constant
use of such images as the sun and its rays, the source and the river,
the root and the sap, to express the relation between God and the
1 Cf. in Par",. 922. I If., where Pr. argues from the existence of creative power
in the universe, and the fact that it is found in " higher degree in the higher beings,
that the Good must be creative /cIIT' l(oXf1'" and thus be the efficient cause of all
things and Dot merely, as Aristotle held, their final cause.
I. On the same idea in Philo and the Hermelica see J. Kroll, Lehrm des
Hermes 1 , 3fi, n. ~.
, e.g. Zeller 1I14. ii. 560; H. F. MUller, Dermes 48. 409; Amou J 51 fr.
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world. The law of emanation is, however, qualified in Neoplatonism
by a further law, viz. that in giving rise to the effect the cause
remains undiminished and unaltered. This doctrine is older than
Plotinus. The Platonic' text' on which Plot. (Enn. V. iv. 2) and Pr.
(Th. PI. V. xviii. 283) base it is Tim. 42 E Ka~ 0 P.~II 8~ (&qp.wvpya .. )
tI'lTallTU TUVTU I)taTll~a.. ;P.£II(II Ell Tcji €UVTOV KaT~ Tptnroll ~O(L KT>...l But
it seems to be in fact a product of the Middle Stoa, and to have
originated in the attempt to give God a real place in the Stoic
system over against the cosmos. The earliest passage where I have
found it is Sophia Salomonis vii. 27 p.la 8£ ~O'a 'IT~VTU 8VlluTut, Ka~
P.JIIOVO'U Ell ufrrij T~ 'II'~VTa Katvl'n (written under Stoic influence in the
second haIr of the first century B. c.). It is stated with varying
degrees of clearness in Philo (Leg. Alleg. I. 5), Seneca (E}. 4 1 • 5),
[i\rist.] de mundo (6. 7 and 13), M. Aurelius (viii. 57; vii. 59);
and quite explicitly by Numenius (ap. Euseb. Prep. Ev. XI. 18). In
the Neoplatonists it is cardinal and of constant recurrence: cf. e.g.
Plot. Enn. Ill. viii. 10; IV. viii. 6; V. i. 3 and 6; V. ii. I (where
creation by I/Iv)(') is said to be the first that involves K{InjO'tr;); Porph.
&'4>. xxiv; Sallust. ix; Syrian. in Metaph. 187. 6 ff.; Pr. in Tim. 1.
390.9 ff.; in erat. civ. It reappears in Christian Neoplatonism, e.g.
Clem. Strom. VII. 47. 6; Augustine Conj. I. 3 'cum effunderis super
nos, non tu dissiparis, sed colligis nos': ps.-Dion . .Div. Nom. 4. I;
Athanasius expos. ./id. 2 (' the Godhead communicates itself from the
Father to the Son without exhaustion or division ').2 Cf. also
Shelley's 'True Love in this differs from gold or clay, That to divide.
is not to take away' ; and Bridges" Immortal happiness ... a gift
Whose wealth is amplified by spending.'
14 ff. Et yap Su). KL~O'llaJ!I KT>". The argument is that the movement cannot occur within the One, since any movement would
destroy its unity; and if it be external to the One it must itself be
derived from the One either by another external movement (which
leads to infinite regress) or without ·movement (which amounts to
admitting Pr.'s thesis). Cr. Plot. Il. 168. 13 d yap KtInjOmOr; am-ov
,

,

n ywotTO, TptTOII
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U'II' (KtUOV TO
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ytllop.(IIOIl p.nu T7111 KtlnjO'tv all ,),tvOtTO Kat

OV 8(VT£POII: and in Pa,.",. 1168. 19 If.

16. lK TOU Iv.
anon. in Parm.

For the indec1. form cf. Plot. Il. 198.32, 2II. 27;
31. The only exx. I have noted in Pr. occurin

II.

I Plato clearly held that participation of a Form does not diminish or alter it:
this is expressly stated of the Form of Beauty, Symp. 211 B. Blit difficulties had
already been raised about this in his lifetime, as we see from J'aml. I.~I A fr.
2 Furlher references will be foulld in R. E. Wilt, • The Hellenism of Clement
of Alexandria', Class. Qu. 25 (1931), 200.
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Th. PI., e.g. n. ii. 85: they seem too numerous there to be due to
corruption.
~ d ,...ET' alh~ KTA.
The true reading here is doubtful, though
the meaning is clear. oiue ~v ain-~, the reading of BCD, is perhaps
most easily explained as a gloss on p.er' a';JTlJ: and if this is so the
insertion of aim-}, which the third family has preserved (or conjecturally restored), is essential to the sense.
25. SU1 ••• SUVci,...EW'" 1TEpLoua(av. The representation of reality as
a chain of spiritual forces is characteristic of N eoplatonism from
Plolinus onwards, and is especially prominent in Syrianus and Pr.
For Plotinus OVITLa is essentially dynamic: Enn. VI. iv. 9 [11. 374· 51
oVX orov n, 6JrnrEp OVITLaV avEV Swap.Ew<;;, O';'TW<;; ovS£ Svvap.w aVEtJ OVITLae; •
.;, yap Svvap.Le; (1(£' inrOIT'TaITLe; Ka~ OVITLa ~ ILE"OV OVITLae;. The divine
Intelligence is full of p.EyLIT'TaL Ka~ orov lT4>pLywlTaL Swap.m (II. 3 22 . 3 I) ;
and each Form is a Svvap.Le; lsta (II. 254. I). A remarkable passage
in Plato's Sophistes already points in this direction (247 E'TUhp.a.LYap
opov 'Ta oV'Ta we; £IT'TW OVK &:AAo 'TL 7rA~V Svvap.t'>, cf. 248 B ff.); and when
the Forms came to be regarded as ·the thoughts of a divine thinker
and identified with the content of vov,> (see prop. 167 n.), they naturally
tended to lose their purely paradeigmali~ character and become
forces. l The influence of the later Stoa, with its seminal AOYOL
conceived as Swap.ne; yOvLp.m,2 must also be taken into account:
these creative forces in Nature became for Neoplatonism the intermediaries between the Forms and the material world, and as Pr.
says (in Parm. 908. 36), 'it would be strange if the AOyOL had
creative force, yet the intelligible Forms were deprived of efficient
causality.' For the ProcJine conception of the Forms as at once
paradeigmatic and creative cf. in Parm. 841. 26 ff. 'Ta S( (Ma ELO'1
7rapaSdyp.a'Ta ~<T'TW op.ov Ka~ O'1P.LOtJPYLKa 'TWV op.oLwp.a'TWv· OV yap 'To,e;
K'1po7rAaIT'TLKO,e; £OLKE 'TWOLe;, &AA' £XEL OpalT'T?]pLOV 'T~V OVITLaV Ka, .i4>Op.oLW'TL~V 7rpo<;; ain-a 'TWV OEVr£PWV Svvap.tv.

See also props. 78-9 n.-:-For
superfluity of owap.Le; as the direct cause of creation cf. Plot. n. 150.
15 al'TL,/- Swap.Ew<;; a7rAE'TotJ: de myst. 232.12';' 7rEpLOtJITLa n7<;; ouvap.Ewe;:
SaJlust. 8. 13 otJvap.EL<;; yovLp.otJe;: Syrian. in Metaph. 187. 6 'Ta oE (JE,a
7raV'Ta ••• 7rPOELITLV ain-oyovwe; StU ..• ~v 'T~e; yOVLp.otJ Owap.Ewe; 'TWV
7rPW'TotJPywv al'TLwv 7rEpLotJITLav: ps.-Dion. Vivo Nom. 8. 6, God creates
Ka'Ta 7rEpLotJITLaV StJvap.Ewe;.
1 See Nebel, Plo/ins Kategoritn, 10 ff., l6 ff., with whom I agree in substance,
though he objects to calling the Plotinian Forms dynamic, on the grollnd that this
obscures the distinction between tbem and tbe PbiLonic Forms, which act directly
upon Matter.
• M. Aur. ix. r. On 3~~"",,S in Poseidonius, see Reinhardt, Pouidonios, 239 ff.
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4~ 0':'&£ yAp YfvlaEL: cc. in Tim. I. 390. 14 (i P.EV o~v l(aTa Q.'7rOIJ.£PlcrP.Oll, (!:T07rOll' OVSE yap ~ c/,,;crlS lAaTTOVTal 7rOlOvcra Tp{Xas ~ OSQllTaS
~ a>v\o Tl TWII P.0p{WII· 7rOAA«fi S~ 7rAloII ~II leTlPY]P.EII7JII ovcrLav KaL ~aVT1)11
vc/)(.(TTallov.crall &II£AaTTWTOII 7rPOcn/KU c/>vA&.rrUII·: also Enn. IV. ix. 4.

PROP. 28. To the laws of Emanation and of Undiminished
Giving Pr. here adds a third principle governing the procession, that
of Continuity. As there is no void in the physical universe, so there
is none in the spiritual: Prov. et Fat. 163. 3 I I processus entium
nihil re\inquunt vacuum, multo magis quam corporum situs' ; cf.
Th. PI. Ill. i. 1 18. But spiritual beings are separated not by spatial
but by qualitative intervals: Enn. VI. ix. 8 [11. 5[9' 30] Ta. &crwp.aTa
crwp.acrlll ov Sl£LPY£Tal' ovS' &cf>EcrT7JK£ TOLVVII dAA,?AWII Tome, ~T€p0T'T}Tl SE
KaL lIlacf>opij..l Spiritual continuity means that the qualitative interval
between any term of the procession and its immediate consequent is
the minimum difference compatible with distinctness; there are thus
no gaps in the divine devolution.'-This principle, like the other two,
had already been stated by Plotinus (cf. e.g. Enn. 11. ix. 3 [I. 187. 14]
&II&),K11 lcf>Ee->iS Elllal 7r&'IITa dAA,?AOLS), but it received later a more precise and clear-cut formulation. Cf. Sallust. 28.3 I OVS(II ya.p TWII 7rA£LUTOII
SL£UTWTWII &'p.£crws UlIIIU7rT£TaL' ~ SE p.HrOT'T}s op.oLa ETllaL TOtS UlIlla7rTOP.EIIOLS Ocf>£LAu, with Nock's note; Syrian. in Metaph. 109. 34 7ro." 0 aVT«fi
T«fi o(TllaL 7rOLWII 3 op.oLwp.a £aVTOV 7rOl£t, where the doctrine is ascribed
to the Pythagoreans; n. PI. VI. ii. 345. It provides the justification for the lamblicho-Procline method of mean terms (see Introd.,
p. xxii).-Whittaker', 288, makes the interesting suggestion that
Leibniz owes the idea of his rOfltinuum of monads to Neoplatonism *.
Cf. also Boehme's saying, I Eternity bringeth to birth nothing but
that which is like itself' ; and Aquinas, Summa c. Gent. I. 29, I de
natura agentis est ut agens sibi simile agat.'
18. lJ'uJl.1I"G81.. : i.e: I attuned' to the higher term by a spiritual
correspondence: cf. prop. 39 n. crvp.7r&.8ua depends on likeness
(Enn. IV. iv. 32 [11. 84. 20] rii OP.OtOTY]Tl UlIp.7racrxOIITWII). For the
history of the word, and its meaning in Plotinus, see Reinhardt,
Kosmos u. Sympathie; Heinemann, Plolin 284-5.
20. clvciYK1) Tb GLTLaTbv TOU ahLou Jl.ETIXELV. This becomes intelligible if we remember that in Neoplatonism I the cause or producer
1 So also Augustine, Civ. Dei, ix. 17 I si ergo Deo quanto similior, tanto fit
quisque propinquior, nulla est ab ilIo alia longinquitas quam eius dissimilitudo'.
2 See, however, the qualification of this principle in prop. 130.
3 As distinct from voluntary creation, which may produce something quite
different in quality from the creator.
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is always an agent .or the activity of an agent j the effect produced
may be the existence of an individual or a quality of an individual,
or both' (A. E. Taylor, Phi!. of Pr. 616). Hence the possibility of
the I analogical' argument from the effect to the cause.
34. TOllTO~~ must be taken both with ~vw,.,.€va and with op.ota.
ot~ "e(}..~OTa ~VWT(U: i.e. their immediate priors, to which they
approach nearest. ,.,.&.N.crra (BCDP) is more likely to have been
corrupted into ,.,.aAAov (MQ) than vice versa.
PROP. 29. This rather superfluous corollary is evidently designed
to emphasize the importance of o""OL(Yr"I'~ as a cosmogonic principle:
it is probably inspired by the Platonic texts vo,.,.tuat; ,.,.vptlf ICaAAwv
6j.LOLOV avofLo{ov (nom. 33 B: cf. in Tim. 11. ,78. 12 if.) and 1rclVTa
OTt ,.,.r1.Atcrra £f3oVA~()'" ywiu()at 1I"apa1l"A~ta ~aVT4' (Tim. 29 E :
cf. in Parm. 738. 40). Similarly Porphyry says that real Being
~v 1I"auav ~TEpo"lTa Bdl. Ti7t; TaVTo"lTot; inr€CTT7ICTW (.1cp. xxxvi). Cf.
prop. 32.
PROP. 30. This paradox is a necessary consequence of the attempt
to reconcile transcendence with immanence by the Neoplatonic
theory of causation. If the procession is to be timeless, and if
reversion is to be possible, the lower can never be cut off from the
higher; but if individuality is to be real, and if the higher is not to
be infected with plurality, the lower must be actualized as a separate
being, not simply a part of the higher: cf. Enn. V. ii. 2 [n. 178. 3]
1f"aVTa Of 'TaVra. (KE'VO~ Kat O-(,K £KEtVO~· (l«(tVDS JL£V, OTt l, £K£{VOV' OVI(
£ICELVOt; Bi, OTt £ICE'VO" £cp' ~aVToiJ ,.,.€VWV ;BWICEV.
Thus each hypostasis
is said to be 'in' that immediately above it, though it is not a part
of the higher hypostasis: "'vX~ ,.,.£v flv v4', uw,.,.a BE £V I/Iux:ii, voiJ .. BE £v
aAAw· TOVT01.l i)( OVK(TL ~o, iv' &v .qv (V aww· olll< (V OTWOVv apa
(En~. V. v. 9).-It will be ~oticed that Pr. do~s not in the' present
passage attempt to determine in what sense the lower is 'in' 'the
higher, and in what sense outside it j but elsewhere (in Tim. I.
2 I O. 2) he has the interesting phras'~ ~aVToL" ,.,.EV 1I"pOEA~AV()£, ,.,.€VEt B,
TO,.. ()EO''', If this be pressed, it must mean that the separateness of
the lower is an illusion resulting from a partial point of view, and it
follows that the sensible and the intelligible cosmos are both of them
appearance, and only the One fully real. This doctrine was never
accepted by the Neoplatonists, but they often seem to be on the
verge of falling into it.-The theory that the effect remains in the
cause was found convenient by Christian theologians. Aquinas is
thus enabled to prove that God knows not himsell only (like
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Aristotle's God) but his creatures also (Summa c. Gent. I. 49); and
that he has the active as well as the contemplative virtues (ibid. I. 93).
Psellus can explain that Christ oll/C cl""olJ"T"~ f)p6vwv l ....L rilv y1iv /CaTaf31.f3'TJ/C£, and that the Virgin OA'TJ T£ dvw llJ"TL /CaL OA'TJ ""PfK .q,.,.a~ /Ccl.T£'U'
(C. M. A. G. VI. 192). Cf. also prop. 124 n.
12. cl,.,.luCIIS. If a, V, c, are three terms in sequence, both proceeds from a and remains in it, while c proceeds from a and b, but
remains only in b: thus Soul both remains in Intelligence and
proceeds from it, while Nature has wholly detached itself from
Intelligence (in Tim. 1. 12. 19). Accordingly we have the triadic
arrangement (a) p.ov1" (b) ,.,.ov~ /CaL ....p608os, (c) ?Tp608o~ (in Tim. Ill.
185. 20). Hence Pr. can say (I. 17 f.) that Tb ""cl.1ITf1 ?Tpo"i6v lUTL (not
£lJ"Ta, or &v £f'TJ) ....cl.VT?1 8,a/C£/Cp,,.,.l.vov.

v

PROP. 31. Pr. now turns from the downward to the upward movement, which reunites effect to cause. Notice that (I) l ....,lJ"Tpocp~ is
a necessary accompaniment of op£~,s, i.e. it is a direction of the will
(cf. Plot. n. 147. 6); (2) as the presuppositions of op£~,s are lack of
the thing desired and awareness of it, so the conditions of E?T'UTPOCP~
are the distinctness of the effect from the cause and its potential
identity with it, in virtue of which it is uvp.....a8I.s (cf. in Parm. 922. 3ff.);
(3) the cause gives existence to the effect by ?Tp608os, value by l .... ,IJ"Tpocp~ (8,' o{i TO £lv(u £/Ccl.IJ"T'f" 8,,, TOVTOV /CaL TO £~: cc. props. 36, 37,
and n.).-The history of the words IJ"Tpocp~ and l""'lJ"TpOcp~1 shows
a progressive development from a general to a technical meaning:
noteworthy are (I) Plato's language about the • turning' of the eye
of the soul (Rep. 519 B); (2) the use of l ....,lJ"Tpocp~, ; .... ,uTpl.cpnv
for a religious • turning' or conversion (e.g. Ev. Luc. 22. 32; Act.
Apost. 15. 3); (3) Albinus (' Alcinous ') Didasc. 10 (& ""PWTO,> 8£os)
~v I/tvx!Tv TOU /C6u,.,.ov E?TEy£{pa,> /CaL ds £aVTov l ....,uTpl.I/tas. Comparing
this last with the terms in which Seneca speaks of the return of the
soul to its source (Ep. 65. 16 explicari cupit et reverti ad ilia, quorum
jut"!; Ep. 79.12 sursum ilium vocant initia sua; cc. 92.30-1), and
with Maximus of Tyre xi. 10, we may fairly conclude that the Neoplatonic concept of reversion has its roots in Middle Platonism, and
perhaps in Poseidonius: it is at once an interpretation of Plato and
a philosophical counterpart to the Hellenistic religious teaching
about the • Himmelfahrt '.-On £?T'lJ"Tpocp~ ....po,> £avT6 see props.
15-17 and nn.
28. KaT' oGu(a,,: see prop. 39.
1 Cf. Witt in Class. Qu. 25 (1931),202 f.
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PROP. 32. As likeness is the condition of procession (prop. 29),
so also it is the condition of reversion: cf. Sallust. 26. 22 ~P.£L<; 8£
ctyat10t p.Ev DVT(<; 8t' op.otOT"f}Ta t1WIS a1JVa7rTop.£t1a, KUKOL

oE

y£vop.£VOt Ot'

Pr. no doubt has in mind Theaet. 176 B
4>vy~ oE op.o{WUt<; t1£'l! KaTa. TO ovvaTov, ' 4>vy~ being interpreted as
reversion (cf. Enn. I. vi. 8). Moreover, likeness is the condition of
all knowledge (Enn. I. viii. I [I. 99. 14J T1]<; yvwu£w<; €KaUTWV Ot'
op.ot<Yr"f}To<; ytyvop.lv"f}<;: I·n Tt"m. 11. 298. 27, Ill. 160. 18); and knowledge is a kind of reversion (in Tim. II. 287. I, cf. prop. 39). Finally,
likeness is the principle on which theurgy depends for its theoretical
possibility: cf. Pr. fragm. in C. M. A. G. VI. 148 If., esp. 148. 2 I
ot 7raAat uo4>o{ .•. E7r~OVTO t1£{a<; ovvap.(t<; £i<; TOV OV"f}TOV T07rOV Kat Ota.
&VOP.OtOT"f}Ta XWpt,op.£(}a.

r1}<; OP.OLOT"f}TO<; E4>£LAKvuavro· lKav~ yap ~ OP.OLOT7]<; a1JVa7rTHV Ta. DI'Ta
&AA~AOL<;.- The

doctrine of this proposition reappears in ps.-Dion.
Div. Nom. 9. 6 Kat EUTtV ~ T1]<; O£{a<; OP.OUffYJTO<; OVVUP.L<; ~ Ta 7rapuyop.£va
7rclVTa. 7rPb~ TO atTtOV E1rLUTp£cpoUl7a.
4. -rrpO'i (I = 7rpb<; TO 7rPO<; 0: cf. prop. 18, l. 19, (V ok
5. -rr&v 1I"pO'i -rr&v: cf. prop. IS, l. 33 ?l"avru ?l"po<; ?l"aVTU a1JVaif;H.
PROP. 33. Procession and reversion together constitute a single
movement,2 the diastole-systole which is the life of the universe: cf.
infra prop. 146; in Tim. 1. 210. 10; Porph. &4>. xxx. § r.
13. OOUV(l-rrT£L 111 dpxf TO n?.o'i: cr. Enn. Ill. viii. 7 [I. 339. 23]
TEAO<; a1l"UULV ~ &pXr/; V. viii. 7 fin. [11. 240. 20]; de myst. 31. 16 ;
Syrian. in Metaph. 38. 3. Alcmaeon of Croton had said that man
dies OTt otJ OvvuTaL -rT/v rlPX~v T'l! TlA£L ?l"pOUaif;UL (Arist. ProM. 916 a
34): reversion is thus, as Arnou observes, the guarantee of immortality.
18. TC;:W S~ -rrpO'i Ta. dVWT'PW: i.e. the reversion may be carried
beyond the proximate cause to the remoter: cf. prop. 38. So
ps.·Dion. says that he who strives upward passes KaTa. (3paxv OLa. TWV
aVTOV 7rPWTWV E1TL 'Ttl tTl. 7rp6T£pa, Kat Ot.' EKE{VWY E1T'L ,Ta 7rpWTLUTa, Kat
T£AHWOt"t<; £7rt T7JV ctKP~Ta 'T7JV O£UP?,LK¥ (Eec!. Hier. 2·3, 4).
PROP. 34. This is the converse of prop. 31. We saw there that,
given the metaphysical &pX~' we can argue to the ethical TEAO<;: here
we argue from the ethical TlAO'i to the metaphysical &pXr/' Both
arguments depend ultimately on the identity of the efficient with the
1 On the historical importance of this passage see K. Praechter in Hermts, 51
(1916), 510- 2 9.
2 In the case of the higher realities not a movement, strictly speaking, but
a timeless relation. Cf. prop. 3'1, H. 5 ff.
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final cause (prop. 12), which implies that ethics must retrace in an
upward direction the downward path of metaphysics.-In the
corollary Pr. infers the creative role of the Intelligence from its
character as &p£KTOV (which is assumed without proof, cf. prop. 8 n.).
This creative role is a necessary consequence from the identification
of the Aristotelian voil~ with the Platonic demiurge. 1 But Pr. is
careful to point out that the' creation' of the world-order, like the
• reversion' of the world-order upon its cause, is timeless, and therefore consistent with the infinite duration of that order in time: cf.
Enn. Ill. ii. I [1. 226. 23] voilv 7TpO aVroil (Toil KOUI'0V) ETvat oVX W~
~V'l! 1rPOTEpoV OVTa, dAA' OTt 1rape.. voil lun Kal q,UU£L 1rpOT£pO~ lKEtVO~
Kal aLno~ TOUTOV ••• 8t' lKEtVOV O}'TO~ KILl V1rOUTa.VTO~ <id, and Inge S I.
143 ff. The infinite duration of the KOUI'O~ is not formally proved
in El. Th.; but it was the subject of a separate work, now lost,
which provoked the extant reply of Philoponus, de aeternitate mundi
contra Produm.
23. ,",v KaT' O~UL!1V c1PE~LV: see prop. 39.
5. o~ SL4 TOUTO o~Xl 'II'pOELULV. The omission of the first negative
in M and the printed editions reduces the whole passage to confusion.
In PQ it is restored to the text bu't in the wrong place, obviously by
conjecture.
PROP. 35. Combining the results reached in the preceding group
of props. Pr. now affirms as a trinity-in-unity the three moments of
the Neoplatonic world·process, immanence in the cause, .procession
from the cause, and reversion to the cause-or identity, difference,
and the overcoming of difference by identity. This triad is one of
the governing principles of Pr.'s dialectic; but Zeller' is scarcely
justified in regarding it as Pr.'s special contribution to the architecture
of the Neoplatonic system. Not only is it applied by Plotinus (as
we have seen, and as Z. of course recognizes) to the relation between
each hypostasis and its immediate prior; but its further application
to the relations within a hypostasis, which Z. regards as especially
Procline, occurs already in the anonymous fragment on the
Parmenides, where in the second hypostasis.;, KaTe.. rI}~ ika~tv lvipyELa
is said to be ~uTwua, while';' KaTe.. T~V vOT}UtV is (1~ avrl}v UTpaq,£tUa,
and .;, KaTe.. rl}v 'w~v is (f( rill: V7ro.p'£WI: EKV(UUaua. S Moreover, Pr.
himself says (in Tim. n. 2 I 5. 5) that Iamblichus called the monad
On the difference between Proc1us and Plotinus in this matter see prop. 174 n.
Ill'. H. 847 If.
s V. I ... OntheauthorshipoflhisworkseenowP.Hadot,R.E.G.74(1961 ),
410 If., who makes a strong cnse for assigning it to Porphyry.
1

2
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the cause of identity, the dyad the introducer of procession and
difference, and the triad the origin of reversion: this implies that
for Iamblichus identity, procession and reversion were general
cosmogonic principles, and we shall probably not be wrong in
regarding him as Pr.'s main source in all this part of his doctrine •. According to Brehier 1 the difference between Plotinus and the later
school in this matter is that the former makes immanence, procession
and reversion different aspects of a single reality, such as Soul or
Intelligence, while the later writers hypostatize them in three separate
realities, such as Being, Life and (intellective) Intelligence, thus
spoiling the Plotinian world-scheme. Much of Pr.'s language
certainly lays him open to this charge; but the present proposition,
with its explicit insistence that the three a,spects are inseparable,
warns us against assuming that the triadic moments within each
stratum of reality are themselves' hypostases '. Cr. Damasc. 1. 17 I .26
EV 1TavTL vc!i Ta Tp{a (UT{, and infra prop. I 03 n.-The triad immanence
-procession-reversion had a considerable history. Ps.·Dion.
applies it to the divine love (Div. Nom. 4. 14); Psellus to the
Christian Trinity (C.M.A.G. VI. 165.36 ff.). For Erigena God is
'principium, quia ex se sunt omnia quae essentiam participant;
medium autem, quia in ipso et per ipsum subsistunt atque moventur ;
finis vero, quia ad ipsum moventur' (de div. nal. 152 A). Dietrich
of Freiberg holds that' sicut omnia ab ipso (deo) intellectualiter
procedunt, ita omnia in ipsum con versa sunt' (de zntelleclu et intelligi"il; 130 Krebs).
PROPS. 36, 37. Procession is a passage from better to worse (cf.
Enn. V. viii. I [Il. 231. 25J); reversion, a passage from worse to
better (cL Enn. VI. ix. 9 [11. 520. 28J). Reversion may be said to
restore to reality the value which was lost in the procession, without
annihilating the individuality which procession creates. We may
trace here the influence of the Aristotelian doctrine that TO .l.;EAi~ is
'YEView 1TpOTEPOV but -rii ovu{f/- UUTEPOV (Metaph. r077 a 18, &c.); but
Pro's E1T((J'TPOCP~ is not to be equated with Aristotle's 'YlVEUL~, since
the reversion of the higher realities is timeless (prop. 34, I. 7). Cf.
props. 77-9 nn.-It is natural to ask what it is that is 'generated by
reversion' (prop. 37, I. 7); for while procession is a creative process,
reversion has so far appeared as a relation or a state of the will.
The answer appears to be that reversion -generates the progressive
perfection of the lower principle: cf. Enn. Ill. iv. I [I. 261. 5]
I

Hisl. de I'hilos. I. 475 f.
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dP.OptPWTOV lY(VVaTO, El8011"0LE'TO 8€ Tt? 17ncrTpltPEcrfJoL 71'PO" TO YEvv7jcrOV
OtOll (,CTPEtP0/LEJlov: in Tim. Ill. J 43. 4 ff. Thus the cosmos receives
life by reversion to Soul (in Tim. 11. 284 ••6); and Being, which

becomes Life by procession, becomes Intelligence by reversion
(Th. PI. Ill. xiv. 143). Cf. props. 71, 72.
12. l+' 3 ,., 1I'p608~ 'crxaTol', bo TOlhou 1I'PWTOU'" t!1I'LUTpO+~. Psellus
applies this principle to the population of the Christian Heaven-

"
,
."
(TO~L",,,,
'I:) ....'
, TO'"
~.
~,
•
EcrX0TrJ
TETOKTOL
.". 0nEI\LK."
0." 71'PWT"'I
OllLOVcrLV
EUTL
(C.M.A.G. VI. 182.31).
PROP. 38. The stages of the return repeat those of the procession,
but in the reverse order: thus. e.g. body proceeds from the Ope
through Intelligence and Soul, and reverts to it through Soul and
Intelligence: cf. props. 128, 129.
"TU.CUlTu
, .~KaT~pal'
,
' eaL. EKOTEPOII
. ' (sc. 71'POOOOII
't'
23. 8£L~'
yap 1I'pUS
YLVEU
KOI.'
l7l'LUTpOtP~II) is confirmed by 1. 20 EKOTlpa. Y'"ETOL (where EKcLTEPa.
cannot be right). Unless, then, Pr. is using his words here with
unaccustomed looseness, 71'po .. TO OVTO must mean either' towards the
same mean term' (which is the intermediate stage in both movements); or 'in relahon to the same highest term' (not' towards " for
this would be true only of the reversion).
PROP. 39. The three grades of reversion here described correspond
respectively to crw/Lo, 't?Oll, and I/IvxTI in the sensible world; and' to
($11, 'w~, and YOv" in the intelligible (cf. prop. 101). When Plot.
speaks of reversion, the reference is commonly to the (011SaOUS
reversion of Soul upon Intelligence or of Intelligence upon the One.
But (I) if reversion is to be an exact analogue of procession it must
be equally universal j and (2) it had been an accepted commonplace
since Eudoxus that all things have some nisus towards the Good, conscious or unconscious (cf. prop. 8 n.). In the case of organic beings
this nisus is shown in their tendency to achieve, as they develop, the
perfections proper to their kind; Plato himself had said that the
Good Life was choiceworthy even for tPVTa. (Phil. 22 B). This is
Pr.'s 'WTLK~ E7I'LUTpot/>~, which is still an lVEPYELO, though a blind one.
It is less easy to see what is meant by the' existential reversion' of
inanimate things, which have no lvlpyELo,l and whose appetition is
a mere E7I'LT.,,8ELoTrJ" 71'po.. /LlfJ.eLv. The explanation is to be found in
the theory of crV/L7I'&.fJELO and the actual practice of theurgic magic.
The E7I'LT.,,8ELOT"'~ is not a generalized capacity for the reception of
1 Tk. PI. 11. vi. 96 'Ta 'lfti.IT1/S ."fP'Yfias Itrrff17/,.'"'' ,.f.,./X"
.,.ijs 'frpbs "in-b (.,.b Iv) 111I""f/lijs.

K".,.a ",~" "iI.,..." .,.ti.t",
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any and every form, such as bare Matter possesses, nor, indeed,
a capacity for the reception of form (in the ordinary sense) at all .,
but for the reception of a cnlv8."p.a. or m;p.{3oAov, a magical corre·
spondence which links each material thing EVTav8a with a particular
spiritual principle or group of principles EK'!': cf. in Tim. I. 210. 20
~ ,pVUL<; ••• EVT{8."UL Ka~ TOl<; uwp.aUL T1j<; rrpo<; 8(ov<; awwv OUc£L()TT/TO<;
CTV,,8~p.a.Ta, Toi<; p.~v 'HALaKU, TOl<;

8E l£A."VLaKU, TOl<; 8E ciAAOV TLVO<; 8(wv,
KTA. According to Th. PI. H.
(viii). 104-5, reversion consists in the desire for identification with
this cnlv8."p.a, and through it with the cause: U£{3ETuL 'JruVTa KaTa
Ka~ E-rrtUTp£,p£L Ka~ TaWa 'Jrpo<; 8wv<;,

,pVULV EKEivov Ka~ 8La TOV 'JrpO~KOVTO<; aw~ P.VUTLKOV CTVv8~p.aTo<; lvtC(Tac.,
T7jv OLK£Lav ,pVULV d7l"08vOfL(Va KaL p.ovov (IvaL TO EKEtVOV uVv8"'fLa
U1rEv8oVTa Ka~ fLOVOV fL£T£Xnv EKE{VOV, 7I"o81(l T1j<; dYVWUTOV ,pVU(w<; Ka.t ril<;
TOU dya80v 7I"."y7j~.1 Certain of these CTVv8-qp.a.Ta were known to the

theurgists, and were used by them as a means to union with the
gods (de myst. .97. 4, &c.; Pr. in C. M. A. G. VI. 148 ff.; Hopfner,
Gr.·Ai. Ojfenbarungszauber I. §§ 389 ff.). See also prop. 145 n., and
Introd. pp. xx, xxii.-The three types of reversion reappear in
Damascius (I. 173 If.), who expends much useless subtlety in
elaborating the doctrine; and in ps.-Dion. (Div. Nom. 4.4), who,
however, intercalates a I perceptual' reversion between the vital and
the cognitive.
E. Of the Selj-consfifuted (props. 40-51):
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The self-constituted exists (40).
It is identical with TO El' lavTcil (41).
It is that which is capable of reflexive consciousness (42,43).
It is everlasting (firs~ proof, 45, 46; second proof, 47-9).
It is timeless in its existence, but not n·ecessarily in its
activity (50, 5 r).
Prop. 44 is not logically in place in this group, but seems to be
introduced because of the close connexion of the group as a whole
with the proof of the immortality. of the soul, fOI which prop. 44
supplies one of the steps.
PROP. 40. The system as so far expounded appears to be a rigid
monistic determinism: the higher entity as formal·efficient cause
determines completely the procession of the lower, and as final cause
its reversion. It was impossible to make a breach in the continuity
of this scheme by the introduction of genuinely self-determining
I

Even the inorganic is here credired with something analogous to will.

Enn. IV. iv. 36.

Cf.
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principles other than the One; at the same time it was necessary to
make some provision for the freedom of the human will, which
Hellenistic philosophy in general regarded as a necessary ethical
postulate. Hence the concept of the aMU7I'ocrraToII or 'self-constituted " which is not' self-caused' in the sense of being an independent
d.pm, but' hypostatizes itself' or determines the particular potentiality
which shall be actualized in it 1 Such principles have a double
origin Ka2 '7I'apaTWII apXT/YLKWII aLT{wlI Ka2 '7I'ap' €aUTWII (,-n Tim. Ill. 39· 4:
cf. ibid. 2IO. 30; Syrian. in Me/aple. II6. 6, I87. 6); and are thus
intermediate between the One which transcends causality and the
lower existences which are p'urely causa/a, just as the atJToK{IIT/Ta are
intermediate between the d.K{IIT/TOII and the €T(PoK{IIT/Ta (prop. 14:
cf. in Parm. II45. 34 ff.).-The starting-point of this doctrine of
double determination is perhaps to be found in the Platonic conception of Soul as that which has life in its own right: cf. Porph_ d.cp.
xvii, T] "'uX~ - •• ~II 'wl1 '7I'ap' €aVTije; ixovCT'f/ TO '~II K(KTT/P.f.IIT/ TO (lllaL,
and xix, Ta P.~II KaO' (aUTa ~cp(UT7JK6Ta, za /)£ 3.AAwlI (Le; TO (lllaL /)(op.(JIa :
also prop. 189 infra. But· I cannot trace the term aMU7I'OcrraToII
further back than lamblichus (ap. Stob. Il. 174. 22 [400 H]); and
to him probably is due the elaboration of the doctrine and its
extension to all (Ma: it is already fully developed in Syrianus ·.-The
'proof' given here for the existence of the aMU'7I'ocrruTolI dep~nds on
its identity with the a-oTapK(e;, whose existence is assumed without
proof both here and in props. 9-10.
24. ~",.o iUUTO 'll'upciyov o"x ;., EaTUL. Plot. raises a like objection
against the doctrine that God is self-created, but meets it by saying
that God is altogether maker, nothing in him is made- he is ~f.py£La
3.IIW ovu{ae; (Enn. VI. Viii. 20). When, however, TO aVOv7l'OUTaTOII
became a formal attribute of the lower O(ta, it was necessary that the
supreme principle should transcend it, just as it is already ~'7I'f.K£Llla
aWapK({ae; in Plot. (V. iii. 17). Cf. in Parm. 1149- 32 ff.
PROP_ 41. There is a close correlation in Neoplatonism between
the notions of ~'71" 3.AAou (d.'7I" d.Uou, '7I'ap' d.Uou) and £11 aU'll: 2 cf.
Enn_ 11. ix. I (I. 184. 12) '7I'all TO ~v a:>..~ Ka2 '7I'ap' d.Uou : V. v. 9 in£!. :
Porph. d.CP_ xxxix: Pr. in Parm. 1146. 18. Hence the aMU'7I'OaTaTOII
}s identified with TO' £11 (auT!fi,· i.e. with that which can exist in its
Cf. props. 99, loon. In one passage Pr_ distinguishes two grades of Q{'9placing the human soul in the lower (in Tim. I. 233_ 13).
2 Amou. 16z •.
3 Pr. sometime~, however, makes Tb lJl ~"U'I'rji the equivalent of Tb 4p./9EK'I'OJl,
thl1s restricting its application to the monad of each transverse series nnd excluding from its scope the individual souls and intelligences (in Parm. 707. 18) j
1
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own right without inhering in a substrate, as soul can exist without
body, and intelligence without soul. Such a principle is its own
substrate in so far as it is its own cause: it is (V Ev2 T7jv aidav Ka2 Tb
cl'IT' aiT{at; CTVV[lPTlKOt; (Th. PI. Ill. (vi). 126). So Plot. says that in the
intelligible world 'none walks upon an alien earth: for each the
environment is its own essence ... since the substrate is Intelligence
and he is himself Intelligence' (Enn. V. viii. 4).~Notice that in
El. Th. (V cUA'fI always means' in something lower', though elsewhere
it is sometimes applied to a principle which has identified itself with
its cause by reversion: cf. in Parm. 1136. 29, where the two senses
of the term are contrasted.
PROPS. 42,48. On self-reversion or introversion see props. 15-17 n.
It appears here as the form of reversion characteristic of the selfconstituted; but it does not, of course, exclude an eventual reversion
to a higher principle, any more than the notion of the self-constituted
excludes an ultimate procession from such a principle. For the
doctrine cf. Porph. clt/J. xli, where vovt; is cited as an example of a
faculty which is capable of introversion or self-knowledge and is
therefore £v EaVT~, in contrast with aZufJTlULt;, whose objects ate
external to it and whose being is dependent on these objects and on
the bodily organs. 1
18. WaTE Ka.L a.~TO la.u-r¥: cf. prop. 7, H. 19 ff.
24. CJTpa..~crETa.,. PQ have the usual (7I'LClTpat/J-r1UETaL, but I have
thought it unsafe to introduce this into the text here or in prop. 47,
l. 31, in view of in Tim. I. 210. 4 and in erat. 6. 7, where the MSS.
agree in giving the uncompounded forms CTTpot/J~, CTTp't/JfufJa,: the
latter are frequent in Plot. and Porph.
PROP. 44. The argument from introverted activity to introverted
(i.e. independent) existence is an essential step in the proof of
immortality which Pr. has in mind in this and the following props.
Cf. Plat. Phaedo 79 D; and for the relation of lvip,,(na to OVUI.a.,
supra, prop. 16.
3. SUVa.Ta.,. The indicative is more in accordance with Pr.'s usage,
since this part of the supposition is true. For the indicative of fact
in conjunction with the optative of false supposition cf. prop. 42,
I. 14 f.
4. KpELTTOV ••• 5. JIoii},.},.oll: cf. prop. 25, 1. 35 n.

whereas in El. Tn. even the ,.epllt*, t/l1I~, being IIbB.,."thrTIITO$ (prop. 189), is I"
illvrji.
1 5""'0'" is intermediate in this Il5 in other respects between ..our and tdllBt,IIU
(Enn. V. iii.3-4).

s
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PROPS. 45, 46. This argument for the eternity of spiritual substanc(!s is in principle traditional, and does not depend on the
formal concept of the I self-constituted '. Its real basis is the general
theory that the phenomenal order is not self-explanatory (see prop.
7 n.): if spiritual substances were part of the phenomenal order we
should have to posit other spiritual substances in order to account
for them, and so ad infinitum-for y£vErns can be explained only by
the operation of ovuLa, and cp60pa by its ceasing to operate. Cr.
Plat. Phdr. 245 C-E: Arist. de mot. animo 700 a 35 Y£V£UEWS Kat
cp60pas ovoap.ws orov TE aUTO a~T'i> ainov EivaL oUUv: Plot. Enn. IV. vii.
9 (14): Pr. in Tim. I. 281. 6 If., 296. 29 ff.; Th. PI. Ill. (vi). 126.
16. " yiVE(1L" 086.. lUTIV lK TOU dTE}..OU!> EL!> TA lVGVTLOV To..ELOV. Cf.
Arist. de gen. et corr. 331 a 14 ~ Y£VEUL<; Els £vaVT{a Kat £~ £vaVT{WV:
Phys. 193 b 13 ~ Y£VEULS boos £1<; CPVULV, 225 a 13 ~ OVK £~ VrrOKELp.£vOV
Els ~rroKELp.EVOV p.ETa{30A7} KaT' tivT{cpaUtV ylvEULS f:UTLV. Pr. contrasts
this evolution of the perfect from the imperfect with the involution'
which is characteristic of OVULa. in Tzin. Ill. 322. I ff.
19. 1TpA.. TO Tijs ollaLG!> TE}..ELIIITLK6v. I have noticed no other
example of O'llVEivat. or lvvrraPXELv, rrpOS Tt in Pr. ; but U1JJIOVULa rrpO<;
occurs in Plot. (Seidel, de usu praepositionum Plotiniano 48), and
Iamb. (de myst. q6.18). In Plot. 11. 4q. 32, which Seidel quotes,
'/I'po<; should not be construed with U1JJIji.
26. cITE IGUTO ollK d'll'O}..EL'I\'OV: PI at. Phdr. 245 C p.ovov 87j TO 0.&0
KtVOvV, iin OVK tirroAEtrrOV ~a1JTo. 01l1rOTE AfyEL KLVOlJP.£VOV.
I

PROPS. 47-9. These propositions constitute a second argument
for the eternity of spiritual substances. independent of the first and,
like it, traditional. Its starting point is Plato Phaedo 78 C ff., which
it combines with the Phaedrus passage. Cf. Arist. Metaph. 1088 b
14 ff.; Plot. Enn. IV. vii. 12 (q) [11.140. 1I ff.]; Porph. ticp. xiv;
Pr. in Tim.1. 285. I I-IS; Psell. de anima 1049 B Migne.
32. TOUTO SE dSUl'aTol': cf. prop. IS. and in Parm. 785. 10 ff.
33. TA ~~I' XEtpOV EUTGL II' GIlT'ii. TO Sol fJo..nol'. Nicolaus objects
that a composite need not be composed of a better and a worse;
but Pr. is following Aristotle, who held that the cnJJl6ETOV necessarily
includes an element of VAYJ (Metaph. 1088 b IS).
10. dS"I.}..UTOV (Phaedo 80 B) is opposed to resolution into elements; liaKlSGaTol' (cf. Phaedo 77 E), to withdrawal from the substrate.
PROPS. 50, 51. The self-constituted is without beginning or end
in time; but this must not exclude the possibility of its having a
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temporal historY-Qtherwise the human soul, which enters into the
time-series, will not be self-constituted, and the proof of immortality
will be manqul. Accordingly Pr. introduces here the distinction
between temporal existence and temporal activity: the concept of
the self-constituted excludes the former, but not necessarily the
latter. As we shall see later (prop. 191), the human soul combines
an eternal essence with activity in time (a vie\v suggested by Legg.
x. 904 A, and held also by Plotinus); the same is true of ~ TOU
7raVTo<; .pUfTL. (in Tim. I. 257. 8, cf. ~ntl. n. i. and prop. 34 n.); and
of time itself, which Plato and the Chaldaean Oracles had called
atWvLO' (in Tim. Ill. 26. 2). The distinction reappears in ps.-Dion.
(Div. Nom. 10.3) and Psellus (de omnif. doe!. cap. 80). It is, moreover, the source of the scholastic doctrine of aevum, which is the
mode of being of created intelligences and is intermediate between
eternity and time: aevum comports change of thought and volition
without change of substance.'
20. Ta.&TlIv Ka.Ta. c!.ple,,6v: i.e. identical in material as well as in
species (Arist. Metaph. 1016 b 31, &c.).
24. iv Tc\J a.&Tc\J £tVa.l. Port. and Cr. translate 'in eodem Esse';
but I can find no parallel in Pr. for this barbarism. T~ aVT~ €Ivat~ if
sound, must be the dative of TO aUT~ E!vat: cf. prop. 170, 1. 15
TaUToII Tcfj £KclOT'f! (lvat.
28. TOVrO Si inlv ill TciI ,,~ £IIIa.l TO £Iva.l EX£LV. Cf. Arist. Phys.
263 b 26 El 8 .iv V7rPOTEPOV p.~ ov, &.Va-YK1) YLYVEfT(}at ~V Kat OTE Y{YVETat
p.~ funv, OUX otov TE ft, &'TOP.OV. xpovov. StatpEtu(}aL TOV Xpovov. Nazzari 2
well compares Hegel's saying that time is ' the form of urirest, ... of
that which comes-to-be and passes away: so that its being is notbeing' (EncycloPiidie § 448).
F. Of Time and Eternity (props. 52-5).
Nature of eternal existence and eternal activity (52).
Eternity and Time as transcendent hypostases (53)'
3. Eternity and Time as 'measures' (54).
4. Everlasting duration in time distinguished from eternal
existence (55).
1.

2.

PROP. 52. Pr.'s account of eternal existence goes back to Plato
Tt"m. 37 E ff. and ultimately to Parmenides (v. 66 OV8£7rOT' ~v ouS'
I Cf. Aquinas, Summa TheologilU, Pars. I, quo x, art. 5, quoted by A. E. Taylor,
Comm. tm Plato's TimoNls, 679; Inge', n. 99 If. lnge seems to confuse the doctrine of !/It/xl! as mediator between time and eternity with that of allll6T'Is KClTa
Xp&vov (see prop. 55 n.); tbe latter cannot be the prototype of aevl4m, since it
involves an ' earlier' and a ' later' not merely in its activity but in its essence.
2 La Diolettico di Proc!o e il Soppravento della Filosofia Cristiana 29 f.
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(UTat, E1I"£L vuv (CTTtV bJLou 1I"iiv). His account of eternal activity is
derived from Aristotle's conception of the divine life as an ~v'py",a
aICLVYJuLa<; (E.N. 1154 b 27) which is complete in each moment. Cr.
Plot. Ill. vii. 4jin., where the two concepts are already combined.
From Neoplatonism the notion of eternity as a totum simul passed
into Christian theology: cL Augustine Conj. XI. 1 J non praeterire
quicquam in aeterno, sed totum esse praesens; de Trinitate XII.
14; Boethius de (01zsol. V. Prosa 6 interminabilis vitae tota simul
et perfecta possessio j Aquinas, Summa Tlzeologiae, Pars I, quo x,
art·5·
IS. W!i Kal TOUVOJJoa. lJJo+a.(V€L: this etymology is as old as Aristotle
(de eado 279 a 17 ff.). Cf. Plot. Ill. vii.4jin. To Pr. names are
significant as being ayo.AJLaTa Tl7w1I"payp.r5.Twv AoytlCo. (in Parm. 851. 8).

PROP. 53. Tim.~ and eternity are here treated not as modes of the
spirit but as substantive principles having, like other spiritual substances, both an immanent and a transcendent existence. In this
Pr. deserts the sober and penetrating analysis of Plotinus, who
regards eternity as a oto.(hut<; of the Real (Ill. vii. 4ft1Z.), and time as
the formal aspect of the activity of Soul (ibid. II-I 2), 'the form of
willed change' (Inge). This unfortunate development may be merely
the result of a ' critique simpliste' 1 applying the same formula to all
concepts indifferently; but I suspect that Pr. had a special reason
for hypostatizing alwv and Xpovo<;, namely their importance in late
Hellenistic cultus and contemporary magic. A deified Alwv 2 (probably in origin a Hellenized form of the Persian God Zervan) has a
prominent place not only in Gnostic and Hermetic speculation and
in the magical papyri, but in the sacred book of later Neoplatonism,
the Oracula Chaldaica (cf. in Tim. Ill. 14.3) ; and Pr. accordingly
calls alwv 'an intelligible god' (ibid. Ill. 13.22). For the divinity ot
XpOvo<;, again, Pr. quotes the authority of 'the best theurgists, such
as Julianus' (the author or compiler of the Orae. Chald.), in Tim. Ill.
27.8; and he mentions a recipe for evoking Xpovo<; in bodily form,
ibid. 20.22. It is clear from the discussion in in Tim. III that the
immediate source of much of what Pr. has to say about time and
eternity is Iamblichus j but the.blending of the Greek philosophical
concept with the oriental religious phantasy is already observable in
Corp. Herm. xi. It may have been facilitated, as Zepr3 suggests, by
1 Brehier, E1ist. de Pltilos. I. 473.
2 ~ee especially Reitzenstein, flas

iranisclte Er/osunpttlysterium, J88 If.;
J. Kroll, Lekren des HermtsI, 67 If. Plot. himself says that ..I':'" 'might well be
called a god' (Ill. vii. 5).
a Arcltivf. Religionswissensckaft, 25 (1927), 24711".
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Aristotle's description of o.l.ov as (Nio<; in the first book of the de (ado,
where also we find the contrast between a supreme ai.ov and individual
alwv~<; in its original form, as a contrast between the measure of the
life of the whole OVPo.vo,> and the measures of the individual lives
contained in it.
PROP. 54. The traditional Academic definition of Time was' the
measure of movement' ("OpOL 411 B: cf. Arist. Phys. 220 b 25).
This description was riddled with criticism by Plotinus (Ill. vii. 9,
12, 13), whose fundamental objection to it is that it tells us what
time is used for without bringing us any nearer to understanding
what time is. But it serves Pr. as a way of stressing the reality of
time as something independent of and higher than its content, against
the Aristotelian view which made it a 71"0.80'> KLn}o-(W'> (Phys. '251 b
28) and an &'pt8JLTJTOV, something itself counted or measured (Phys.
220 b' 8, cL Pr. in Tim. Ill. 4. 23 ff.). From the same motive Pr. calls
o.i.ov the measure of o.l.ovLa (following Iamblichus, as appears from in
'rim. Ill. 33. I ff.). The doctrine reappears in Aquinas (Summa
Theologiae I.e.).
8. 'll'a. .. a.~w.: why' every eternity', asks Nicolaus, when there is
only one? But each of the immanent eternities is the measure of
its participant eternal, as it in turn is measured by the transcendent
Eternity. Cf. Aristotle's o.lwv~'> j and the conception of 'relative
infinity', prop. 93.
PROP. 55. The temporal perpetuity (tL8L~'> KaTo. Xpovov) of the
KOUJLO<; was stubbornly maintained by the Neoplatonists against
Stoics, Gnostics and Catholics (cf. prop. 34 n.). The purpose of
the present prop. is to affirm the necessary existence of a class of
things having such perpetuity, and to distinguish this from eternity
proper (0.1.01'), which belongs only to immaterial principles. The
conception of temporal perpetuity as a . mean term' (see Introd.,
p. xxii) was suggested by Tim. 37 D ToiiTO (the eternal nature of TO
11 (UT! ~wov) JL€V 81] TciJ Y(VTJTciJ 7I"al'T(AW'> 7I"pOUo.7rT£LV OVK ~v 8vvaTov. Cr.
Plot. I. v. 7; Porph. &.q,. xliv. § 3; Pr. in Tim. I. 233. 18 ff.; 235.
21 ff.; 278.3 ff. In the last passage two kinds of MSLo. Ko.Ta xpovov
are distinguished (after Aristotle), those which are perpetual only as
wholes (e.g. the sublunar elements) and those whose parts also are
perpetual (the ovpavo,).
23. o~Koii...... 25, TA 'll'OT~ C:I'T"''' c: .... Omissions have played havoc
with this sentence in the MSS. and printed editions; but the earlier
part of it is fortunately preserved intact in BCD, and the missing

23°
'TrOTE

before

..

OVK OVTWS
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(ll. 24-5) is supplied by PQ, perhaps from

conjecture.
G. Of the degrees of causality (props. 56-65).
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The earlier members of the causal series have the greater
efficacy (56-7).
Relation of multiplicity to causal efficacy (58-62).
Distinction of participated principles as enduringly or contingently participated (63).
Distinction of substances as self-complete or incomplete (64).
Distinction of three modes of existence (65).

PROP. 56. When the principle of transcendence is pressed too
hard the world of experience tends to break loose from its ultimate
causes. This and the following proposition are designed to obviate
this danger by showing .that the ultimate causes are actively present
in the whole causal series. Every cause is responsible not only for
the exist~nce of its effects but also for the whole of the causative
activity of those effects-a view w.hich seems logically to issue in a
rigid deterministic monism, and is difficult to reconcile with the
doctrine of aMV7rocrraTa (prop. 40). For an illustration cf. in rim.
111.222. 7ff.-This theorem was found very useful by some of the
later scholastics as a means of reconciling the emanationism taught
by Avicenna with the orthodox' creationist I view: it is cited for this
purpose by Dietrich of Freiberg, de intdlec/u et intelligibi/i, 11. i. 134
Krebs, 'quicquid fiat ab inferio~i et secunda causa, illud idem fit a
prima causa, sed eminentiori modo, scilicet per modum creation is ' ; 1
cf. also Albert. Magn. X. 413 a Borgnet.
18. y£vv~. £y£vva, which Cr. adopts, seems to have been introduced by a scribe who took TO 8£vTfpov as accus.
19. 8£UTlpws. 8wripov, which the edd. keep, is grammatically
impossible; and 8WTEPOV (M) is at least very awkward, since it has
a different reference from To 8WTEPOV in the preceding clause. The
archetype presumably had If.
PROP. 57. The last prop. made it clear that any spiritual principle
is more potent than its consequent in the sense that it produces all
the effects of the consequent and also the consequent itself. But
there is always mo{e in the cause than in the consequent: neither
1 Ueberweg-Geyerll , 5:'i, is clearly in error in describing this as' a modification
derived from Christian circles'.
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its being nor its activity is exhausted in the consequent and its
effects. Hence the doctrine that its causal efficacy extends farther
down the scala naturae than that of its consequent. This is
a post-Plotinian development, at least in its explicit formulation.
But it is older than Pr.: Syrian us formally applies it to the relation
of the One and Being-TO yap ~V Kat lJ1TfP TO tJv Kat <TVV T<l' 6vn Kat
E'Il"t TaSf TOV 6V"TO~, W~ E'Il"t rij~ vA.7J~ Kat rij~ ClTfP~UfW~ (in Metaplz. 59.
I7). Zeller 1 considers it an undigested borrowing from Aristotle,
due to Pr.'s confusion of the causal relation with that of genus and
species, and inconsistent with the structure of the N eoplatonic
system: e.g. in Aristotle the inanimate is a species of TO 6V coordinate with the animate, whereas a Neoplatonist, says Zeller,
should only derive it from TO 6V indirectly through the mediation of
the animate. But Pr. does not regard the inanimate as co-ordinate
with the animate, though both are caused by TO 6v-any more than
he regards Matter as co-ordinate with TO 6V, though both are caused
by the One (see table below). What he is anxious to vindicate is
the direct presence of the divine everywhere, even in Matter. Cf. in
Tim. 1";' 209. 13 ff. 7raVTa Ta 6VTa OEWV EClTLV lKyova Kat ''Il"apaYETaL V'Il"'
atrTWV clp-EUW~ 7raVTa Kat [SpV£"TaL (V alrrOL~. ov yap p-OVOV ~ KaTa ~V
{xuav

t1l"tTEAftTaL

nuv 7rpayp.u.TWV 7rpoo8o>, cld TWV ('~<; am) nuv 7rPOUfXW<;

alT{wv vc/lLClTap-Evwv, ciAAa Kat alrroO£v cl7ro TWV OfWV (ClTLV

im-y

YEVVaTaL

Ta 'Il"aVTa, K£V 'Il"0ppWTU.TW TWV OfWV flvaL Aiyr]TaL, K£V alrr~V fi1l""[]~ ~V
vA.7JV· OVSfVO<; yap clcf>EUT7JKE TO OE'iOV, clA.A.a 'Il"aULV E~ "tuov 'Il"apfClTL.

The
direct ascription of UTfP~U£L~ to the causal agency of the One, bold
as it is, was the only possible view if they were not to be attributed
(as both Aristotle and Plotinus 2 sometimes seem to attribute them)
to an active power of resistance resident in Matter: for as Aristotle
had pointed out (Metaph. 990 a 13), and as Syrianus agrees (110. 18 ff.),
they cannot be accounted for by the theory of Forms-there are no
Forms of negations (cf. prop. 74 fin. and in Farm. 832. 2.1 ff.).
Pr.'s view of U"T£p~U£L~ is accepted by ps.-Dion. (Div. Nom. 4. 18 ff.)
and by Nicolaus.-Pr. ingeniously finds confirmation of this theorem
in the fact that the greatest teachers have also the widest popular
appeal (in Farm. 691); while Psellus uses it to account for manifestations of the Virgin to humble people lacking in intelligence
(C. M. A. G. VI. 193. 32). Aquinas reads it into Aristotle in order
to make the Aristotelian 7rpwT7J vA.7J a creation of God: cf. Summa c.
Gentiles Ill. 74 'quanto aliqua causa est superior (sc. causa to)
tanto est majoris virtutis, unde ejus causalitas ad plura se extendit.'
1

1J I'. ii. 851.

2

Cf. Ingc S , I. 134ff.
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23. 1rQV aLnov KTA. The absence from the enunciation of the
words Kal Q"OV allT<~, which appear in the conclusion, may be due to
faulty transmission; but it is possible that the conclusion is intended
to summarize the results of props. 56 ana 57 taken together. JJ.€T'
a~Tov (PQ) is an attempt to mend the text; but }L(T' a1"0 cannot be
dispensed with.
13. Kal 'rij§ TOU vOII 1rO~~Q"£ws: added to explain in what sense the
inanimate' participates Intelligence '. The Intelligence is here the
Plotinian hypostasis, identified with TO QV or the world of Forms: it
is first distinguished from TO QV (which in the stricter Procline
theory is the cause of TO l1t/tuXOV, see table below) in prop. IOr.

PROPS. 58, 59. The Platonic-Plotinian One and the AristotelianPlotinian Matter are alike simple, because each of them is a last
result of abstraction. This (to a Neoplatonist) paradoxical meeting
of extremes is noted by Plotinus (VI. vii. 13 [11. 441. 22]); but it
was, so far as I know, reserved for Pr. to furnish a theoretical expi:mation of it by means of the principle of prop. 57. This principle
also served to explain other troublesome facts, e.g. that the heavenly
bodies, which are superior to earthly animals, and inanimate things,
which are inferior, have both of them a simpler type of motion than
that of animals (in Tim. Ill. 328. 18 ff.). The systematic working
out of the theory is illustrated by the following table, which is based
on Th. PI. Ill. (vi). 127-9 (cf. also in Tim. I. 386.25 ff. ; 437.2 ff.):

~

'v

TO lv, which is uncaused, has maximal unity.
TO QV, which is caused by TO (V, has unity and maximal being.
'w~, which is caused by TO (V and TO QV, has unity, being and
maximal life.
vov~, which is caused by TO lv, TO QV and 'w~, has unity, being,
life and maximal intelligence.
t/tu~,' which is caused by TO £V, TO QV, 'w~ and vov~, has unity,
being, life, intelligence, and discursive reason.

'ciia, which are caused

by TO lv, To QV, 'w~ and vov~, have unity,
being, life, and minimal intelligence.
~
.pUTa., which are caused by TO (V, TO QV and 'w~, have unity, being
and minimal life.
~ V(Kpa uwp.aTa (TO ;;'t/tuxov), which are caused by TO (V and T1. QV,
have unity and minimal being.
VA7], which is caused by TO (V, has minimal unity.

j

J

i

It is worth noticing that (I) the spiritual principles, being

aU(}-
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add each a quality of its own to those bestowed upon it by
its causes, while the corporeal things have no qualities but those of
their causes, and have the quality of their last cause only in a minimal
degree; (2) !froxfi does not appear as a cause in this table, its natural
place being usurped by 'uni; (3) JlEKpa. CT6Jp.a.Ta and q,VTa. are separated
from the One by fewer stages of procession, and therefore also of
reversion (prop. 38), than !froxa{-a conclusion consistent with the
importance attached to them in theurgic magic.
V'lTOaTaTa,

PROP. 60. This is the converse of prop. 57: as there Pr. argues
from higher status in the causal series to wider causative range, so
here from wider range to higher status. Cf. Tk. Pl 120.
PROPS. 61, 62. The correlation of degrees of power with degrees
of unity is a natural consequence from making pure unity the first
cause. The pyramidal picture of reality which is thus arrived at is
indeed already implicit in the Platonic method of St.a.{pECTL<; : J and
the development of the doctrine was probably influenced by the
treatment of definite number in Pkilebus 16C ff. as the link between
T~ lv and TO Q.7rUPOJl (cf. Plot. VI. ii. 22 [11. 325. 11 ff.]). Its growth
may be traced in Plot. H. ix. 6 (I. 191. 9 ff.), VI. vii. 8 (H. 435· 5);
Porph. tlq,. xi; Iamb. com1n. ma/It. sei. 35.7 Festa; Syrian. in Metaplt.
108. 19 ff. (where the explicit formulation of the theory is implied) ;
Pr. in Parm. 1174. 7 (where it forms part of an argument ascribed
to certain unspecified Neoplatonists earlier than Syrianus). Cf. also
props. 86, 95, 110, 149. J 79, 203.
PROP. 63. The purpose of this theorem will be best understood by
considering the relation between intelligences and souls. Every
intelligence is I participat~d', i.e. immanent, except the first (prop. 166).
But every intelligence is eternally existent and eternally active
(prop. 169). Hence it might seem that the immanent intelligences
must be immanent in subjects which perpetually enjoy intuitive
thought. Now the human consciousness does enjoy intuitive thought,
but it does so only intermittently. Accordingly both perpetual and
(as a subordinate grade) temporary or contingent immanence must
be recognized; and a class of beings must be postulated for whom
the former is possible. Plotinus met the difficulty by holding that
the highest part of the human soul enjoys perpetual intuition, even
I Nebel, P/o/i"s fl."aI~gorim, 8.
The Neoplatonic doctrine also owes a good
deal, as Theiler hlLs recently shown, to Poseidoniu$' cODceptioD of the physical
world liS lID organic unity.
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when I we' are not aware of it (IV. viii. 8). But Pr. rejects the
Plotinian view (in Tim. Ill. 333. 28 ff.: cf. prop. 211 n.), and falls
back on a theory of superhuman souls (prop. 184). Similarly, the
henads or gods are participated perpetually· by I divine' intelligences,
and through these by I divine' souls and' divine' bodies (prop. 129),
intermittently by all other things j the Forms are participated perpetually by intelligences (prop. 173 n.) and through these by souls
(prop. 194), intermittently by "(EV7JTrJ. j souls are participated perpetually by their indestructible • vehicles' (prop. 196), intermittently
by mortal bodies (prop. 206). Evil consists in intermittence of
participation (de mal. subsist. 203. 39 ff., where I in aliis' may refer
to the present prop.).-Both this and the following theorem are
, proved' by the principle of mean terms.
5. 1rplv a.pl1 Il1rOCTTn: cf. prop. 5, 1. 22 n.
16. TWV &'>">"',W EL8wv. This may be the redundant use of cL\Ao~, or
£18wv may be a gloss, as !froxal and V6E~ are not in the technical sense
Er87J.

17. dl'i6EKTl1 OVTI1 ••• 18. I'ETiXETI1L: cf. prop. 23 n.
PROP. 64. This is based on the Plotinian doctrine of the twofold
activity of intelligibles, intrinsic and extrinsic (which again has its
roots in the Stoic antithesis of (v8uJ.(hTO~ and 7rpOCPOptKO'> AO"(O'». Cf.
esp. Enn. VI. ii. 22fin. (11. 325. 24ff.) (lTE pEV "(a.p (V aiJT¥ &EP"(EI.

on

YOu,»~, Ta. &EP'Y0vpEva 01 c1AAOL vol.,
8'f. (~ aVTou, t/tvx!1· t/tvxq'> 8E
EVEP"(OVUT}'> .:.'> "(tvov,> ~ Ei80v,> a1 cL\AaL t/tvXa'i. .:.'> Ei87J . • • Ka'i. TO K(l.TW
A£"(6pEVOV aliT~'> Lv8a>..pa faTLV ali~,>, OliK &'7rOTETp7Jptvov 8t. So also
vou'> is a p.lp7J/J-a or Ei8wAov (V. iv. 2) or an rXVO'> (VI. vii. I7) of TO tv.

(0

Similarly Pr. says (in Tim. I. 360. 28) that what gives life to organisms
is an Lv8aA/J-a of Soul; what makes souls capable of intellection is an
€AAO/J-t/tt'> of Intelligence; what renders Intelligence and Being divine
is a 7rpOAaI}-t/tt'> of the First Principle.-How is this theorem related
to the preceding? The &'/J-U}(KTOV of prop. 63 is evidently a monad
or analogous to the monad (/J-ova80,> €XOV AO"(OV, prop. 23,1. 25). And
the lowest terms of the two triads appear to coincide: for the human
soul is 7rOTE vou /J-ET€XOVCTa (prop. 184 n.), and what it possesses is an
€AAap.t/tL'> vou (in era!. 28. 23: cf. prop. I7 5 cor.). Hence it would
seem that the middle terms must also be equated, and that prop. 64
restates prop. 63 in a different form. If so, it follows that the difference between the aliTOTEAE~ iJ7rOaTaCTEt'> and the EAAa/J-t/tn'> is merely
a difference in degree of immanence: as the £AAa/J-t/t£t'> of vou'> are
temporarily in human souls, so the aliToTEAEI.,> VUE'> are permanently
I in ' certain non-human souls, although they I make them their own'
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a~ToT£A£i~ l,,&8£~, or gods, are in the same sense' in' the
intelligences, while their I.AM'LlII£L~ penetrate to the world of experience and appear as T~ ~" nj~ .yvx7i~ (in Ale. 519. 17 ff.). On the
other hand it is a mark of the a~ToT£A7i that they 'have no need of
inferior beings for their substantial existence' (I. 30); and they are
called XWpLCTT&, in Parm. 1062. 22 ff. cr. props. 81, 82, where it is
shown that all substantive spiritual existences XWPtUTW~ /-,(TiX(Tat.
Such substantive principles have thus a transcendent·immanent existence intermediate between the pure transcendence of the p.o,,&~ or
a./-,iB(KTO" and the pure immanence of the I.U&J41Et~.
21. a.~TOTE}..W,,: an Aristotelian and Stoic term, which Neopytha.
goreans and Hermetists used as an epithet of various divine principles
(Stob. 1. 176. 7 [430 H], 82. 3 [i88 HJ; Theol. A,it!zm. 3. 18).
Albinus applies it both to the First God and to the Forms. In Pr.
its meaning seems to coincide with that of aVr&pK"'~ and aMv7ro-

(1. 28); the

UTaTO~.

24. cl7ro TW.. 'll"a..TE}..£L",.. KTA.: cf. the triad lnr£PT(Ai~, TiAEtO", a.TEAi~,
Theol. A,it!z11l. 18. 17.
25. The omission of ~UT( in PQ is probably a deliberate emenda·
tion; but the sentence certainly runs better without it, and its
presence in other MSS. may be due to dittography of the last syllable
of (Vr&KTW~.
6. Kal. ..OE§ KTA. The omission of a line in the archetype of MW
has led to further corruption, so that this sentence as printed by
Port. and Cr. is a meaningless jumble. The other families fortunately preserve the true text.
8. t:i§ I..SU}..".aTa: I accept W~ (QYas accounting for the reading of
BCD, Z"MA/-,aTa Ka{: the tachygrams for W~ and Kat are constantly
confused.-For l"S&A/-,aTa (i.q. £i8wAa) cf. Plot. I. iv. 3 (1. 66. 28).

PROP. 65. The characters of the effect pre·exist in the cause, or
(to express the same thmg in another way) the characters of the
cause persist in the effect (prop. 18). But, says Pr., these characters
must at some stage of the procession appear neither as pre-existent
seminal potentialities (KaT' aZT{a,,) nor as persistent echoes or reflexions (lCaTIl /-,'B,ew), but as fully developed characters inhering
essentially in some class of beings (KaB' thrapeW).1 This involves the
assumption of a triadic structure of Reality parallel to the triadic
division of prop. 23. Thus, e.g., beauty is attributable KaT' aiTla." to
I Prof. Taylor rightly compares the Aristotelian \Ise of {l'rJ.pXf'" .,.,,,. for • to be
predicable of something '. But for Pr. a predicate inheres /tllll' Ih""pE'" in its subject only wben it is part of the essence of that subject.
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TO rlP.€8£ICTOII KaAOII, which is the seminal possibility of beauty without
internal differentiation; it inheres Kaf! ~7rap~III in TD. P.£T£x0p.£IIa KaAa.,
which are the various types of beauty actualized in their individuality,
though. without admixture of matter; it is present KaTD. p.E8£~III in
the concrete things which for all time or for a moment' participate'
or exemplify the individual types of beauty. Characters exist KaT'
alTtall at that point in the procession where they are first implicit;
Kaf! ~7rap~III where they are first explicit; and KaTD. p.E8££III in their
subsequent manifestations. For illustrations cr. props. 67, 103,
118, 173, 195; in Tim. 1. 8. 17 ff., 234. 23 ff.-The conception of
the universe as penetrated by the same forces at successive levels
is characteristic of Iamblichus ; 1 but the triadic formulation of this
law is possibly Pr.'s own. The terms KaT' aZTlall, Ka8' iS7rap£III, KaTD.
p.€8£elll, reappear in ps.·Dion. (e.g. Ep. 9. 2). The first two correspond respectively to the medieval' eminenter' and' formaliter '.
H. Of Wlzolts anti Parlt (props. 66-74).
Four types of relation (66).
The three kinds of whole (67-9).
3. Relation of universal to specific characters (70-2).
4. Relation of wholeness to Being and Form (73-4).
I.
2.

PROP. 66. Cf. Plato, Parm. 146 B 7rall 7rOV 7rPO~ a.7rall ~8£ EX€I, ~
£aTIII ~ (T£poII· ~ £0.11 /LT' TallToII Vp....,3' (T£poII, P.€POo; 1111 ££..., TOVrov
7rpOt; & otiTw~ EXfI, ~ wt; 7rpOo; P.€PO~ 0'\011 1111 EL...,. Strictly speaking, of
course, there are no relations of PUTt identity or (since' all things
participate unity) of PUTt difference; and Pr. is careful to indicate
this by his wording. Things identical from one point of view (KaTD.
TO Ell) are different from another (Ka8o 7roMa. £aTIII).
Taw~II

PROPS. 67-9. The antithesis between 0'\011 £K TWV P.£pWII and 0'\011
7rpO TWII P.EpWII has its starting-point in Plato Theatl. 204 A-205 C,
where the notion ofa whole as the sum of its parts(lK TWII P.£pWII "1£1011&0;)
is distinguished from that of a whole as p.ta TIt; lUa rlP.€PlaTOt;, a true
unity not analysable into its constituents. This distinction, if we can
trust Porphyry (ap. Stob. Eel. 1. 353. 12' ff. [844 H]), was used by one
Nicolaus (the Peripatetic philosopher of Damascus?) to discriminate
the unity of a soul or a TEXY'l, which belongs to the latter type, from
the unity of quantitative things, which £K TW" P.£pWII crvp.7r'\...,po'lrral. To
these two types of whole Pr. adds a third, viz. the whole as implicit in
the existence of ta&n of its parts severally (0'\011 £11 T~ p.€pn). The
1

Praechter, RicnlunKtn
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history of this concept is given as follows by lamblichus (?) ap. Stob.
Eel. I. 365. 7 [866 HJ E(Ut 8~ 'TLYEe;, o~ ?Tauay T~Y TOtaVTl'JY (sc. &uwflaTov)
ovuLav OfLOr.op..(P~ Kat T7]V a1n~v Kat p..iav a:rrOcpa{VOVTat, W~ Kat £V O'T<t>OVV
aVrijc; flEPH Elvru Ta. OAa •.• Kat TaVT1Je; Tijc; 8o~c; &vafl</>tuf37JT~WC; /-dv
(un NOVfl~YWC;, oll ?To.YTTl 8E OflOAO)'OVflEYWC; ITAwTi.'voe;, &UTo.TWC; 8E (V
allTV ""PETru 'AfltAWC;· ITop</>vpwc; 8E (y80to.'n ?TEP' a~v. With this

doxography cf. the passages cited below on prop. 103 ; also Plot. v.
viii. 4 (11.236.4 ff.), Porph. ap. Pr. in Tim. I. 422.14 ff. The representation of the three modes of wholeness as a triad of subordination
seems to be due to Theodore of Asine, a pupil of Porphyry and
lamblichus, who was T~JV Novfl7JYdwv >..OyWY (fl</>op7J(l£{c; (in rim. 11.
274. 10): cf. in Tim. 11. 2 IS. 30 ff.; 111.173. 24 ff., 178. 7. This
triad is clearly parallel to those formulated in props. 23 and 65 *
Thus:
whole-before-the-parts : wholes-of-parts : wholes-in-the-part : :

KQT t

ulTrav

flET£xoflEva

flETEXOVTa : :

Ka()' jj?Tap~LV

KaTa. fl'()d;LY.

It is difficult, however, to acquit Pr. of a certain looseness in his
application of these formulae. In the rh. PI. (Ill. xxv. 165) he
seems to identify the relation of whole-before-the-parts to wholes-ofparts with that of genus to species (the genus being regarded not as
immanent in, but as transcending, the species). On the other hand
the intelligible world is said to be the whole-before-the-parts corresponding to the whole-of-parts which is the sensible world (in rim.
I. 429. 23), although the sensible can hardly be a ' species' of the
inteIligible.-Of wholes-of-parts there seem to be two kinds (prop. 67,
H. 11 ff.)-organic unities • participated' (prop. 69) by their parts
(which thereby become wholes-in-the-part), and mechanical unities
whose parts are merely parts, as a sheep is part of a flock.
s. a.~rij~, the lectio dijficilior, refers to aiTLy. in 1. 3. Are the words
TO (V T<i' aiT',!! ?TpoV?TOITTQ.y (1.·4) a gloss on (KE;:VO?
6. o~ Ka.L ~TLOUI' KTA.: cf. Plato pann. 137 C O1iX' o~ &1' flEPOC; fl7J8Ev
a.7T'jj OAOV &v ti.7J ;
8. WS Ka.l TOU I'EPOUS Ka.Ta. I'E9E~W TOU o>.ou (o>.ou) YEyovchos. Both TaV
OAOV and OAOV seem to be required. The emphasis is on the dependence of the wholeness of the part upon the wholeness of the whole:
if TOV OAOV is omitted, this is weakened and the clause becomes
a mere anticipation of 8 Kat ?TOtE;: KTA. On the other hand the
omission of OAOV would make it difficult to give any meaning to the
Kat before TOV ,""pove;.

COMMENTARY
29. YJ a.pa. wr>".: if the original ~ OTt in M be anything but a misreading based on the similarity of the tachygraphic signs for apa and
OTt, it must point to a marginal note OTt JP.<OEKToe; oAoTY}e; 71'POV7T(1.pXEL
rij, P.ETEXpp.<vY}e; having been first mistaken 'for a variant and introduced into the text, then adapted to the context by the substitution
of ~ d.pa for ~ OTt. There are parallels in our MSS. for such a
history, and the sentence could be omitted without much loss j but
the other explanation is simpler.-On ' participation' of ' unparticipated ' terms see prop. 23 n.

PROP. 70. This supplements the conclusion of prop. 57: not only
do the effects of the higher causes extend further down the scale of
being, but they emerge earlier 1 in the y<vEuLe; of the empirical
individual and survive longer in his .pOopa. A child exists in the
womb before it can breathe or feel; it breathes and feels as a t<iJov
before the emergence of rationality stamps it as an avOpw7I'oe;.
Reversely, in old age the human functions tend to disappear before
the animal ones j and when even the latter have failed, the body still
has existence for a time as a corpse. That is because the generic
qualities come from a higher source than the specific: in the Procline
pyramid of abstractions OALKWTEPOV is synonymous with aiTtWTEpOV, and
the potency of a Form varies directly as its extension, inversely as its
intension. Unity, which is the crown of the pyramid, ~uxaTov
&.7I'<AL7I'E Ta. OVTa (Th. PI. Il. iii. 86): that is why we call sheer nothingness ovo<v, , not-even-one '. Cf. in Parm. 904. 18 ff. j 108 I. 18 ff.
21. Kal yap .•• 22. KoL The confusion here in MW and the
printed texts .is due to a scribe's writing El yap for Ka~ yap in I. 2 I.
This was corrected in the margin, and the correction subsequently
introduced in the wrong place.
24. TO yap a.UTO: nominative: sc. lJ7l'O OVOtV 71'auxov.
26. TOUT,\,: for this reading cf. in Tim. Ill. 233. 24 uvva7l'oyEvv~
Kat d.AAa atna T<iJ OY}P.LOvpy~ rl]V ¥rvx~v.
29. Kal yap !ha KTA. I take this to be an additional reason for
the persistence of the generic effect, viz. that it is reinforced by the
specific-a man is not only more human than an ape, but also more
fully alive.
PROPS. 71-2. The generic characters of an individual or a class
are involved in, but do not involve, its specific characters (hence
their earlier emergence and longer persistence): Pr. expresses this
1 It seems clear that temporal and not merely logical priority is meant, since this
priority is associated with temporal persistence. Cl'. Arist. de gen. animo 736 a 35 ff.
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by calling them the' basis' or 'matrix' (V7rOKE{P.£VOV, V7roSoX11) of the
latter. The presence of such generic characters is a prerequisite
before the individual can be fit (E""LT~Sno~) to receive the specific
form. Pr. is thus enabled to explain away the seeming dualism of
the famous passage in the Ti7llaeus where the visible world is represented as having had a 'faulty and disordered motion' of its own
before the demiurge took it in hand. 1 This motion came not from
any evil principle resident in Matter, but from the direct influence of
the higher Forms, which are metaphysically prior to the demiurge:
it represents the first stirrings in the physical world of the impulse to
perfection, and is only called 'faulty' because creation was as yet
incomplete until the demiurge introduced measure and proportion
into the blindly surging V7roSO)(1j (in Tim. 1. 387. 30 ff.: cc. in Parm.
845. 8 ff.).-The doctrine of these props. appears in Syrianus, in
Met~ph. 29. 4 ff.
It has an interesting parallel in Origen's theory
that souls derive their existence from God the Father, their rational
nature from God the Son, and their holiness from the Holy Ghost
(de princip. 1. iii. 8).
5 .....cjll'cm~: i.q. lllrfp.c/!€L'>: cf. prop. 128, 1. II n.
9. &,ci 1I'Ep'OUa~Cl.v &UVci"'EW~: cf. prop. 27,1.25 n., and Th. PI. V.
xvii. 281.
12. XOP'IYEL Tci (P) is a certain correction for )(OPTJ'YELTaL, which
yields an irrelevant sense. But just below PQ seem to be merely
patching up by conjecture an accidental lacuna in the archetype of
the third family.
24. +Cl.VEpOV &,cSTL. ,8.0T£=' quamobrem ' (as in Hyp. Astron. 8. 12,
Th. PI. VI. viii. 362), not as Portus has it 'quod' (for which Pr.
always uses OTt in this particular formula). That Matter as such
excludes Form needed no proof.
ill. Toii EVO~ ~1I'OaTiiaCl.: Pr. differs from Plot. in deriving Matter
directly from the One: cf. prop. 57 n.
PROPS. 73-4. Wholeness is intermediate in the logical order ot
universality, and therefore for Pr. in the metaphysical order also,
between Being and Form: cf. in Parm. 970. 27
IIOr. 2 ff.
It is
associated with eternity (prop. 52 cor.), which occupies a similar
interme,diate position between Being and the eternals (prop. 87).
The first discussion of the relation between the concepts of Wholeness and Being occurs in Plato Soph. 244 D ff., a passage which in

a:.,

1 Tim. 30 A.
I.I«f.

On the difficulty which this pnssage caused Plotinus see Inge S,
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the hands of Iamblichus became one of the corner-stones of Neoplatonic scholasticism (in Tim.1. 230. 5 ff.).
34. Ko.9' o.Ih6. The part may be a whole KaTa. P.£O£~LV (prop. 67),
but not Kq.O' ;m.ap~Lv.
7. I'lpou<; /iv <I>..ov. We expect IJ.fPWV as in I. 2; but the meaning
mll-Y be that the term' whole' is relative to the term' part'. In the
latter part of this sentence the correct punctuation is preserved by
BCD (tUTo.L p.£poc; OAOV, /l.£poc; Qvedd.).
19. ~8T) TEl'v6I'EVOV: 'actually divided', in distinction from the
whole-before-the-parts on the one hand and the concrete individual
on the other, both of which are only potentially divisible. For the
corruption of ~81] into £,81] cf. prop. 64, I. 26; the reverse corruption
has occurred in 'AVa7rT. p. 193, I. 19 and in Plato Parm. 135 E 3.
Pr. is speaking here of the immanent Form which exists as a wholeof-parts; he of course recognizes also transcendent Forms which are
wholes-before-the-parts.
24. <lgev Ko.L KTA.: cf. prop. 57 fin. and note.

1. Of the Relation of Causes to their Effects; and of Potency (props.
75-86).
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Causes transcend their effects (75).
Variability in the effect correlated with mobility in the cause
(7 6).
Relation of the potential to the actual (77).
Two meanings of' potency' (7 8, 79).
Application to the relationship of bodies to incorporeals
(80-3)·
Doctrine of infinite potencies (84-6).

PROP. 76. The distinction between true causes and accessory or
'by- 'causes' (causae and concausae) appears first in the Phaedo
(99 A ff.): for the term CTVVatTLOV cf. Po/it. 281 D, Tim. 46 D. It is
not apparent why Pr. chooses to introduce it at this point: he might
well have taken an earlier opportunity of explaining the restricted
sense in which he uses the term' cause' in El. Th. At the beginning of the Timaeus commentary and elsewhere (e.g. in Parm.
1059. 1 I ff.) he enumerates three KVpLaL or aPXLKat aiT{aL, viz, the
final, the paradeigmatic and the efficient, and two CTVva{TLa, the formal
and the material. The addition of the paradeigmatic J to Aristotle's
1 Already recognized by Seneca, Ep. 65. 8.
See Theiler, Vorbereitllng des
NelljlaJonisnms, 16 fr.
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four was required by the Neoplatonic view which admitted transcend·
ent Forms side by side with lvvAa (,817, The classification of the two
lowest causes as <TVVaLna served to confine true causality to the
intelligible world, in which the three KupLaL alTLaL are identified re·
spectively with the three Plotinian hypostases. In some passages
(e.g. in Tim. 1. 261. IS), following Porphyry,! Pr. mentions a third
type of <TVVaLnOV, the instrumental (opyavLKov), suggested by Polit.
28r E. In the present proposition 5pyavov TOV ?TOWVVTO~ refers to the
instrumental cause, while JL(PO~ TOV YLVOJL(VOV covers the formal and
the material.
35. TO 0PYIIoVOV KTA. That PQ are right in inserting 80VA(Un after
Y(V(o"", is rendered certain by a comparison of Plato Phil. 27 A OV
TIIoVTOV a.1TLa. T' ~O'T1. KIIo1. TO 80VAEVOV El.. Y(V(fTLV alTL'.1-a text much
quoted by the Neoplatonists. TO ?TOLOVV n (Arg. Cr2.) and (p. 72, I. I)
a.q,opLtn (BCD) are merely attempts to cover the gap left by the
loss of 80vA(un. W's Latin has been corrupted in transmission, but
it looks as if his Gk. MS. had rU EaVTOV 8wel,.m after ?TOL~fT(W" (I. I).
PROP. 76. Pr. in Tim. I. 294. r 2 claims Aristotle as his authority
for this doctrine: he probably had in mind Metaph. A. 6. I072 a 9 H.,
where it is said that permanence requires us to assum.e an unvarying
activity in the cause, change a variable one *. Pr. interprets the
, young gods', who in the Timaeus are the creators of things mortal,
as symbolizing the mobile causes (in Tim. I. 443. 8 ff.). The un·
moved causes are the One, the transcendent Forms and the intelli·
gences; Soul is mobile KaT' ~v(pynav (in Parm. 796. 7), and its
effects are accordingly, as Plato taught (Legg. 904 C), variable. This
accounts for the transitoriness of animal organisms as compared
with e.g. the heavenly bodies (which are caused and controlled by
vo£s); but the animal species are permanent as being the temporal
expression of unmoved Forms (in Tim. Ill. 225. 12; in Cra(.lv).
Cr. also Syrian. in Metaph. 12. 21 ff., 42.34, 107.12; and infra
prop. 172. The theory is echoed by Erigena, 903 C, 960 A, &c.
Migne, and later by Dante (Paradiso xiii. 52-84).
PROP. 77. This familiar Aristotelian thesis (Metaph. e. 8) was
seized on with eagerness by the Neoplatonists and not only employed
against the Stoics (as in Enn. VI. i. 26 and similar passages) but
turned against its originator (e.g. in Parm. 979. I ff., where it is used
as an argument for transcendent Forms): it is, in fact, the logical
I

See Simp. i" Pkys.
T

Ir.

3, Diels.
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basis of the Neoplatonic theory of 'involution '. The 'proof'
offered here depends on the principle of prop. 7, that the cause is
always superior to the effect j but that principle in turn really
depends.on the priority of the actual.
25. ciTEX£. g,,: cf. Arist. Metaph. r050 a 7 a:,rav br' &.Px~v /3aUtn TO
I
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yLyVOp..£VOV KaL T£I\O. apX1) yap TO 01) EVEKa, T01) TEI\01). OE EVEKa 1)
YEvEr]"L<;), T(AO. 0' TJ ~v£pyELa, Kat TOVT01) xapLV TJ ovvap..L. Aap../3o.vETaL:
1077 a 18 TO ya.p &.TEAE. p..£ydJo. YEV£UEL p..i" 7rpOTEp6v ~UTL, TV OVU{If 0'
VUTEPOV, orcv l1.pvXOV ~p...pvXOV'

PROPS. 78, 79. The distinction between ovvap..L. as active power
(Pr.'s ' perfect potency') and ovvap..L. as potentiality (Pr.'s 'imperfect
potency') was clearly recognized by Aristotle, though he does not
always succeed in maintaining it.' But in Neoplatonism, which
ascribed ovvap..L> in the active sense not only to God but to all
intelligibles (cf. prop. 27, I. 25 n.) while also adopting the Aristotelian
doctrine of potentiality, the antithesis between the two meanings of
the term became sharper as well as philosophically more important:
cf. e.g. Enn. V. iii. IS (H. 199.7), where the creative potency of the
One is contrasted with the passive potency of Matter. Passive
potency can, however, be regarded as the last and lowest expression
of the divine potency, differing from it ultimately in degree rather
than in kind (Th. PI. 133-4). That both potencies are prerequisites
to the production of change is still substantially Aristotelian doctrine,
though Aristotle does not in this context apply the term ovvap..L> to
the efficient power of TO lVEpyE{If 01'.
I I. I'uto"w. o.liTo nXELonpov: the double comparative (for which
cf. prop. 25, 1. 35 n.) led to a 'correction' p..ELt6vwv. The archetype
ws

of M had p..ELtovwv: hence the intrusive
editions.

w. perpetuated in the printed

PROP. 80. That Soul is characterized by activity, Body by
passivity, is Platonic doctrine (Legg. 896) j and what is true of Soul
must be true a fortiori of the higher incorporeal principles. 2 But the
question whether the embodied soul could be regarded as entirely
and at all times impassible (&.7ra8~.) was one which greatly exercised
the N eoplatonists. Such a doctrine seemed to render otiose the
process of ' separation' or ' purgation' which is the central feature of
, See Ross's note on lVIetaplL. 1045 b 35-46 a 4.
2 Cf. the Stoic antithesis of TO ..-OWUv (;\'0'Y0s) and TO "-&''''X0V (;;;\'11), Diog.
Laert. vii. '34 etc.
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Neoplatonic ethics (cf. Enn. Ill. vi. 5). In two early essays (V. ix
and IV. viii) Plot. appears to accept the view that the incarnate
human soul is not impassible (11.251.22,145.7); but in his later
and fuller discussions of the subject (IV. iv. 18 ff. and Ill. vi. 1-5),
recognizing no doubt that immortality is bound up with impassibility,
he attempts to show that ra.8-q belong to the 'eeov (organic consciousness), not to the soul proper, though they are perceived by the
latter and may produce in it a condition of Tapax~.l Porphyry admitted
in the rEpl .yv~'ii that the soul is not impassible (Stob. I. xlix. 60
[ 1048 HJ); but when he came to write the aq,0PJLal he had accepted
the later Plotinian position (aq,. xviii). Iamblichus characteristically
distinguished different degrees of impassibility: the gods transcend
the antithesis of ra.uxnv and rOLE;:v; the individual soul is KPElTTIJlV
KaT' ovulav TOV ra.uxnv, and even its AO')'OL in the body are impassible, but it is alTla Tee crvVOlTCf! TOV ra.UXELv (de myst. I. 10).
ProcIus's view is far from clear. In the Timaeus commentary he says,
like Plotinus, that the ra.8-q arising from the vegetative and perceptual
functions are attributed by the soul to itself only through an illusion,
the soul mistakenly identifying itself with those functions (Ill. 330) ;
yet on page 333 he objects to the view of Plotinus and Theodore of
Asine, araOE'ii TL q,vAti.TTOVTa'ii €V ~JLi.v Kal aEl voovv (cf. in Ale. 504. 4 ff.
and infra prop. 2I I). Perhaps, as Mr. Whittaker 2 suggests, the
point where Pr. differs from Plot. is in admitting that the illusion
of ra.Oo'ii can affect the soul in its entirely and not merely the empirical
part of it. The qualification made in the present prop. seems to
apply not to the soul proper (which is XIJlPLUTW'ii JLETEXOJLEVOV, prop. 82),
but to the organic functions and the lvvAa Ei871, which are crvv8LaLpov.
JLEva uWJLacTL (1. 9: cf. prop ..190). See, however, prop. 209, 1. 31,
where human souls are said raOalvEuOar..
31-2. aWfIoa ••• fIoEpLaTOV ••. Et.. ihmpov. This seems to conflict with
prop. I; but Pr. held with Aristotle (Phys. r. 6) that magnitudes are
potentially though not actually divisible to infinity, ·i.e. they can be
divided at any point, but not at e\'ery point simultaneously (cf. in
Tim.1. 453, 19)·
33. d,1I'A.o':;v 01'. That the incorporeal is simple has not been
formally proved, but cf. props. IS, 4 2, 47.
5-7' illroLov SE KTA. The transposition which I have made here
1 The apparent inconsistency between the early and the later rssays may
be due to the ambiguity of the terms ."UX~ and ,..UIOf, and not to any real Change
in Plot:s standpoint: cf. Kristeller, Begnff tier Seele in der Etkik des Plotin
40 If.
• Neoplalonists 2, 395.
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appears essential to the argument. As the words stand in the MSS.~
the conclusion (~aT€ ... 8vvap.w) precedes the minor premiss (471'0LOV
••• /Ca()' aVTo); it is difficult, moreover, to supply uwp.a as subject to
71'OL7/u€!.--The edd. translate 471'0LOV here aclionis expers (as if from
0.-71'0'(111), but there is no need to ascribe this unexampled meaning
to the word: we have been told above that body qua body (i.e. apart
from the EVVAa €L871 manifested in it) has no attribute save divisibility.
Cf. in Tim. Ill. 337. 29, where dovvap.a are contrasted with 8vvap.Lc;,
471'0Ul with €r80c;.-For the argument compare Enn. IV. vii. 8 (9)
[11. 130. 22 ff.].
PROPS. 81-3. These propositions are primarily directed to elucidating further the problem of the relation of soul to body, which
was raised by prop. 80. The reciprocal interaction of physical and
psychical elements in the organism is a fact which Neoplatonists do
not attempt to deny. . But is not this fact fatal to the conception of
the soul as in any sense d7l'afh1c;? The solution lies in interpolating
between soul and body a tertium quid which acts at once as a link
(like Descartes's pineal gland) and as a buffer. This terh"um quid is
the organic or animal consciousness which Plotinus called the {ceov
or CTVvap.cfJoT€pOV, and which is here c.alled an dxwptUTOC; 8vvap.Lc;.1 It
is a psychical entity, but is physically conditioned and therefore
subject to 71'a.()71; it is related to soul proper as an ;AAap.I{ILc; to an
aVTOT€A~C; V7I'OUTa.ULC; (prop. 64); through it the soul is said to be
present to the body' as its providence' while transcending it by
essence (in Parm. 1004). A similar relation holds between all selfconscious principles and the entities which • participate' them: thus
the Forms are transcendent, but we know them through their images,
the AO),OL in the soul (in Parm. 930. 32 ff.), which represent the
Forms on the level of discursive reason as the organic consciousness
represents soul on the level of sensation.
14. Et y&p [Kal] cWTO. /CaL seems to have been inserted by il scribe
who took avro to refer to the dXWPLUTOC; 8vvap.L<;--wrongly, since, not
to speak of the abrupt change of gender, Pr. does not use the present
indicative in false suppositiol)s.
15. ill la.UTcii is preferable to EV a.VTce: with the latter reading we
should expect /C€/CrijU()a.L.
22. 'II'pc\,; laUTO i'll'LUTPE'II'TLKOl' 011. This is a limiting condition; the
lower incorporeals ({Wo. and EVVAa. €i871) are not capable of reflexive
conSClOusness.
I Similarly PorphYTY speaks of it as 3.lIT/p"v ... ,/lA 36/1"p../I ,..pocr.xij ...ois
trwp."cr'/I (11.". iv). In I7Dv. et Fat. (149. 24) Pr. calls it a second soul.
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PROPS. 84, 85. These propositions illustrate the intimate connexion in Neoplatonism between the notions of substance and
potency (cr. prop. 27, I. 25 n.): the former is dependent for its
continued existence upon the latter, which is indeed at bottom the
stulf of which it is constituted. 1 The relationship is comparable to
that of matter and energy in some modern physical theories.-For
the distinction between TO rlE~ ov and TO &.f~ 'YWOP.fVOV cr. prop. 55.
rlf~ oVTa have • perfect potency' (hence eternity is said to be • no
other than potency', 2 in Parm. 1120. 20); while rlf~ 'Y1vop.fva have
• imperfect potency'. Cf. Plot. VI. v. 11 (11.396. 12 If.). Porphyry
calls the soul &.7Tnp08vvap.o~, rlf/l. 32. 8.
8. ~ Kcncl. TO Etvcn &UVGI'L~. The words KaO' ~v (UT&, added in Q,
are either an accidental repetition from the previous line or more
probably a gloss on KaTcl TO fIval,
9. c1lrOXLlrOUCTG. The anacoluthic assimilation to 'JI'(7Tfparrp.€1ITI is
very likely due to a copyist, but in face of the unanimous testimony
of the MSS. I have not ventured to alter it.
PROP. 86. That the One is infinite 3 not in size or number but in
potency was expressly stated by Plotinus (VI. ix. 6 [11. 5IS. 3 t ]) ;
and it seems clear that he in fact took the same view of all intelligibles
(cf. IV. iii. 8). This theory, which confines numerical infinity to the
world of appearance, was not unchallenged in later antiquity.
Syrianus (in Me/aph. 147. 1 If.) ascribes to the school of Amelius
the interesting doctrine that thete is an infinity of Forms, whose
successive mirroring in our finite cosmos will require an infinity of
time-a theory exceptional among Greek rationalist cosmologies
in that it provides the world with a future dilferent from its past.'
But Syrianus himself holds, like Proclus, that the number of Ta.
Oiio. is finite, though what precisely that number is O{,K I1v fr7l'0l
P.(PIKTj "'vX~ (145· 24: cf. Pr. in Tim. Ill. 102. 23 If. and prop. 62
supra).
1 'TO~'TO -yJ.p itrrl 'TO .r"I&' I&b'TQ.v, 'TII 'To.J.v5. iVfP'Y'"1V 11...05.56,,1&., Plot. lIl. i. I
[1. Z15. 14].
2 Cf. Corp.lltrm. XI. 3 5':"111'1$ 5~ 'TOV /I.o~ 61&I':'v.
3 More strictly, the One is the source of infinitude (11. iv. 15 [I. 16:;. z]).
Similarly Pr. prefers not to ascribe A.....pll& to the One except in the sense that it is
not limited by any principle external to itself (in Parm. 1124).
• In Enn. V. vii, an early essay which F. Heinemann on inadequate grounds

regards as spurious, an echu of this theory seems to survive, though it is only put
forward as a possible alternative to the doctrine of world-periods.
Elsewhere
1'Iotinus assumes that the Forms must be finite in number, e.g. VI. v.8 (11.391.
23). Seneca, on the other hand, calls them • innumerable' (El'. 58. 18) ; and this
view w:cs known to Chalciditls (303. 2 fT. Wrobel).
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ClVTW'i

Clv.

,lE{ (MW edd.) seems to have been a gloss on

oVTwr;. which in I. 19 was similarly glossed by

30.

c'bl't:LpOV ",a~~ov:

Ttfi

OVTL.

cf. props. 90, 93.

]. Of Being. Limi/, and Infinitude (props. 87-96).
Relation of Being to Eternity (87-8).
Limit and Infinitude as constituents of Being, and as substantive principles (89-93).
3. Relation of (a) perpetuity, (6) unity, (c) corporeality to
infinitude (94-6).
I.

2.

PROPS. 87, 88. The relation of Being to Eternity is like its
relation to Wholeness (prop. 73) and Life (prop. 101): in each case
Being is shown to be the more comprehensive term of the pair, and
therefore metaphysically' earlier '. On the conception of Eternity
as a substance see prop. 53 n. As' the first Life' it occupies a middle
place in Pr.'s triadic division of the second Plotinian hypostasis, I
lower than' the first Being' (which is eternal KaT' alT{av) but higher
than 'the first Intelligence' (which is eternal KaTa p-'(JEeLV): cr.
Th. PI. Ill. xvi. 146-7, in Tim. I. 23 I. 32, also prop. 101 n. Platonic
'authority' was found in Tim. 37 D ~ plv o~v TOU ~'I!0v ~vu,r; lnlYXavEV
o~ua alWVLOI: ••• JLEVoVTor; alwvol: lv (v{, from which it was inferred that
TO 0 lUTL ~tfiov 'participates' Eternity and the latter' participates' the
~v QV or first Being.
29. "'t:eE~EL KUi. TOU cit:i. KUi. TOU ClvTo'i UtwVLOV UynuL. Pr. alludes to
the supposed derivation of UlWVLOI: from dE{ and 01' (cf. prop. 52, 1. 15).
PROPS. 89-92. The increased importance assigned to the Limit
and the Infinite as cosmogonic principles is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of the Athenian school. The fullest expositions of
the topic are Syrian. in Me/aph. 112. 14 ff., Pr. in Tim. I. 176, in
Parm. III9 ff., and esp. Th. PI. Ill. vii-ix. The primary source
of these speculations is, of course, the Philebus of Plato. The
Neoplatonists held (as do some of the best recent interpreters) that
the Limit and the Infinite are regarded in that dialogue as the
ultimate elements not only of phenomenal things but also of the
Forms (cr. Parm. 144 E ff.). But in what sense can infinitude enter
into pure Form, which is in itself a principle of limit? Plotinus
replies that infinitude in the intelligible world is the recipient of
I So Porphyry is said to have recognized a
hypostasis, Tn. PI.!. xi. 27.

1tPOIIII:""OV

within the second
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formal diversity; as such it is analogous to Matter, and it is called
by him 'intelligible Matter' (Enn. H. iv. 15)' Proclus rejects this
way of putting it: it is misleading to call Limit 'the Form of
Infinitude' or the Infinite 'the Matter of Limit '-rather Limit is
related to Infinitude as substance to potency (Th. PI. 137-8). For
him the essential character of Infinitude is Mvap.,~, grading down
from the infinite active potency of the intelligibles, through the
infinite potency of becoming which in various senses belongs to the
soul, the heavens and the animal species, to the infinite variability
of TO P.iiAAOV Ka~ ~TTOV (seen in such qualities as heat and cold), the
infinite divisibility of body, and finally the pure passive potentiality,
indefinite rather than infinite, of pure Matter; similarly the essential
character of the Limit is uniformity or measure, which appears in
diminishing degrees in Eternity (the measure of Being), in the
Intelligence, in the soul, in the heavens with their law of periodicity,
in body with its finite extension (ibid. 133, i'l Parm. 1119 ff.). As
usual, Pr. proceeds from analysis to hypostatization. Not only does
he find within each hypostasis a triad 7r'pa~-i1.7rnpov-p.lKTl5v
(analogous to, or identical with, the triad p.ov~, 7rp6080~, ~7rlCTTpO</>~);
but at the head of his two CTlJCTTOlx{al he places respectively TO
aVT67r£pa~ and TJ aVTOa7r£lp{a, which rank as apxa{ immediately after
the One, transcending even the hen ads (prop. 159). In this he is
following Neopythagorean 1 tradition (as is shown by in Tim. I. 176.
9, 28 and Syrian. in Metapn. 165. 33 ff.), with the hope of bridging
the gulf which Plotinus left between the One and the world of
Forms. In the emergence of Being from the One, and in each
subsequent emergence of a new principle, Plotinus notices two
distinct logical moments: one in which the the new form of consciousness is still indeterminate (&.6PlCTTO~), being characterized solely
by novelty (~T£p6T1)~); and a second in which it receives definite
content from the contemplation of its prior (H. iv. 5 [1. 154. 20],
cf. VI. vii. 17). These two moments are representative respectively
of the centrifugal and the centripetal force, whose tension makes the
N eoplatonic universe; but it was left for later formalism to hypostatize
them as TJ aVTOa7r£lpLa and TO aVT67r£pa~. TO aVT67r£pa~ is the' higher'
of the pair, as being more akin to the One (in Parm. 1124. I): it is,
indeed, the true causative unity, the supreme principle being in
strictness above causality and above unity (Th. PI. 132).2 TJ aVTo1 Perhaps mediated by Iamblichus (cf. comm. matn. sd. 12. 22 ff. Festa)."'pas and 4""plll. are also identified with the cosmogonic principles of Orphism,
A19/rp and Xdos, i" Parm. 112 I. 26, in Ti"•. 1. 176. I 2.
2 It b odd that in El. TI•. there is no precise account of the status and function
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a7l"upIa, on the other hand, is the transcendental ground of all plurality,
and in this sense 7I"aJI'Twv alT{a T;;W OJI'TWV (prop. 92).-The two r1pxa{
survive in an attenuated form in ps.-Dion.: Div. Nom. 5. 10 07l"powv
«(ho~) ... 7I"Epa~ 7I"aVTWV /CaL r171"£LpLa, 7I"aU7]~ J.7I"£lpIa~ /CaL 7I"EpaTO~ V7I"fP0XLKW~ ~~PYJP.EVO~ TWV WS

W'TL/cfLP.EVWV.

13. TO SE 1rPWTOV EKQcrrOU O~K 4).).0 tlcrrtv ~ 0 EaTLV: cf. prop. 22,

l. 9 : the' primitive' is the unmixed, which is logically and therefore
metaphysically prior.
18. Tr SE 41rELpO" SUVa.I'L" tlK Til" 1rPWT'I" 41rELpLa.... The proof of this
is held over for the next proposition.
32. I'lTpOV yap 1rQVTlaW tlULVO. The One is the measure of measures,
which comprehends both time and eternity. Cr. Plato, Legg. 716 C
o 8r, (JEo~ TJp.I.V 7I"aVTWV XPYJp.aTwv P.ETPOV .1v fiYJ p.a1l.LaTa: Plot. V. v. 4

(H. 210. 26).
34. 1rQVTIIW a.LTLa.. I suspect that o~!Ta has fallen out here owing to
its similarity to alT{a: cf. prop. 9, l. 15 n.
PROP. 93. Quantitative infinitude is of course a character which
does not admit of degrees (de,. dub. 88. 26: cf. supra, prop. I, l. r 1 f.).
But the qualitative infinitude proper to spiritual reality is regarded
by Pr. as relative to an exploring consciousness, just as unknowableness is relative to a knower. Each grade of such reality is • infinite
in potency', not in the sense that it has no 'limit '-everything has
• limit ' except the One which is above limitation and Matter which
is below it-but in the sense that its content, can never be exhausted
in or by any subsequent principle or the sum-total of such principles.
It cannot be infinite for its own consciousness, since it is ~V £avTcii
(prop. 41), i.e. self-defined, and what is infinite is as such un knowable (prop. I1, l. 26).1 And it cannot be infinite for higher grades
of Being, since its potency is included in theirs (prop. 56). The only
infinitude which is absolute is that of Infinity itself.-This doctrine
was not invented by Pr. : it occurs in Syrianus (in Metaph. 147. 14),
and the germ of it is perhaps to be recognized in Porph. d.cp. xxxi,
where the relative 'everywhere and nowhere' of the lower vOYJTa
corresponds to Pr.'s relative infinitude.
6. ;'1rEP~1r).WTa.L: a favourite word with Pr. and ps.-Dion., practically synonymous with ~~PlJTaL. Properly V7I"fPlJ7l"1I.WP.EVOV means

of Tb .. /pas paraIlel to that of TO I!....pov. Hnve some propositions been lost' Or
are the functions of TO wpihov "'pas considered as subsumed in tbose of tbe One!
Its identification with tbe latter is prohibited by the Philebus-iflhe One is ""pas,
what is tbe ..IT I.. TijS p.(~.",s .!-but it is bard to distinguisb tbe two logicnIly.
) So Nicolaus (II7. 6) denies that even Cod can be infinite for his OVin
conscioQsness, since God bas self-knowledge.
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• super-simplified' or 'transcendent in simplicity', not 'extended
above' as L. S8.: this is certain from Di'IJ. Nom. 7.471'0.1171<;; a71'AOTTfTO<; V71'£p~71'AflJTaL (and cf. wW'lvwp-lvov). Like so much of Pr.'s
technical language, it seems to be a legacy from Iamblichus (de
myst. 251. 13 fT.); cf. also the use of cl71'AW8~val, Ua71'AW~VaL, by
Philo (Leg. A/leg. Ill. 13) and Plot. (VI. vii. 35, &c.), of the simplification of the soul in ecstasy.
8 .•h·' GUTW' tltuP'I,..ivov. This verb is commonly used by Pr. with
the simple genitive; cf. however in Grat. 50. I.
PROP. 94. With regard to spatial and numerical infinity Pr. adopts
the Aristotelian view (Phys. r. 6). All sensible bodies are finite
(E/. Phys. 11. IS). Spatial infinity exists only in the sense that any
finite body may be divided at any point, and is therefore' potentiaIly' divisible ad infinitum (prop. 80, I. 31, in Tim. I. 453. 19) and
in this way tiSLf,iT7JTOV. The numerical series is infinite, but is only
actualized in successive finite parts, as in the infinite succession of
individual animals which maintains the perpetuity of the species (in
Tim. I. c.). For the • infinity' of Matter, which consists in its complete indetermination or infinite paSSIve potency, cf. Arist. Phys. r. 7.
207 b 3S CPUVEPOV (in w<;; VA7J '1'0 a71'ElpOV (unv atnov: Plot. n. iv. 15
• ,
,
'\"\
'\
rt
[I • 1 64. 22 ] UVUYK7J
TOLVVV 'I'7}V V""1V TO a7l'upov £LvaL, OVX OVTW O£ a7l'£Lpov,
W<;; KUTa. uvp-{3£{3"1KCJ... Plot., unlike Pr., regards Matter as the fullest
manifestation of infinity (tiA"18£UTlpw<;; 1J.7I'UPOV, I. 165. I2), though he
recognizes in the same passage that the Form of Infinity (T~ u7I'£ip'l'
(IvaL) has its place among the inteIligibles.
26. 6~LKWTfPO'. bAIKWTlp"'v would -agree better with the enunciation of prop. 60: cf. however prop. 60, I. I1 f. TO Sf 7rAfiw SVVo.P-fVOV
11

.,

.,,~,

••. Suvap-Lv ;X£L • .• OALKWTlpav.
27. [KGt ~ aUTOG1mp{G 'lrpa Gt.-;,.,o<;;]: probably a marginal note

made by a reader and (as the Kal indicates) mistaken by a copyist
for a variant. A number of notes of this type occur in the margin
of M.
PROP. 95. This is virtually a restatement of prop. 62 in terms of
the 'relative infinity' doctrine. In the last sentence Pr. adds one
of his rare a posteriori arguments: it is an observed fact that at the
level of human psychology the • drawing together' or co-ordination of
faculties increases their collective efficiency.
34. cruVGycS,..EVGL ,..~v 'lrO~~G'Ir~GCI'LtitOVTGL, ,..EPLtcS,..EVGL S~ d.,..USPOUVTGL.
71'OUI171'AaUlalrp-o<; is commonly used of increase in 'lumber, which is
accompanied by decrease in efficacy. Hence T. Taylor's drastic
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emendation rrvvay6p.£vaL p.'(v lvt,ovraL, p.£pL,6p.€vaL 8'( 1I"OAM.1I"AalTuf'ovraL
Ka2 clp.v8povvraL, which Cr. adopted in his second edition. But the
• multiplication' of a potency, though in one passage (in erat. 54. I)
it does mean subdivision, may quite as naturally signify an increase
in intensity or efficacy.
PROP. 96. This theorem is a free adaptation of Aristotle's proof
that the Prime Mover is not an extended body (Pkys. 9. 10). It is
true that in the manner of its enunciation it conflicts with Aristotle's
principle, viz. that the potency of a finite body is never infinite;
whereas in El. Phys. n. 8 Pr. maintains the rule in its Aristotelian
form. The discrepancy perhaps furnishes some support to Ritzenfeld's view (see Introd., p. xvii f.) that El. Pkys. was composed at
a much earlier period in Pr.'s life than El. Tk. The present theorem
is, however, a modificatiol} rather than a contradiction of Aristotle's:
Aristotle regards the infinite incorporeal potency of the Prime Mover
as something external to the finite heavens which are moved by it,
while Pr. thinks of it as existing bot.h outside and in the heavens, as
a transcendent and as a derivative or immanent potency (prop. 81).
He argues elsewhere (in rim.!. 267. I2 fr., 295. 3 If.) that the corporeal universe must have an infinite potency, or it will one day
perish; but by Aristotle's principle it cannot have such a potency
in its own right (1I"ap' lavTov): therefore its infinite potency must
be incorporeal, i.e. derived from an immaterial cause external to it,
and must come to it piecemeal, not as a to/um simut. The same
argument is used by Syrianus, in Metaph. 117. 32 fr. : cf. also Pr. in
Parm. 11 19. 26, Tk. PI. n. ii. 82.
K. Supplementary t!zeorems on causality, c,..c. (props. 97-112).
I. Relation of first or • un participated ' terms to the series which
they generate (97, 99-100).
2. True causes are • everywhere and nowhere' (98).
3. Triad of Being, Life, and Intelligence (101-3).
4. There is an intermediate term between the eternal and the
temporal (104, 106-7).
5. The perpetual distinguished from the immortal (105).
6. Principles governing the relation between higher and lower
orders of existence (108:-12).
This miscellaneous group of theorems completes the first part of
the treatise, and is ancillary to the second.
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PROP. 97. This combines the results of props. 18 and 21, and
prepares the way for the study of the individual unpa{ which begins
at pr6p. I I 3: thus e.g. the properties of souls expounded in props.
186 fr. all exist eminenh"tlS in the divine Soul. Cf. in Parm.
1109. 14 fr.
16. TO 8~ a.~TlS...a.TOI' I(TA. Spontaneity, .on which modern thought
tends to set so high a value, is by the Greek rationalists either
banished from the universe or admitted only to the sublunary world;
for them the existing world-order is the best possible, and spontaneity
is not an expression of it but an interference with it. It is not the
same thing as freedom, which for the N eoplatonists consists in
acceptance of the world-order.-cl},.).1J},.ouX£a., defined by ps.-Dion. as
~ TOV I«(,up.ov 1TI1I'TOI: uvl'ac/ml1 1(112 uvp.1Ta(h.LI1 (Div. Nom. 4. 7), is a
favourite word from Iamblichus onwards.
22. ll' TOL') r1).},.OL'). ~roT£pOLI: (BCDQ) seems to be a gloss. In the
next clause the edd. make nonsense by reading 1TIIII:. Cf. prop. 116,
1. 19; and for In (om. BCDQ), prop. 99, 1. 25.
PROP. 98. This solution of the immanence-transcendence antinomy, though characteristically Neoplatonic in its simultaneous
affirmation of thesis and antithesis, is in fact older than Neoplatonism.
Plotinus speaks of it as an accepted doctrine (VI. viii. 16 inil.); and
Porphyry ascribes it to ol1TI1AI110{ (acp. xxxviii). It was first proposed,
though perhaps not seriously, by Plato himself. When Parmenides
asks Socrates how a Form can be present in its entirety in each of
the participants, Socrates suggests that it might be like the daylight,
• which is one and the same daylight in many places at once, and yet
keeps its undivided unity'; but his questioner ignores the suggestion
(Parm. 131 B). Like the principle of undiminished bestowal, with
which it is closely associated, it seems to have been given currency
in the school of Poseidonius: cf. Philo, Con/. Ling. 27. § 136
«(, (J£01:) cii 1TI1I'TI1XOV T£ I(U~ ov~ap.ov uvp.{3£{37JI(£1' £ll'aL p.c)I'Cfl' Posl. Cain
5. § 14; [Arist.] de mundo c. 6. § 7; Seneca, N. Q. I praef. 13 jin. ;
also Corp. Herm. XI. 6. Plotinus offers a proof of it on the same
lines as Proclus (Ill. ix. 3 inil. : cr. VI. v. 4). From Plotinus it
passed into Christian thought through Augustine (Con/. VI. 3 ubz9ue
lotus es el nusquam tocorum es, Episl. 187. 14), to be echoed by
thc:ologians like Athanasius (de incarnal. 17 (I(TOI: p.£1' (un TOV 1TaI'TOI:
l(aT' owlul', (I' 1To.UI 8£ (UTI Tuil: EUVTOV 8vvap.£ul) and mystics like Suso
(Exempt. 54 e), as well as Christian Neoplatonists like Erigena
(681 A ff. Migne) and Psellus (C.M.A.G. VI. 193. 15). The Christian writers apply the doctrine to God, the Logos, or the Virgin
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Plot. applies it chiefly to the One, but also to the intelligibles
generally (VI. iv, v), as do Porphyry (arp. iii) and Pr. In Pr. it is
accommodated to the more rigid theory of 'un participated' and
, participated' Forms (prop. 23): the unparticipated Form is 'everywhere' only through the mediation of the participated Form which
is its projected potency.
1 I. Illho lUUTOU. • • xwp( .. : cf. Plato, Parm. 131 B o'\'ov J.p.a (VECTTaL,
Kat OVTW,> a~T6 aVTOV xwPt'> &.V E'{TJ.
13. TO. fJ-ETlXELV U~TOU SUVcll'EVU O).~ lVTuYXclVEL KT'\'.: cf. Plot. VI. iv. 3
(11. 365. 19) O~K a1TOTETp.TJTaL EKEivo T~'> 8VVaP.EWS airTov, ~v ;8wK£V
EKELV':" a,u: 0 '\'a{3wv TOUOVTOV l8vV7}(J'I ,\,a{3Eiv 1TaVTo,> 'lTapOVTo~. The

transcendent Form (in Pr.'s language, the unparticipated term) is
present in entirety in the immanent (participated) form or potency;
but the material object which participates the latter never .' contains'
or expresses it adequately-if it did, the transcendent Form would
no longer be transcendent.
PROPS. 99, 100 complete the doctrine of' unparticipated ' principles (props. 23, 24) by showing in what sense they are aMV1rOCTTaTa
(prop. 40). They are self-constituted in so far as their emergence
marks a genuinely new stage in the outgoing of individuality from
the One-in so far, that is, as they are true 'novelties' and not
merely the more developed expression of characters already present
at an earlier level (prop. 99). But they are not independent uPXa{;
for they have a common character, that of being monads, and this
common character is derived from the archetype of all unity, the
One (prop. 100). We may perhaps interpret this to mean that their
causality as such is derived from the First Cause, while the particular
form which it assumes in each is self-determined.
PROPS. 101, 102_ In the system of Plotinus the second God or
Hypostasis is the duality-in-unity of Being and the divine Intelligence, the transcendental object and the transcendental subject.
The elaboration within this hypostasis of a subordinate triad, TO OV
(v1Tap~',»-'w~ (8vvap.',>, alwv)-vovS', is in the main the work of his
successors, though a tendency in this direction is already observable
in one or two passages of the Enneads-cf. V_ iv. 2 inil. and esp. VI.
vi. 8 (11. 407. 5) El &rJ T6 tv 'lTPWTOV 8Ei '\'a{3Eiv 1rpWTOV OV, EITa VOVV,
EITa T6 (wov' TOVTO yap ~Il'l 1TI1VTU 80KEt 'TI'EptiXELV, 0 8£ VOV'> 8EVUP0'>
(;VEpyHa yap T~'> G~CT{a,» *. The motives governing this development
seem to have been (a) the recognition that reality is logically prior to
thought (TO tv TOV vov 'TI'POE'lTLVOELV UVaYKTJ, Plot. V. ix. 8 [11. 255.21]),
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since the thinker, in order to think, must first exist j 1 (b) the desire
to arrange causes in an ontological order corresponding to their
degree of universality (cf. props. 56-62 and nn.) j (c) the postPlotinian theory that all intelligibles have a triadic structure, mirroring
at el'ery level the fundamental triad "'0v?-'lrpOoOO"-f7TUTTPOCP~ (prop.
35 n.) or 1f'Epa..-a.1f'(&pOV-".'KTfW (props. 89-90 n.). The choice of
{w~ as a description for the middle term of the triad, the movement
of thought which links object to subject, is determined by Plato,
Soph. 248 E If., where {w~ and voii.. are said to be characters ofTlJ av.
Under the influence of this passage Plot. several times 2 mentions
{w~ as co-ordinate with TO av and voii.., though not as a link between
them nor as in any sense a separate hypostasis. Later Neoplatonists
may possibly have been inftuenced in the direction of hypostatizing
{~ by the part which it played as a divine principle in the Hermetic
and Gnostic systems j 3 cf. the hypostatized Alwv (prop. 53), which
Pr. identifies with ~ 1f'PWTT/ {w~' (rh. PI. Ill. vi). Authority was
also found in the Chaldaea" Orades: from the line ~ ".£v yap Svva".,..
oiv EK({V,¥, voii.. 1) IV EK({V,¥ (Th. PI. 365. I) Pr. and Damasc.
elicited a triad wapt,..-Svva".,..-voii.., which they equated with
av-'w~-voii.. (in Tim. 1. 17. 23, &c.). The av-{~-vojj.. triad
seems to have played a part in the theology of Porphyry (Pr. ill Tim.
Ill. 64. 8 IfV lamblichus (ibid. 45. 5 If.), Theodore of Asine (ibid.
11. 274. 23, Ill. 64. 8), the unknown author of Kroll's Parmenides
commentary (14. IS), and Syrian us (I'n Metaph. 46. 37). From Pr.
ps.-Dion took over the doctrine. He is at pains to explain that the
terms of the triad are not separate fhoTT/Tf'O but separate channels of
the divine 1f'po080.. (Div. Nom. 5; 2, 3) j and so also Erigena teaches
that God is Being, Wisdom and Life (455 C, 62 I B Migne), although
he possesses these characters only in an especial transcendent sense
(459 D).
8. Tij.. WIIP' llluTti KLV~a€w .. : I retain this reading, though with some
hesitation, on the ground that • self-movement' seems to be every1 Cf. J. Wahl, Etude su,,/e Pa"11Ilnide, ~30. Blit Plotinus in the passage cited
warns us against interpreting this logical distinction as an ontological separation.
2 I. vi. 7; V. iv. ~jin.; V. vi. 6. Cf. also Ill. viii. 8.
I Cf. CDrp. He,.",. I. 9, I2 ; XIII. 9; de myst. z6j. 4. The ultimate source of all
thi$ may be Iranian (Reitzenstein, R.M-Rs.13), or Egyptian (Scott, ii 289); but
the thought of Life as an aspect of the divine is so natural that coincidence can
hardly be considered a certain proof of indebtedness.
• On the acanty authority of Plato, Pllaet/q 106 D, abTb .,.b "';;s ( ...;;s dl/os .•.
a.IJr!JI"'I'dv lrrr",. His real authority is Plotinus, who had defined "l~JI as ( ...~
""'pos (Ill. vii. 5).
• W. Kroll suggests that Pr. may here be reading back into Porphyry a doctrine
which really belongs only to Theodore; but in view of Plot.'s language ill Enn .
. VI. vi. 8 there seems to be no good reason for scepticism about Porphyry. Cf.
also Tn. PI. I. xi. 27; Damasc. i. 86. 8 If.
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where else expressed by ~ l>7I'O (or It) €aVTOV IC{VTJCTL';, not by 7I'apa.
7I'ap' £aVTWV may be due to someone who desired to bring the expression into closer conformity with the enunciation.
PROP. 103. Are Being, Life and Intelligence to be regarded as
three aspects of a single reality or as three successive stages in the
unfolding of the cosmos fro!).l the One? Pr. characteristically answers
that both views are true: they are aspects, for each of them implies
the others as cause or as consequent; they are successive, not coordinate, for each is predqminant (though not to the exclusion of
the others) at a certain stage of the 7I'pOo80~. This may be expressed
by saying that the triad is mirrored within each of its terms, so that
while e.g. the first term has Being as its predominant character, it is
at the same time Life and Intelligence sub specie entitatis. The
scheme is elaborately worked out in Th. PI. IV. i-iii; its purpose,
as we there learn, is to reconcile distinctness with continuity.
The general principle of which this is a particular application, viz.
that •all things are in aIr things, but in each after its own fashion',
is ascribed by Syrianus (in Me/aPh. 82.1 If.) to 'the Pythagoreans',
and by Iamblichus (ap. Stob. Eel. 1. xlix. 31 [866 H]) to Numenius *.
Plot. applies it to the relations bf intelligibles in general; I it is
explicitly laid down by Porphyryi (d.q,. x), and from Iamblichus 3
onwards is much resorted to. The later school saw in it a 'convenient means of covering all the gaps left by Plotinus in his derivation of the world of experience, and thus assuring the unity of the
system: it bridged oppositions without destroying them.. Pr. uses
it not only to explain the Platonic ICoLvlIlv{a t:l8wv (in.Parm. 751 If.)
and to solve Parmenides' difficulties about transcendent Forms (ibid.
928 If.), but also to link together the four material elements (in Tim.
n. 26. 23 If.); he even adduces it to justify the community of women
and children in the Republic (ibid. I. 48. 24 fT.); and it enables him
to evade such a question as 'Where does sphericity begin?' by
replying that it exists • intellectively' in the demiurge, 'intelligibly'
in the a&~wov, and on still higher planes • secretly' (ibid. n. 77: cf.
83, 16I. 26, Ill. 285. 30, in Parm. 812. 10).-The formula was taken
over by ps.-Dion. (e.g. D;v. Nom. 4. 7 al 7I'4VTIIlV iv 'l/"o.ULV OlICt:{IIl~
€IC4O"T'I' ICowlIlv{aL), to be echoed at the Renaissance by Bruno,· and
later given a new significance by Leibniz.'
1 V. viii. 4 (H. ~35. 23) 'lEXfI a' '" i"J.tM"'fJ "-"0 . •,..."..tll" Il~ ICed ...J..-rllo

Though Iamblichus (I.e.) says that he elsewhere emphatically rejected it.
Cf. Pr. ;n Tim. I. 426. ~O.
• Cf. Whittaker2 , ~77.
I Principles of Nature Qnd Grace, 3: I ChaqDe monade est Dn miroir vivant,
2

I

representntif de l'univers sDivant son point de vue.'
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PROPS. 104, 101}, 107 carry a stage further the argument of
props. 50 and 51, and prepare the way for the proof that embodied
souls combine a temporal activity with an eternal existence (prop. 191)
and are thus at once y£v7)'Ta and OVTa (prop. 192). For the history
of this doctrine, and its relation to the medieval theory of aevum,
see note on props. 50, 5 I.-PROP. 105 distinguishes immortality
from perpetuity. We may feel that the distinctioll scarcely needed
to be formally established; but the two terms were often loosely
used as synonyms. Immortality is predicable in varying senses of
(Nia U'wp.aTa, I p.£ptKat !frvXa{, Sa{p.ov£<; and (h'iat !frvXa{ (Th. PI. I. xxvii.
65)·
I. cl.8UVQTOV: cf. prop. 16, 11. ID-I2 n.
2. EaTQ~ 'Il'PWTIII<; atwv~ov TO Qlho KQl XpcSvou Il-ETEXOV 'Il'PWTW<;: i.e. the
distinction between soul (which is 7rpwTTJ T;;IV YEV1JTWV, prop. 192) and
intelligence will disappear.
4. iVEpyE~QV, 6. KQT' lvEpyE~QV. ovU'{av cannot be right in either of
these places, but in I. 4 it probably stood in the archetype, whose
text was faithfully preserved by the first family, wrongly corrected by
the second and rightly corrected by the third.
14. &8EKTQ OVTQ TOU cl.8QVllTOU. Neither the highest Being, which
transcends the life-principle, nor Matter, which is lifeless, can be
called' immortal '. Cr. spoiled the sense by adopting 8avaTov from
Portus's conjecture.
PROPS. 108, 109 and the two following may be illustrated dia·
grammatically thus:
A_al_a'_as ...... an

t

_

t

_

B_bl_b'_bs ...... bn ...... b n+x
Here at a', &c. and b l b', &c. represent two successive transverse
series or strata of reality proceeding from their respective' monads'
or universal terms A and B: Pr.'s point is that b n may obtain knowledge of or contact with A either through B or through an. This
double reversion reflects a double causation: bn derives its generic
character from B, its specific character from an. Thus e.g. the stars
. reflect in their circular shape and motion the shape and motion of
the cosmos which is their' monad " but each has also an individual
character derived from its immaterial exemplar (in Tim. Ill. lIS.
19 ff.). Cf. also in Tim. 1. 405. 13 ff.; Ill. 232. 4 ff.; Th. PI. 12I.
13. KQl EaT~ T~ KT.\.. The edd., omitting Ka{, ruin the logic by
I So Aristotle speaks of the a.8allalT(a oupalloii,

de (ado, 384 a

J.
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Tcii

IV Tji w£pmp.{vrJ ••• OAA7JI Kal dU7JI the apodosis to d

yap . . . 7rarT{v lUTt.
20. d.vcS,,"OLO" (0.,) agrees with lK£Lvo (the alternative is to read
(7rpOI) avoP.OtOv).
23. rijs 611'ep .,OU., ",,1 '1I'plll1i.".,,'il ""801. BCD read p.ovaaOI, which
is probably a mistaken assimilation to the enunciation of prop. 108.
With either reading the reference seems, from the analogy with
o OAO<; vov<; and ~ OA7J Ifrox~, to be to the One, although in the more
elaborate scheme required by props. 162 If. the One is not a member
of the same vertical <TlJUTOtX{a. as the Intelligence (see diagram
ad loc.). In the simpler system which appears to be assumed here,
the One is conceived as the first member both of the first transverse
series (Eva:B£<;) and of the first vertical series (P.OVa:BEI); and the distinctions within the second hypostasis are ignored.-On the'contradiction between the • participation' and the • imparticipability' of
the first member of a transverse series see prop. 23 n.
26. crW,,""ToI ,,"~PL"~ +ucrLIl: cf. prop. 2 r, l. 22 n.

PROPS. 110, Ill. This qualification of the principle last enunciated
is required to make it consistent with prop. 62 cor. If the lower
order is always more numerous than the higher, a one·one correspondence between the two series, such as Pr. postulates, obviously
cannot extend to the whole of the lower series: at its further
extremity there will be terms which have no analogue in the superior
order and are therefore not directly attached to that order. This is
clearly true of the relation of CPVUt<; (in the sense defined in my note
on prop. 21, l. 22) and t/lvX~' The application of the principle on the
next higher level involves the conclusion that there are some t/lvXa{
which have no vov<; OiK£LO<;. Pr. places the human soul in this category (prop. 204: cr. In Tim. I. 245. 18 ff.) on the ground that it
enjoys V07JrTL<; only intermittently (prop. 184). Finally, authority for
the assumption of a similar relation between vo£<; and 8EOt was discovered in Plato's use of the expression 8EtO<; vov<; (Phi!. 22 C, Legg.
897 B).
I I. 06 yAp ba."" KT>".: cf. Plot. VI. vii. 6 (n. 433. r) ov yap
AEy£.Tat 8£01, d .. SI' 0 dv8pW'1l"O<;. f.XEt yap Btacpopu.v, ~v f.xovUt t/JuXal'1l"pOl
d.AA~Aa<;, K~V lK TOV aVTOV ~rTt UTO{XOV. So ps.-Dion. says that there
are differences of value even between the op.oTaYEv. (Cael. Hier. 4· 3).
13. wll t!.+' l"c\l ",,1 '1I'pa.. I.,: i.e. definable by their relationship to
a common term-a mode of resemblance intermediate between
synonymity and mere homonymity (Arist. Me/aph. 1003 a 33. E.N.
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1096 b 27 j Pr. in Parm. 709.8). The words are added here to make
the statement consistent with prop. 2 I, 11. IS ff., where we are told
that the monad of any order gives its members a common AOYOI:
(relation) to each other and to the whole order.-wuI'TG ... ~ovu8os
I take to be either a gloss on d.</l' £1'01: or the inept supplement of a
reader unf~r with the technical expression &.<P' £vor;: Kat 7r'pOl: lv.
PROP. G.l..!. jhis principle is one of Pr.'s devices for reconciling
the individuality of the successive levels of being with the continuity
of the procession as a whole (cf. prop. 28 n.). There is no sudden
and sharp transition from gods to intelligences (not here distinguished
from vOl'/Ta) or from intelligences to souls: the highest intelligence is
not only an intelligence but a god (in Ale. 381. 10), the two higher
classes of souls enjoy perpetual intellection (prop. 184). So also the
moon, \!hich is the frontier between heaven and earth, shares the
characteristics of both (in Tim. Ill. 142. 8). For further illustrations
d. Th. PI. Ill. xxi. 158, IV. ii. 183; in Parm. II56. 18. The
doctrine is echoed by ps.·Dion., Div. Nom. 7.3jin.
3· Ka.Ta. rill' t8L1ST1\TG TijS ihrOCTTUaEIIIS. Cf. prop. 145, which seems
to show that the l8u)T1']1: referred to here is not that of the lower
O"ELPa. or transverse series, but a special power such as K0'6aprrt!: or
</lpovpa which is transmitted in the vertical succession from certain
members of the divine order to the corresponding members of the
lower orders of being.
L.

01 the divine Izenads or gods.

General characters of the henads (props. 113-27).
Relation of the henads to the universe of Being (props.
128-5 0 ).
3. Specific characters of particular series of henads (props.
15 1-9).
4. Classification of henads according to the principles which
can participate them (props. 160-5).
The doctrine of divine henads is the most striking of the modifi·
cations introduced by later Neoplatonism into the Plotinian world·
scheme. and its purpose has been the subject of considerable
discussion. It is generally assumed (e.g. by Zeller, UeberwegPraechter, Mr. Whittaker and Prof. Taylor) to be the invention of
Proclus. But (a) if Pr. had really been its originator. Marinus would
surely have cited it as the most convincing proof of his hero's
originality instead of the relatively unimportant innovation which he
does cite for this purpose (vii. Proc. 23) j (6) Syrianus in his com·
I.

2.

u
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mentary on the Metaphysics has at least one definite allusion to
, henads' which are identical with gods 1; (c) Pr. himself seems
to attribute the doctrine to TLV£S TWV .qP.LV alBo[wv, a phrase which
usually covers a reference to his teacher, Syrianus.' *
While the identification of the' henads ' with the gods may thus
be ascribed to Syrian us,s the h'enads as metaphysical entities have a
much longer history. The term ~omes from Plato Phil. 15 A oTav
6E TLS £va av(}pwTrOV ~7r!x£Lpii T[(}w'(}aL Kal {3ovv Eva Kal TO KaAOV ~V Kal
TO o.ya(}ov £V, Tr£pl TOVTWV TWV EVB8111V Kal TWV TOLOVTWV.q TrOAA~ tCTTrovB7/t
P.ETa. BLaLpECTEWS ap.cllLCT{37rr7JCTLS y[yv£TaL.· Here EvaB€~ are simply units
or ' examples of ones': they are called p.ovaBEs just below. But Pr.
(in Parm. 880.30) interprets the passage as referring to the Forms,
which are called p.ovaBEs as belonging to the world of Being, but
£vaBE. in respect of their transcendent unity. Now we learn from
Plotinus (VI. vi. 9 [H. 408. 18]) that the Neopythagoreans called the
Forms EvaBE. 4 ; and a pasliage in Theon of Smyrna suggests that
these (VaBE' were sometimes thought of as co-ordinate with the One. 5
If this is so, Syrian us' doctrine will on this side be an example of
that harking back to pre-Plotinian so.urces of which we have some
evidence elsewhere in later Neoplatonism."
The motive of the innovation lay no doubt partly in the desire for
logical completeness and symmetry. Beside Intelligence there were
p.OJlJ.IlO$ f) ~JlJ./lO$ "I,b'b .,.7)s "'P"''''{'''''1/S "i.,.t"s 7rpooA9o;;IT",' ~KO"'''' -yo.p
p.d"oJl 6EoI clA"o. K"I O"II"oxa.i .,.wos eo;;'". The terminology is not yet precise:
, monad' is used as a synonym of' henad '. • Henads' derived from the One are
also mentioned in another passage, 141. I fT.; but here the reference might be to
what Pr. calls' monads', the one Intelligence, the one Soul, etc.
2 in Pal.",. 1066. 16 A.J.-YK1/ .,.0("l1li ••• f) 7r.pl TO;; 7rp':'.,.Otl eEO;; 1'&/10" El"", .,.b"
7r"pd".,." "d'Yo" (viz. the first hypothesis of the I'armenides) ••. f) 7ropl,..elJI"T"''' e,;;,,,
K"l .,.;;,,, Io'E"" 1","'0", c,1T7r.p AE.o;;lTi "'wos .,.rii" ;'1'''' "illol",,,. ~7rE./I~ 'Yap ...as 6,ds,
""eo e,&s, 1;"J.s i/TT•• •• /1,0. /I~ "'0;;.,.0 ITV"47r"TE'" AE,o;;IT' .,.V 7r.pl eEO;; .,.0;; 7rP':'",ou
1I''''pl'f ",~" .... pl lI,rii" bo7rel".,.",,, {,CP"'-Y1/IT.,,· 7r4J1"TO$ -yJ.p dlT." 1"J.IlO$ {,,..fpOVIT'O,.
S There is a passnge in Damnscius (1. 257. 20), noticed by ZelJer, which
appenrs to imply that the identification was made by Iamblichus. It Iuns .,.obs
lIooos o~.,."'s 07r0.,.ceoJI"T'" .,.oos 7roAAobs 01 ,..pb 'J"p.IJAlxou ITX.lld" .,., 7r4".,..S cp.AdlTocpo"
f"" 10"" ,I".., .,.b" o""PUVIT.o. IIEb" AI')'o/l.,..s, .,.o/'s "'Aous o{,IT.':'II"s ,1".., .,...Is A...b "'0;;
i"b. l"AJ.p.1/I'1T'" EICII,oup.l"ous, ""I ,1,,11., .,.b .,.;;,. {'''''pou"t",,, ...A7)eo$ i"411",,, o~"
a.~",o""Arii" {,...OITTellT,,,,,,, cUM .,.;;,,, lAAa.p....op.I."'" A...b TO;; p.d"ou 11.0;; Ka.! .,.,,'s O~lTta.,s
1,,11.1101"."''' e.':'/TE",,,. But if the henads played any important part in Iamb.'s
system it is rather strange that we should have no other evidence of it than this.
• These Neopythagorean 'henads' may ha\'e been, as the Damnscius passage
quoted in n. 3 snggests, not the Forms themselves, but the principles of unity im·
planted in them by the One. Cf. note on props. 13~, 136.
• Expos. rer. math. 21. 14 HiJler ,,11.1 'Yo.p oi 7r"po. ""J.T"'''' i"J.II.s ,rP1/JlTI1.. ~"
••"I,IJ"" ob ...a.po. Tb l" 1AoX81/1T"", aMa .....pO' T~" i"J.III1.. fI.,. .. EITTI !'O"as p.....oxii TO;;
E.. ds: i.e. E.d.llu is the plural not of the One but of a one. Here Theon seems to be
defending the reasonable interpretation of the Platonic passage against persons who
used it as evidence for a theory·of transcendent unities akin to that of ProcIus.
8 It is suggestive in this connexion that for Syrillnus Plato is 01 "pJ..,.,/TTOS .,.rii"
"u6"'YopEl",,, (in Metaph. 190.35).
o~
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intelligences, beside Soul souls, beside Nature natures: why not also
, ones' beside the One? 'When the theory had been thought out
for the case of Mind and Soul, it was a mere' exigence of logic to
extend it to the first member of the supreme triad' (Taylor, Phii. of
Pr.625). The wording of props. 21 and 113 might be cited in support
of this interpretation. But the henads are not merely a piece of
ornament without structural significance in the system. They are,
like 7f'lpa.'> and d.7f'€tp{a, and like the second' One' of lamblichus, an
attempt to bridge the yawning gulf which Plotinus had left between
the One and reality. Of the existence of this gulf no one was more
acutely aware than Plot in us himself: especially significant are such
passages as VI. v. 9 (11. 393. 3 IT.), where he practically confesses that
plurality cannot be got out of unity unless it is first put into it.
The One cannot be, in Plotinian language, 81illap.t'i: 7f'allTIIlII without
being also llVllap." 7f'allTa: but to admit this is to infect the One with
at least the seeds of plurality. The doctrine of henads represents an
attempt to account for the existence of individuality by importing
plurality into the first hypostasis, yet in such a manner as to leave
intact the perfect unity of the One. They are the transcendent
sources of individuality: in them the whole Plotinian KOUP.O,> II0'l'/TO..
already exists KaT' aLT{all, or in a seminal form. On their relationship to the One see props. 133 n. and 151-.9 n., where I have stated
my reason for rejecting Professor Taylor's view that' what Proclus
has in mind is a doctrine of the attributes of God like that of Philo,
or again, of the great scholastics '.
There remains the theological side of the doctrine, which Zeller
and others regard as the really significant part of it. It is certainly
a singular example of the survival of an ohsolete creed in mummy
form-a mode of preservation which becomes possible only when
the creed is already dead. The' gods' with whom the henads are
identified are. as we learn in detail from Th. Pi., the gods of
traditional Greek mythology, and the identification is no doubt to
be understood as a last desperate attemvt to carry out the policy of
lamblichus and maintain the united front of Hellenic philosophy
and Hellenic religion against the inroads of Christianity. This
explains why Pr. holds that • piety about the gods is the sum total of
virtue' (in Tim. I. 2 I 2. 5). and that the special task of the Platonic
philosopher is the exact classification of deities (ibid. Ill. 10. 7).
Earlier attempts to relate the gods of popular belief to the First Cause
had not been lacking, as we may see from Sallustius c. 2,1 and from
I According to Sallustius 0"'3~ 'Tijs 'Jrp':".../s ..iTE... f) AAA;'A .." x..pEColIT.... III1T'1rfP
obU "0;; ..I ,,~.,.fIS 0"'3~ ojIllxijS

..z

l'Jr'''''Tijp.''' ob3~ '';011

..z ..z.,.61,.,."..
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the very striking letter of the fourth-century pagan Maximus of
Madaura (Augustine, Epist. XVI. r), who would interpret them,
without obliterating their individuality, a~ aspects or virtues of one
supreme god whose name we do not know.· But the doctrine of
henads afforded the most convenient means of giving the gods that
assured place in the Plotinian world-order which Plotinus had
neglected to provide. 2 Unfortunately this ~7rLrrrYJJLOVL~ (hoAoyla
resulted in depriving the gods of all personality,S and even of all
identity; for the principle of continuity in the vertical procession
involved the splitting of each god into a series of gradually weakening
forces, so that Zeus, for example, appears as five different gods each
of whom symbolizes the 'jovial' principle on a different plane of
reality (in Tim. Ill. 190. 19 ff.). That Homer's Olympians, the
most vividly conceived anthropomorphic beings in all literature,
should have ended their career on the dusty shelves of this museum
of metaphysical abstractions is one of time's strangest ironies.
PROP. 113. The divine series is EVLatOS both in the sense that
perfect internal unity is the fundamental character (KVpL6JTaTOV TWV
C11J/L7rAYJPOVVTIJJV) of every god (in Farm. 1069_ 8); and in the sense
that the gods are bound together by a closer collective unity than
any subsequent order of existence (ibzd. 1048. II).-Noteworthy are
(r) the strictly impersonal definition of God, as the transcendent goal
of desire; (2) the formal character of the argument for polytheism,
which appears here as, in Mr. Whittaker's words, a piece of' pure
deductive metaphysics'.
PROP. 114. On the term 'self-complete' (i.e. independent of
extraneous relations) see prop. 64, 1. 21 n. There are self-complete
principles (intelligences and souls) which are not henads (prop. 64
pressed. associates the £:ods with the One even more closely than Pr.'s scheme, and
resembles rather the relation of God to his' powers' in Philo.
• That the philosophical background of Maximus is Stoic or Middle Platonist
rather than Neoplatonic has been shown by G. Beyerhaus in Rkein. Mus. N. F.75
(1926), 32 If. CL also Nock in Rev. des Etudes ancimnes, 1928, 286 f.
2 Plot. handles the gods of mythology in a very casual fashion, allegorizing
them as it suits him, but without any attempt at consistency,: cf. Amou, Appendix
A. This is DO doubt to be connected with his personal indifference to cult practices (Porph. vii. Plol. lofin.).
S How far Pr is from treating his 'gods' as persons may be seen from such a
passage as in Tin•. Ill. J 14. 2 I, where he accepts bOlk the statement of Hesiod that
Ocean os, Tethys, Kronos and Rhea were all of them begollen by Ouranos upon Ge,
and the statement of the Timaeus that Oceanos and Tethys were the parents of
Kronos and Rhea. So abstract is the conception that pseudo-Diollysills has no
difficulty in substituting his' thrones, Cherubim and Seraphim' for l'r.'s gods
without disturbing the architectl1re of the system.
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cor.); and there are henads which are not self-complete, such as
those which are immanent in human souls (TO ~V Ti7. I/roxFi. in Ale.
519. 27, cf. dcc. dub. 142. 23 ff. &c.). From prop. 6 it would appear
that any unit insusceptible of further analysis may be called a' henad '.
-Nicolaus asks how the gods can be self-complete when they owe
their divine character to participation (I. 24). A similar question
arises about all • self-sufficient' and' self-constituted' principles: see
props. 9 and 40 nn., and prop. II8, 1. 10 n.

PROP. 115. That the Good which is the final cause of all Being is
itself beyond Being is, of course, Platonic and Plotinian doctrine.
From Neoplatonism it was taken over by ps.-Dionysius, mediated by
whom it reappears in the East in the teaching of John Damascene,
and in the West in that of Erigena. Cf. notes on props. 2 and 4.The present proposition seems to make it plain that whereas Plotinus
puts' all the gods' within You. (V. i. 4), the divine henads are to be
placed in the ftrst of the three traditional' hypostases' and not (as
Vacherot, Simon and others assume) in the second. But it must be
admitted that Pr. is himself responsible for a good deal of the
confusion which exists on the subject, in that he frequently speaks
of such entities as Eternity, Time, the alJTot~oV. and even the
sensible world as I gods', and of gods as ' intelligible'. 'intellectual'
or 'intra-mundane'. In an important passage of Th. Pi. (I. xxvii.
63 ff.) he justifies his loose usage of the term (ho. by the example of
Plato, 1 while insisting that only the henads are a7l'Aw~ or 7I'pWTW' 8(o{ ;
and explains that the divine nature is 'intelligible' only in a Pickwickian sense, W. bp(TOV T~ v~ Kal W. nAw'wvpyov Ka, W. CTVV(KTtKOV
TOU YOU (but not as directly knowable by vou., cf. prop. 123). The
forced character of the identification 8£0<; = aliToT£A~. (va<; is evident
here: the gods of traditional cultus and their classification in
traditional theology (see props. 162-5 n.) cannot be squ~red with
the metaphysical doctrine save by a glaringly artificial application of
the convenient principle 7I'aVTa EV 7I'iiutv, olKE{w<; 8£ £V £KaUT'l' (cf.
prop. Il8). Again. Pr. identifies his henads with the ~v QV of the.
Parmenides (in Parm. 1068. 34 ff.). which is hardly compatible with
their V7I'(POVUlOT1/'; but a place had to be found for: them somewhere
in the hypotheses ofthat dialogue, and being' participable' (prop. I 16)
they could not be identified with the abstract unity of the first
hypothesis, although sOme earlier writer seems to have discovered
them there.
t

Cf. props. 118-9 n.
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33· :v av OGK av ,,;:'1 p.ovov, if sound, is perhaps a reminiscence of
Plato, Tim. 38 B, where Pr. read (if the MSS. of in Tim. are to be
trusted) TeiX' Il.v OVK Il.v £i7J Ka,po'O, a phrase of closely similar rhythm.
11. OGC1(Cl~ SE OVTES . " I 2 ~S flovdSoc; TWV OGC1~WV. Q'S V7rfPOVCTlOL for
ovu{a, is a deliberate and disastrous ' correction'; on the other hand
p.ovciSo<;, whether due to conjecture or not, is certainly right-the
term' monad' applies only to the first member of a transverse series
(prop. 21).
PROP. 116. The henads are' participable' in accordance with the
general law enunciated in prop. 23, which requires that in each
order there shall be an intermediate class of predicable terms linking
the non· predicable substantative principle with the concrete subjects:
the 'unities' link the non-predicable substantive Unity with the
concrete -ryvwp.£I'a. How this 'participability' is to be reconciled
with the V7rfPOVULO'T7j" of the henads we are not told, but it is evidently
not to be understood as implying immanence in the ordinary sensethey are not only XWPLUTW" p.£T€x0p.£va (like all aMV7ToCTTClTa, prop. 82)
but transcendent in an especial degree (prop. 130). Nor is Pr.
always consistent about their participability; in the in Tim. it is
both affirmed of all henads other than the One (I. 226. 18) and
denied of the supra· mundane gods (Ill. 204. 16 ff. ).-The proof
given here turns on showing that an imparticipable henad could only
be distinguished from the One by ascribing to it (falsely) a lower
degree of unity, and that such a lower unity can always be analysed
into a partiapable henad and a participant.
IS. TWV TE 1TpOOJ'TWV: equivalent to TWV Tf 7rpO TWV OVTWV. Plot.
does not, I think, use the term in this sense; but it was applied by
the Valentinian Gnostics to their supreme god (!ren. c. haer. I. il,
and was also used by Hermetists (Stob. I. 293. 12 [750 HJ).
Iamblichus (de myst. VIII. 2) seems to have introduced it into
Neoplatonic, and the author of the Pastor Hermae (sim. V. vi. 5)
into Christian theology.
24. ~ C1UVQ1TT1lL 'lrP~S T~ QGToEV: for UVVQ7rTELV intrans. see prop. 15,
1. 34; prop. 55. I. 28.
PROP. 117. As time and eternity are the' measures' of EJ'£py£La
(prop. 54), so the henads are the 'measures' of ovu{a, i.e. the
principles to which it owes its articulated structure (similarly the
'measures' of y£v£u,') are the Forms, which determine and delimit
the infinitude of Matter, Th. PI. Ill. x. 138). Pr. has in mind
Plato, Legg. 7 I 6 C ci o~ (ho') -ryp.I.V 7rQVTWV XP7JP.QTWV P.£TpOV t.v fL7J
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p.&.XuTTa (cf. also Politicus 283-4). So, too, Plot. (V. v. 4) and
Syrian. (in Aletaph. 168. 4 ff.) apply the term P.ETPOV to the One, and
finally ps.-Dion. (Div. Nom. 2. 10) applies it to Christ.

PROPS. 118, 119. Like the One, the henads are without internal
differentiation, and this undifferentiated character, which is their
essential predicate (~71aptls), may be caJled indifferently their unity
or their goodness (cf. prop. [3 n.). Other attributes can only be
ascribed to them KaT' alTtav, as implicit in their unity and goodness.
Cf. in Parm. 8 I 1. 4 ff.
10. o,)Sil' II' a.)Toi:~ EcrraL KaTa. ",.BEeLI'. This must be understood
as meaning that they have none of their characters by vertzcal
derivation. They are said to • participate godhead' (prop. 114,
I. 24); but characters derived transversely from the monad by its
co-ordinate P.ETEx0p.Eva an~ treated by Pr. as primary predicates of
the latte~ (prop. 19), and so are not in the technical sense KaTa
p.'(l£~Lv.
17. KaB' E~LI' is confirmed by i1Z rim. Ill. 364. 13 Ot'l8E l~l~ (~ 7rPO
'l'OV vov aya8o'l'7/<;) • • • ot'l8, oXws ot'lulw8TJ<; 'l'lS t'l7roUTaul~: cf. also
H. 313. I ff., where;' Ka8' ltlv vov<; is di!;itinguished from;' ot'lulw8TJs
and;' 8(lO<;. The variant Ka'l'a p.E8Etw arose from a mistaken assimi-

lation to th7 preceding prdp.
PROP. 120. To deny that the gods exercise providence was for
Plato a blasphemy meriting the severest punishment (Legg. 899 D ff.).
Partly for this reason, and partly because Stoicism and the Hellenistic
religions had raised in an acute form 'the question of the relation
between providence and fate (ELp.app.EI'TJ), the topic of 7rpOVOLa bulks
almost as large in Neoplatonism as does that of predestination and
grace in the Christian theology of the period. The main lines of the
Neoplatonic doctrine, which makes fate distinct from and subordinate
to providence, seem to have been already laid down by the second
century A.D. 1 Pr. devoted two special.treatises to the subject-the
de decem dubitah"ombus drca providentiam and the de providenlia et
fato. With the present prop. cf. also Th. PI. I. (xv.) 38 ff.
7. ~~ TOUVOl'o. ."..o.rV€L: cf. Plot. V. iii. 10 (H. 192. 24). The
etymology fits the Plotinian system better than that of Pr.: for, as
Nicolaus remarks, it would if pressed require us to ascribe providence
to Being and Life also, since they also are 7rPO voti. But it is only
1 See Gercke in R4ein, Mus. N. F. 41 (1886).
Theiler, VorbertituttK des
Heu/lat. 50, n. I, finds the starting-poiDt of the theory in Anliochus of Ascalon.
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subsidiary to the real contention. viz. that belief in the goodness of
the gods involves belief in their providence.
PROP. 121. As all action involves, in addition to the will to act, a
power to carry out the will and a knowledge on which the will is
based. so the conception of divine providence involves ascribing to
the gods not only goodness but also omnipotence and omniscience.
But this omnipotence and omniscience has for Pr. to be somehow
distinguished from the 47rnpo<; Sv"apL<; of ~ 7rpWTTf 'Ill"" and the d.Kp6rq<;
ml.crq<; 1'''00£111<; which belongs to ;, 7rPWTO<; "ov<;: accordingly these
characters are said to 'pre-subsist • in the gods in a transcendent
manner. Goodness, Power and Knowledge constitute the primary
divine triad (Th. PI. 1. xvi. 44), which prefigures in a seminal form
the triad of the second hypostasis, Being, Life and Intelligence
(prop. 101).-Sv"apL<; 7raJITIII" is already a standing definition of the
One in Plot. (e.g. V. iii. 15); and there is in some passages of the
Enneads an inclination to aScribe to the One some form of consciousness analogous to but traI'scending "0"1O'L<;, in order to account for
the emergence of the latter: V. iv. 2 ~ KaTa"~O'L<; aG-rov aG-rti OL(j"£~
O'walO'fh7un otO'a • • • ETtPIII<; .q KaTfL' T~" "OV "0"1O'LJI: VI. viii. 16
~7r£p"O"1O'L<;, 18 T()\I oto" I" f.,,~ JIOV" oll "OV" oJITa. On the nature of this
divine consciousness see further prop. 124 n.-The Proc1ine doctrine
reappears in ps.-Dion., who devotes separate chapters of the Div.
Nom. to the praise of God as 1rPO':''', as al':'"Lo<; 'Ill"" and as KpvcfJla
1'I'WO'L<;.
32. T'l' &pLCTTI{' XGPOKT1'JP£tETGL: cf. Plot. VI. viii. 10 (H. 491.25).

PROP. 122. This is the Platonist answer to the Epicurean 1
objection against the doctrine of providence, viz. that it credits the
gods with an interest in an infinity of petty problems and so abolishes
their transcendence and makes their life 71'pa1'paT£L':'S"1 Ka~ brl7rO"Ol'.2
The Platonists reply that the law of providence operates automatic·
ally, and that the individual unconsciously co-operates towards its
fulfilment: 'die Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgericht.' Both objection
and answer are already in substance stated by Plato, Legg. 903 E ff. ;
but the subtlest exponent of the Platonist doctrine is Plotinus, in
such passages as IV. iii. 13 and 24. Cf. also [Arist.] de mundo c. 6
§ 13 (a cruder solution, ascribing providence not to God himself but
to his hypostatized' powers '); Sallust. ix, with Nock ad loco Pr.
1

t

Contnined in the first of Epicurns' K{,P""U(.., (p. 94 Bailey) : cf. Sall. 16.
Th. PI. 4'.

30.
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regards the reconciliation of providence with transcendence as the
especial glory of Platonism,l Aristotle having maintained the second
without the first, the Stoics the first without the second.-The
formula of the present prop. reappears in ps.-Dion. Div. Nom. 2.
10: Christ is OVCTla 7TG.CTW E7TLPa.T(VOVCTa. rfJ 7TPOIIOllf /Ca.t 7TaAw EenP"lP.C"."
d7TaCT7j\1 oVCTla.\1 rfJ cpVCTn.
12. 8l1iV0t'~V ••• KATa ~v A!hwv c1~CAv. Justice was defined in the
Academy as ~~L\18Lo.lI(IL7JTLK~ TOV Ko.T' d~la.1I €/CaCTT'l' ([Plat.] Del 41 I E).

The phrase is duly reproduced by ps.-Dion. (Div. Nom. 9. 10, &c.).
15. TO Tii d"A' 'II'o,oiiv c1axITIII§ '11'0'£': cf. prop. IS n. It is on this
assumption of the possibility of one-sided causal relations that the
whole Neoplatonic system hinges.
20. TO "IYLCTT&V lanv OU TO c1ym90£L81§, clAM TO c1YA80upycSv.
This
is not, as has been suggested, an assertion of the superiority of
7TpG.~L\1 to fhwplo..
For Neoplatonism divine 7TpG.~L\1 is (hwplo., or
rather perhaps its incidental accompaniment (7To.po./CoAovlJl1lL«, Plot.
UI. viii. 4 [I. 336. 4]).
PROP. 123. On the general subject of the 'unknown god' in
Neoplatonism, see Appendix 1. Pr.'s teaching here differs from
that of Plotinus (a) in the absence of any explicit reference to unto
mystica ; 2 (b) jn excluding the One from the possibility of being
known by analogy (d7T~ TWII 1L(T(XOIITWII).s The latter is a necessary
consequence from Pr.'s doctrine of the dlLclJ(/CTOII (prop. 23 n.): even
the universal Intelligence has only an indired connexion with the
One. Both these departures from Plot illustrate the growth of
agnosticism in Neoplatonic theory, a development which is parallel
with the increasing importance attached by Plot.'s successors to
theurgic practice (cf. Introd., pp. ·xx-xxiii).
32. oilT£ 03v 80~AaTov KTA.: the Platonic grades of knowledge.
Cr. in Parm. 10SI. 7 ':'\1 -yap 8o~ Ta 80taCTTa -YWWCTKOIL£II /Co.t .:..
8r.avo{~ Ta. 8tUV07JTa. Kal W~ T~ VOEP~ T~ £V ~p.;'v TO JlO1]TOV, OVTW Kal T~
£1'2 TO «v- TOVTO 8£ TaUT-oil T<P (Tcii) p.~ ovrt TO Ell- TOVrO 8£ TauTov Tcfi

rii

d7TocpaCT£L T~ &. In the present passage the via negativa is not
mentioned, but cf. prop. S.
5. KAl TOiiTO c111AYKALw§. The validity of such inferences depends
1 ~"II.IIM'/I

'T;js IlI\./I.,..,,,"djs BfOIl.0-Y{/lS '~tz1Pf"'O", iDI·t/. 4~'
The possibilIty of it is not, however, excluded: it is only ~ BIA II.ryOIl 'Y"ciiCTIS
that is explicitly confined to the realm of IIV'T/I.
I Cf. NlImenius ap. Euseb. Prep. Ev. XI. 22. Hopfner is, I think, mistaken in
finding in the doctrine of knowledge ,b·o 'Tcii" ~'''''XtlV'T'''' a di,ect reference to
the lamblichean theory of ,,(,pofjoll./I (OjftnbarunpzauIJer, I, § 389). The symbol
theory is only a particular development of the much older' way of analogy'.
2
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on Pr.'s law of continuity (prop. 28 n.). It is this principle that
enables him in the Th. PI. to write some 400 folio pages about his
, unknown' gods. But there is always more in the cause than in
the effect, so that the method of analogy can never exhaust the
content of the divine or fully express its essence. Cr. Plot. V. iii. I4
(II. 197.18) O1iTWI; £xoJ'tv ~CT'T£ 'If'£p~ av'Tou ['TOU ~vo§] p.'Ev AE'YELV, aVTo
8~ p.~ AEynv. Pr. says the same of the gods in general, in 'rim.
1.3°3. 18.
PROP. 124 embodies Pr.'s answer to the objection raised by the
Platonic Parmenides (Parm: 134 C ff.) that on the theory of correlation between degrees of cognitive facuIty and degrees of reality in
its object God, who has perfect intelligence, cannot know our
imperfectly real world. Pr.'s doctrine is more fully expounded in
Th. PI. I. xxi. 54 ff. and in Tim. I. 351. 20 ff. His contention is
that (I) only knowledge extraneously acquired (l'lf'{K'I"T}'TO§) involves
a relation to its object, but the gods' knowledge is given with their
being and is therefore in this respect absolute; (2) all knowledge is
relative to the knowing subject, so that the gods know all things
sub specie aelernitalis or ' in their cause', just as all our' knowledge
is sub specie temporis. The divine knowledge is a mode of cognition
which we cannot hope to grasp: being a completely unitary lv€pyna,
it surpasses even v07]CTt'>, in which there is still a formal duality. It
does not, like V07]CTL§, know the particular in the universal and the
unreal in the real: it knows all things as one, yet in the full articulation of their detail, l 'even the infinitude of the possibie, and
Matter itself'. This attempt to picture a grade of intellectual knowledge higher than V07]CTL§ is in the main post-Plotinian j ('its emptiness
is shown by the fact that Pr. is obliged to ascribe to it many of the
characters which Plot. and Porphyry (.iq,. xxxiii § 2) had ascribed to
v07]IT''>. It has, however, a considerable historical importance: closely
imitated by ps.-Dion. (Di'/). Nom. 7. 2),' it reappears in Aquinas'
teaching that 'God sees all things not in themselves but in himself,
in so far as he contains in his essence the likeness of all other things
that come from him'; S and it is probable that it indirectly influenced Spinoza.
11. 'Ta SE ,...~ c!.V"YK"L" c!.V"YK"~"'S: this convenient formula is
utilized by Pr. and his medieval successors to reconcile divine fore1 This explains why oracles often give answers to the most trifling questions
(Tk. PI., I c.).
~ Cf. however the passnges from the Enneads quoted on prop. 121.
S Qlloted by Inge3, H. ] 15.
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knowledge wit~ freewill (prov. et fat. 193 If.: cf. Psellus, de omnif.
doct. 16; Aquinas, Summa Theol. 1. 14. 13, Summa c. Gent. I. 67).
25. TO cI"IrOo8~ .. 1fOo8'lTLKW" ':'1rOSlXETOoL KOol TO ciXpovov lYXp6vlII'i: Pr.
probably has Christianity in mind. The Christian ascription of
changes of heart to the deity and the Christian belief in the temporal
origin of the cosmos were two points on which Neoplatonist criticism
especially fastened.
PROP. 125. The uELpal of this propOSitIOn are vertical series, in
which the distinctive property of a particular god or henad is successively mirrored at dilferent levels of reality (here called Ta.~W;) :
cf. in Tim. I. 36. 7 If.; Ill. 81. 31 If. This doctrine was found useful
by Pr. in more ways than one: it enabled, him to reconcile irreconcilable texts about Zeus (in Tim. Ill. 190. 19 ff.) and other gods by
assuming them to refer to different stages of the 7TPOOOO<;; it helped
him to explain away archaic myths about divine intercourse with
men by the assumption that they referred not to the henads but to
homonymous oalp.ovE<; belonging to their respective uupai (in erat.
cxviii); it justified the ascription of divinity to the stars and furnished
a rationale of astrology (cf. prop. 129); and it accounted f'or the
magical properties attributed by theurgy to stones, herbs and other
objects which for the Platonist are EuxaTa (cf. prop. 145). Authority
was discovered for it in Plato Legg. X. 903 B. Its systematic
development was probably the work of Iamblichus,' but the notion
that there may be daemons bearing the same names as the gods is
older: cf. PI ut. def. orae. 2 I, 42 I E, "Ei o€ TOt.. VCVOP.LUP.EVOL<; TWV (JeWV
avap.aUL oalp.ova.<; T!va<; KaAovp.Ev, OV ()avp.alrTEOV ", ET7TEV 0 ~'yo<;· "';; ya.p
€KaUTo<; ()E~ UVVT£TaKTaL Kat o~ T7j<; OWa.P.fW<; Kat T!p.~<; p.fT£LATJXEV, Q7TO
TOVTOV rlJL>"EL KaAftu()aL":

Plot. VI. vii. 6 (H.

432.

31)

fUT!

p.{p.TJp.a

()EOV oalp.wy Ei<; ()EOY &'YTJpTTJP.f.yOS.

8. TOoL" T&~EI1LV, lv at.. 1fOLELTIU T~V EK+OoVI1LV. These vary with the
different classes of gods, props. 162-5.
PROP. 126 applies to the henads the general law governing transverse series, and illustrates clearly the reduction of the 'gods' to
hypostatized logical counters.
PROP. 127. This insistence that deity is 'simple', i.e. homogeneous and without parts, is suggested by Plato Rep. H. 380 D [cf.
Th. PI. I. (xx.) 52], though the term is used there in a different
1

Cf. Praechter, Ricll/uIJgen,

J II

If.
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sense.-On aimJ.pKfta see note on props. 9 and 10. The gods have
a higher aimJ.pKfLa than Intelligence or Soul: they are Ot' £avTovc; Ka~
7rap' £avTwv aimJ.pKELC; (Th. PI. I. xix. 50). But they are not, like the
One. tJ7rEP aimlpKfLav, since they are not the Good but only individual
.
, goodnesses '.
3 r. TO ~V T4i 4y«94i Talhov 1I'poITT'I(J"lip.fVDV. The editors and translators, reading (V for lv, fail to make any sense of this clause. 7rpOUT~
uauBat means in Pr. (I) to put before (7rpO TWV dAAWV Tace; p.ovaoac;
7rpo(UT'Y}uap.dJa, Th. PI. 272), or pre-establish (ovvap.m (V olavTcp 7rpo(U~(TaTO rij, a7roy£vv~u£wc; 0 o'Y}p.wvpyo<;, in Tim. Ill. 270. 29); (2) to
bring forward in the sense of manifesting or reproducing (T~V aiJ~v
7rpO(cr~uaTo Tij £avT~c; a1rLq. ovvap.lV, Th. PI. 197). The last meaning
suits all the passages in El. Th., except perhaps prop. 133, 1. 16.
PROPS. 128, 129. The terms (ho, and (still more) (Nioc; were
used by the Greeks at all periods in a wide and loose sense, often
without any implication of cult worship.1 Plato himself had spoken
of a (h'io, vovc; (Phil. 22 C); of soul as 8wELO£<; (Phaedo 95 C)
and as P.(Td. 8wv<; 8fLoraTov (Legg. V. 726); of the sun and the
cosmos as gods (ibid. XII. 950 D, Tim. 92 C). Plotinus defines
8£0, as TO Tc!' £v~ UVV'Y}p.p.£vov, VI. ix. 8 (11. 519. 6), and can apply the
name not only to vov, and the universal soul but also to the human
soul (IV. viii. 5 l Il. 149. 18], VI. ix. 9 [Il. 522. I7]) and to the stars
(V. i. 4 [11. 165. 13]). Later Neoplatonists found this too unsystematico Porphyry was puzzled as to how the stars can be gods, if all
gods are completely incorporeal (Iamb. de myst. I. I7 init.). Hence
the doctrine of 8fLa which directly or indirectly 'participate' the
hen ads or gods proper, and in this sense may themselves be described
loosely as 8WL (in Tim. Il. 213. 18, Ill. 72. 27, J09. 14; Th. PI. I.
(xiv.) 36 f.). On 8/io, VOV<; and 8ELa "'vx.~ see props. 181 ff., on 8Eta
uwp.ara prop. 139, 1. 24 n.; and for the scheme of participation in
henads, props. 162-5 n.-It is noteworthy that in prop. 129 "ov, is
identified with ~ ap.(ptUTO<; oiJ(T[a: i.e. Pr. here reverts to the Plotinian
use of the term, in which it covers the whole of the second hypostasis.-The distinction between mediate and immediate communion
in God is reproduced by ps.-Dion. Cael. Bier. 6. 2, 7. 2, the thrones,
cherubim and seraphim taking the place of the henads, and the
remaining orders representing "OV<; and !fvx.~.
5.

T~V

€ts

1I'>"~90s EKTUITLV. T~s
1

reading is supported by in Tz'm. I.

Cf. Burnet, Thales to Plato, 28 ff.
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446. 14 TOS ds 7r).;Oos flCTaCTf:&S TWV d8wv. ;Kcrra.U&S is, indeed, asso·
ciated with IUPWp.OS by Syrianus, in Metalh. 174. 14, and occurs as
a variant for (KTa.u&S in in Tim. I. 178. 26 and several other places in
Pr.; but probably the less familiar and less ambiguous word ;KTaU&S
is the true reading in all the Proclus passages.
1I. EI'+a.ULV: C implicit trace' or 'foreshowing'. Pr. commonly
applies this term, like Plot. and Philo, to the reflection of the higher
principle in the lower (prop. 71, I. 5, &c.); but occasionally, as
in Tim. I. 399. 3 I and here, to a seminal trace of the lower principle
pre-existing in the higher.
13. SLm Toil 8El'JU I'ou. The accusative would flatly contradict
prop. 165, I. 4.
26. aUI'EK'II"Upouaa.: metaphorical, but perhaps suggested by the
fact that OEi.a.& t{lvXa.{ are the souls of stars (in Tim. Ill. 255. loff.).
f;:f. also Hymn. V. 2 ril'aywylov dt{lap.EVO! 7rVP, and Th. PI. Ill. i. IJ 8.
Neither of the renderings in the MSS. of W can represent UVVEK7rVpoiiua. Possibly he read UVVEK7rEpaTOVua (' conterminans '); but it
seems more likely that the Latin text is corrupt in all MSS.
26. EL1J, 28. l'eTlxoL: for the syntax cf. Syrian. in Metaplt. 163. 28
d ... 871P.lOllPYO{T/, T1Jv aiTLav ;XEL.

PROP. 130. This apparently self-contradictory proposltlon is explained by the double sense in which Neoplatonism can speak of
, immanence '-as immanence of the cause in the effect, or as
immanence of the effect in the cause. The former arises by procession, and is most strikingly exemplified in the world of y'VEU&S :
the soul is more definitely' in ' the body, i.e. conditioned by it, than
intelligence is 'in' the soul. The latter arises by reversion, and is
characteristic of ow{a: body cannot identify itself fully with soul
in the manner in which soul can identify itself with intelligence. 1
Thus the lower causes are in one sense closer to their efft!cts than
the higher, as being more readily affected by them; in another sense
more remote, as being less accessible to them by way of reversion.
In so far as the principles which compose it are considered as causes,
the entire world-order, extending from the One down to Matter,
appears as a convergent series, each successive cause· being less able
to remain distinct from its effect; in so far as they are considered as
effects, it appears as a divergent series, each successive effect being
less able to identify itself with its cause. This doctrine, like so
1 This concrete instance, viz. the relations obtaining between tTiilp.a., .".,X~ Rnd
O'our, seems to be the source of the general 'law'. The rest is a th~oretll:al construction by analogy in the usual Neoplatonic manner. Cf. Porph. m~. l[Xx.
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much else in Pr., is but the hardening into an explicit law of what
is implicit in Plotinus. For the second half of it cf. Iamb. de mysl.
59. 4 ff., and Pr. in Tim. I. 306. 9, where it is introduced in a report
of Amelius' views.
6. oa'll S' 6.v "'+£LJAoivov .•• Toao&T'II JAoci).).6v lan ..• 47UJAo+uiCTT£pOV.
One is tempted to transpose fLo'UOV into the relative clause; but
vcfwfLEVOV has itself a comparative force, and for fLu'UoV CTVfLCPVECTT£POV
cf. prop. 25, I. 35 n.
PROP. 131 applies to the henads the principle of prop. 18. This
argument is used by Pr. against some Platonists who denied knowledge to the gods but made them the causes of knowledge in others
(in Parm. 945. 8); and in general it enables him to ascribe to the
gods KaT' alT{av all the characters of the intelligible world. Syrianus
says similarly of the Forms that they are the first objects of their own
activity, in Me/aph. liS. S.
q. SLeln S" KTA. As the presence of D~ suggests, Du)n here
DU), 'wherefore '.
apparently
2 I. o.llTo.pK£§ JJocIvov. fLOVOV is more likely to have been corrupted
to fLEV (through the influence of the succeeding DE) than vice versa.
26. ~v SlSwaL. The genitive is the lectio difficilior, and cf.
supra, I. 16.

=

PROP. 132. The Ta.tEt~ of this proposition are not, like those of
prop. 130, vertical CTllCTToLx{at proceeding from a henad, but portions
of DLaKouf'~uw;, transverse strata or cross-sections of the universe.
The (h'ia YEIITJ are the classes of henads enumerated in props. 162-5.
Cf. Th. PI. VI. ii, where six orders of gods are arranged in two
triads, the last term of the higher triad being continuous with the
first term of the lower.
1. TWV OVTWV: comparatio compendiaria for "1<; TWV OVTWV v7Tapt£w<;
(editors 'wrongly construe with ~vwu(}at).
s. aUVQY£L Ta. &'Kpo.: cr. Plot. IV. iv. 23 [n. 71. I4J CTllva1TTov 1TW<;
TO. aKpa aAA~AoL<;, of the sense organ; Porph. cicp. 30. I I, &c.
PROP. 133 defines the relation of the henads to the One. This
relation is exactly parallel to that which subsists between intelligen\:es and the Intelligence or between souls and the Soul (prop. 21).
The henads are of the same' stuff' as the One, and are the unfolding
of different aspects of its goodness: d yap £(}EAOLfLEV ltETauaL, Tt TO
1TOLOUV (}EOV VO'1TOV :; VOEPOV :; V1TEPOVULOV :; ;'YKOUfLLOV,

oull'v

EVpOLfLEV :; TayaOov

OUK

av £T€pOV

(in Tim. I. 360. 26). But though thus closely
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linked to the One, they are not parts or attributes of it: the One has
no parts, and but one attribute, goodness. Such an attempt to
explain away polytheism at the expense of the unity of the supreme
principle is definitely rejected by Pr., in Farm. 1066. 22 ff. For his
Christian imitators it was naturally the only course, and they took it
(see note on props. 151-9); but the scholastic doctrine that a plurality of attributes is somehow consistent with God's absolute unity
seems to me more obscure and more self-contradictory than the
pagan theory from which it derives.
16. oJ ,",v EV~IiLo.V o.LTLo.V TO ,..piihov "'po£crT~cro.TO. The original
reading of M cannot be fully deciphered, but it certainly had either
o~ or oV. The former is implied by W's version and is probably
sound: misread as ov, it would account for the alteration to T~V S€
in the other two families. On 7rpO£f1T1/uaTo see prop. I27, 1. 31 n.
PROP. 134. The notion of a secondary and subordinate providence
is a natural corollary to the wide extension of the term (j£() .. (props.
128-9 n.), and was generally current in the Hellenistic world.' Pr.
associates it especially with the Intelligence, perhaps because it
serves to explain how the causal activity of intelligence can be said
(as prop. 57 requires) to extend further down the scale of being than
that of soul- by exercising providence it 'communicates itself to all
things qua god', although it is not a henad. Cf. also in Farm. 967.
18, where authority for the doctrine is found in the Laws : ibid.
1047. 16 Tcf £aUTou p.7} vcf {jfO" luny I> vou ... Ko.l Tcf £aUTou p.7} {jfcf vou ..
luny I> EV aVTcf (jfO.. : dec. dub. 142. 28 ff.
24. 6 voue; .•• de; To.lhov ipX£To.~ TOLe; 1'0'lTOLs: cf. prop. 167.
PROPS. 136, 136. By an exception to the general principle of
prop. 62, that the lower order is always more numerous than the
higher, the 6VTa (i.e. intelligible Forms prior to vou ..) are identical in
number with the henads, and there is a one-one correspondence
throughout the two series. This loo~s like a survival from the
original Neopythagorean conception of the henads (see above, p. 258),
according to which they were the Forms or perhaps rather the
, unities' or 7r€pa..-elements within the :Forms. Pr. makes them
transcend the Forms, but they are still related to these as their
seminal sources (cf. in Parm. 811. 2 ff.).
1 See [Plut.] de falo, c. 9. Apul. de dog-mate Plat. I. 12. Neme •. NaI. Hom.
c.44. p. 167 f., and other passages quoted by Gercke in Rluin. Mus. N. F. 41
(1886), 285 f. Gercke is wrong in saying that developed Neoplatonism 'completely rejected this absurd idea '. Plot in us distinguishes ",po"o ... 17 fu,,,,e.., from 17
bb ..;;s 1£"", (Ill. iii. 4).
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3. TA "Uixol'TCPo yil'1J TWI' iil'Twl'. Each henad is participated
directly by one' (real-)existent' or Form, indirectly by one' genus
of existents', i.e. by whatever shares in or derives from the Form in
question. The scope of the term Y£VYJ TWI' OI'TWI' here and in the
next prop. clearly cannot be restricted to the logical categories. On
the other hand these y£I''1 are quite distinct from the y£I''1 of props.
144. 145, which are the successive strata of reality or transverse
series.
26. ~ KilT' 4CLIll' 8LIlI'0I'~: see prop. 12 2, l. 12 n.
PROP. 137: see note on prop. 56, of which this is really an application. The intention is (I) to reconcile polytheism with Neoplatonic
monism; (2) to emphasize the continuity between the Forms and
the henads, in virtue of which alone the latter are knowable.
PROP. 138. In prop. 129 the second hypostasis was treated as
a unity, and we were tol4 that the first participant in deity is I'OV~,
in the wider sense of that term. In the present proposition account
is taken of the triadic subdivision of the second hypostasis (see
prop. 10 I n.), and TO 01' in the narrower sense thus appears as the
first participant. That there is no further hypostasis between Being
and Deity is proved in two ways: (a) from the fact that the Forms
are, in the language of the Pkilebus, the first JI.&KTOI', the first explicit
manifestation of that duality of Limit and the Infinite which is
implicit in the first hypostasis; (0) from the fact that Being is, after
Unity, the widest category.
9. It yAp ••• 10. Itwlp. The reading of the first family, t"i y£ .••
It yOp, yields a tolerable sense if we point after 8l8wCTClL instead of
after clKPMClTOV TO 01'. But «() the reference of TOVTWV in l. I I is then
obscured; (2) B's £l yap Kat in I. 10 seems to betray itself as an
accidental intrusion from the preceding line-which was then in
turn altered, since the repeated It "yap made no sense.
14. ,.0 IlwlpodcrLO' ,,61'01'. The reading of the MSS., TO lJ7r£POVCTLOV
01', involves a formal contradiction which Pr. avoids; and JLOVOV
serves the argument better than the alternative remedi~s of deleting
01' or reading (v. The twofold repetition of the syllable 01' would make
corruption easy.
19. ,.o,,~ 3,I%.s KP"LTTOI' TOU ii'TOS: in distinction from TO JL~ &1' W!O
X£'ipOI' TOV OVTO~, which is Matter or crr£P'lcrL~ or passive potentiality.
Cf. in Parm. 999. 19 ff.
PROP. 139. The loose· traditional use of the terms 8£010 and 8£Lo,>
(props. 128-9 n.) is here justified (a) from the theory of secondary
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providences (cf. props. 134, 141), (b) from the Iamblichean 1T11vTa iv
1riiow principle (cf. prop. 103 n.): the structure of each transverse
stratum mirrors that of reality as a whole, and its first members may
therefore be called' gods '.
24. aw . . ClTCl 6£LCl EtV"( +Cl .... EV. Plato had spoken of the stars as
BEta yEVV1]Ta (Rep. 546 B), and from Aristotle onwards they are
regularly referred to as Ta BEta uwftaTa. Pr. denounces with unwonted
passion the blind impiety of those who deny them to be divine, in
Crat. cxxv. He considers them to be composed, not of the Aristotelian 1rlft1rTOV uwfta (a theory which orthodox Platonists regarded as
, barbaric '), but of the four elements in a state of exceptional purity,
in Tim. 11. 42. 9 ff.: in the Th. PI. he ascribes to them an avAo~
CPVUL~ (I. xix. 5 I). He also believes in BEta uwftaTa in the sense of
material objects possessing magical properties (prop. 145).
25. dvELTClL: like aV~PT1]Ta", avaYETaL, but with the additional idea
of dedication. Cf. Th. PI. Ill. xix. 153 TO cpruVOftEVOV i!Soop • •. Tat~
'OOOYOVOL~ aVEtTa.L oVVaftEUL, and Diehl's index to in Tim., s.v.
PROP. 140. The 'divine presence' spoken of in this and the
following propositions covers, I think, a variety of phenomena, l
ranging from the ecstasy described by Plotinus to the manifestation
of occult virtues in stones and herbs (cf. the passages quoted on
props. 39 and 145). Pr.'s conception of its modus operandi reflects
a general Hellenistic tradition which is common to pagan, Jewish,
and (through Neoplatonism) Christian writers. The divine grace is
as universal and as constant as the sunlight which is its traditional
symbol; but its consummation in any. particular case is conditioned
by the fitness of the recipient, who can receive only in the measure
of his capacity. In this way it is sought to reconcile the theory
of divine omnipresence with the existence of degrees of value (cf.
prop. 98 n.). Cf. Sophia Sal. xii. 16 TOV~ &.f{ov~ aimi~ au-rq (~ uocp{a)
1rEptEpxrraL '1]TOvua: Philo de opif. 11lundi 6, § 23 ov 7I'po~ TO ft(yEBo~
•
~ ('
BEO~
') TOOV
... Eavrov
c
...
,
. ' , k yap
,
. , "lE KaL,
EVEpyETEL
0
XapLToov--:-a1rEpLypa't'0L
avraL
aTEAEVT1]TOL' 1rP~~ OE: Ta~ TWV EVEPYETOVftivwv SvvaftEL~' ov "lap W~ 1riCPVKEV
b BEO~ E~ 1rOLELV, otn-w~ Ka~ TO YLVOftEVOV E~ 1raUXELv: Corp. Herm. X. 4
IKAaft1r£L (~ TOV ayaBov Bia) (-n·t TOUOVTOV, (CP' auov OvvaTaL b OvvaftO'o~
U~auBaL T7]v E1r(LUPO~V T~~ V01]~~ >"aft'JT"f}S6vo~: Plutarch de.gen. So(r. 20,
589 B: Plot. VI. v. II fin., VI. ix. 8 (11. 520. 2): Porph. acp. 26. 9 :
1 Including actual apparitions of the gods.
Both Pr. (in Re11lp. I. 39. 8) and
Plot. (VI. v. 13 fin.) use the principle of 17rlr'l5.. dr'ls to explain why sueh
apparitions are often seen by only one of a number of persons present-the others
are, as modem spiritists would say, 1Iot sufficiently' psychic '.
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Iamb. de myst. 28.18: Sallust. 28. 10: Syrian. in Metaph. 109. 20ff.:
Basil Tract. de Spin'tu Sancto IX. 22 (P. G. xxxii. 109 A) O!TOV aVro.
7rECPVK£V (TO. OVTa P.ETEXH TOU Odov), ot,X O!TOV lKEZVO 8vvaTat: pS.- Dion.
Div. Nom. 3. I: Erigena 905 B Migne. This is a favourite doctrine
of the Cambridge Platonists, e.g. Benjamin Whichcote, Sermons,
vo!. iii, p. 102, 'It is the incapacity of the subject, where God is
not ... for God doth not withdraw Himself from us, unless we first
leave Him: the distance is occasioned through our unnatural use of
ourselves.'
9. OUT£ T6n 1I'apuy£v6p.£v,u OUT£ 1I'p6npov o.1I'OUO'UL: cf. Plot. VI. V. 12
(H. 397. 29) oM' ~AO£Y, iva 7ra.pV, c1\>..o. uV a7r11AO£~ on ot, 7rap£!TTLv.
d 8' a7r11A(}E~, Ot,K U7r' at,Tou-·aVro yap 7rap£ClTtv-ot,U 7rOt a7r11AOES',
aMo. 7rapwv l7rL TO. b'avT{a EClTpacpYJS': Porph. 7rpOS' raupov 50. 21
Kalbfieisch: Pr. dec. dub. 94. 29 ff.
PROP. 141. On the general notion of grades of providence see
prop. 134 n. It is not very dear whether the !TVVTETayp.EvYJ 7rp6vota
is a co-ordinate providence, i.e. one exercised by the higher members
of a transverse series towards the lower of the same series, e.g. by
the general Soul towards particular souls j or an z'mmanent providence
like that which the soul exercises towards the body. The use of the
word !TIJ!TTOtx{a in 1. 23 is in favour of the latter view, which might
be supported from Z1z Ale. 372. 2 ff. TO yap . .. 7rPOVOEZV TWV aTfA£!TTEPWV V7raPX£t Kat t/tvxaLS' WS' t/tvxaZS', E7r£L Kat -? Ka0080<; aVraL~ Bto. ~v
7rp6VOLav TWV lv y£VE!TH 7rpayp.aTwv (cf. Plato, Phaedr. 246 B); b,ut the
other way of taking it enables us to give 8LaK6crp.YJcrLS' .(1. 23) its
usual meaning of transverse series, and fits well with prop. 139,1. 26 f.
iva lv 7ralT!} Ta~£t TO. TOLS' Ow,s avaAoyouVTa !TVVEKTLKa Kat crWcrTLKo. TWV
8wTEpwv v7rapX1/. In either case this proposition represents one

more attempt to reconcile with divine transcendence the doctrine of
an active providence. Cf. Erigena's theory of the twofold character
of divine goodness: 'divina bonitas super omnia considerata dicitur
non esse et omnino nihil est j in omnibus vero et est et dicitur esse,
quoniam totius universitatis essentia est' (681 D l\1igne).
I9. 1I'QO'a 1I'p6VOLa 8ELWV. This reading seems to be required if the
following TO. p.f.v ... TO. ,Ill are to be .intelligible ; moreover, it is not
easy to see how the henads can exercise a crvvTETayp.EvYJ 7rp6VoLa.
22. ~1I'£p~1I'},.wTaL: see prop. 93, 1. 6 n.
26. SUVaJITaL.
For the plural verb with neuter plural subject cf.
props. 144, 1. 23; 176, 1. 3; 184, 1. 28 (in the last passage Q omits
the verb, in the others it offers the singular). Diehl notes only
two examples of this construction in the in Tim., but it is frequent
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(if our MSS. can be trusted) in the in Crat. and in Hermeias' commentary on the Pkaedrus.
PROP. 142: see note on prop. 140. The topic is elaborated in
the Parmemdes commentary, 842. IS ff.
2. TO.sTOL~. This and the following TClLiiTCIL refer to TO P.ETixov, the
change of number being dictated by convenience. Toi~ ovow, which
seems to have stood originally in M, looks like il gloss or a conjecture:
it is not recognized by W.
PROP. 143. Pr., like his master Syrianus (/'n Metapk. 8. 26, 185.
19 ff.), follows Plotinus in stressing the privative character of Evil,
though he jibs at the Plotinian identification of Evil with Matter. l
For the comparison of sin to a cloud which cuts us off from the
sunlight cf. Iamb. de myst. 43. 5 awol EaVTow a7TOlTTpt.paVTE~, 6JCT7TEP
~V p.ECTYJp.{3pltf q,WTO'> KaTaKaAv.yap.EvoL, UKDTO'> EaVToi,> €7T7fYayop.Ev Ka~
t17TEUTEpTJUap.EV EaVTov,> -rll'> Ti;w OEWV aya67j,> 80UEIII~, and Sallust. 26. 26 ff.

It is interesting that Seneca uses the same comparison for other
forms of evil (' hoc adversus virtutem possunt calamitates et damna et
iniuriae, quod adversus sole m potest nebula " Ep. 92. 18). For the
flight of evil spirits before the divine light, cf. Celsus ap. ·Origen.
adv. Cels. 1. 60 ~av 8f OnoTipa TI'> ~7TLq,aVEla yiVTJTaL, KaBaLpoiivTaL aLTwv
8aLp.ovlllv £vipy(taL p.~ rivTL{3>..i.yat Swap.EVa! T~ nj,> Onl. T1JTO'> cpwTl, and

Iamb. de mysl. 130, 8ff.*.
14. ~).},.EL+EWS. The unfortunate misreading ;.>..>..a.P..yEW'> has given
rise to further corruptions (see crit. nn.); Cr. conjectured €K>"El.yEW'>,
but failed to restore the rest of the passage. The true text is
preserved in BCD.
PROP. 144: see note on props. 135-6. The thought is more fully
developed in a striking passage of the Tzmaeus commentary, 1. 209.
13 ff. Pr. there affirms' that in a sense everything, even Matter, is
directly dependent upon the gods (by the principle of prop. 56), and
suggests that the distinctness of the individual exists only for himself
and not for the gods.
30. Ep'IP.OV YEVOP.EVOV 1I"ClLVTE).WS. Edd. and translators take 7TaVTE>"w~
with fJ7TE~tuTaTa" but cf. prop. 149, 1. 25 7TavTE>"w,> lp7Jp.ov. For the
doctrine compare [Arist.] de mundo 6, § 2 ov8Ep.{a Sf cpvu,,> .aw~ KaO'
EavnJv ~UTIV awapK7J,>, ~P7Jp.wOE'ua -rll'> tK TOVTOV (sc. TOU OEOV) uWT7Jpla'>.
PROP. 145 makes it clear that one purpose of the preceding
For a detailed account of Pr.'s view see S~hroder, Plotins A6Izandlung n&9.v
.,.ol /Cue(; 195 fr. and Whittaker', ~34.
ApArt Irom the de mal. su/ls;st. the most
important passages are in Tim. I. 373 fr., in Par",. S2Y If., and 7". PI. I. xviii.
45 fr,
1
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propositions is to provide a philosophical basis for the practice of
theurgy.l The' purgative' and other virtues ascribed to vegetables
and minerals are not medical but magical, as appears from in TI"m. I.
Ill. 9 If., z'n Ale. 377. 391f., and especiait y the newly discovered fragment 7r£P~ T~C; Ka(}' "EAA"IVaC; i£paTtK~C; T£XV"IC; (C. M. A. C. VI. 148 If.),
where we are told that a single herb or stone may suffice to put us in
contact with some mode of the divine activity-a7roXP"l yap 7rpOc; JLEV
aVroc/>avnav TO Kviwpov, 7rpot; 8£ c/>v>"aK~v 8eic/>V'I], paJLvos, uKvAAa,
/(OVPciAIOV,

aSaJLac;

/(0.'

La(T1m, 7rpOc;

S( 7rpOYVWULV ~ TOU aU7rUAaKOS KapS[a,

7rPOC; 8( Ka(}apUftI. TO iNiov Kat TO 8a.>..aTTIOV iiSwp. This doctrine is
Iamblichean (cf. de myst. 233. 10 If.), and is borrowed, as Hopfner
has shown, from Egyptian magic: 2 lists of symbolic stones, plants,
animals, &c., are of frequent occurrence in the magical papyri, and
several names S are common to Pr. and the papyri.-Pr. also uses
the principle of this proposition to account for the existence of
oracular sites and holy places (in Tzin. Ill. 140. [9 If.), and to justify
astral determinis!Jl (ibid. 262. 6 ff.).
20. f-L€I7TQ. SE 'lrC£VTa 6€(;w.
Cf. Arist. de an. 4 [ I a 7 0aA~c; #!(}"I
7raVTa 7rA1/P"l (}£wv (TVaL: Plato, Legg. X. 899 B (}(wV £Tvat 7rA1/P"l 7raVTa.
This venerable maxim is (as we might expect) a favourite with the
later Stoics (e.g. Epict. Diss. Ill. xiii. IS, M.Aur. iii. 3). But the
Platonizing author of the de mundo is careful to explain that it must
be understood as referring to the power and not to the essence of
the gods (6, § 3); and Pr., of course, understands it in this way
(z'n Tz"m. Ill. 4. 23 ff.). Interpreting it in the light of the doctrine
of U€lpa{, Pr. holds that each of the gods is present both (Mwc; and
8a1JLoVLwC; in each of the four elements, tva 7raVTa V7raVTaxOU 7raVTOLWC;
(ibid. I7 I. 8). This quasi-pantheistic language is echoed by ps.-Dion.
(e.g. Eec!. Hler. I. 4), who transmitted it in turn to Erigena.'
PROP. 146. An application of props. 3 I and 33, where see notes.
t Theurgy is nowhere explicitly referren to in the El. Tit. ; but compare prop.
39 n. and lntrocl., pp. xvii, xxii f., also Bidez, Vie tie ./ulim, 77 f.
• One is reminded atso of the popular books on the occult' sympathies and
antipathies' of animals, Yt"getables, and minerals whiCh were current in the Hellenistic worln from the second century B.C. onwards (cf. M. Wellmann, Die
4>IIITIKc:£ des B%s Demokritos [Ahh. Preuss. Akad. 1928J)
But in these the
• sympathy' was usually an affimty between two physical organisms or objects, and
their authors' interest was less often magico-religious than therapeutic or quasiscientific.
8 Of the stones mentioned in the fragment, ITElI.7jllCT7jS (op. cil. 149. lfj), l&3c:£l"'s and
tltlT"'" all occur in papyri (cf. Abt, Apologie du .Apu/~ius, 190), as does the plant
iJlI.IOTpO...'Oll libido 148. 10: cf. Pap. Cr. Mog. I. I. 64). Jasper anQ coral are
among the magic' stones' dealt wllh in the • Orphic' Litl&ira (267 If.,~ t 0 If ).
• Cf. Dorries, Erigma u. tier Neuplatonismlls, 40. V. fails 10 recognize that
the' pantheistic' phraseology often u".,d by Erlgena. no less than his ass~rlions
elsewhere of divine transcendence, has its ultimate source in Neoplatonism.
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Similarly ps.-Djon., DifJ. Nom. 4. 14, ro

o (1£';'0'> lfX'J'> ~v&LKYVTaL 8Lacf,EpoVTw'>,

dTEAE~OV la1lTOv Kal 3.vapxov

WU7rEP TL'> MBLo,> K~KAO'> •.• 7rPOLWV

dEl Kal p."'wv Kal d7rOKa(ltcnap.Evo,>.

PROP. 147 applies to the successive orders of gods the principle
laid down in prop. 112 to explain the continuity of the successive
strata of reality. Cr. Th. PI. 11. (vii.) 98, where Pr. extracts from
the passage about the sun in Rep. VI. the doctrine that the
monad or first term of the mundane order of gods, viz. the sun, is
supra-mundane; similarly the monad of the supra-mundane order
is intellectual, and that of the intellectual intelligible, while the
monad of the intelligible order is the One which is beyond intelligence.
PROP. 148 emphasizes the internal unity of the different orders of
gods, as the previous proposition did their continuity. The three
modes or aspects of unity which are here distinguished correspond
to the three types of whole and the three modes of subsistence
described in props. 67 and 65 respectively. It is on this ground that
Pr. justifies the triadic grouping of gods which fills so many pages of
the Th. PI. and is mimicked in the hierarchy of ps.-Dion.
8. 'It S~ p.eacS1"IJS ••• auvSE~ ••• SLCl1fOp9t£EUouaa: a reminiscence of
Plato, Symp. 202 E.
PROP. 149. See notes on props.

61-2,

prop. 86, and prop. 94.

PROP. 150. The divine order is an order of universality, and the
lower henads 'proceed from' the higher as specific from generic
Forms; their functions are included in the functions of the higher
hen ads but do not exhaust them. This schematism is, of course,
quite foreign to the religious notions of the Greeks or any other
people; it marks the doctrine of henads as primarily an artificial
device for bridging, or concealing, the gulf which separates the One
from the world of Forms. On the general conception of ·the effec. t
as • pre-embraced' in the cause see notes on props. 7 and 65.
16. Kill y6.p seems to introduce an alternative demonstration (cf.
the use of t7rEl KaL in prop. 69, 1. 33, prop. 80, 1. 5).
OUTWS, if sound, qualifies IJ.7rELPOV and is intended to exclude the
nument:al infinity which is denied of the henads in the preceding
proposition.
2 I. ~v yap Av IlKE~VIl 1rEpL~7J"'Ta "TA. Q has preserved or restored
what is clearly the true readmg ~ it has also been introduced conjecturally in some of the later copies of W. In the next line the
reading of BCD is a clumsy attempt to make sense of d7rEpLA7J7rTa.
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PROPS. 151-9 contain Pr.'s doctrine of the divine attributes,
a doctrine which is among the most arid and formalistic parts of his
system, but has nevertheless some historical importance. These
attributes are not (as Professor Taylor seems to suggest) themselves
henads: it is made clear in the Th. PI. that each of them appears at
successive levels in successive groups of henads (KaTd. 1I'd.(Ta<; 1'0.<;
BEta<; OLaKO(TIL~(TEL", prop. 151, I. 27), so that there is, for example,
a 1I'aTpLKOv atTwv among the I intelligible' gods, another among the
'intellective " and so forth; and even within a particular group each
attribute may be represented by several' gods' (e.g. in the intellective
group TO 1I'aTpLKOv consists of the triad Cronos-Rhea-Zeus, Th. PI.
V. ii-iii). The doctrine does, however, reflect the conception of
the gods as I functions of a first cause " which was increasingly
current among educated pagans under the later empire, I although it
was rejected by strict Plotinians as inconsistent with the pure unity
of the One. Pr., attempting a compromise between the looser and
the stricter view, conceives the causative potency which exists in the
seminal unity of the One as progressively explicated in the successive
grades of deity; and he further conceives this explication as governed
by the same triadic law which appears in the development- of the
later hypostases. TO 7raTpLKOv and TO 07]ILlOVPYLKOV are represented as
the sources of l10v~ (V7raptL<;), respectively in its more generic and its
more specific form; TO yEVV'I)TLKOV and TO ~woyovov as respectively the
sources of generic and specific 1I'poooo<; (ovval.lL<;); TO TEAE(TWVPYOV
and TO avaywyov as the sources of generic and specific l1l'L(TTPOCP~.
Of these three pairs, the first belongs to the (TV(TTOLx{a of 1I'lpa<; and
the second to that of a7rELp{a (in Tim. I. 441. 3 ff.); the third is
presumably referable to TO p..LKTOV. There remain TO CPPOVp7]TLKOV and
its specific form TO KaBaPTLKov, which seem to fall outside this
schematism, but may perhaps be thought of as maintaining in being
the trilJ.ds created by the other six I causes '.2 The scheme will then
be as follows : 1I'£paTOEL017

a7rnpoELo17

ILLKTcl.

(unitary or
(processive or (converslve (conservative
static causes) dynam'ic causes) causes)
causes?)

I

I

I

I

I

I

generic form TO 1I'a TpLKOV 1'6 y£YV7]TtKOV TO T£A£(TWVPYOV TO CPpOVp7]TtKOV
specific form TO 07]ILWVPYLKOV TO 'woyovov

I

TO avaywyov TO

I

Ka(}aPTLKOV

Cf. Nock, Sallustius, p. xlii; and supra, p. 259 f
From prop. 158 it is clear that Tb Ka6af'TlI'O" is the lowest of the eight.-The
fourfold division of functions is older than Pr. His four pairs correspond to the
I

2
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The names of these attributes are derived partly from Plato but
mainly from the theosophical tradition of the Chaldaean Oracles
and similar works. Several of them reappear as attributes of God
in ps.-Dion., e.g. Cad. Hier. 7. 3: he regards them as existing
seminally within the divine unity, and protests against the opinion
of those who made them 8£01,. TWV OVTWV Kat OTj/LWUPYOV' (Div. Nom.
II. 6).
The same view is taken by Nicolaus (~va1TT., p. q8, quoting the authority of ps.-Dion.); and by Psellus, who speaks of ~ '1'£
<f>pOUpTjTLK~ ~ '1'£ 'woyovo. ~ T£ o.JlaywYLK~ (oVJla/LL' TOV 8£Ov), de amnii
doct. I 5. In the West also it seems likely that the scholastic teaching on the divine attributes owes something to Proclus.
PROP. 151. 1Ta~p as an epithet of God is of constant recurrence
in Hellenistic religious literature. 1 Plato called his demiurge 1TOLTj~JI Kat 1TaTlpa TOVO£ TOV 1TaVTO. (Tim. 28 C); but Pr. distinguishes
the paternal function as higher than the creative (though lower than
the ultimate causality of the One). In this he is following the
Chaldaean Oracles (p. 25, Kroll), which distinguishes the 1Ta~p or
1TaTpLKo. vov. from the lower T£XVLTTj"
According to Th. PI. V. xvi.
276 f. the two differ not only (as here) in degree of generality but
also in their modus operandi: T~ 1TaTpLKOJl, as exemplified in the
1Tapao£LY/La, produces a&r~ T~ £tvaL, whereas the demiurge, who is
predominantly a maker, produces T~ (V£py£tv. On the grades of 'T~
1TaTpLKov compare in Crat. xcviii.
PROP. 152. TO y£VJlTjTLKOJl is the most generalized expression for
the principle of emanation which governs the 7rpoooo. (prop. 25). It
is noteworthy that by Proclus it is definitely regarded as a good
function: see prop. 206 n.
22. d.£vvaou~. I retain the spelling of the MSS., which is also
found in the MSS. of in Crat. and some MSS. of in Tim., and often
elsewhere, e.g. in Porphyry's o.<f>op/La{ and the Theologumena Arith.
meticae.
PROP. 153. TO 'Tli\.£wv, which is one of the three marks of the
Good in Plato's Philebus (20 D), is treated by Pr. as the causal
principle of (7rL(TTpo<f>~, doubtless under the influence of the mystical
associations of T£i\.£~ and kindred words. Certain T£A£Tapxa{ having
a T£i\.£(J'TLK~ l8toTTj. appear to have been mentioned in the Chaldaean
four triads of gods in Sallust. vi, of 71'010;;11 ..... , of 1jtVXO;;V'1'H, of apI-'6(ov....., nnd
01 CPPOVPOVJI'TH.
1 A selection of examples will be found in J. Kroll, Lehren des Bermes" 31 f.
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Orades (Damasc. 11. 125.8, &c.). Cf. also Th. PI. Lxxiii. 58 j and
Plot. V. ix. 4 8E'Ta. '1rpu,Ta lVEfYYE~ Tl8((T8aL Ka~ d.1Tpou8Eii Ka~ T(Ana'
Ta. 8, vUT£pa d.'1r' lKElvwv, TEAnovl'(Va 8, 7rap' alrru,v TU,V Y'1'(VJf1}K6Twv
8lK1Jv '1raT(pwv TEAnoVvTwv, Cl KaT' d.pXa.'ii d.TEA~ ly(vV1Juav.

PROP. 154. For cf>POVPEW (syn. <TVV(Xnv, prop. 25, 1. 2) cf. Damasc.
11. 125. 15 fr., who quotes from the Chaldaean Oracles the lines
+POUP'LI' a~ '1rP1}~pu!v (O~'ii &KpOT1]Ta'ii ;8WKEV
lyKEpa.ua" d.AK~" i8LOV 1'(1'0'»

El'

crul'oXEiju~l'.

TO cf>POVp1]TLKOV is identified by Pr. (Th. PI. 205) with the Adrasteia
of Phaedr. 248 C; or with Uranus (ibid. 214-15).
10. 4I'nx0I'El'ol'. This reading is supported by Th. PI. 11. (ix).
105 (Ta. I'ETa~) TU,V 1'(1' V'1rEPEXOVTWV .~" lcf>ETWv AL'1rapW" Qn(XETaL (cf.

also V. xxxviii. 330).
PROP. 155. TO l:woyovov is the especial attribute of Rhea-Cybele
(Cornutus T1zeol. 6, p. 6. 7 Lang j Sallust. 8. 3 j Pr. Th. PI. V. xi) j
it is also an epithet of Apollo-Relios (An/h. Pal. ix. 525; Pap. Gr.
Mag. VII, 1. 530). Pr. makes it a sUBordinate form of TO yEVV1}TLKOV,
connecting it w"ith the charge of Plato's demiurge to the younger
gods, TPE'1rEU8E K4Ta. cf>vuw VI'E~'ii Ei'ii ~v TWV l:'!!wv 81}l'tovfYYlav (Tim.
41 C, cf. in Tim. Ill. 227. 21). Iamb. draws a similar distinction
between the 8wa.l'n" YOVLftOL of the daemons and the 8VVa.I"L'ii l:wo7rotol
of the heroes (de mys/. Il. I). A' zoogonic triad' seems to have
been mentioned in the Clzaldaean Oracles (Pr. in Tim. Il. 107. 6 j
Psellus, Hypo/yposis §§ 9, I I, 16, Kroll).
PROP. 158. According to Th. PI. TO Ka8apTLKov is especially associated with Kpovo'ii (explained as = Ka8apo'ii VOV'ii, Plato Cral. 396 B)
and- with the mysterious triad ofaxpaVToL 8EOl which Pr. elicited
from the Clzaldaean Oracles. It is the fountain-head ofthe purificatory' virtues which are so prominent in the later Neoplatonist
ethic. 1 Pr., as his biographer tells us (vii. Proc. 18), devoted
especial attention both to these and to the I Chaldaean '. Orphic and
other ritual purifications, including sea bathing, which he practised
, unshrinltingly , at least once a month to an advanced age.
3. 11'08,1' ... IfEL nlv. These words were accidentally omitted
in the archetype of the first family. In BCD the sense has been
I

1 Cf. Plot. I. ii. 3 If.; Iamb. ~p. Stoh. I. xlix. 65 (59 H.); and O. Schi~sel v.
Fleschenberg, illa,.inos vlln Neapolis und die Neupllltonisdlm Tugendgrade,
ptusil1l.
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mended by the insertion of KaT' before a/T{av; but it would seem
that in some MS. of this family the missing words were reinserted in
the margin, since in 0 and the editio pn'nceps, in which the tradition
of M 2-9 is modified by further corrections from the first family,
they have got into the wrong place in the text.
PROP. 157: see note on prop. 151.
PROP. 158. TO &vaywyov is a character of Helios (t/roxwv &vaywyEv~
Pr. Hymn. 1. 34, cf. Julian Or. iv. 152 A); of the Muses (Hymn. 2.
I); and of the wEPWTE~ (ibid. 4.5). Iamb. too speaks of BEot &vaywyo{
(de myst. VIII. 8), but he seems to make TO &vayW')'ov a particular
grade of TO &7roKaBapTLKov (ibid. 11. 5).
23. ClXwv = 1TclVTWV, as often in Pr. and Syrianus.
PROP. i59. The cosmogonic function of 1T€par; and O,1TELp{a has
been dealt with in the note on props. 89-92. It is somewhat surprising that the henads, which are EVLKWTa.TaL and .l1TAOVO'TaTa.L (prop.
127), should be infected hy this radical duality: 7rwr; uvvBEToL OL BEa{;
asks Nicolaus a propos of the present passage, and I confess I do
not know the answer.-The Tcl~EL~ or y€v"l of this proposition seem
to be not those defined in props. 162-5, but the classes of gods
grouped according to attribute: the 1TaTpLKoL BEa{ are 1Tt:pa.TOEL8Etr;, the
yt:VV"lTLKO{ are &1TELpon8Etr;, and so forth.
PROPS. 160, 161. In the next group of propositions Pr. proceeds
to complete his account of the henads by classifying them according
to the principles in which they are immanent. But it is necessary
for him first to define what he' means by 'true Being' or 'the
Intelligible', in which alone the highest class of henads is present,
and what he means by , primal' or ' unparticipated ' Intelligence, in
which henads of the second order express themselves. For Plotinus
Being and Intelligence had been co· ordinate and only logically distinguishable; for Pr. all Intelligence is Being, but not all Being is
Intelligence (props. 101-2 n.). The Being which is not Intelligence
is in prop. 161 distinguished as TO aVTwr; av : 1 it is called' intelligible'
not in the Plotinian sense as the content of the Intelligence, but as
the transcendent (&P.€(}EKTO~) source of that content. On the relation
between intelligence and its objects see further prop. 167 n.
20 .•hr' a-nou ....ETEX6 .... t:YOV: apparently in the sense of giving rise to
1 Elsewhere, however, this expression is used to include the participated Being
of (",ij nnd Jluiis, e.g. in prop. 8S.
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an immanent o~a-{a. It is called tlp.E6£KTOV just below, since it is not
directly immanent. Cf. prop. 23 n.
PROPS. 162-5. The scheme of 'participation' implied in these
propositions is as follows:
TO

lv-£vaS£~ V01JTaL-£vaS£. vo£pa{-£vaS£. 1),7I'£PKoCTp.IOL-£vcfS£.

I

I

TO &!-LE9lKTw, DV -

I

p.E6EKTW~ DV -

I

9ELOS VOIIS &!-Ll9EKTO.-6.
9E(a

p.E6EKTW' DV

I

lYjOCTP.IOL

p.E6EKTW. DV

vou~ p.E6£KTO~-6.

"'uX1J

I

I

vou. p.E6EKT6~

I

&!-Ll9EKTOs-6. tfrux~ p.E6EKrI}

I

9ELovaw!-L"

A still more elaborate scheme is given in the Th. PI., Ill. (vi). 13 I,
where an additional class of gods, the £vaSE' v01JTal Ka.t vOEpa{, is
interpolated between the V01JTaL and the vOEpaL to correspond with
the existence of 'w~ as a distinct principle intermediate between TO
DV and vou~. These' intellective-intelligible' gods appear also in the
commentaries on the Timaeus, Parmenides and Cratylus, and seem
to have been mentioned in the lost commentary on the Phaedrus (in
Parm. 949. 38): their absence from the El. Th. is perhaps a reason
for ascribing to it a relatively early date. Another refinement which
is missing from El. Th. is the subdivision of the supra-m}lndane
class into aPXLKo{ or tl</lOp.oLwp.aTLKOt 6EG{ and tl'7l'OAVTOt 6E.ol (Th. PI.
VI passim, also in Tim., in Parm. and in Crat.), giving in all six 1
classes of gods, which are arranged in two triads (Th. PI. VI. ii.).
It is not easy to reconcile either classification with Pr.'s general
account of the henads. We have been told that for each henad
there is a particular real-existent and for each real-existent a particular
henad (prop. 135): how, then, can a group of henads be participated
by TO ap.£6EKTW~ DV or by the unparticipated Intelligence or Soul,
which should (by prop. 21) be single principles? Is not this, as
Nicolaus puts it (p. 181), a case of '7I'A~6o~ '7I'pO TOU £vos? Again, it
seems perverse to call the highest class of gods v01JTol after we have
been told that nothing divine is v01}Tov (prop. 123,1. 32 f.); and to
speak of some gods as 'above' and of others as 'within' the worldorder, when we know from prop. 98 that all gods are in fact everywhere and nowhere. Pr.'s defence on these latter counts is that
1

VI.

On the significance of the hexad in such classifications see Bidez, C.lI-I.A. C.
100.
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such descriptio?s are only applicable to the gods KaT' aiT{av, from the
analogy of their participants; but the truth seems to be that he is
trying to dovetail into his system 'categories which were older than
the transcendence theology and inconsistent with it, but were too
deeply rooted in tradition and current usage to be easily ignored.
Plato himself (Tim. 40 D) had spoken of the stars as (hoL &paToL KaL
YCVVYJTO{, and in Hellenistic times the belief in such gods was widespread. ' Hence two antitheses were early established in popular
thought: the first between the astral divinities as 'sensible) gods
and a higher class of 'intelligible' gods: 2 the other between the
astral gods as ovpaVLOt or €I'Koap.LOt and a higher god or gods who are
V1r£pOVpaVLOt or V1r£pKoap.LOL. 3 Three of Pr.'s classes were thus given
in the tradition; but they could be accommodated to the' scientific'
theology of post-Iamblichean Neoplatonism only by altering the
meaning of the terms. Pr.'s intelligible gods are not vOYJTa but the
transcendent source of what is divine in vOYJTa; his intra-mundane
gods are not aiuOYJT(J. but the transcendent source of what is divine
in aiuOYJTa j ' while the Phaedrus myth suggested that the supramundane order could be interpreted as the ultimate source of the
soul's life (cf. Iamb. de myst. 271. 10). In this way three out of the
four strata of reality, intelligible Being, Soul and Body, were placed
under divine patronage; it remained-after Iamblichus had distinguished the KOUP.O~ vo£po~ from the KOUp.o~ VOYJTO!1-to provide a
source for the Intelligence by the introduction of VO£POL Owl. This
seems to have been done in the fourth century, probably by lamblichus himself.6 Authority was found for it in the Platonic etymology
of Kpovo. as KaOapo. vov. (erat. 396 B).
I Even the Jew Philo uses the fashionable language and speaks of eool ip.rpa,yi'•
.,.0 Ka! alue'l1Tol (de opif. mundi, 7, § 27 [I. 8. 16 CohnJ).
2 E.g. Max. Tyr. xi. 12 (dpaTol-"rpavi's); Asclep. 53. 16 (sensibilcs-intelligibiles); Herm. ap. Stob. 1. 293. 18 [750 H] (alUe'l1TOl-vo'l1P.aTIKOi); Porph. ch
absl. n. 37 (opaTol-"U.,p.aTOI), etc.

E.g. Apu!' de dogm. Plato 1. 1I (caelicolae-ultramundanus); Albin. C. xxviii
Asclep. 65. 3. This local principle of classification
suggests the school of Poscidonius (Cunlont in Arch. f. Religionswissenchaft,
IX [1906J, 329); uut cf. also the gods of the Phaedrus whose home is the.
6....pOUpc!.VIOSTO...O..
Plutarch (dif. orae. 42, 433 D) says that the best philosophers refuse to identify the sun with A polio, but regard it as {"'Y0vov IK.lvou Kal
TOKOV, ~VTO' tiel 'Y1'YVOp..vov ".l.
, So, too, Iamblichus tries to explain away the sensiule character of the intramundane gods (which afforded a dangerous handle to Christian controversialists),
de myst. 1. '9.
• In Sallustius vi in it. we find a scheme identical in substance with that of El.
Th. After classifying gods as I')'KOUP.IOI or 6"'.PK&UP.IOI, S. proceeds to subdivide
the latter class: T6JV a~ inHplCoup./",,, ai ~~v ovula.s 1rOWVUt BewJI ( = Pr.'s V071TOt), ol
3. vouv (= Pr.'s voopol), 01
tjluX&' 1= Pr.'s 6....pKOUP.IOl), Kal 31" .,.OVTO -rPE"
lxoulTI T&~'I" Kal ...&uas Iv T0" ....pl TOVT"'V "0')'01S (ITTIV .6pi",. The reference in
S

U...oup&vlos-6""poUpc!.VIOS);

a.
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T7· Tij .. cll'E9lllTOU 11"ciu1) .. "'ux-ij .. : EL pia TJ ciP.€(}EIC'TO'i I/rom, uocpWTaTf
IIpOKAE, 1TW'i W'i 1TEp. 7I"f)AAWV CPrl'i TO 1I"claTJ'i (N icolaus ad loc.). I suspect
that 1Tau"!" has been imported by a copyist from I. 22, where 1Taua is
legitimately used in reference to the ·ciP.€(}EKTO" I/tvXT, plus the P.£TEx0p.EVaL I/roxa{ (cf. the diagrammatic table above).
19. ~ cll'l9E1lTO'i "'uX~ lrPWTIII'i UTI"EP TOV IlOUI'OV lUTe The doctrine

that there is a Soul. or souls, transcending the world·order and distinguished from the World-Soul by the complete absence of any
corporeal tie appears from in rim. H. 105. 15 If. and 143. 21 If. to
have been the invention of Iamblichus. But cf. also Plot. IV. iii. 4,
where it is suggested that the World-Soul and the individual souls
may be aHke derived from an ultimate psychic unity, which is (CP'
(aVTOV p.~ 7I"11TTOV El" TO uwp.a.
29. oiJTE yap VOU'i &VEU ",ux-ij'i lrQPEUT( nVL TWV lYlloul'(WV UWI'QTWV :
cf. Plato, Phil. 30 C uocp{a .•. Ka. vov.. avru I/tvxl1'i OflK av 1TOTE YEVO{u~v.

7. EL Suva.... Lv EXEL lrpovo1Jnl(~v. The cautious form of expression
may imply a doubt whether planetary influences are exercised
by the planets themselves or only by their souls (cf. prop. 201). The
reality of such influences was not doubted by Pr.: in Tim. IH 58.7
OL yap KaAovp.EvOL 7I"AaV7]TE'i KOUJLOKpttTopl" ElUL Kat OALK~V £LAT,XaU1
SvVaJLLV: Th. PI. VI. iv. 352. Plotinus had argued (H. iii. 7) that
planetary conjunctions are merely or chiefly semantic and not
causative; but Pr. cites with seeming approval the opinion of OL TaVra
Snvo{ that eclipses, &c. are p.E"(a.Awv TLVWV 1ToL7]"TLKa. Ka. CT"lfU1VTLKaL (in
Tim. Ill. 149. 16},although like Plotinus and Iamblichus he denies
that the stars can be responsible for evIl (ibid. 313. 13 If.: cf. Plot.
U. iii. 10, de myst. I. 18, Sallust. 18. 4 ff.). On planetary uElpa{ see
prop. 204 n., and Bidez, C. M. A. G. VI. 143 If.
M.

Of intelligences (props. 166-83).

I. Classification of intelligences according to the principles which
participate them (166).
2. General characters of VOV'i and the VOEPa. E';S7] (167-80).
3. Classification of participated intelligences as (}{iOL and VOEPOt,
with transition to souls (181-3).

PROP. 166. Corresponding to the three lowest classes of henads
there are three grades of 'divine' intelligence: (a) the 'unparticithe last c1allse is probably to Iamblichus'lost work "'.pl 8.0;... Cf. also Julian,
Or. v. 166 A, where gods are classified as Ca) I'O"l/TOt, (b) ..o.pol "..! 6"1/l'-lOUp-yUCOt,
(c)

i,..<I>""""
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pated' Intellig~nce; (b) the supra-mundane intelligences, which
serve as a mean term between (a) and (c); (c) the intra-mundane
(planetary) intelligences_ Cf. the table given above, p. 282. Besides
these there are intra-mundane intelligences which are not divine
(prop. 181), but are participated by daemonic and intermittently by
human souls (props. 183, J 84). Iamblichus ascribes to the' Egyptians'
(Hermetists) a slightly different classification.: Ka8apov T£ vow lnTf:p
TOV Koap.ov 7rpOTL8I.a(J'!, Kat Eva ap,l.ptUTOV EV ClA<e TiiJ KOUP,<e, Kat StTlP7jp,l.vov
E7rt 7raua~ T(h ucpa{pa~ &£pov (de myst. VIII. 4). An extra-mundane
and an intra-mundane Intelligence are already distinguished by
Albinus (Didasc. c. x), no doubt on the basis of the Timaeus. The
Chaldaean Oracles recognized a higher (transcendent) and a lower
(demiurgic) Intelligence. See further J. Rroll, Lehren des Hermes \
60 ff.
19. 0 K6a....~ i ....ljluxos a. . a. Ka.L irrous llTTL. Plato had called the
world-order ,iiJov Ep,.pVXOV (WOW T£, Tim. 30 B.
20. TWV {)1rt:pKOU....'WV v6wv. The triad is 1I7T£PKOUp,tot vo£~, EYKOUp,tOt
vo£~, lYKOup,toL .pvXa[: for participation TWV lJ7r£pKoup,[wv 8£wv (BCD,
renaissance copies, and edd.) a further intermediary would be
required.
PROP. 167. Pr.'s theory of the relation between the divine Intelligence and its objects is much more complicated than that of Plot in us.
It is most fully stated in the fifth book of the Th. PI., chs. i and v,
and in the commentary on the Ti11laeus, I. 32 I. 24 ff. and Ill. 100. J ff.
We may summarize it as follows:

(I) In some passages the two highest grades or aspects of Being,
TO 6VTW~ 6V and 'w~, are described as 7rPWTW~ V07jTOV: OVX W~ 7rA~pWp,a
TOV VOV 7rpouayopruop,£vov VO'7TOV, .t\A' W~ 7rpoa[TtoV am-ov Kat ECP£TOV
aVTii,I Kat lpaUTOV, aUVVTaKTWO; 7rPOo; aVTOV p,ovonSw~ VCP<UrqKOo; (Th. PI.
V. i. 248, cf. in Tim. III. 100. 7). This is the 8<LOV VO'7TOV of prop.

161, which' is not co-ordinate with the Intelligence but perfects it
without loss of transcendence.' It contains a cognitive subject only
KaT' alT[av, and it is clear that it is itself called vO']Tovonly KaT' alT[av,
as the source from which the highest Intelligence derives its content.
Hence it is ignored in the present proposition, and in one passage
(in Parm. 900. 26) it is expressly stated that the highest Intelligence
'has no intelligible object prior to it.'
(2) Below this is a vov~ VO,]TOI:, in which, as in the Plotinian voii~,
subject and object are ~V KaT' apL8p,oll, i.e. only logically distinguishable: it is the lowest member of the 'intelligible' triad, and is
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identified with the 'lraVT(A£~ '~ov of the Timaeus (in Tim. Ill. 101. 3).
This seems to be the 'lrpUrrw~ vov~ of prop. 160 and the &.JLiO£KTO~ vov~
of props. 101, 166, 170.
(3) Below this, again, come a serie~ of lower vo£~ which are not
identical with their objects but know them KaTa JLiO£~tv, as reflected
in themselves: Kat yap (l~ EauTov £llTtwv £l~ £K£LVOV (TOV 'lrpO awov)
~(~~)

xwpn

'lra~ vov~

,

...

,,,

.......

,

,,,

........

, Kat T,!, £V (aUT,!, VO"l]T,!, TO 7rpo aUTOV

VOft.

,.,

Kat

OVTw~

s

OUK

TO JL£V yap iv EaVT~ 7rOS VOV~ &.8ul.cpopOII £Xn 'lrpO~
TO Be 'lrpO awov 'lraAtv ill EauT~ VOlt (Th. PI. V. v. 257). The
highest of these is the ~JLl-ovpyo~ of the Timaeus (Th. PI. i.c., in
11"m. I. 323)"
It appears that this elaborate hypothesis is the invention of
Syrianus (in Tim. I. 310.4, 322. 18, cf. Syrian. in Metaph. 1I0. 5) j
and that it was primarily intended to solve an exegetical difficulty
which had always troubled commentators on the Timaeus (and still
does so). As Pr. points out (in Tim. I. 323. 22), Plato sometimes
speaks as if the 8"1]JLwupyo~ were himself the model on which the
sensible world was fashioned, sometimes as if the model were
extraneous to him. The former interpretation had found many
supporters, at least from the first century A.D. onwards (cf. prop. 20 n.);
but that Tim. 39 E involves a separation between II0V~ and its objects
was recognized by Amelius, and before him by Numenius (in rim.
Ill. 103. 18 ff.)-both of whom, however, tried to extract from the
passage a triad of divine principles, an exegesis which Pr. rightly
rejects. Plotinus has left us two discussions of this locus vexatus,
one in the first of the collection of early notes put together by
Porphyry as Eml. Ill. ix, the other in II. ix. 6: the former is a
rather hesitant attempt to interpret it on the Amelian lines, yet in
a sense consistent with his own maxim 01lK ;ew TOV vov Ta VO"l]Ta. j 2
in the latter he definitely rejects the Amelian view, which he ascribes
to the ·Gnostics *. Porphyry, according to Pr. (ill rim. I. 306. 3 r),
made the B"I]JLwupyo~ a soul and his model vov~, thus giving the
passage its natural interpretation without abandoning the Plotinian
equation of II0V~ and VO"l]TOV. Iamblichus' view of the matter was
obscure even to Proclus, but the Ameiian thesis was definitely
revived by Theodore of Asine (in Tim. I. 309. 14). The theory of
Syrian us and Proclus is thus the outcome of centuries of controversy:
feW TOV VOV TO VOl]TOv·

EaUTOV,

1 Elsewhere, however, the 51/1',01l1'")'0S is described as I.I'f8fKTOS "ous (in Tim.
Ill. 101. 24, Th. PI. V. xvi 2iS). I have found it impossible to bring Pro's
various statements abont the grades of "ous into complete congruity in detail.
2 Cf. the qualifications of this maxim which are admitted in V. iv. 2 and
VI. vi. S.
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it claims to reconcile Plotinus with Amelius, and the conflicting
statements of Plato with each other, by showing that the Tf'apd8nYJLa
is in one sense outside and above the 8Y}JLtoVpyo<;, in another sense
immanent in him. Support was found for the solution in the
Chaldaean Oracles, which appear to have contradicted themselves
freely on this point: we find quoted from them on the one hand
u7}<; 1/rox'1<; TEtVaL

K£VE()v

voov (<; TO VOY}TOV,

ocppa JLa.OTl<; TO VOY}TOV, (Tf'Et voov f.eW VTf'apxn

(Damasc. 1. 154. 24),
and on the other
otJ yap av£v 1'00<; £UTI VOYJTOU, Kat TO VOY)TOV
otJ vou XWpt<; VTf'cLpXn

(ibid.

n.

16. 20,

Pr. in Tim. Ill.

102. 10).

29. lULVO. This reading is confirmed by .iTf" £KELI'OV below, and
gives the natural contrast between atJTo, 'the thing itself', and the
TWO<;.- The argument here is directed against the view oi Longinus,
who held (in Tim. I. 322. 24) that the Tf'apa.8nyp.a of the Timaeus
was lo'weT than the 8YJJLLOVPY0<; (whom he presumably identified, like
Atticus and some modern interpreters, with the Form of the Good).
32. d+' ou [ou] 1I"1lrov9Ev. If a negative were in place here, euphony
and consistency alike would surely have dictated JL~, not otJ. But the
sense requires an affirmative: that which ex hypothesi admits an
impress of an object cannot be said not to be affected by it.
5. 1fapa.yov-7. yvWO'ETaL. In this doubtful passage (of which both
edd. make nonsense) MI offers an intelligible text, which I have
followed except for omitting KaL in 1. 5 mith Q. Kat ••• JL~ cannot
be translated • not even' (Pr. would have written JLYJU); and Q's JL~
YWWUKOV, suggested also by Cr., yi'elds an unsatisfactory sense.
13. [T4i VOOUVTL]. I take these words to be a gloss on aUT¥.

PROP. 168. Every intelligence is its own object; for it knows TO
Hence the act of intellection
always involves self.consciousness. Pr: in this proposition closely
follows Enn. Il. ix. I (I. 185. 10 ff.), where Plot. appears to be
arguing against some previous writer who had distinguished two
grades of intelligence, one which 'knows and a second which knows
that the first knows, or else two successive moments in the intellective act, reflexive consciousness coming in 'as an afterthought'
(lTrLVOLq.). Is the writer in question Numenius? He held that the
first Intelligence £1' Tf'P0O'XP..]UH TOU 8£VT(POV VOEt (in Tim. Ill. r03.
29); and another distinction which is known to be Numenian, that
Tf'po atJTou only as reflected in itoelf.

288
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between VOV .. KlVOllfLf:vo .. and vou .. (V
the same chapter.

TJcroX{'f,

is discussed by Plot. in

PROP. 169. The' existence' or substance of an intelligence IS Its
intelligible content (VO'1/TOV); its' potency' is its power of intellection
(vov .. ); its' activity' is the act of intellection (VO'1/Ul"). All three have
that character of being a /olum simul which for the Neoplatonists is
the mark of eternity 1: cr. Plot. V. i. 4 (II. 165. 28 ff.) and Porph. acp.
44. 15· a.iwv is already associated by Plato with the v01JTa. (Tim. 38 A)
and by Aristotle with the divine vov .. (Metaph. A 7, 1072 b 26 ff.)indeed Porphyry's remark, 7Ta.PV1rEcrr'1/ vC;; 0 a.iwv, is probably true as
a statement of the historical origin of the concept of eternity.
PROP. 170. The substance of the argument, which in the editions
is much obscured by textual corruptions, is as follows :-( I) All
intelligences know all that they know in a simultaneous intuition
(cifLa.), since their activity is eternal. But (2) no two intelligences
have identical intuitions (ofLO{w .. VOOVUL): otherwise their being would
be identical. The difference can only lie (a) in the sequence in
which their knowledge presents itself (but this possibility is excluded
by (I»; or (b) in the extent of their knowledge (but this would
mean that some intelligences remained permanently ignorant of
some things, since their knowledge, being eternal, cannot be
increased like that of souls); or (c) in the point of view to which
they relate their knowledge. (a) and (b) being disproved, (c) holds
the field Cf. Plot. V. viii. 4 (H. 235. 18) Ka.t yap EX€l 7Ta.. ·7Ta.VTa. (V
a.UTC;; ••• (~EX€L 0' (V (Ka.UTIf' aAAO, (fLcpa.{V(l O( Ka.t 7Ta.vra.:· and Porph.
acp. 44. 11 ff. Pr. seems to conceive the '.dominant aspects' which
characterize the thought of particular intelligences as analogous to
specific differences within a genus: cf. prop. 177, and in Tim. 11.
202. 7 TOV yap ,,:!OV fL€TExn fLfV Ka.t o.V(}pW7rO", Ka.t EUTLV OAOV Ka.t (V TOUTIf'
T~ (100", a..\A' ov fLOVOV, aAAa Ka.9' l ... T~ O~OV, oro ... TO aV(}pW?T€lov (100",
W<TT( fL€Ta TOV OAOV Ka.t (vo .. TLVOt;, W(P (UTtV a.wov fLOPlOV, 7Tcl.p€UTL TC;;
fL(TEXO ...TL.
7. 1fO,vrCl irJloCl ... o~an 1fcic;. Et yap KTA. I can extract no sense from
7TaCTL yap KTA. (MW), which previous editors print; and the readings

of the other two families seem to be no more than clumsy attempts
to emend 7TaCTL.
17. et JIo~ oJloou.,o;, ~ (p.~) 1fC£... To. VOE~'" lKClCJTo"" ill' l.... Here again
1 Pr.'s argument on this point is forma.1ly circular: in this proposition ~oils is
said to be eternal because a 1~/um s;m14I, but in prop. J 70 its character as a totu",
simul is inferred from its eternity.
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I have had to faH back on conjecture. ~ 1':1] op.o{w<; ~ 71'aVTa. .V. tK.,
and the omission of the second
~ in the other families and the printed editions restores only the
appearance of sense- for TO ,.,.~ op.o{w<; is not an outstanding possibility
but an established fact-In the next line 3".1115 is confirmed by
in Tim. Ill. 252. 3 TilJV 71'>..~tw ,.,.~v EVO<;, o~ 71'aVTa. 8~ O,.,.W<; ::',.,.0. VOOVO"wv.
20. o~s~ yap ".ETa.jJtlCTETa.L Ka.l VOtlCT€L & "." 1I"pOTEpOV. The context
makes it clear that this is what Pr. wrote. In the MSS. of the first
family it has heen supplanted by a gloss, which was later imported
into M and so found its way into the printed editions.
27. CltlTcii: SC. (K4CTT'f! vct-e

au' tv (M1W) is plainly nonsense;

PROP. 171. Between the pure unity of the One and the minimal
unity of Matter Pr. recognizes six grades: (I) the henads, which are
the transc~ndent sources of plurality; (2) the intelligences, each of
which is an actual plurality (as being a 71'A~pwp.o. ~i8wv, prop. 177),
but indivisible in space or time; (3) souls, which are spatially
indivisible but have their activity divided by time (prop. 191);
(4) inseparable potencies and immanent Forms, which are infected
by the spatial divisibility of body (prop. 190); (5) continuous
corporeal magnitudes, which are divisible at any point (prop. 80) ;
(6) discrete corporeal manifolds, which are actually divided in space.
Plotinus (IV. ii. I) and Porphyry (at/>. v) had made substantially the
same distinctions, with the omission of the henads.
PROP. 172. See note on prop. 76, of which this is formally an
application. Its Platonic source is the Timaeus, where the demiurge
(voiit;) is said to have created only d:tO",.
18. a.lWVL05 11"1£11111 riiv: se. Ka.T'· o~O"{av Kal Ka.T· €V'PYELa.V. The
vulgate reading, a.lwvlw<; 71'avTa ~v, involves an assertion which is both
unproved and irrelevant to the argument.
PROP. 173. The Neoplatonists .followed Aristotle in making the
Intelligence its own object; but they were nevertheless reluctant to
cut it off from all knowledge of the spatia-temporal universe. Plotinus
asserts that intelligence can contemplate (opiiv) ~ Ta. 71'pO a.broii ~ Ta.
a.broii ~ Ta 71'a.p' abroii (VI. ix. 3 [11. SII. 29]), but without explaining
how such contemplation of the lower is possible to it. Pr. finds the
solution in the convenient principle 71'allTa. iv 71'aO"Lv, olKdw<; /lE iv
~Kao"T'I! (prop. 103): what the Intelligence knows is not the sensible
world itself but the intelligible causes wherein the sensible is preembraced. Cr. in Parm. 964. 21 11 /lE /l~ 1"YVcdO"Kwv 0 8~o.. to,VTOV
Sill

y
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aiTtOl' Ol'Ta TWI' P.fT' alrrol' yLyvtfJUKEt lCal ~I' aLTLO~ lUTLI', M€ilhl'
CTTT/CTop.€Oa Kal 7TPO~ 'AptUTOT€>"."." lCal 8€l[0p.€I' 07TW~ b KaT' a~TOl' I'OV~,
(aWOl' €l8w~ Ol'Ta 7To.ULI' dp(KTol', or8( lCal Ta 7Tcil'Ta oua dpry(T4L alrrov.

28. ~81J yd.p. This seems on the whole the simplest correction of
(or ~, or iJ) y¥. The alternative is to retain ~ and suppose that
~ W' ov8€1'6~ has fallen out after P.€T€:'XfTO. ~ ycip, which Cr. prints,
s n6t in accordance with Pr.'s usage.

~

PROP. 174. Against the Christian doctrine of a deliberate creation
in time the Neoplatonists maintained an emanative creation which is
timeless and unwilled: the only creative power is contemplation or
intuitive thought (O(wp{a, I'O'1UL~), which at a certain level of being
translates itself automatically into spatio·temporal terms. The
classical exposition of this thesis is in the magnificent essay Enn.
Ill. viii, where Plotinus says of CPWL<; very much what Pr. here says
of vow: TO O~I' €rl'aL alrrii & (UTL, TOVTO lUTL TO 7Tot€LI' alrrii· (UTL 1l~
O€wp{a lCal O€tfJP'1p.a., >"oy~ yiJ.p. Tiil o~ (11'aL O(wp{a lCal O,tfJp'1p.a Kal
>"oyo<;, TO~T't' lCal 7TOt€!, iJ TavTci lUTLI' (1. 334. 15). Elsewhere Plot.

traces the creation of the sensible world back to vow (e.g. V. ix. 3
[ll. 250. 27] vow 7TOL~I' OJ'TW<; "al' 8,.,P.LOVPY0l'), or more usually to
!ftvx~ (e.g. ll. ix. 4). This apparent vagueness in the delimitation of
function is characteristic of the Plotinian form of Neoplatonism as
distinct from the Procline: in the philosophy of Plotinus there are,
as Inge observes, no hard boundary lines drawn across the map of
the universe, and it is often impossible to say at what point a particular
moment of the 7rp0080<; takes its origin. Later the lines become
more rigid as well as more numerous: accordingly we hear of
a controversy between Porphyry, who made the creative principle
a transcendent soul, and Iamblichus, who made it the intelligible
world as a whole, each disputant claiming for his own view the
authority of Plotinus (Pr. in Tim.1. 306. 31 ff.). For Pr. the creative
principle lCaT' l€o~I' is I'ov<;: cf. prop. 34, 1. 3 7TPO€LUL 7Tcll'Ta a7To I'OV.
But I cannot agree with Simon in seeing here 'the most important
and the most real of all the differences which separate Proclus from
Plotinus' 1: what is really important is the conception, common to
both writers, of creation as a by-product (7Tapa"o>"ovO'1l~a, Plot. Ill.
viii. 4) of contemplation. God creates because he thinks, but he
does not think is order to create (in Par11l. 791. 14).
Nicolaus argues against this theorem that if intellection be creation,
then since each intelligence has intellection of itself and its priors
1

Hist. de fAcoiea'Aiu. H. 454.
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(prop. 167). each intelligence must create itself and its priors, which
is absurd. The answer to this is, of course, that contemplation of
the higher is creation of the lower.
14. [lI'o.v] Tll 6v Tlllv Q~T4i. I take 1r'av, which is omitted by M1W,
to be a doublet of TO Ov.
PROP. 175. We have already seen (prop. 63 n.) that since the
human consciousness can enjoy intuitive thought only intermittently
Pr. finds himself obliged to posit certain higher souls as the permanent vehicles of VO'1O'I<;. Of the nature of these higher souls more
will be said below (prop. 184 n.). Like the' superconscious' of
Plotinus, they are a theoretical construction designed to strengthen
the continuity of the system at its weakest point, the point where
eternity passes over into time j but they differ from the Plotinian
superconscious in being non-human entities, not parts or aspects of
the human soul. As aEI. KaTO, Xpovov VOOVvTa. they are distinct from
our souls on the one hand and from the timeless intelligences on
the other: mediating between temporal and eternal activity, they
are analogous (as Pr. points out) to the aEI. YLVOjLEVQ which mediate
between temporal and eternal being.
23. Ka.l ~+' cr.v UPQ KTA-. The words ~ &£PYELQ cpaO'tv in [M]Ware
clearly a gloss. There is more to be said for the genuineness of aEI.
VOOVJlTQ just below: these words are found also in Q. they improve
the rhythm of the sentence, and the succeeding aEL would explain
their dropping out in the archetype of the first family.
PROP. 176. A perfect system of knowledge would be a perfect
type of organic unity: each part would involve, and be involved in
the existence of every other part/ yet without any blurring of the
articulations which keep each part distinct and unique. In the
content of a well-ordered human mind we may see an approximation
to such a unity-in-distinction j and if we think of this content as
grasped together in a single intuition instead of being surveyed
piecemeal we may get some notion of what' intellection' is, and of
the mode of being of the Forms. This line of thought is attributed
by Syrianus (in Metaph. 87. 16) to 'the Pythagoreans' (compare
perhaps the opinion ascribed by Iamblichus to Numenius, Stob.
Eel. I. xlix. 32 [866 H]). It is developed in several passages of the
1 That individual' truths' are scientifically worthless unless tbey carry a reference to thesy.t~m as a whole is expressly recognized by Plotinos: IV. ix. 5
[H. 157. 231 lP"lJl.OII 3• .,.ciill """"'" 6''''P''Illa.,.flllI DU 3.; lIollt,fllI (.,.b ll'poS). d
Ill"
IITTAI o{nd"" T'XIIIKb" 0{,3, 17ru'T1/IlOIIUCOII, AAA' CJtT7rop &11 /rAl El ..."'s Ai-yo,.

3.
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Enneads: for the intelligible world as unity-in-distinction cf. VI. iv.
J 4 z·mt. and V. viii. 4; for the analogy of the sciences, IV. ix. 5,
where, however, it is used to illustrate not (as here) the internal
unity of pure mind, but the relation between Soul and the souls (so
also Porph. rlef>. xxxvii). The most elaborate discussion of the concept
of unity-in-distinction is to be found in the Farmenzdes commentary,
75 I. 15 ff.
From Pr. it was taken over by the Christian N eoplatonists, who made use of it to explain the doctrine of the Trinity
(e.g. ps.-Dion., Div. Nom. 2. 5; Psellus ap. Bidez, C. M. A. G. VI.
r65. 16; Nic. Cusan. de doe!a ignoranHa 38.24 Hoffmann-Klibansky).
3. Ta. VOEpa. E!S,,: i.e. the content of the VOf' as distinct from the
VO"y/TCt EUl"y/ -which are above voU. and constitute TO QVTW' QV in the
narrow sense: the latter have presumably a still more perfect unity.
(Psellus, de omnif. doe!. 25 understands by 'intellectual forms' here
orov !froxa{, VOf" a-YYfAOL, apxaYYEAOL, Owap.H', Kal. oCTa TOLavTa, while
he takes the EZO"y/ of the next proposition to be Platonic Forms like
ayaBoT"Y/', bCTLOT"y/" &c. But z'n Farm. 757. 1 ff. seems to show that
Pr. has Platonic Forms in mind in both propositions.)
19. TEK ...."P~oiiT(u. Elsewhere the mid. has the sense of TEKp.al.pop.aL,
and the renaissance conj. TEKP."Y/PWI. (also suggested by Cr.) may be
right, the corruption being due to dittography of the following Kilt.
30. TO yap ... 3 I. dSLC)'<TTClTW!:.
Failure to realize that these words
are parenthetical is responsible both for the repetition of Kat ?]VWTaI
in BCDQ and for the OtaKfKptp.EVW> of [MJW, which are two different
but equally clumsy attempts to make sense of ap.Ep{uTW. Kal. rlOtaUTaTW' Kat OLaKEKpLTaL read without punctuation.
PROP. 177. There is a sense in which every intelligence contains
the whole of the intelligible world (prop. 170). But the Forms,
which are that world in its objective aspect, are organized as a
hierarchy of genera and species, the generic Forms transcending the
specific but embracing them seminally (cf. prop. 70 n.); and there
must be a parallel grouping of intelligences. Each higher intelligence
will contain one genus olKdw., the other genera and the species only
implicitly; each of the more numerous lower intelligences will contain one species olKEiw<;, the other species and the genera implicitly
(cf. prop. 180). The creative power of each intelligence being
correlated with the Forms which it possesses olK.tw., it follows that
the higher intelligences have greater power.
r. 'lrh~pw ....a. This seems to imply a complete' set': cf. in Tim.
Ill. 8. 18 TO aVTo'ttJ0V 7rA~pwp.a £un TOU 7rA1J8ov. T<7lV VO"y/TWV tcfwv, and
Nock in Rawlinson, Essays on the Trinity and the Incarnation,
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101 n. 3.
The word belongs especially to the vocabulary of
Gnosticism, and appears to have been first introduced into Neoplatonism by Iamblichus (de mysl. 28. 18). It is a favourite term with
Proclus.

PROP. 178 asserts of Forms \vhat prop. 172 asserts of intelligences,
and is proved in exactly the same way. The question TLVWV £(TTl Ka,
TLVWV OVK (OTL Tii EtBl] is more fully discussed by Pr. in the Parmenides
commentary, 815 ff. His general view is that there are Forms only
of species, not of individuals: even human souls, which are imperishable individuals, are derived not severally from separate Forms, but
collectively from the Forms of the various divine souls under which
they are grouped (cf. prop. 204). By an exception to the general
principle, these divine souls have each a Form of. its own, as have
also the heavenly bodies. There are no Forms of things which
exist only as parts, e.g. eyes or fingers; of accidental attributes like
colour; of artifacts (despite Rep. X); of practical TExvaL like weaving; or of things evil. This account of the matter goes back in part
to Middle Platonist tradition (Albin. Didasc. c. ix), and does not differ
substantially from that given by Plotinus, save in its greater precIsIon. Plotinus does indeed appear to assign a higher value to
human individuality by linking each soul directly to an intelligence
(IV. iii. 5).; but Pr. is not to be understood as denying that such
individuality is real and in its higher manifestations permanent,
although the empirical individuality of the CTUvap.<!>UrEpov is the
temporary product of physjcal causes.
I.
.,,8apT4. The qualification is added because things which are
individually perishable may be imperishable as a species, and so far
traceable to a timeless cause (in Parm. 820. 26 ff.).

n

PROP. 179. See note on prop. 86. The number of intelligences is less than that of souls because, while every intelligence is
permanently participated by a soul pecul~ar to it, there are also souls
p.ETaj3aAAo"u(TaL (bra vov El~ al/OLall (prop. 184) which have no permanent intelligence.
PROP. 180. This supplements props. 170 and 177. The primal
Intelligence is, like all 'unparticipated' terms, a whole-before-theparts; each of the remaining intelligences is a whole-in-the·part (cf.
prop. 67). The same thing is said by Porphyry, tlcf>. xxii.
I!. (oox) ~~ lK P.EPWI' lhroC7T4~. The insertion of a negative appears
essential. Otherwise we have, as Nicolaus points out, a flat contra-
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diction both of prop. 171 and of the next sentence. -The following
words, EKUcrrOS ', .• &11" ulhwv, come from prop. 176 and seem to be
a reader's marginal note: they have no satisfactory grammatical or
logical connexion with the context.
PROPS. 181-3. This division of participated intelligences into t:~e
'divine' and the' purely intellectual' (which has already been made
in prop. Ill) does not coincide with the other division (prop. 166)
into supra-mundane and intra-mundane: for since there are intramundane henads (prop. 165), some intra-mundane intelligences must
be divine. If we combine the two we get three grades of participated intelligence, (a) 8£io<; ~7r£pKOcrP.LO<;, (b) 8£io<; lYK6crP.LO'i, (c) VO£P0'i
lYK6crp.w<;. The present classification is an artificial grouping dependent on the classification of souls (see notes on props. 184-5).
16. O~SE VOU flETEXOUCTUL (9Elou). KaTa. A~8"1v TOU ypacpEw<; -rrap(Adcp8"1
TO 9Elou (Nicolaus ad loc.). Otherwise the clause of course contradicts the enunciation.
.
N. Of souls (props. 184-2 It).
Classification of souls (184, 1"85).
General characters of souls as such: their being, life, knowledge and participation by vehicles (186-97).
3. Periodicity of souls (198-200).
4. Characters and mutual relations of the classes of souls
(201-4)·
5. Descent of the particular souls, and doctrine of vehicles
( 2 °5- II ).
I.

2.

PROP. 184. The belief that the stars had souls which were divine
passed from Plato (Legg. 899 B), through Stoicism, into the general
body of Hellenistic thought: 1 cf. e.g. 'Hermes' ap. Stob. I. xlix. 5
[806 H]; Plot. VI. ix. 8 init.; Iamb. ap' Stob. I. xlix. 37 [888 H];
Hieroc1es ap. Photo cod. 25 I. 461 b. The earlier writers are generally
content to classify souls as divine and huinan, or as divine, human,
and irrational. But as the deyeloprnent of the transcendencetheology progressively widened the gulf between man and god,
there was as usual an increasing inclination to lay stress on the
existence of mediating principles. For a Platonist, remembering
his master's definition of TO 8aLp.OIlWV as TO p.£Tatv 8£OU T£ Kal 811"1TOU
1 In popular thought it w0l!ld hardly be distinguished from Aristotle's doctrine
of astral intelligences or from the common belief in astral deities: the distinction
is an artificial one required by the Neoplatonic world·scheme.
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(Symp. 202 D), souls of this intermediate class are naturally &{P.Oll£~.l
Demonology was made an especial object of study by Poseidonius
and his school; but it was already taken seriously in the Old
Academy, as we can see from the Epinomis and from the statement
of Plutarch (de/. orae. 12,416 C = Xen. fragm. 23) that Xenocrates
7rap&.8£IYJJ4 T~ AOyce E7rOI~UaTO TO TWII TPlyWIIWII, 8f{ce p.'f.v d.7I"wc&UM TO
luo7l"ArupOII, 81'7/T~ 8'f. TO ulCaA"1"o", TO 8' luoulC£A'f.~ 8alp.Olltce· TO p.'f.v yap
luoII 7r&VT71, TO 8' ttlllUOII 7r&VT71, TO 8'f. 7rV P.f.II lUOII, 7rV 8' ,illLuoll-where,
as in the present proposition, TO 8aLp.OllloII is the • mean term' of a
triad. Plotinus makes passing reference to the doctrine of daemons,
in the form given to it by Poseidonius, e.g. Ill. v. 6, IV. iii. 18 fin. ;
but he seems to attach no metaphysical or practical importance to it.
Porphyry has much more to say about it (de absl. 11. 37 ff.,' and the
fragments of the de regressu animae in Bidez, Vie de Porplzyre 27* fT.).
One of the questions to which he desired ·an answer in his hI/er 10
Anebo was 'How are we to distinguish from one another gods, daemons, heroes and souls?' (Iamb. de mysI. 61. 11, 67. I)-for with the
development of theurgy demonology was becoming a subject of the
liveliest practical interest. Much of the demonological lore of
the Middle Ages goes back to the speculations of the post.Plotinian
Neoplatonism, to be found in such passages as Pr. in Tim. Ill.
155 if., in Ale. 377 fT., and Olympiodorus in Ak. IS ff. Creuzer.'
In the El. 1'1z. there is no explicit mention of daemons, but it is
clear from in Ttnt. I. 142. I and other passages that they are to be
identified with the ';vXa2 O~T£ 8fial O~T£ p.(Taf3oA~~ 3£ICTLlCa{. They
are subdivided into tt'Y'Y£AO', 8alp.oll£<; proper, and ~pw£~ (ibid. Ill. 165.
Il)-a classification which is as old as Celsus.'-The 8(ial .;vXa{
include (a) the unparticipated Soul, which is extra-mundane (cf.
prop. 164, I. 19 n.) and corresponds to the third Plotinian hypostasis;
(b) the immanent world-soul (in Tim. 11. 290, 3); (e) the immanent
souls of the seven planets and of the fixed stars (in Zlm. Ill.
255. 10); (d) those of the' gods below the moon' (ibid.), i.e. the
descendants of I'~ and Ovpall~ enumerated by Plato, Tim. 40 E.Cf. Plat. def. Drat:. 10, 4'5 A; 13, 416Ef.; Is.,t Os. 25.
Gumont (Religions Orientales', ~i8 fr.) aad Bousset (Ardliv f. R~/igitms.
'IIIissmsdlaft, xviii (1915], 134 fr.) find Iranian inRuence in this passage, which
affirms the existence of evil demons under the presidency of aa arch-devil
("'POEcrT..sS), and t~aches that they creep into our bodies along with certain foods.
3 Cf. Hiclez, C.M.A.G. VI. 97 fr. ; and on Greek demonology in general Heinze,
XmoRrales, cap. ii, and Tambomino, de antiquoru11' tiaemonismo.
• apud Orig. atfu. Cels. V H. 68. 011 the pagan belief in /in.,\ol see Dibelins,
Die Gelsterwt/I im Clau"en des Pau/us, 209 fr., and Bousset in Arclzivj. Religions.
'III;ssensckaft, xviii (1915), 17off., both of whom incline to regard it as independent
of Judaeo-Christian inBlleace.
I

2
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Human souls belong to the lowest of Pr.'s three classes, those which
/LETa{3tlAAOVrTLV 0.11"0 vou el.. clvoLav (in Tim. H. 143. 29 ff., Syrian. in

Metaph. 41. 30 ff.): the description is suggested by Plato, Tim.
44 AB.1 Pr. follows Iamblichus (apud Stob. I. 372 ff. [886 ff. HJ) in
drawing more rigid distinctions of function hetween the three types
of soul than Plotinus chose to make; and he is much more ready
than Plotinus to insist on" the lowly state of man: cf. notes on
props. 194-5 and 2JJ.-The principles of animal and vegetable life
(ttAO')'OL 1/tvxal) are not in the El. Th. considered as souls at all : they
are but f:iOWAU TWV I/tvxwv (prop. 64fin.). Pr. claims Plato's authority
for this restricted use of the term soul: 1I"0AAaxou O~AO.. luTt Kat b
llAttTWV 1ftv}(~V ~v AO')'LK1IV f:TJlaL TLfU/Lf:vo .., Tal: of. ttAAa.. ELOWAa 1/tvX~'"
Th. PI. HI. (vi). 128. He denies that a human soul can become
the soul of an animal, though it may be attached for a time to an
animal body (in Tim. IH. 294. 2 I ff.).
PROP. 185. This is taken from Plato, Phaedr. 248 A. After
describing the life of the' gods' (Pr.'s (NiaL I/tvxal), Plato goes on al
O£ clUaL 1/tvxa~ ~ /Lf.V lipLUTa 8Ece ~7rO/L'-VYJ Kat elKau/L'-VYJ iJ7rf:P~PEV el.. TOV
:ew TWOV ~V TOU ~vr.Oxov Kf:rpaA~V ••• ~ of. TOTf: /L£JI ~Pf:V, TOTf: 0' (ov.
The term ~1I"aoo .. 2 comes from Phaedr. 252 C, whence it found its
way into Philo (Qu,s ReI'. Di". 15 § 76) and the Neoplatonists from
Porphyry to ps.-Dionysius. We find a similar. grading of souls in
Iamblichus (de myst. 36. 9) and Syrianus (in Metaph. 41. 30 ff.); the
latter ascribes it to ol 8EOAOyOL.
PROPS. 186, 187 hardly do more than summarize and apply to
the soul the general results already reached in props. 15-17 and
47-9, where see notes.-For self-knowledge 0.11"0 TWV alT{wv cf.
prop. JJ, 1. 15 n.-Besides the soul proper Pr. also recognizes an
ElowAov I/tv~ .. imparted by the soul to the body, inseparable from the
latter and perishing with it S (cf. props. 64 fin., 81-2, and in Tim.
H. 285. 27); this corresponds to the '.eov of Plotinus, and is identi·
fied by Pro. with the Aristotelian entelechy.
24. liJlw}'dpos ~aTL KBl a+6BpTOS. The first term refers to annihilation by severance from the substrate, the second to dissolution
into elements (cf. Arist. Top. 153 b'3I).
1

Cf. also Philo de o/if. mundi l4 § 73 [1.

Ta.II'III1''Tla., tppJlIlIUtJl ICcd a.fpOU6"11"

*.

25.

5 Cohn] 411i1p"'''os, &s l ...a/xET"'.

Spelt ."r",8os, on the analogyot eJl"OI'A', in the MSS. both of El. Th. and of
ill Tim.
S For a qualification of this statement see prop. 209 n.
2
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PROPS. 188-9. The original meaning of !frox~, as of the Latin
anima, is 'life-breath': 'our tf!vx~, being air, holds us together', as
Anaximenes put it. Hence the close association in Greek thought
of the notions of ' soul' and' life': the word for C alive' is lp.!froxor;;,
lit. 'ensouled'. The crowning' proof' of immortality in the Phaedo
turns on the impossibility of conceiving a dead soul, and ultimately
on the assumption that soul is what Pr. calls allT(l,wr;;, possessed of
life not accidentally but in its own right, so that it cannot be annihilated upon its separation from the body. This assumption is
embodied in the traditional definition of soul as 'w~ 7rap' ~aVT~r;;
lxovulJ. TO ~~V (Porph. a</>. xvii, Iamb. ap. Stob. I. xlix. 32 [868 H J :
cf. Plot. 11. 136. 20). Pr. is not content to assume it: he attempts
to prove it by showing that soul, as having self-knowledge, is se1fconstituted. and that its esse is vivere (prop. 189, cf. in Tim. Ill. 335.
14 If.). But he has also to distinguish the soul as allT(l~wr;; from the
Form of Life lPhaedo 106 D), which figures in his system as the
middle term of the intelligible triad (cf. props. 101, 102 n.). This he
does by making the soul at once 'w~ and 'wv (prop. 188), i.e. by
giving it a life at once self-derived and derived from the transcendent
Form of Life (in Tim. 11. 128. 28).
24. or~ av lI'apn tCal~; I'ET<&S:SWO'LV KTA. : cf. Phaedo r05 D "'vX~ on
il.v a&r] KaTa.uX71, &EL ~KEt (7r' EKElVO </>lpovulJ. 'w~v.-For the absence of
will and calculation cf. Plot. IV. iii. 13. It is assumed here without
proof, presumably on the strength of the general principle established
in props. 26-7.
PROP. 190 is based on the well·known description of the making of
the soul in the Ti11laeus: T~" ap.£p{uTOV Kat aEL KIJ.Ta TaVra Exo";CT7Jr;; otJu{ac;
Kat Tijc; at 7rEpt Ta uwp.aTa ytYVOP.EVTJC; p.EptuTijr;; Tp{TOV it &P.</>OlV Ev P.EU'l!
CTVvEK£paCTaTo otJfT{ar;; EToor;; (35 A). This passage is the main source of
the conception of the soul as the frontier between the two worlds,
which gained wide currency from the time of Poseidonius onwards 1
and dominates the Neoplatonic psychology. The precise meaning
of the' indivisible' and' divided' principles was, however, a matter
of dispute, as we learn from Plutarch's 7rEpl Tijr;; EV Ttp.al'l! tf!vxoyov{ar;;
and Pr. in Tim. n. 152 If. An Eratosthenes who is probably not
the celebrated scientist made the soul a mixture of the incorporeal
1 Cf. e.g. Philo d~opif. fnundi 46§I~5 [1. 47. 8CohnJ. and Corp. Hetm.I. 15·
The Clzaldaean Oracles called the soul a",~,"'p&g"""Of (in Tim. n. 130. 23). The
doctrine has a long subsequent history. In Aquinns we read that the soul is' in
confinio corporum et incorporearum substautiarum, quasi in horizonte existens
aeternitatis et tcmporis' (Summa c. Gmt. 11. 81). _
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and the corporeal; Numenius and many others, of the monad and
the indeterminate dyad (this goes back to Xenocrates); Severus
(after Poseidonius ?), of ·the geometri.cal point and geometrical
extension; Plutarch and Atticus, of the divine and the irrational;
Plotinus, of intelligence and perception (cf. Enn. IV. viii. 7 init. :
this view goes back to Crantor).l The strangest opinion is that
ascribed to Theodore of Asine, that the soul is intermediate between
a generic and a specific intelligence; this is said on the authority of
Theodore, quoting Porphyry, quoting Antoninus 'the pupil of
Ammonius " to have come' from Persia'. Pr. himself understands
the' indivisible' class as representing the intelligible world in its
transcendent being and the' divisible' as its immanent manifestations or £iSwAa in the material world. There are three grades of the
latter: (a) ai.CT81/CTL~, which is the manifestation of vou~ on the lower
level; (b) cf>vCTL<;; (including the irrational life-principles), the manifestation of ~w~; (c) the (vvAa £i.S1/, the manifestation of oVCT{a (in
rim. n. 139. 14ff.). This does not differ substantially from the
Plotinian view as stated in Enn. IV. ii. I 2 and Porph. &.cf>. v. and
xlii.
8. do" i" twa.~~ ~+€aniKn. ~cf>£(TTCf.vaL iv is commonly used by Pr.
of existence in a substrate, and it is tempting to read iv '11101<;; here.
But the same difficulty occurs in the next clause, whether we read as
BCD or as MIW; so I have thought it better to understand both
clauses as referring to the orders of existence in which divisible (iSwAa
arise (cf. last note).
PROPS. 191, 192. It has already been shown (props. 106, 107)
that there must be a principle which participates both time and
eternity, and is therefore at once a Being and a coming-to·be: this
principle is now identified as P.£8£K-rT] S ."uX~, which is thus again
found to be intermediate between the two worlds. Cf. Plot. IV. iv. 15
(II. 6 I. 2 I) ovS' ai !frvxa~ fV xpOv'(J, &.ua Ta 71'0.81/ aVTWV • • • Ka~ Ta
1 These and other interpretations of the passage are fully discussed by A. E.
Taylor ad loco Much confusion has been cansed by the assumption that the
, indivisible' and the 'divided' are identical with the 'same' aud the 'other'
respectively. I believe with Proclns and G. M. A. Grube (Class. Philol. 27
[1932J, 80) that this identification is erroneous.·
2 An early essay, as is also IV. viii.
In his later work PIotinns, with
characteristic disregl\Td of Platonic orthodoxy, often reckons the soul among the
purely indivisible principles and claims for it full membership of the intelligible
world: cf. Heinemann, Plo/in, 172; Nebel, Plo/ins Kalegorien, 17.
S The unpartidpated Soul (as distinct from the world-sonl). havil1g no connexion with nny borly (prop. 196) and being assimilated to intelligence by the
principle of prop. 112, is presumably pure Heing, and eternal in activity as well as
existence.
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The form of prop. 192 is influenced by Plato, Tim. 37 A
AOYLUJ1-0U Sf J1-~T£X01JUa Kat a.PJ1-0V{~S I/rox~ T(;W VOYJTWV dd T£ aVTWV V7r(,
TOU dP'UT01J dp{UTT/ Y£V0J1-£VYJ TWV YEVVT/O£VTWV, where Pr. wrongly construes TWV vO'1TWV J.£t TE aVTwv with I/rox~ as a partitive genitive (in
Tim. n. 294. 18).
Further Platonic authority was found in the
Laws, 904 A avwA£OpOV Sf ~v Y£VbJ1-£VOV, u>"A' OVK alwvlOv (cf. in Tim.

I. 235· 17).
PROP. 198. Cf. Plot. IV. iii. 5 (Il. IS. 9) at o/1JXat €rp£~~~ KaO'tKaUTov
VOUV (~'1PT7JJ1-£vaL.-Nicolaus asks here how soul can be at once selfconstituted (prop. 189) and constituted by an intelligence. But the
notion of the' self-constituted' does not exclude derivation from
a higher principle (see prop. 40 n.). A more serious difficulty is
that we have been expressly told (props. I l l , 175 cor.) that not all
souls participate intelligence directly: how, then, can they be proximately derived from and proximately perfected by it? We must
apparently understand the 'proximate origination' of the present
proposition as covering derivation through another member of the
soul-order (prop. 204), 7rpOU£XW~ meaning merely that the intellectual
order lies immediately above the psychic, in contrast with the remoter causes, 'w~, T(, av, and the henads. But the verbal inconsistency is significant: having adopted the Iamblichean doctrine of
the grades of soul, Pr. nevertheless seeks to retain certain elements
of the Plotinian tradition, which represented the human soul as in
direct relation with the Intelligence; and in combining the two he
shows himself a little careless.
PROPS. 194, 195. Here again we have a piece of Plotinian I tradition which harmonizes imperfectly with Pr.'s general view of the
status of the human soul. Though ultimately derived from Aristotle,'
the doctrine that each soul possesses all the Forms (or, more strictly,
the corresponding >..01'0') rests for Plotinus on the as~umption that
there is a super-conscious part of the human soul which 'abides
above' and enjoys perpetual intuition: cr. e.g. Enn. Ill. iv. 3
(I. 263. 9) £UT' yap Kat 7ro>..Aa ~ I/rox~ Kal r.aVTa, Kat Ta avw KaLTa KaTW
a~ J1-£XP' 7raU1l~ 'W~~, Kat lUJ1-EV (KaUTO~ KbUp.o .. V0'1Tb .. , TOL" J1-Ev KaTw

UVVa7rTOvTE,> T<!JS£, TOL.. SE avw T<!J V0'1T<!J, Kat J1-£V0J1-£V T<!J J1-EV aAA'fl 7raVTt
VO'1T<!J UVW, T<l' SE (UXaT'fl aVTou 7r£7r£S~J1-£Oa T<l' Kc1.TW. This assumption

is rejected by Pr.

Consequently the universal knowledge of the

1 Numenius seems to have assimilated the human sonl to the Intelligence eyen
more closely than Plotiul1s: cf. Stob. 1. 365. 7 tt. [866 HJ.
2 de an. iii. 8. 431b21.
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Forms remains for him a potentiality which is never fully actualized
in a human soul save in the interval between two incarnation·s: cf.
prop. 190, 1. 20 ~yvO£t Ta. 6VTa I{Ivx~ Tt<;; p.£vovua I{IvX~' And not only
this, but even in its ideal actualization human science is still imperfect, knowing the Forms not as they are in themselves (VO,/TWS), nor
even as they are in the Intelligepce (vo£pws), but in concepts (AO')'Ot)
which imperfectly reflect them (SLaVO,/TtKW<;;): 1 Kat o:5n TOV l'O,/TOV
KOUP.OV fV ~P.LV S£t Tt()£vat, Ka()a1rfp A£')'OVU{ TLV£<;; (N umenius and
Plotinus) ... o15n p.iv£tv Tt ri/<;; I{IvX~<;; dVW f1JT£ov . .• OVT£ ojLOOVUtOV T.y/V
I{Ivx~v lJ1ro()£T£OV TOt<;; OWL<;; (in Farm. 948. 14, cf. 930. 26 ff.; in Tim.
11. 241. 29 ff.). Hence the need for theurgy. See also prop. 211 n.
and Introd. p. xx.
33. o~O'~wSElS Myous. The soul's essence is to be AO')'LK~, and the general AO')'O<;; whic;:h embraces the AO,),Ot both of sensible and of intelligible
things is fV£P')'£ta TOU ot.UtwSov<;; T~<;; I{IvX~<;; (in Tim. n. 299. 18).
PROP. 196. In discussing the relationship of the human soul to
the world-soul Plotinus raises an d:rrop{a (Enn. IV. iii. 4): how is it
that the human soul enjoys periods of freedom from incarnation,
whereas the world-soul does not? Most we not conclude that the
former is the less deeply involved in Matter? His tentative solution
is that (a) both the human soul and the world-soul are in their
highest reaches perpetually discarnate, merging into one with the
intelligible Soul; (b) in so far as it is incarnate the world-soul, unlike
the human, organizes Matter without effort and without contamination. But he mentions another view which solved the ~7rop{a by
denying the assumption on which it rests: KaLToL TtV£<;; cpaut TOSf p.£v
(Touwp.a) KaTuAdl{l£tv (~v ~p.£T£pav I{Ivx~v)" ot. 7ravT'I] Sf: E~W uwp.aTo<;;
EUfUOUt. This latter is the solution which Pr. adopts: no soul except
the unparticipated Soul is ever wholly disembodied; it is at all times
in relation with an imperishable • first body' or • first vehicle '. The
history and significance of this theory is discussed in Appendix n.
For the expression 1rpWTOV uwp.a (altered by Cr. to 1rPWTW<;; if.) cf.
7rPWTOV 6X,/P.U in the passage from Galen quoted on p. 316.
25- iKQO'1'f]S is more likely to be a gloss on 1rau,/<;; (explaining that
it is used in the distributive sense) than vice versa.

PROP. 197. Pr. here ascribes to the soul a unity-in-distinction
>

1 _Co~tra.t, Plot. VI. v. 7 (II. 389' 24)

avT"'V

ov5~ TlnroUS tX.0VTES.

VOOUP.EV

~K";va

(se. Ta ErB1/)

ob/{

.rB",Aa

That Brehier is wrong here ih supplying T-I}V 'TOU 1ravTbs 1fuX+'v is clear from
the next sentence.
2
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closely resembling that already discovered in the intelligence (prop.
I76). It is contrasted with the latter as the more distinct with the
more unified, but it is not obvious in what precisely the difference
consists. Though lower than the indivisible principles (uJL€ptura.),
soul is nevertheless said to be without parts (UJL<i»7.) ; I and its distinguishable elements or aspects-substance (being), life and know·
ledge-are the same triad which we have already met in the intelligible
world (prop. 101), and have the same mutual implicitness which they
had there (prop. 103). This of course exemplifies the Iamblichean
principle ...allra. £11 7ramll, oiKE''''' S( £11 (KtiuT'fl: but Pr. has hardly
made it clear what it is that is OL"iioll in the unity of soul.
16. ~ citws. If we read ,,,,~. with MW and edd., there is no
proof that life as well as knowledge is involved in the soul's
substance.
18. TaL!; l~U>..OLS. . • 19. twaLS: the principles of life in animals,
which lack self-consciousness and are EiSwAa tfroxi1<;, not a.V(}V1rOCTTa.Ta..
PROP. 198. The physical universe is finite save in the sense that
finite bodies are potentially divisible ad infinitum (cf. prop. 94 n.).
And movement in a finite space can continue through an infinite
time only by returning periodically to its starting·point. Hence the
only movement which is both continuous and perpetual is a circular
movement, like that of the heavenly bodies. This theorem is
borrowed, like most of the Neoplatonic physics, from Aristotle
(Phys. ® 8, 9), though in the propositions that follow it is applied in
a way quite foreign to him.
26. KaT' dpLe.,.O~ 'll'0pEuuaL. Time is an image of eternity KaT'
Upt(}/J-OII iovua., Plato, Tim. 37 D.
PROPS. 199, 200. The doctrine of the perpetuity and perfection
of circular motion was intended by Aristotle to apply only to the
movement of bodies in space, and especially of course to the movement of the stars. But it was naturally extended to the movement
of the planetary souls, and then (soul being the principle of motion
KaT' E'OX~II) to the movement of embodied souls in general. Confirmation of this was found in the ovpallov 7r(pt7roA~uu<; of the
Phaedrus (246 B ff., cf. Pr. Th. PI. VI. iv. 351) and the account of
I This is the usual Neopl:1tonic view.
Plato's unfortunate language about the
, palts ' of the soul was explained as applicable to the 50ul not 111 its essence but
only iu its relation to the bodily orgaos, or alternatively as referring to nonquantitative parts, i.e. 6",,&1"" (Porph. ap. Stob.1. 353 f. [!l,p fr. HJ); lamb. ibid.
367 ff. [8;1 ff. HJ).
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the' circles in the soul' given in the ZT71laeus (36 B ff.). The cyclic
period of a human soul is ' its proper life' (prop. 199, I. I, cf. prop.
200, I. 33); this does not mean one ~uman life, but one cycle of
experience, i.e. the entire interval between the beginning of a
'descent' and the restoration of the soul to its original purity (tl.?ToKaTacrrauL'>,cf. Iamb.Pro/rept. 16.5 Pistelli). Such an interval includes,
according to Pr., a number of human lives, 1 and also the acquisition
of the second 'vehicle' or 'garment' (intermediate between the
immortal vehicle and the human body) and its sloughing off by a
process of purification (in Tim. Ill. 237· 3, cf. infra prop. 209).
The period of the world-soul 2 is 'the whole of time '-by which
Pr. means Rot, as one would naturally suppose, infinite time (for all
cycles must of course be finite), but a complete cycle of. cosmic
experience, which ends in a universal a?TOKaTaUTaU'.. and is followed
by an infinite number of exactly similar cycles: cf. in Tim. Ill. 29.
18 (0 XPOyo .. ) KVKAoVP.£YO'> ••. P.£Ta T1]Y ?TaU ay &Y£A~LY T1j,> ;aVTOU 8vvap.£w,> a?TOKa(JLuTap.£Yo,> oin-w Kat Ta .. TWY lliwy a?TOKa(J[UTrJuL ?T£p,080v,>:

ibid. 278. I7 ?TaYTa yap ay£ALTTop.£ya Ta ux~p.aTa TOU ?TaYT(~,> ••. a£t 8E
Ta aVTa ux~p.aTa ?TaALY Kat ?TaALY. Pr. chooses to describe such a
period as b U-Up.?Ta'> )(pOvo,> because of Tim. 36 E (~ tfro~) (Jday apXTJY
~p{aTo a?TaVUTOV Kat ~p.cf>pOYO'> f3{OV ?TPO'> TOY U-Up.?TaVTa xPOyOY. Its time
is really the least common multiple of the times of all other periodic
movements; Pr. finds it to be expressed in the' nuptial number' of
the Republic (in ZTm. Ill. 93. 22 ff.).-This doctrine of world-cycles
each culminating in a~ a1ToKaTduTauL,> is traceable in Middle
Platonism, which may be conjectured to have derived it from
Poseidonius; it seems to be the result of reading Stoic 8 ideas into
the Pole'licus myth (as was done by Severus apud Pr. in Tim. I. 289.
6 and by the author of the Hermetic Asclepius) and into Tim. 39 D
1 cr. Pkatdr. 248 E f., where the minimum interval is said to he three thousand
years, includin~ three incarnations. The' return to the appropriate star' of which
Plato speaks in tbe Ti11ltuus (42 B) can take place after one incarnation; but Pr.
explains that this is not a complete Q.7rOK"Ta.IT'T"lTlS (in Tim. Ill. 291. 17 If.).
2 That by 711rprfrr." {n.o xpovou P.fTPOUP.{V'" 1}uX1! Pr. intends the world-soul. and
not the' unpartkipated ' or supra-mundane Soul, is clear from in Till'. 11. 2R9.
8 Doubtless ultimately Babylonian, at least as regards the astral side of the doctrine (cf. Bidez, Blrose et la grande annle, in Melanges Paul Fredericq,9 If.).
Reitzenstein's interesting contention (Stutiien zum Anti/un SynkrelisI1lur, 66),
that the Polnulls myth itself (in which the notion of astral conjunctions plays no
pan) directly reflects oriental religious tradition, seems to me not proven. It is,
indeed, a singular and possibly significant fact (ibid. 56) that Uerosus (a/lid :-;en.
N. Q. iii. 29. I), Proclus and the astrolo~er Antiochus agree with the lI-lahabharata in associoting the cosmic Q.1rOIC"TcllTT"lTlS with a conjullction in Cancer, thotlgh
Greek authorities were not unanimous on this point (see Kroll's note in his
edition of Pr. in Remp., n. 386). The Mahabltarata is, however, generally
thought to be posterior, at least in its present fOI m, to Alexander's invasion
of India, and may therefore incorporate Greek ideas.
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([Plut.] de lato 3).1 It is apparently accepted by Plotinus (V. vii.
1-3 and IV. iii. 12), though it does not play an important part in his
system.
S. WEPLOSLKWo; clI'ClKUK).ELTClL: cr. Tim. 37 A alm] (~ifrox!1) al'alCVKAouP.€I'7f 7rpo.. aVn]l'.

PROPS. 201, 202 distinguish the three types of soul KaT4 T1J1'
ll'€P'Y€Lal', and assign their order of rank. But the distinction KaT'
o~CTlal' which has been made in props. 184-S is already based on
their difference of function, and the present theorems add little to
what has been said already. On the notion of subordinate providences
see prop. 134 n.
6. aul'+uwo;: cf. props. 63, l. 3. 182, l. 8 j and ,n Tt'm. Ill. 269. 31
Td. .. (}noTaTa .. TWI' ';vXWI' ••• WAlol' ~I'Wa(}aL Tai.. V7r£P aW4.. d.P.€plCTTOL"
oixTlaL", ~y lNpT7fYTaL uvp.cpVW". cpvaLKW" (MW) seems always to
mean in' Pr. either' physically' (opp. ifroxL"w", I'07fTw,,) or 'by the
method of physics' {opp. p.a(}7fp.aTLKw<;, (}(O'\0YL"W<;).
8. ll' T\l +UXLK~ WMTEL. The term 7rAaTO<;, the literal equivalent of

the' planes' of modern theosophy, is a favourite one with Pr. I have
failed to discover any example of this use of the word earlier than
Syrianus (in Meta/h. 6.30, &c.).
PROP. 203. Cf. props. 61-2 n. By a similar argument Psellus
proves that men are more numerous than angels, de omnif. doctrina
19. Pr. finds the principle implied in Tt'maeus 42 D, where Plato
says that a number of souls were' sown' by the demiurge in each of
the planets (in Ttm. Ill. 261. 12 ff.).
PROP. 204. This is founded on the passage of the Ttmaeus referred
to in the last note. Plato seems to have intended the souls sown in
the planets to be the future inhabitants of their respective stars j
but Pr. understands them to be human souls which are placed under
the 'hegemony' of particular planetary souls, 'in order that they
may have them as saviours frOln the .errors incidental to temporal
process, and may call upon them as their especial patrons' (In Ttm.
Ill. 280. 20). He is thus enabled to father on Plato much of the
current doctrine of planetary astrology and planetary cultus (cf.
prop. 16S, l. 7 n.). Each soul derives from its planet (or other divine
patron I) its peculiar aptitudes; but on its own free will depends the
1 But Pr. rightly distinguishes the world-peIiod from the Great Year of
Timaeus 39 D, which is mel"ely the 1&",0/(1&'I"4.".,...111S of the planetary system (see
Taylar od /oe.).
2 • Divine souls' include other than planetary souls (prop. 184 n.), althollgh it is
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choice of a life suitable to its aptitudes and the good or bad use
which it makes of the life it has chosen (in Tim. Ill. 279. I I ff.).
Souls which' recognize their god' by choosing the appropriate life
are the true children of the gods, and to such inspiration comes
(ibid. 159. 20 ff.); they may even identify themselves with their gods
and become their earthly representatives, as the human hero
Asclepius was of the god Asclepius (ibid. 166. 14 ff.). This union
with the planetary god is mediated by the homonymous planetary
daemons (in Air. 382. I5ff.).
PROP. 205. The 'vehicles' (oX17fU1Ta) of this and the following
propositions are the imperishable' first bodies' of prop. 196. For
the origin of the term oX"'Ip.a see Appendix 1I, p. 3 I 5 ; it was evidently
so familiar to Pr.'s readers that he thinks it unnecessary to explain
its meaning. The present theorem may have been suggested by
Arist. de gen. allim. 736 b 31 .;" 8£ 8tarplpovut TLP.U)T"'In ai -froxal Kal
o.np.{Cf JAAVAwv, OVTW Kal ~ TOtalrrrJ (se. TOU 1TVOJfU1TO» 8tarpipu rpVUt,.
Pro's meaning is, however, quite different from Aristotle's. He
extends to the vehicle (and so indirectly to the irrational soul and
the earthly body) the planetary influence which has already been
shown to govern the character of the souls themselves: from the
soil in which the soul was originally sown the vehicle takes its quality
(in Tim. Ill. 305. 4 ff., ill Pann. 822. 16 ff.). Hence presumably
the origin of the 'temperaments': persons under the patronage
of Saturn have a saturnine composition, the clients of Jupiter are
jovial, and so forth (cf. Servius on Am. VI. 714; 'Hermes "apud
Stob. 1. v. 14 [174f. H.]).
9. ~~ o},'IJ~: not the 'universal Soul' of Plotinus, but (as the
context shows) the planetary or other divine soul to which the particular soul in question is attached. For oAaL -froxa{ in the plural
cf. Th. PI. I26.
PROP. 206. The question whether the human soul can attain
a final release from the' circle of birth', as in the Orphic·Pythagorean
and the Indian doctrine, was one on which the Neoplatonists were
not unanimous. There is, I think, no definite affirmation of such
a release in the Ellneads, and it would not be easy to reconcile with
the Plotinian theory of the soul as the frontier·prillciple between
time and eternity. Porphyry, however, seems to have asserted in
the de regressu allimae (fragm. I I Bidez = Aug. Civ. Dei X. 30,
of these that Pr. chiefly thinks when he speaks of
l64' 30 If.

8.,,,, ljIux""

Cf. in Tim. Ill.
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XII. 27, &c.) that the soul, at any rate the soul of the philosopher,
will eventually be released for ever. Later we find the contrary
opinion, that souls cannot' leave the body once for all and remain
through all time in idleness', maintained by Sallustius 1 (who is very
probably follo.wing lamblichus here): he supports it (a) by the
argument from function, that souls have their natural citizenship in
the body; and (b) by the consideration that .since the number of
souls is finite and new souls cannot be added to a universe already
perfect, the earth would on the Porphyrian theory eventually be
depopulated. Pr. takes the same view as Sallustius, but relies on
the more general argument that an eternal life cannot start from, or
finish at, a point in time. He holds with Syrianus that while selfwill causes some human souls to descend more often than is
necessary, cosmic law requires that each shall descend at least once
in every world-period (in Tzm. Ill. 278. Ioff.).2 Consistently with
this. he rejects the Pythagorean and Gnostic view that such descent
is in itself sinful, a notion which had found a place even in the
teaching of Plotinus. It is true that in one passage (de mal. subsist.
210. 30 ff.) he uses, like Plotinus (V. i. r), the Pythagorean term
TOAp.a. in this connexion; but elsewhere he definitely treats the
descent as a necessary part of the soul's education (dec. dub. 1I4.
36 ff., cf. Plot. IV. viii. 5) or as a necessary cosmic service, br'
El)£PYw·{g. p.Ev TWV aTlA((TTiplJJv t/roxwv, 7rpovolff SE TWV (J"IJJTYJp{as Swp.ivlJJv
Un Ale. 328. 29, cf. in rim. Ill. 324. 4 ff., Plot. IV. iii. I7).
20. o~8£ ya.p KTA.
Something seems to have fallen out here, for
it is hardly credible that Pr. should have omitted to mention the
Porphyrian view that the perpetual sojourn with the godsjollows the
series of incarnations. The Christian doctrine that the endless
sojourn above is preceded only by a finite experience of this world
is, of course, excluded from consideration by the assumption that
the soul's life is endless a parte ante as well as a parte po!t.-For
ouoi ... ouoi as an equivalent of OVT£ .•• OVTl in late Greek, see
N ock, Sallustius, p. cviii.
23. TOL!; O'Wflo.O'L: i.e. the earthly body and the other XLTWV£S
lVVAOTlPOL, not the immaterial 7rPWrov (J"wp.a, which the soul retains
even lv TOLS (hots. The meaning may have been made clear in the
missing clause.
1 C. xx. The suggestion of 'idleness' looks like a hit at popular Christian
theology.
2 In the Cratylus commentary, c. cxvii, he makes an exception for certain
, heroic' souls like HeracJes, which 'spend many periods' in the intelligible
world-hence no doubt their rarity in this one.
126[;
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PROP. 207. This is founded on Timaeus 41 D f., where the
demiurge is said to have mounted the souls upon the stars' as on
vehicles'; Pr. understands Plato to mean that the 'first body' is
created by vov~, the unmoved cause (as it must be, if it is to be
imperishable), in Tim. Ill. 238. 2.
PROP. 208. For the immateriality of the' first body' cf. Th. PI.
Ill. (v); for its impassibility, in Tim. Il. 60. 2 ff. The former
character follows from the latter by the principle of prop. 80; the
latter is essential to its perpetuity, as is also its freedom from the
risk of disruption. The earlier tradition, which identified the' first
body' witli the 7rV£vp.a, can hardly have ascribed these properties to.
it 1; the possibility arose only with the distinction of the imperishable
, luminous' vehicle from the perishable 'pneumatic' vehicle (see
Appendix Il, p. 320). Pr.'s doctrine is reflected in Ps ell us's statement
that the angels have immaterial and impassive bodies, in contrast
with those of demons (Pr.'s 'pneumatic' vehicles), which are :vvAci
7r'rf Kal £p:Tra(}~ (de operatione daemonum 8, 837 B f. Migne).2
PROP. 209. The connexion of the vehicle with the lower functions
of the soul is traditional and goes back ultimately to Aristotle's
doctrine of 7rV£vp.a: see Appendix Il, p. 3 J 5 f. Accordingly, for the
earlier Neoplatonists, the question of the immortality of the vehicle
was bound up with that of the immortality of the irrational soul.
Middle Platonists like Atticus and Albinus had held, according to
Pr. t·n Tim. Ill. 234. 9 ff., that both 8 were mortal; Porphyry, that
both survived bodily death but were eventually resolved into the
firmament'; Iamblichus, that both were immortaJ.& The first two
opinions were based on the explicit statement of Plato, Tim. 69 C ;
the second provided, as the first did not, for the physical punishments· in Hades of which Plato had spoken and for the possibility of
1 • Bermes', however, apud Stob. 1. 410. 23 [988 H], speaks of 'incorporeal
envelopes' of the soul.
2 Psellus is "Iso influenced, as Bidez points out, by Porphyry's distinction
(apud Pr. in Tim. 11. 11) between' fiery' and' earthy' 6",(1'0"", who become for
him respectively angels and demons.
3 It is possible that I'r. is reaning into these writers the belief in a pneumatic
vehicle. In his extant Handbook AlbiDus speaks only, like Plato, of the fleshly
body as the 6X7Jl'a of the incarnate soul (c 23) and of the stars as the oXf!I''''Ta of
discarnate souls (c. 16).
4 See Appendix n, p. 318 f.
This is also the Dsual view of Plotinus. Cf. the
perishahle 1/tvXf! of the curious myth in Plut. de facie, 28, !I43 A If., which Reinhardt Kosmos u. Sympalhie 318 If. refers to Poseidonius.
5 The immOltaJity of the irrational soul was already affirmed, if we can trust
Olympiodorus in Phaed. 124. l5 Norvin, by Speusippus and Xenocrates.
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a discarnate soul making an irrational choice of its next life; while
Iamblichus' view met the Aristotelian objection that a soul most be
the £JlT£AEXHa of some body, and was supposed to be confirmed by
rim. 41 D f. (cf. prop. 207 n.). Pr. combines the second and third
doctrines by positing both an immortal vehicle and a perishable one
which survives bodily death, and by attaching the irrational soul to
the latter while holding that certain &'KPOTIJTE<; rils &'AOYOV ~wi)s or
roots of unreason are imperishable-a view perhaps suggested by
Plot. VI. vii. 3 If.
The perishable vehicle is EK 1TaJlTOOa7rWJI x,n,)JlwJI mJYK£{ft£JIOJl
(in Tim. Ill. 298. I): it consists of successive layers of the four
elements, which are successively attached to the immortal vehicle in
the course of the soul's descent and discarded in the reverse order
during the ascent (ibid; 297. 21 If.). The Platonic' source' of this
lies in a misunderstanding of Tim. 42 C CTllJI£7r'fT1TWft£JlOS TC)JI 1TOA11JI
6XAOJl Kat vcrupOJl 1Tpoucp{WTa EK 1TVpOS Kat ilOaTOS Kat cUpOS Kat 1'i)s: but
the idea seems to have been elaborated under the influence of the
Poseidonian eschatology, and perhaps indirectly of the mysteryreligions.!
The word x,rwJI seems to have been originally an Orphic-Pythagorean term for the fleshly body. In this sense it is used by
Empedocles, fragm. 126 Diels, UapKWJI MAo1'vWTL 1T£P'UTEMovua x,rWJlL,
with which may be compared Plato Gorg. 523 C If., where the
fleshly body is described as an &'ftt/J,£ufta which the soul takes olf at
death. The clean linen tunic of the Orphic votary perhaps symbolized
the purity of bis 'garment of flesh '.2 It may have been this ancient
usage which suggested to the Valentinian Gnostics the idea that the
, coat of skins' (XLTOlJl o£PftaTLJlos) in Genesis iii. 2 I meant the fleshly
body.s In Philo we meet a slightly dilferent application of the
metaphor: he speaks of oota, cpaJlTau{a and the other' parts of the
irrational soul' as the XLTWJI£S which envelop' TO A01'LKOV (Leg. Alleg.
! The descent through the successive elements recalls a much discussed phrase in
Apuleius' account 01 the Isiac my;;teries, 'per omnia vectus elementa remeavi'
(Metam. xi. 23). An alternative, and commol1er, doctrine is that the increasing
burden of impurity is acquired during the descent tltrouglt tlte seven planetary
spite res (Porph. apud Stob. H. 171. 2 [38B H]; Iamb. de myst. VIII. 6; Macrob.
in Somn. Sdp.!. 11-12, etc.). This is plausibly traced by Bousset, Arcltiv f.
Rdigionswissenscltaft, xviii (1915), 134 ff., to Gnostic-Hermetic circles (cf. esp.
Corp. Berm. 1. 25).
2 I owe this ~uggestion, as well as the Philo reference, to the kindness of Professor Taylor.
3 Irenaeus, cont. luzer. i. ~, § 5 (P. G. VII. 501) [= Tcrtull. adv. Valentinianos,
xxiv (P. L. 11. 5iB)]. See also the passages from Clement cited by llernays,
Tluopltrastos' Sckrift uber Frommigkeit. n. 9.
4 X'TtfW regularly means physical envelope or membrane in Aristotle and the
medical writers.
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Ill. 15 f.). Plotinus uses Plato's word -l]p.c!>t€u(}at of the incarnate
soul (I. vi. 7 ini!.); but not, I think, XtTWV.- The first to speak of
the pneumatz"c body as a XtTwV is, so far as I know, Porphyry.l For
him the body of flesh and blood has become I the last garment'
(de abst. n. 46). It is curious that he twice applies to the latter
the not very obvious epithet o£pp.aTtllo<; (ibid. 1. 3 T, n. 46): Bernays
may be right in thinking that he is influenced here by the Valentinian
interpretation of the passage in Genesis, especially as he quotes
Genesis elsewhere' in a citation from Numenius, a writer who shows
knowledge of Valentinianism.
22. Ka.8a.pci Ka.l YUfL~~ KTA. The extensive omission at this point
in M and the printed texts has led to the corruption of a7r£tKOlllt£Tat
(I. 26), uvp.CPuq (1. 29), and Ecpt€p.EIIa (1. 33), copyists failing to realize
that tJx~p.aTa (1. 24) is the subject of all the succeeding verbs down
to uVYE7ra{p£Tat (1. 32).
26. Ta.L§ ia.UT(;W 1TEPL~Opa.L§. The proper movement of the vehicle
is circular, like that of vov~ and the heavenly bodies: in Tt"m. n.
72. 14 TO ~P.€T£POV DXTjp.a •• , KtVEtTat KVKAtKW<;, o-rav Otacp£poV'!"w<;
op.otwOfJ 7rPO<; TOil 1I0VV .q t{rvX~' p.tp.£tTat yap -r7]I' 1I0£pall f.1I~y£tav 1j T£
nj<;

t{rvx~<; 1I0TjUt<; Kat

.q KVKAocpop{a TWV 'uwp.aTWII,

Ka(}oOov<; TWV t{rVXWII ~ KaT' £MEtall K{IITjUI<;.

(},U7r£P Ta, avoOov<; Kat

Cf. Plot. n. ii. 2 (1. 132. 10)

and Plato, Tim. 35 C, 40 A, 43 A.
33. 1Ta.VTOLW, uUfLfLETa.l3d}..}..E'. Yet the UVP.CPVE<; 0XTjp.a is ap.ETa(3ATjTOV
KaT' ovulav (prop. 207). The apparent contradiction is explained in
the next proposition.
3 I. 1Ta.ea.L~ofLlvaL§: cf. note on prop. 80.
PROP. 210. The immaterial vehicle of the human soul is spherical
(in Tim. n. 72. 14),3 like the human skull,' the stars and the
universe itself'. Hence, perhaps, the curious opinion ascribed
(wrongly, as it seems) to Origen,' that we. shall be resurrected with
round bodies. Daemons, too, have spherical vehicles, but the lower
1 The fiery XI'!"':''' of Corp. Herm. X. 18, which is first assumed by "ov. (the
higher soul) when it leaves the mortal body, belongs to a different circle of ideas:
it is akin to the Pauline I incorruptible body' and the Isiac 'garment of light '.
For the Neoplatonist, as for the Orphic, the XI'!"':''' is always something acquired
in the soul's descent and thereafter sloughc!d off.
2 de ant. nymph.. 10.
3 According to Olympiodorns ill A/r. p. 16 it is egg-shaped, having been
distorted out of perfect sphericity by its association With tbe material
borly.
• Plato, Tim. H D. According to some opinions the iiX1J!J.a. had its seat in the
skull (Damascius apud Suid. s.v. 0."/,0 .. 3•• ).
5 See Addenda et corrigenda.

COMMENTARY
sort have material bodies as well (in Gra!. 35. 22, Th. PI. Ill. (v).
125 f.). The immaterial vehicles are naturally invisible in the state of
purity, but by the addition of the successive 'garments' they become
visible in various shapes: cf. Porph. de ant. nymph. I r 71'0xvIIOlIITO<;~' (11
owai:<; (Tai.. o/vXai:s) TOU 7rllfvp.aTo.. irypou 7rAfOllaup.f! OpaTo... -r{lIfUOat.
Kal IK TWII TOLOVTWY a1 CTVyaVTwua{ TLUt KaTo. cpaYTaUw.y xplfJ~ovuaL TO
7I'V€Up.a fiOlfJAWY lp.cpa.un.. : also de abst. 11. 47 and Origen adv. eelsum
11. 60 (892 A Migne). These passages suggest that opaTot and
cpaYT~fTaL in the present proposition refer to apparitions of the souls
of the dead (or of daemons, cf. in Tim. I. 395. 29, &c.). On the
changing shapes of daemonic vehicles see App. 11, p. 319.

PROP. 211. The final proposition is directed consciously-as is
shown by the language 1 and by the parallel passage in the Timaeus
commentary-against the well-known theory of Plotinus that a part
of the human soul remains 'above', so that we are at all times
potentially in direct communion with the intelligible world and
potentially divine (IV. viii. 8, V. i. 10). Plotinus admits that this
theory is foreign to the school tradition (7I"a~ 86eall TWY cL\AWY, IV.
viii. 8 init.): it was devised, as Pr. says (in Parm. 948. 18), in order
to maintain the continuity Of the soul with the YOrrra.. Theodore of
Asine accepted it (Pr. in Tim. Ill. 333. 28), as did Damascius afterwards (11. 254.6). But it seems to have been rejected by Iamblichus
(Pr. in Tim. Ill. 334. 3),2 who is followed in this by most of the
later Neoplatonists. Pr.'s objections to the theory are (a) that it
breaks the unity of the soul, the supposed higher part being either
indistinguishable from YOU" S or at any rate wholly different in kind
from the lower; (b) that it is inconsistent with the facts of human
sin and misery (so Iamblichus apud Pr. in Tim. I.c.). He also points
out (in Tim. I.e.) that it conflicts with the statement of the Ti17laeus
(43 C f.), that both the' circles in the soul' are thrown out <?f gear by
the experience of sense life, and that of the Plzaedrus (248 A), that the

1 b.. .flla& and ill .,.~ 1I07/"'9i .1I1a& are the regtllar Plotinian terms for what
Pr. has hitherto descriLed as 900 •• lwoa9a& or I" .,.ois 900is 01"a&. And 4.,.owolI •.••
/.&+, "pa..,..i" .,.;;,,, 6AA",,, 3u"&/.&0",,, luol,s like a retort to Plot. H. 152. 9 If. .,.b 3~ I" T9i
a.latrrr9i d Iepa.Toi ".,.A.
• The passage from Damascil15 (11. 259. Il), which Cr. cites as evidence that
lamL. adopted the Plotinian view, .efefs only to the divine souls. From Hermeias in Pha,dr. 160. 1 If. Couvreur we may infer that Syrianus agreed with
Iamb. and Pr., since this commentary is based on a cou.se of lectures by
Syrianus.
S According to Plot. "oil. is at once a part of us and that to which we aspire:
/.&'pos -yap lea.! oz.,.o. ';'1';;''' Ka.1 ,..pbs .,.O;;TO" ""/.&0", I. i. 13 fin. Here, as elsewhere,
the scbolasti.; spirit of later Neoplatonism demanded a more precise delimitation
of frontiers.
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charioteer, who symbolizes what is highest in us, sinks to earth with
his horses. On the significance of the humbler status assigned to
the human soul by later Neoplatonism as compared with Plotinus,
see Introd., p. xx.

ApPENDIX

I

The Un/mown God z"n Neoplatonism *
It has been maintained by Eduard Norden in a learned and
brilliant book 1 that neither the expression d-yvwO"'TOS (has nor the
idea which it represents is genuinely Greek. If this is so, we have
in the Neoplatonic doctrine of the unknowableness of God a clear
example-for Plotinus possibly the only clear example-of that
oriental influence on Neoplatonism to which Vacherot and Zeller
attached a wide if vague importance, and whose nature Brehier and
others have recently attempted to determine with more precision.
Consequently it seems worth while briefly to re-examine the evidence
on this point .
. That the actual phrase dyvwO"'To~ (1£0" occurs in no writer of purely
Hellenic culture is (I believe) true, but as regards Plotinus irrelevant;
for the phrase, so far as I know, occurs nowhere in the Enneads. 2 It
is frequent in Gnostic writings, and Norden produces good reasons
for regarding it as specifically Gnostic. Did Plotinus, while avoid·
ing the word, borrow the thought from the Gnosis, either directly or
through the mediation of Numenius S or Philo'? Such a filiation is
undoubtedly possible: as Enn. 11. ix. shows, Plot. knew a good deal
about the Gnosis though he intensely disliked it; and he was
accused in his own day of plagiarizing from Numenius (Porph. vii.
Plot. I.7). But before assuming that the Gnosis is the principal or
the only source of this N eopiatonic doctrine it may be well to recall
1

39 8 .

Agnoslas TluD!, 1913: see esp. pp. 84,109, and cf. Reitzenstein, H.M·R3.

. In
. V'"
" "1"P "U1'o
. , (1'0, 0"
- )
2 He comes nearest to It
• 111. 13 (11 • 196 • U ) 1I'0'\u
7rO'OU}/of" "1"""1'b" (~,,), 14 (197. 15) oull' -y"iiJu,,, oM. "011"'" 'X0}/oo" "u1'oil.
"1 viiJ",s i~ never userl by Plot. in the Gnostic sense: it is always either a synonym
of III""1'1,!'l1 or a quite general term for knowledge.
S Cr. Numen. apud Euseb. Prep. E'II. XI. 22 1'b"lI'piiJ1'O" "ov'" /I,,1'1S ,,"" ...... , "v1'b
1$", 7raVT4wCluU' o'-YVOOOJJ.fJl()V 7ra.p' Clln-ols (se. TO,S a.vBpdnrols). There is some reason
to think that N. was acquainted with the Gnosis (Norden 109). But he was also
acquRinterl with Plato.
l Cr. de 11UJ7t. 6 lV. II C.W.), de mu/at. nom. 2 (HI. 158). 1 agree, however,
with Schrodcr, Whittnker aDd Inge that there is no clear evidence that Plot. had
read Philo.
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(a) that Plot. had, or thought he had, authority for it in two passages
of Plato; (b) that the meaning of the doctrine in Neoplatonism is
quite different from its meaning in Gnosticism.
(a) The Platonic passages in question are Parm. 142 A ouS' ovo,wf~£Tat d.pa OUS£ AlY£Tat ouS£ SoU~£Tat OUS£ YtyvWUK£Tat., ouSl Tt TWV (jJITWV
aUTovalu(M.v£Tat, and Epist. vii. 341 C-D P'Y/TOV yap ouSa,...ws £unv tOS
d.AAa ,...a(j~,...aTa, aAA' EK 1rOAA~<; uvvovu{a<; ytyvo,...lv'Y/s 1r£pt TO 1rpay,...a
aUTO Kat TOV UV~~V £~a{cf)JI'Y/s, oIov a1rO '7rVpo<; 1r'Y/S~uaVTos £~acp(j£v cpws, £v
TU :/I1JXV y£v6,...£vov aUTO £avTO ~S'Y/ Tplcpn .•. d Si ,...Ot £cpatv£To ypa1rTla
(j' iKavws £ivat 1rp6S TOVS 1rOAA01,S Kat P'Y/Ta., Tt TO-&rOV KaAALOv £1ri1rpaKT'
llv ~,...'iv EV T<e {3t"!; The former of these (which is not noticed by
Norden) was understood as referring to the supreme God not only
by Plotinus 1 but, as I have tried to show elsewhere,2 by the Neopythagorean school as early as the first century A.D., and probably
also in the .0ld Academy: if I am right in this, the interpretation
must be independent of Gnostic influence. The other passage, from
Epist. vii, is quoted by Plot. and interpreted by him as meaning that
the One is unknowable save in a UntO mystica which does not yield
any communicable knowledge (VI. ix. 4: cf. VI. vii. 36). For the
N eoplatonists this text seems to be the primary 3 source of the epithet
d.PP'Y/TOS which in Pr. is regularly associated with d.YVWUTOS!
(b) It is important to make clear-as Norden does not always do
-the different senses in which d.YVWUTOS and cognate terms are used
of God or the gods. A god may be (i) unknown because foreign or
nameless, as in the altar inscription cited by Norden from Hieronymus' commentary on Ti/u.s i. 12 'Diis Asiae et Africae, diis ignotis
et peregrinis ,.; or (ii) unknown to mankind in general owing to the
neces~ary limitations of human knowledge; or (iii) unknown to all
who have not enjoyed a special revelation or initiation j or (iv) un1 V. i: S (lL 172. 3 ff.).
Cf. Syrian. in lv/etaph. 5~. 26 "'''")'a9~v /f.")'vwo-rov t<T.,.,
leal u"'~p ".ii<Tav i""<T"'~I-''''v, ':'s tv TIapl-'Evi1ill <Ta",",s 6 TI;\,hwv /3oii: Pr. Th. PI. V.
xxviii. 308.
2 Class. Qu. 22 (1928), 135 ff.
S The word belongs also to the terminology of the Mysteries.
• El. Th. prop. 123,1. 2!i, in erat. 32. 23, 'rh. PI. H. xi. 110 etc.: cc. Synes.
Hymn; iv. 226, ps,-Dion . .Epist. 3 etc. Albinus, on the other hand, combining
the Good of Epist. vii with the demittrge of the Tz'maeus, describes it as /£pp.".,.o.
Kal"'if vif 1-'0"'1' ;\.""..,.0, (Didasc. c. x: cL Max. Tyr. '40. I ff. Hobein).
G Here, it seems to me, belong the references in the Babylonian bymns to gods,
goddesses and many other things as 'known and unknown '. Norden concludes
from these relerenees that the Babylonians worshipped' unknown gods' : but are
we justified in inferring more than that the Bab}·lonians recognized the possible
existence of gods outside their own cultus, and included them in tbeir prayers as
a precautionary measure 1 As regards the Graeeo-Roman world, it is significant
that we have no evidence at all (apart from the passage in Acts) that eultus was
ever offered to an unknown god (in the singular). Cf. further Nock, Sallustius,
p. xc, n. 21 I.
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known and unknowable in his essence, but partially knowable by
inference from his works or analogy with other causes j or (v) unknown and un knowable in his positive character, but definable by
negations; or (vi) unknown and unknowable, but accessible in a
unio mysticQ which is not properly speaking knowledge, being supralogical. Of these six doctrines, .the first has no real connexion with
the others, and may here be dismissed. The second is the ordinary
position of the Greek sceptic, which is already expressed in the
famous fragment of Protagoras' work Concerning the Gods. There is
nothing either oriental or explicitly mystical about it. The remaining four may be regarded as different ways of escaping from the
sceptical position while maintaining and even heightening the belief
in divine transcendence which is implicit in scepticism as the positive
correlate of its insistence on human'limitation. l Ofthese, the escape
by special revelation is characteristically eastern; it gave Gnosticism
its name, and is exemplified in such passages as Evang. Matth. xi.
27. The complete absence of this doctrine from the Enneclds marks
Plotinism as being a philosophy and not a religion.
The other three' ways " the way of analogy, the way of negation
and the way of ecstasy, are all of them' expounded in the Enneads;
but all three already formed part of the Platonist tradition before
Plotinus, as appears from Albinus Diciasc. c. x, where they are clearly
stated and distinguished. Albinus, like Plot. and Pr., connects the
way of analogy with the simile of the sun in Re}. VI, the way of
ecstasy with Diotima's teaching in the Symposium and the • suddenly
kindled fire' of Epist. vii. For the way of negation he cites no
Platonic authority; but his illustration, 071'11111 Ka~ U7JJ.l.E~OV lvoquaJ.l.EV
KaTa a..palpEuLv a.1I'0 TOll alu(J7JToll, l7l'L.paVELaV vo-IJuaVTEI1, t:1Ta 'YpaJ.l.J.l.qv,
Ka~ TEAEVTaLov TO "'7JJ.l.ELOV,

points to a Neopythagorean source. I have
little doubt that the Neopythagoreans found it where Pr. finds it,1 in
the first • hypothesis' of the Platonic Parmenides; in any case it is
the logical consummation of Plato's regressive dialectic, and I see no
reason for ascribing to it an oriental origin. With the ways of
analogy and ecstasy the case is less clear, since they are not peculiar
to the Platonic tradition. Philo's teaching about ecstasy, though
influenced by Plato,S is in its fundamental character non-Platonic,
1 On scepticism as the forerunner of Neoplatonism see M. J. Monrad in Phi/os.
Mtmalsheflt, 24 (1888), I ~6 /1'.
2 Th. PI. 11. v. 93 J/I II~ ... n"Pl'f/l(1I,111,,\ TiiI/ll&rrClf/>4lTflll/l ..IJ/I nu bos rrpos ..."IITII
.. A !'f'" ..lPrb 3.III/'0p4/1 1/I.BeI(.... o.
S Th~ verbal parallelisms between Quis Rer. Div. § 249/1'. and Plato, PhutJr.
240 A-250 C and 265 B make this c.rtnin. Cf. Leisegang, Dtr Htilige Gtisl, 1.
i. 163/1'.; R. M. Jones iD Class. Plzilol. U (1926), loa.
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being based on the popular notion of the withdrawal or suppression
of the ecstatic's own spirit and the invasion of some oa{p.wJl from
without. 1 And the idea that God may be known • by his power' or
• through his works' is a commonplace of later Hellenistic speculation.' It is futile to seek a single source for concepts so vague and
so widely diffused as these, or even to label them definitely as
• Greek' or • oriental '. But in the school tradition inherited by
Plotinus from Middle Platonism and from such men as Numenius
they appear in close association with Platonic texts and in a form
which may be called specifically Platonic. And it is only within
this tradition that they have any real philosophical basis. The way
of analogy is valid only if the sensible world is dK~JV 'TOV JlO1}'TOV O(Oll
aiu01}'To<;: the way of ecstasy is significant only if man is in his innermost nature already potentially identical with God! To derive the
unknowable One of Neoplatonism from the ~"}'JIfII(7'TO<; 0(0<; of Gnosticism, or the Plotinian ecstasy from the Philonic, is, it seems to me, to
be deceived by words and commit the common fallacy of arguing
from coincidence of language to identity of thought. The Plotinian
doctrine and the others are solutions of the same problems; but
they are not the same solutions.
ApPENDIX

II

The Astral' Body in NelJplatonism.
The modern mystery-religions, and especially that singular amalgam
of discredited speculations kn01o\"Jl as theosophy, have made us
familiar with the theory that mind and bbdy are linked together by
a tertium quid, an inner envelope of the soul, which is 'less material
than the fleshly body and survives its dissolution, yet. has not the
pure immateriality of mind. This doctrine is popularly regarded as
oriental. But it has; in fact, a very long history in European thought
reaching back from the Cambridge Platonists in the seventeenth
century to Porphyry and Iambllchus in the fourth, and lraceable
I Brehier scarcely exaggerates when he says • On chercherait vainemeut, dans
il accepte l"ec~tase au seDS que
tOlltes les a:uvres de Pbilon, un seul passage
Ies mystiques donneDt a cc mot' (Les Idles Phi/osopMfjues et Re/igieuses de

ou

Phi/on, ~o..).
, For examples sec Nordell, op. cit. Poseidollius may perhaps have given
the thought philosophical currency, but was hardly its origiuator.
• Cf. ·Class. Qu. 22. '41 I.
4 The term ""1'.,.poo,5', seems Dot to occur in tbis conDex~D earlier than
Proclu&: prevIous writers speak of a ' luminous' •• ethereal' or . pl1~umatic • body.
llut the theory that it is of like stuff with the stars has its source in Aristotle, and
its connexioD with the soul's sojourn iD the firmament goes back ultimately
to Plato.
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thence to an origin in the classical period of Greek philosophy.
How far and at what points in this long course it was modified by
oriental influences it is difficult to say; for the Christian period the
question i~ complicated by the Pauline doctrine of the' spiritual
body', which had a different origin from the Greek 6XYJp.a-7n!(vp.a
theory but is often fused with it by Christian Platonists. Such
oriental influence as went to the shaping of the pagan Greek concept
was, so far as I can judge, secondary and rather late 1 ; its on"gin can
be explained, as I hope to show below, without assuming any
importation of ideas from outside the circle of Hellenic speculation.
There is, indeed, a superficial analogy between the Greek doctrine
and the uwp.a TtAuov (also referred to as 7n!(vp.a) of the so-called
, Mithras-liturgy', a concept which Reitzenstein 2 traces to an
Iranian source; cf. also the &OcfvaTov uwp.a of Corp. Herm. XIII. 3
and the Gnostic' garment of light '.3 But whereas the Greek theory
aims at providing a bridge between soul and body, and accordingly
ascribes an astral body to an souls (whether as a permanent possession or as something acquired in the course of the descent to generation), the magician, the Hermetist and the Gnostic are trying to
make a bridge between God and man'; for them the immortal body
is acquired by initiation, and by putting it on, man becomes a god.
The nearest analogue to this in any N eoplatonist is the prophetic
7n!(vp.a which according to Porphyry (ajud Euseb. Prep. Ev. V. 8. 12)
comes from the divine power, enters into man and speaks through
his mouth, using his soul as its' basis'; but this prophetic breath
belongs to Porphyry's earlier belief, and seems to be unconnected
with the use of 7rv<vp.a in his later writings and in the other Neoplatonists.-More to the point is Clement's statement (Strom. n. 20.
112-13) that the Basilidian Gnostics believed in a 7rPOU7JfYTYJP.fVOV
7rv(vp.a or 7rpoucpv~<; t/rvX~ which was the organ of passion; with this
Bousset • compares the &VT{P.tP.OV 7rV(vp.a .of the Pistis Sophia, bestowed during the soul's descent by the five planetary Rulers, and
identified with the Platonic' cup of forgetfulness '. Unfortunately
1 The form which it eventually assumed in N eoplatonism is .obviously influenced (via Poseidonius 1) by the astral mysticism which came into the Hellenistic
world from Babylonia both directly and by wa.y of Egypt; but this affected the
application rather than the substance of the thoughl •
• H.M.-Rs. 178 f. He also identifies the IOlDs 8alp.",v of the magicians and the
OiKE"'S 8a(p.",v of Porph. vii. Plot. 10 with the • heavenly body' of Iranian
religion.
S Housset, Hauplprobleme der Gnosis 303.
The N eoplatonists nse the term
X'To,V, but they apply it always lo the perishable 1fVEvp.a: see above, prop. 209 n. *
•.Hauptprobleme 365 ff. Does a trace of the same doctrine appear in Plolinus'
report of the Gnostic teachings, Enn. 11. ix. 5 (L 189. IS)! If so, Plotinus did
not recognize it as akin to the Greek theory.
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we know very little of these speculations, which appear not to have
been central in Gnosticism. How far they either influenced or were
influenced by the development of the Greek 0X7Jp.a-7n'(up.a. theory
is not easily determined; that they originated the latter I find it
impossible, after a survey of .the very abundant Greek evidence,
seriously to credit.

Origin of the theory. 1
(a) The Neoplatonists of course claim to find authority in Plato
for this as for their other doctrines. The passages to which they
chiefly appeal 2 are Phaedo 113 D &'va{3a.JIT(r; It S~ airroLr; OX>1p.a.Ta. ;UTLV:
Phaedr. 247 B TO. p.'(v (hwv ox~p.aTa LUOpp01rwr; £lJ,.,vLa oJITa p'fUwr;
1rOpnJ€TaL, TO. St: a,u,a p.oYLr;: Ttm. 4 I E (vnp.(v ()' (Ka.UT'¥1V (t/roX~v) 1rpor;
tKauTOv (/lUTpOV), Kat ;p.{3t{3a.uar; wr; ;r; 0X'¥1p.a T1]V TOU 1raVTOr; CPVUtV
~ll(t~(V : and ibid. 44 E, 69 C.
But the first of these passages

evidently refers to certain boats which convey the souls of the dead
on Acheron, and the second is part of the imagery of the charioteer
and the two horses; in Tim. 41 E the stars are compared to chariots,
and in the other two Timaeus passages the ordinary mortal body is
called the soul's chariot. These casual and unrelated metaphors
could not by themselves suggest to the most perverse mind a theory
of astral bodies. There is, however, one passage in Plato which does
appear to point in this direction, viz. Legg. 898 E C., where he discusses the manner in which we may suppose the stars to be guided by
their souls, and suggests as one possibility the interposition of a fiery
or aerial body as a tertium quid.'
(b) With somewhat more justice Pr. claims the authority of
Aristotle: 0X'¥1p.a .•• 7n'€Vp.aTLKOV, ofov Kat 'AptO"TOT€A'¥1r; V1r£Aa{3( (in
Tim. Ill. 238. 20); cf. Themistius' commentary on the de anima,
p. 32 (Berlin edition) 1rapo. IIMTwvL p.'(v TO alryonS'(r; DX7Jp.a TavT11r;
~X(TaL T1j<;; V7rovo{a<;;, 'AptO"ToT£An S'( TO &.vo.>..oyOV T4' 1rf.p.1rT"o! uwp.aTL.
This refers to Aristotle's doctrine of the 7n'(up.a which is the seat of
1 For many of the references in the following paragraphs I am indebted to
a paper by R. C. Kisslillg, 'The t.X.71I'''-'''YOvl''' of the: Neoplatonists and the
de /nsomniis of Synesius of Cyrene " A mer . .!ourn. of PhilololJ'Y -43 (1922), 318 ff.
Kissling rightly insists on the dual origin of the doctrine in the Platonic 6X1/!J.l1. and
the Aristotelian ",,,ovl'''; but he does not explain how the two came to be conn~cted. About the later theory I have learned much from Hopfner's Gr.-Aeg.
0ffenbarungszauber and from the admirable chapter iD Bidez's Vie de Porphyre,
88 If.
" Iamb. apud Stob. I. 374. I [892 HJ; Pr. in Tim. Ill. 235. 23,238.2,268.3 ;
in Remp H. 257. 18.
3 fi ...oeOY i~",eEY U;;'I''' "v.ji "'OP'U"I'/1I1/ ... upbs i1 'TWOS ;"/pos, ':'s ".ryos IU'T1 'T'V"'Y,
.:.e.i /!i<f UWl'a .... u;;'l'a. Hence, probably, the later dogma that 1iaiI'OYU have
bodies of fire or air (infra, p. 319, D. I).
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the nutritive and sensitive soul and the physiological condition of
and is 'analogous to that element of which the stars are
made', i.e. to the 7r£p:7rTol' uWfLa (de gen. animo 736 b 27 ff.). The
Aristotelian 7rVEufLa is still far from being an 'astral body'; it is an
element in the body as we know it, is common to all animals, and is
transmitted in the act of procreation. But certain features of the
later 0XTJfLa-rrvEup.a are clearly derived from this source: its function
as 'carrier' of the irrational soul, its special connexion with c/lal'Tau{a,'
its quasi-immateriality, and its' innate' character (it is U1Jp.c/lu£, as
Aristotle's 7rVEVp.a is UVfLc/lVTOl', though not in the same sense).
(c) Who it was that first linked together the star-vehicles of the
Timaeus and the starry 7rl'EvfLa of Aristotle, we do not know; but
we can make a guess at the circumstances and the motive of the
combination. The earliest extant passage where the terms oXTJp.a
and 7rl'EvfLa are actually conjoined is perhaps Galen de placitis Hippoeratis et Platonis, p. 643 f. MUller (quoted by Reinhardt, Kosmos u.
Sympathie 190). After expounding the Poseidonian 2 theory of
c/lWTOEtO£. 7rVEvfLa as mediating vision Galen adds: EL O£ Kat. 7rEPt. o/lIxfj,

c/lallTau{a,

otJUla, tl7roc/l~l'a.u(JaL xp~, Buo,l' (JaTEpol' tll'a),KatOl' EL7rE'l', ~ TOV-rO Ell'aL TO

o!ol' atJ)'on8/.. TE Kat. aL(JEpwBE, UWfLa [An.T£ol' a~l'] d. 0, Kltl' fL~ {3ovAwl'raL, KaTu, tlKoAou(J{al' tlc/lLKl'ovvraL ;£TWLKO{ TE Kat. 'ApLUTOT£ATJ', ~
aVrlJv fLEV tlUWp.aTOl' lnraPXELl' ovu{al', oX'lfLa B£

ro 7rpwrov atJ-rfj, E!l'a.L

TOVTt TO uWfLa, BLU, o{i fLf.UOV ~l' 1rpo. TctU.a uWfLaTa KOlVwl'{al' AafL{3al'EL.

This passage is suggestive in two ways. In the first place the
doctrine appears here not as an arbitrary piece of occultism, like the
tlvrlfLLfLol' 7rl'EvfLa of the Pistls Sophia, but as having a physiological
basis, and the epithet aryon8/., is brought into connexion with the
Poseidonian teaching about the affinity between the sun's rays
(atJ)'at) and the organ of vision. Secondly, the doctrine appears as
a modification of the cruder view according to which the soul is
itself 7rl'(VfLa.s It in fact offered a compromise, on the one hand,
1 cr. Porph. l.~. 13. 12 'va'lr0I'-0P'YVVTat "'~'lro, ...ij. ~avTa".la. d ....1> 71'''';;1'-4, with
Mommert's note; Synes. de insomnii. 135 D; Iamb. de '"yst. Ill. 14.
2 A Poseidonian development of the traditional Stoic theory of 'Ir"o"/Ioa as
mediating perception in general, for which cL Stoic. Vet. F,·ogm. n. 716, 773 f.,
856, 861, 863, 866 Arnim.
• Cf. Stoic. Vel. Fragm. 11. 7i4, 885 : the ultimate basis is the primitive thought
that the soul is the life· breath. Such views were not confined to the materialist
schools. Heraclides Ponticus, Platonist though he was, is saId to have described
the soul .s an oupd"Io" "';;'/10<1. of luminons su bst ance (Dids, Dox. Cr. 313, 314,
388) ; and simi!ar opinions are attributed by Alexander Polyhistor (ap"" Diog.
Laert. 8. 28) to the Pythagoreans, and hy IamlJlichus \ap"" Stob I. 366. 25
[8;0 H]) to • some ofthe Aristotelians '. PrimitIve ideas die hard. and after their
apparent death they tend to survive in attenuated forms. That the' pneumatic'
vehicle is ill one aspect an attenuated survival of the' pneumatic' soul is further
suggestr.d lJy the equation in Synesius (de insomn. 137 D), and perhaps in Porphyry
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between Plato's conception of the soul as separable from its earthly
body and Aristotle's insistence that it can exist only as the lVTEA(X£la.
of some organism; on the other, between the immaterialist psychology
of both Plato and Aristotle and the Stoic 1I"nvp.a-psychology. It
enabled the eclectically minded to hold that the soul was immortal
yet an lvnA.JX£la, and incorporeal yet inseparable from the 1I"VEVI'Cl.
One can readily understand that the hypothesis was found attractive
by serious thinkers in the period of the early Empire, an age whose
philosophical ideal was to reconcile Stoicism with the Timaeus and
both with Aristotle.
(d) Some further testimonies to the existence of the theory
prior to the rise of Neoplatonism may be noticed here. The author
of [Plut.] de vita et poesi Homen· affirms on the authority of 'Plato
and Aristotle' that the soul at death takes with it TO 1I"VEVp.aTLI(OV,
which acts as .its oX'lp.a (c. 128). This writer's date is unknown;
Diels, .Dox. Cr. 99, places him in the second century A.D. Simplicius
in Phys. 964. 19 fr. (Diels) cites and answers the objections raised by
Alexander of Aphrodisias against the doctrine of the oX'lp.a: this
implies that the theory was well known by the beginning of the third
century A.D. (about the date of Galen's d~th). Again, the Hermetist
apud Stob. I. 410. 18 fr. [988 H] speaks of certain 'mists' (rUPE~)
which are the incorporeal envelope (1I"EPL{JOMLOV) of the soul; and
Corp. Herm. X. J 3, J 7 of the 1I"VEvJA-a as the soul's 1I"Ep,{JoA~ (or
Wr7JplTrJ~), in which it cS)(EiTa.t. Both these Hermetists are influenced
by Poseidonian views, and are certainly pre-Plotinian. In the third
century two Christian writers, Origen (adv. Ce/sum 11. 60, 892 A
Migne) and Hippolytus (Phi/osoph. 568. 14 Diels), mention the
a.lryoEL8(~ uwp.a: the former uses it, like the Neoplatonists,l to explain
the possibility of apparitions of the dead. Finally, lamblichus apud
Stob. I. 378 [904 H] ascribes to 'the school of Eratosthenes and
Ptolemy the Platonist and others' the opinion that the soul is permanently embodied and passes into the earthly body' from others
'of finer stuff' (AnrToTEpa). The reference to Ptolemy the Platonist
tends to confirm what has been suggested in the last paragraph; for
if he is rightly identified with Ptolemaeus Chennos of Alexandria, he
belonged to the same age and the same eclectic school as Galen, and
wrote both on Aristotle and (probably) on the Timaeus. 1 On the
before him, of the terms I/IvX'I(/lv ""EUI'I1o and "".VI'I1o.,.,ri! !/lux;' (cf. Mau, ReligiONpki/osophie Kaiser Ju/ians 1I I If.).
1 Cf. stepra, prop. 310 D.
2 Cf. A. Chatzis, Del' Pki/osopk u. Grafn1llatilm' Ptole1lla;os CkenllOs (Stud;en
z. Gese"i,"te u. Ku/tur d. A/terlums. VII. 2).
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other hand if the Eratosthenes referred to is the celebrated scientist
of Cyrene (as Hirzel assumes), the theory or more likely some vague
anticipation of it goes back to the third century B.C.; but this
identification is doubted, not without reason, by Wachsmuth and
Knaack ..

The Astral Body in Plotinus ana Porphyry.
Plotinus accepted the hypothesis of the A£7f'TtYr£pov uwp.a; but he
does not explicitly connect it with the ox~p.aTa of the Tfmaeus, l and
he did not, like the authorities last cited, regard it as croP.CPVTov-to
do so would have been a dangerous concession to the I.vT£AExna
view of the soul's function. It is acquired, according to him, in the
ovpavcSs in the course of the soul's descent;!1 and it is presumably
discarded there when the soul reascends to the intelligible world. s
A passing reference elsewhere' to th.e 1OV£vp.a suggests that he
probably identified it with the astral body; but it is evident that he
attached little philosophical importance to eitherconcept.-Porphyry,
like Plotinus, believed that the astral body was acquired in the
ovpavos (acp. 13. 8, 1I"po" I'avpov XI. 3) ; but he thought the subject
worthy of a much more elaborate treatment than his master had
accorded it. He connects the 1OV£vp.a closely with the irrational
soul,5 which in Augustine's citations from the de regressu animae is
called 'anima spiritalis'. Originally of an 'ethereal' substance, in
the course of its descent the 1TV£Vp.a is progressively darkened and
thickened as it absorbs moisture from the air,· until it finally becomes
fully material and even visible (<<cp. 14. 4 ff., de ant. nymph. II).
After death it is hampered in its efforts to rise by this' moist and
heavy element, which may carry it down to a place of punishment,
and the irrational soul with it (<<cp. I.e.); but theurgy, or (more
surely) philosophy, will help it to reascend (de regressu animae,
He does, however, in one passage nse 3xiil1'9a.of the sonl's relation to it (Ill.
[I. 288. 20ff.]).
2 IV. iii. 15 init. (cf. also 9).
This passage recalls the Poseidonian ' Himmelfahrt', and the essay in which it occurs is one which contains several definite
echoes of Poseidonian apeculation. He mentions in the same essay the theory of
th~ l1'up.~~,!"b" l1';;'p.a, but does not adopt it : cf. supra prop. 196 n.
IV. 111. 24.
4 11. ii. 2 (I. 132. 10): the 1r"Eiip.a attaclted to the soul has perhaps (111''''') the
same sort of movement as the stars.
5 Cf. p. 316, n. 3.
It is not certain that Porph. ever spoke of the 1r"Eiip.a as nn
ilXl1p.lI: Pr. in Tim. Ill. 234. 20 may be accommodating to his own terminology
his report of Porl'h. 's views. Augustine, however, whose chief or only source for
the doctrine seems to be Porphyry, knows the term' vehiculum • (Epist. 13, § 2
Migue).
• A similar doctrine seems to have appeared in the Ckaldaean Orades (47 Kroll
= Pr. in Tim. Ill. 234. 26 ff.).
1

vi.

sJin.
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fragm. 2 Bidez). It will eventually be dissolved again In the
ovpa.vo~ together with the irrational soul (Porph. apud Pr. in Tim.
Ill. 234. 18). 8a{pov(~ have a misty (~fpw8f~) 7r1ICUpa,1 which alters
its form in response to their momentary imaginings,' and thus causes
them to appear to us in ever changing shapes (7rpO~ raiipov VI. I),
sometimes acting the parts of gods or higher spirits or the souls of
the dead (de myst. Ill. 31).-All this (with the possible exception of
the speculation about the changing shapes of daemons) is, as Bidez
says,' obviously unoriginal j much of it may go back to Poseidonius'
account of the descent of the soul (conceived as being itself a 7rvEiipa)
from the ovpavo~.·

Late, elaboration of the theory,
(a) The substitution of theurgy for the personal mystlclsm of
Plotinus enhanced the importance of the astral body; for theurgy
operated in the borderland between mind and matter, claiming to
produce spiritual effects by material means, and it could be explained
that such effects -were mediated by the psychic envelope. In the
de mysteriis (Ill. 14) the aUJ(pW8E~ Ka~ aVyoE!8(~ 6X7'Jpa is the recipient
of divine cpaVTau{a! and the organ of mediumship, as the ~ anima
spil'italis' already is in Porph. de regressu an., fragm. 2. Such
cpavTaO'La! can be perceived by means of the luminous envelope (TOL~
aVyof!8lU'! 7rEP!{3ATJpauw) even when the eyes of the body are covered
(Pr. in Remp. I. 39. 9; Hermeias in Phaedr. 69. 7 ff. Couvreur).
Similar ideas appear in Synesius tk insomntis 142 A ff., and Nemesius
Nat. Hom. 201 Matth. The 6X7'Jpa must first, however, be 'purged'
by theurgy (Synesius I.c. and Hierocles in Carm. Aur. 479 ff. Mullach,
cf. Pr. in Tim. Ill. 300. 16: Porph. I.c. says the same of the' anima
spiritalis ').
(6) We have seen that there were two distinct traditions about the
astral body: the one represented it as permanently attached to
the soul (' Eratosthenes and Ptolemy the Platonist', foliowed by
I Cf. Plot. Ill. v. 6 (I. 375.31) 1roAAoi. 30lefi ~ 0;'11'1.. Toii 3..11'0110. led' /l"01l
3..11""11 I'nJ. T,1I0' ",{,,...TO. ~
,.."pos .III..I.This is also the usnal view of
Christian writers from Tatian (0,.. ad C"U(OS If.) onwards: cf. Hopfner, Cr.-Aer.
Offin6. 1. § 301 f. Others assigned daemons to all the elements, with corresponding demental bodies (de myst. V. u : cf. Bidtz, C.M.A.G. VI. 97 If.). Hence the
, elementals • of medieval belief, and the use of "To'x.,6 for' demon' in modern

"po. "

Greek (H. Diels, Elementum, 56).
I Modern theosophy has, oddly enough, the slUDe theory about its' astral
entities'; cf. the passage from Annie Besant, Tile Ancient Wisdom, quoted by
Bidez, C.M.A.G. VI. 98, n. 3.

a Vie de PorpA:yrtJ, 94t We must also reckon seriously with the possibility of secondary Iranian
or Gnostic iulluence at this point (cC. notes on prop•• 184 and 309).
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Iamblichus apud Pr. in Tim. Ill. 234. 32 ff., and Hierocles i1/ Carm.
Aur. 478 Mullach); the other, as acquired in the course of the soul's
descent and discarded in the reascent (Plotinus, Porphyry, and the
Chaldaean Oracles).! The divergence "Was involved with the vexed
question of the immortality of the irrational soul, whose vehicle is
the astral body (in Tim. Ill. 238. 5 ff.: see above, prop. 209 n.).
Proc\us, following Syrianus, characteristically combines the two views
by assuming the existence of two 0X~fU1T" (in Tim. Ill. 236. 3' ff.,
298. 12 ff.; El. Th. props. 196, 207-9).2 The higher (CTVP.CPlJfS or
aVYO€LSE'> or alTTponSE'» 0XYJfU1 is immaterial, 3 impassible and imperishable; it corresponds in its perpetuity to the enduring root of unreason
in the human soul which survives every purgation. This is the
, vehicle' into which Plato's demiurge puts the soul (Tim. 41 E).
The lower (7r)I£t)p.aTLKlw) 0XYJp.a is a temporary accretion, composite
of the lour elements (cf. Tim. 42 B) f j it is the vehicle of the irrational soul proper and, like it, survives bodily death but is eventually
purged away. Pr. thinks that the dwellers on the high places of the
earth in the myth of the Phaedo are souls with the lower 0XYJp.a
awaiting their full a7l'0KaTCLlTTauL'> (/'n Tt'm. Ill. 309. 26). By this
theory he escapes the dilemma (t'bid. 299. I6) of either affirming
with Plotinus the existence of human souls completely disembodied
(contrary to Plato Phaedo 113 D and Phaedr. 247 B),O or ascribing
full immortality to the irrational soul with Iamblichus (contrary to
Plato Tz'm. 69 C and Rep. 6[1 B ff.). In the Th. PI., Ill. (v). 125 f.,
he accommodates this distinction of the two 6x~p.aTa to the threefold
classification of souls: divine souls, he tells us, have only the
luminous OXYJfU1; daemons have also the pneumatic or elemental
1 The former view (which was adopted also by Origen, dt princip. IT. ii) connects
itself naturally with Aristotelian psychology, the latter with the' Himmdfahrt'
and a~tral mysticism.- Sometimes various grades of hody are supposed to be successively acquirer! in the descent: Macrob. in Somn. Se'l. I. t2. 13, Aeneas of
Gaza, Tkeolhr. P.59, cf. perhaps lamt-. 01"<' Stob. I. 385. 5 [926 H]. SO Pr.
analyses hs lower ")('11''' into a series of X'T~"" (El. TI,. prop. 2' 9, etc.~
2 Psellus Expos. orlU. Chald. 1137 C has, as Krollpoims out, no real Justification for ascribing this refinement to the Chaldaean Oraclu.
S So also tbe 6x'II''' of Hierocles (who attribntes his doctrine to the Pythagoreans hut may really have derived it from the Athtnian Neoplatonist Plutarchus)
is '';lI.Ol', in Carm. Aur. 4i8.
4 Compare also the second soul, composite of the four elements, in which
Plotinus' Gnostic adversaries believed (Enn.
ix. 5 [1. 189' I~]). In positing
his two 0XI,I"'TIl Pr. may have been inBllellced by this twu-soul theory, which
appears in tne de myst. (VIII. 6) as a 'Epl'aJlCbl' "&'11''' (cf. Reitzenstein, l'oimandrts
306, n. I).
I Other objections to this view (in Tim. nl. 267. 28 ff.) were (a) that it
deprived the human soul of its natural fnnction (cf. Sail. xx, quoted on prop. 206),
(6) that it made it superior to the star-souls which are perpetually embodied (cL
Plot. IV. Hi. 4, quoted on prop. J 96).
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and the fleshly body

as well.
I cannot attempt to trace in detail the further history of the astral
body. It remained a regular tenet of Neoplatonism so long as
Neoplatonism survived in any form: we meet it not only in the last
representatives of the Athenian school, Damascius, Simplicius, and
Priscianus, but in Alexandrian Platonists such as Hermeias (in
Phaedr. 69. 7), Olympiodorus (who holds, like some modern theo·
sophists, that it is egg-shaped (!), in Ale., p. 16 Cr.), and Philoponus
(who reproduces the Procline distinction between the two ox~p.aTa,
de anzflla, p. 12 ff. Hayduck). With the Byzantine renaissance it
emerges again in the works of Psellus and Nicephorus Gregoras,
along with much else of Neoplatonic occultism. ' In the Latin West
it appears as the' luminosi corporis amictus ' of Macrobiu3 (t"n Somn.
Scip. I. 12. 13), and the' leves currus' of Boethius (Consol. Philos.
In. 9), and remains a familiar idea throughout the Middle Ages.
How deeply it impressed the imagination of Dante may be seen
from Purgatorio xxv. 88 ff. Even in the later seventeenth century
it found a learned champion in Ralph Cudworth, who devoted to
its explanation and defence a lengthy section of his Intellectual
System.
1 See Svoboda, Dlmonologie de M. Psellos, 17 If. ; and Bidez's introduction to
the de operatione daemonum, C.M.A.G. VI. 97 If.
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA
p. xii. On the Chaldaean Oracles H. Lewy's book, Chaldaean
Oracles and Theurgy (Cairo, 1956), is indispensable though not
everywhere convincing; on their relationship to N eoplatonism see
W. Theiler, Die chaldaeischen Orakel und die Hymnen des Synesios
(Halle, 1942), and my paper in .f.R.S. 37 (1947), reprinted in The
Greeks and the Irrational, 283 ff.
pp. xiii-xxvi. For the evidence regarding lost works of Proc1us, and
a comprehensive account of his system, see now the long and careful
article by R. Beutler in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. 'Proklos'. L. J. Ros4,n,
The Philosophy of Proclus (New York, 1949), expounds Proc1us'
teaching faithfully for Greekless readers, but without providing
much historical background.
pp. xxiii-iv. On the unsolved problem of the missing links between
Iamblichus and Proc1us see most recently J. Danielou, 'Eunome
l'Arien et l'exegese neo-platonicienne du Cratyle', R.E.G. 69 (1956),
412 ff., who assigns a major role to Nestorius, and, contra, E. Evrard,
'Le Maitre de Plutarque d'Athenes et les origines du neoplatonisme
atlienien', L'Ant. Class. 29 (1960), 108 ff., 391 ff.
pp. xxvi-xxxiii. Cf. now R. Klibansky, The Continuity of the
Platonic Tradiiion during tile Middle Ages (Warburg Institute,
1939); and H. D. Saffrey, O.P., 'Le Chretien Jean Philopone et la
survivance de l'ecole d'Alexandrie au sixieme siecle', R.E.G. 67
(1954),396 ff.
p. xxix. A fragment of the Elements of Theology has now turned
up in an Arabic version by Abu Uthman(jl. c: A.D. 914). It appea~s
among a collection of ten short treatises· preserved in an eleventhcentury MS. at Damascus, where they are attributed to Alexander
of Aphrodisias, and published by A. Badawi, Aristu 'inda l-'Arab,
Cairo 1947. That the treatise in question is in fact a translation of
El. Th. props. 15-17, plus some supplementary matter, was simultaneously pointed out by B. Lewin, Grimtalia Suecana 4 (1955)
101 ff., and by S. Pines, Oriens 8 (1955), 195 ff. Collation of Lewin's
French translation of the treatise with my text of Proc1us reveals
various blunders on Abu Uthman's part, but no fresh readings of
any interest and no decisive evidence for determining the relationship
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of Abu Uthmiin's exemplar to the existing families of Greek
MSS. (an omission shared with BCDM at p. 18.24 is inconclusive,
since it could have originated independently owing to homoeoteleuton). The supplem«!ntary matter in the treatise is presumably
due to a Greek or Syriac intermt;diary; it is most unlikely that any
of it goes back to the original text ofthe Elements.
A larger fragment of the Elements in Arabic has recently been
identified by Pines in an Istanbul MS., but is as yet unpublished.
This contains 20 propositions (including the three previously
known) and is likewise attributed to Alexander of Aphrodisias. See
Pines's forthcoming paper in the Journal asiatique.
On Petritsi's Georgian version of the Elements see addendum to
p. xlii.
p. xxx. On the Liber de eausis and Aquinas' commentary on it (in
which he quotes extensively from El. Th.) see Saffrey's edition of·
the commentary (Fribourg-Louvain, 1954), pp. xv-xxxvii. Degen's
hypothesis about the origin of Albertus Magnus' additions to the
Liber de eausis appears to be mistaken.
pp. xxxiii-xli. For a detailed description and history of some of
these MSS.-those which contain Th. PI., viz. nos. I, 2, 24, 25, 26,
28,3°,33,34,37, 38-see now H. D. Saffrey, 'Sur la tradition manuscrite de la Thiologie platonieiennede Proclus', in Autourd'Aristote,
reeueil d'itudes offert a Monseigneur A. Mansion (Louvain, 1955),
pp. 395-415. Among other interesting points, Saffrey shows that
no. 26 (Rieeardianus graee. 70) has marginalia in the hand of
Ficino, and that no. 33 (Mollaeensis graee. 547) was annotated
throughout by Bessarion, who seems to have collated it with no. 2
(Marcianus graee. 403). To my list of secondary MSS. should be
added Phillipieus 1505 (Berolinensis graec. 101), chart., saec. xvi;
according to Saffrey it is a copy of no. 33.
p. xlii. Since 1 wrote my introduction Petritsi's Georgian version of
the Elements has been published by Dr. S. Qaukhchishvili (Kauchtschischwili) in loannis Petritzii Opera, tomus 1 (Tbilissi, '1940), and
his commentary in tomus 11. I owe it to the generous co-operation
of Dr. D. M. Lang, Reader in Caucasian Studies at the School of
Oriental and African Studies, that I am now able to provide some
further information about it. The book proved to be unobtainable in
this country, but during a visit to the U.S.S.R. Dr. Lang was enabled by the friendly help of the Georgian Academy of Sciences to
procure a c;opy, and he has been good enough to translate for me
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from the Georgian over fifty selected passages. Unfortunately,
Petritsi's version does not reflect its Greek exemplar at all closely.
It is a free translation, and in addition it exhibits many errors which
are unlikely to go back to the Greek. Some of these are evidently due
to a failure to follow Proclus' reasoning, while others, such as the
total omission of prop. 149, may well have been introduced by peccant Georgian copyists. (Qaukhchishvili's careful edition is based on
ten Georgian manuscripts, but he states that the best codex, written
in the thirteenth century, was not available to him.) For these
reasons it has only limited value for the reconstitution of the Greek
text. It can, however, be shown with certainty that Petritsi's exemplar belonged to the MPQW group, with which he shares numerous
characteristic errors, whereas I have nowhere found him erring in
the sole company of BCD. As between M(W) and (P)Q the Georgian
seems to be more or less neutral: errors otherwise peculiar to M or
MW reappear in Geo at pp. 64.29, 94.6, 138.17; on the other hand it
reproduces a characteristic error of Q at p. 102.11.
Very occasionally, in the passages I have examined, Geo seems to
point to a good reading which has vanished from the direct tradition. The clearest instance is at'p. 148.7-8, where Geo has 'each one
will know all things simultaneously. But ,fit should be known to
it in parts ... .' This confirms my correction 7Ta,. El (7TaU' MW,
miv-ra BCD, "TO Q). The following variants also seem worth recording:
p. 14.6: Kat rTJII q,OUW "TWII Ov-rWII om. Geo, perhaps rightly (cf.,
however, T h. PI. 73.10 a7Tav-ra "Ta oll"Ta Kat 7Tclua, "Ta, "TWII OIl"TWII

q,OUH')'

'

p. 22.1: 'spiritual existence' Geo, perhaps pointing to my conjecture cPvx'!dJ (cPvx'J PQArg.: cPvx'i, BCDO,w: deficit M).
p. 80.20: 'is eternal being' Geo (= aEL 011 £un Q: 011 om. cett.).
But in the next line Geo does not recognize Q's 7TaU'II.
p. 92.8-9: 'the movement inherent in it' Geo; showing that BCD',s
7Tap' lavrfi stood in the archetype.
p. 114: after prop, 128 Geo inserts an additional proposition beginning 'Every divine and diabolic (? = Sa,,.,.oll'a) soul exercises
thought in a variable way, and no intelligence does so in an immutable fashion.' This cannot be authentic: it contradicts props. 170
and 184, and the terms Sa'f'WII, Sa,,.,.oll£o,, are not used in the El.
Th. I have no clue to its origin.
p. 124.19: 'Each providence of the divine sort' Geo, apparently
confirming my correction 8E'WII (8EWII MSS).
p. 144.32: Geo rightly omits the negative (as M primitus).
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p. 180.24: 'it cannot ever have a beginning' Geo, supporting Q's

apX"111 7TOTE.
p. 182.1,: 'ascends in company with its soul' Geo, pointing to my
correction avvalla')lE'TaL (uUVa')lE'TaL MW: UVlla7T'TE'TaL Q).
On the life and writings of Petritsi, who had been a pupil of
Psellus at Byzantium, see M. Tarchnishvili, Geschid,te der !lirchlichen georgischen Literatur (= Studi e Testi, vol. 185, Vatican
City, 1955) 211-25. His interest in Neoplatonism is further attested
by his translation of Nemesius, de natura nominis, into Georgian.

p. xlii. William of Morbecca's translation has now been published,
without apparatus criticus, by C. Vansteenkiste in Tijdschrift fJoor
Philosophie 13 (1951), 263-302 and 491-531. A critical edition by
Dr. Helmut Boese is in preparation.

p.

u6. For a comparison between Proclus' 'monadology' and that
of Leibniz cf. ]. Trouillard; 'La Monadologie de Proclus', Rev.
philos. de Louvain 57 (1959) 309 ff.

p.

22I. That the triadic formulation of the three 'moments', immanence, procession, and reversion, is not the personal invention
of Proclus is confirmed by W. Theiler, Porphyrios und Augustin 33,
who shows that they appear as a triad in Marius Victorinus (A.D.
c. 360), hymn. iii (P.L. 8, 1144 A 6), and more than once in Augustine; he supposes the source to be a lost work of Porphyry.

pp. 222 f. The technical usages of the word i7TL77J8fL!YnlS' deserve a
fuller note, if only because Liddell and Scott's Lexicon gives no
hint of their existence. Three such usa.ges are to be distinguished.
I. Inherent capacity for acting or being acted upon in a specific
way. This seems to go back to Philo the Megaric, c. 300 D.C. (apud
Alex. in Anal. Pr. 184.6 ff. Wallies and Simp. in Cat. 195.33 ff.
Kalbfleisch), from whom it was taken over' by the Stoics (Simp. in
Cat. 242.4 ff. = SVF Ill. 217). It persists into late antiquity as a
supplement to the Aristotelian theory of potentiality (cf. El. Th.
74.19, 164.25, and in Ale. 420.33 (= 122.7 Cr.) ~II Ka'T' i7TL77J8fLo77J'Ta 8vllap.LV) or as an alternative to it·(cf. especially Philoponus
in de an. 107.26-109.6). This usage, which in itself is quite nonmystical, is discussed by Professor Sambursky (to whom I owe
some of these references) in his Physical World of Late Antiquity,
chap. iv.
2. Inherent affinity of one substance for another: Poseidonius
apud Strabo 764 Cj Plut. Symp. 5.3,676 Bj Plut. comm. nol. 13,
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1065 B. This is a specialized application of sense (I) within the
framework of the doctrine of occult sympathies. It served in the
last resort to 'explain' otherwise unaccountable instances of uvp.7TliB,,,a. Thus 'Democritus' (i.e. Bolos of Mendes) speaks of oKoua (null
aif"JxwII) allamoAoY"7'TwS' €m'TE-nlSEV'Tal 'TotS' €P.r/JlJxo£u£ (p. 4.7 Gemoll).
And it was invoked to account for action at a distance: Iamb. de
myst. 5.7 quotes the view that nS' bT£'TT/8",o'TT/S' 'TOU 1TO£OUvro> 1TpOS'
'TO 7TCWXOV UVyK£IIEt 'Td op.o£a Ka~ €1TI-nl8",a, wuav-rwS' Ka'Td p.tall uvp.7TllBE£all 8£~Kovua Ka~

€II 'TotS' 1TOPPW'Ta.'TW wS' Eyy£C1'Ta oJu£.
3. Inherent or induced capacity for the reception of a divine influence. This further specialization of the term appears first, so far
as I know, in Corp. Herm. 16.15 and Porph. ad Marc. 19 1Tapa, OE
~,
" (sc. 'TOil 1I0UII)Ka£
' ,KOUP.TJ'TEOII
" "'S' Ka'TaOoXTJII
~,
UKEvaC1'TEOII
aU'TOII
'TOU....
BEOU €1TI-nl8E£ov. Here it perhaps expresses no more than the old
idea that only persons in a 'state of grace' can perceive the divine
presence (cf. Eur. Bacch. 502 and my note ad loc.). But from lamblichus onwards it is linked with the occult virtues ascribed in
Egyptian magic to certain stones, herbs. and animals as carriers of
C1VVB~p.a'Ta BEta: cf. de myst. 5.23 and Pr. in Tim. I. 139. 23 ff.
This theory formed the basis of the theurgic art of calling down
gods to animate statues or human mediums (de myst. 5. 23, p. 233.
10 ff., cf. my Greeks and the Irrational. 292 ff.).
There is thus a progressive development from an innocent philosophical sense to a purely magical one.
\

-

p. 224. For the notion of avBu1TIJC1'Ta'Ta cf. also Porph. hist. phil. fr.
18 N auck, where vous is KaB' laV'ToII V~EC1'Tw-ra, and the remarks of
Theiler, Porphyrios und Augustin 15. But Pr. in Tim. I. 277.8 does
not prove that the term aVBU1TOC1'Ta'ToS' goes back to Crantor: the
quotation is not verbatim.
As to the correlation of €II aAAcp (xEtpoll£) with V7r' aAAou (KPEtT'TOIIOS'), I ought to have pointed out that the starting-point of this
association is Plato, Tim. 52 C.
p. 237. As Rosan observes (Philosophy of Proclus 91 n. 84), t~e
analogy between the three kinds of whole and the triad ap.'BEKTOJlP.E'TExop.Ella-p.E'T'xovra breaks down as soon as we press it. He offers
(p. 142) a different and much more complicated explanation.

p.24I. Cf. also Aristotle, Phys.

259 b 32-260 a 19.

pp. 252 /. On the origins of the triad 'TO OIl-'~-J/ouS' and its place in
the system of Plotinus (which is more considerable than my note
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would suggest) see now the important paper of P. Hadot in Les
Sources de Plo/in (Entretiens Hardt, tome V) 107-41, and the discussion on it. On the later elaborations, whic~ are influenced by
the Chaldaean Orades, see W. Theiler, Die Chald. Orakel4 ff.

p. 254. The notion of 'naming by predominance' is as old as Antiochus (apud Cic. Tusc. V. 22), and may even be said to go back to
Anaxagoras (cf. Ar. Phys. 187 b 1-7); but Numenius seems to have
been the first to apply it systematically to relations within the intelligible world. That its application to the triad TO ov-{wr/-vouS" is
older than Proclus is shown by its occurrence in Marius Victorinus,
adv. Arium iv. 5 (P.L. 8, III6 D 4), where it is said of this triad
'haec tria accipienda ut singula, sed ita ut qua suo plurimo sunt,
hoc nominentur et esse dicantur' (quoted by Hadot, Les Sources
de Plo/in 127).

pp. 257-60. The henads have been usefully discussed by Beutler
(P.-W. s.v. 'Proklos', cols. 217-23) and by L. H. Grondijs, 'L'Ame,
le nous et les henades dans la theologie de Proclus', Proc. R. Netherlands Academy, N.S. 23.2 (1960). But the question of their origin
and of their exact status in the late-Neoplatonic world-scheme has
not been fully cleared up. On at least one point my account is wrong:
the opinion attributed at in Parm. 1066.16 to TW~S" TWV ~p.iv a.wolwv,
that the first hypothesis of the Parmenides applies to the gods or
henads, cannot be that of Syrianus; for Syrianus found the gods in
the second hypothesis (ibid. 1061. 20-1063. I), as does Proclus himself. It seems that the a.lSoio" and therefore the doctrine of henads,
must be earlier than Syrianus,

p. 275. For the historical background of the 'divine light' cf. W.
Beierwaltes, Lux In/el/igibilis (diss. Miinchen, 1957); for the use of
the metaphor in late antiquity, Nock, Sal/us/ius p. xcviii n. 6, xcix n.
10; for its significance in theurgy, C. M. Edsman, Ignis Divinus
(Lund, 1949) 205-19, and Lewy, Chaldaean Orades and Theurgy
192 ff., 418 ff.

p. 286. On Numenius' view of the relation between the divine Intelligence and its objects, and Plotinus' criticism of it, see my paper in
Les Sources de Plo/in, pp. 13-16 and 19-21.

p. 296. For the human soul. as P.€Ta./3&).;\OIIUa. 41T0 vou €IS" avo,a.v cf.
Hierocles in carm. our. 471 b Mullach p.'CTTJ ya.p oJua. ~ TOU 4v9p<fJ1TOV ovuta. TWV T€ 4€' voo!Wrwv TOV 9€ov KO.' TWV P."I8€1TOT€ vo€iv
1T€tfovKOTWV av€,ul T€ 1TPOS" EK€&Va. KO.' KaT€'U' 1TpOS" Ta.Wa. VOU Krr1U€' KO.'
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a1TO{30>.fj: Theiler, Porphyrios und Augustin
doctrine goes back to Porphyry.
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argues that the

p.30B. The view that the 'vehicle' of the human soul is spherical
appears in Aristides Quintilianus, de musica 63.31 Jahn, who per-

haps draws on Porph.; and seems to have been known to Plotinus,
though he does not commit himself to it: cf. Enn. IV. iv. 5. 18
Henry-Schwyzer (where the CltPaLponSfJ Clxr]p.a.Ta would seem to be
the vehicles of individual souls rather than the bodies of stars) and
I I. ii. 2. 2 I iClw. SE lea, Trap' ~p.iv TO Trv"vp.a TO Tr"p1 rTJV tfvX~v TOVTO
TrOL'" (where, despite Harder, TOVrO TrOL"i surely = ClVV£Tr"TaL >'''TTTOV
lea, £l)lelVTJToV (19) like the stars, as the lea, shows: the pneumatic
envelope is EVlelVTJTOV because spherical ?).
The belief that we shall be resurrected with spherical bodies
(Clwp.a al8£pL()v TE lea, CltPaLPOELS£.) was condemned as heretical by the
Council of Constantinople in 553. It is ascribed to the Origenists by
Cyril of Scythopolis, vita Cyriaci 230. 7 ff. Schwartz. But it has
been shown by H. Chadwick, Harv. Theol. Rev. 41 (1948) 94 ff., and
by A.-J. Festugiere, Rev. sci. philos. et tMol. 43 (1959) 81 ff., that
the extant works of Origen do not support the charge; the :heavenly
bodies' of de orat. 31, p. 397.3 ff. Koetschau, which are said to be
spherical, are simply stars.
pp.3IO-I3. On the 'Unknown God' in Neoplatonism and elsewhere

see now A.-J. Festugiere, La Revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste IV
(Paris, 1954) 1-140. The outcome of his full and detailed inquiry is
to confirm the view that the doctrine is genuinely Greek and has its
main root in an interpretation of Plato.
p. 3I4. G. Verbeke, L'Evolution de la doctrine du pneuma du
stoicisme a S. Augustin (Paris-Louvain, 1945), brings together a
wealth of interesting material on the various uses of the word
TTVEvp.a, philosophical, medical, Jewish, Gnostic and Christian; but
his view that the theory of the 'pneumatic envelope' originated in
Egypt (p. 313 ff.) is hardly supported by sufficient evidence.
pp. 3I7 f. To the passages which testify to the existence of a belief in
'astral bodies' prior to the rise of Neoplatonism should be added
Macrobius in Somn. Scip. I.1I.12 and 1.12.13, which almost certainly goes back to Numenius (cf. Les Sources de Plott'n 8-10): here
the soul acquires a sidereum (aC1TponS£.) or luminosum (aVyonS£s)
corpus in the course of its descent through the planetary spheres.
And we should add also Hierocles in eaI'm. aur. 478 b Mullach

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

0,

TO airyo£tS~!> ~p.WV CTwILa, 0 Ka, """'xii!> A£1TTOV OX'7ILa"
XPTJCTILO'
KaAoVCTt, where the words in inverted commas are evidently a quotation from the Chaldaean Oracles (Lewy, C hald. Oracles and T heurgy
178 n. 7).
•
As to Eratosthenes, F. Solmsen, 'Eratosthenes as Platonist and
Poet,' T.A.P.A. 73 (1942) 201 if., makes a good case for thinking
that the person intended by Iamblichus is indeed the scientist of
Cyrene (who was, as he shows, interested in the interpretation of the
Tz"maeus) , but denies that the passage refers to 'astral bodies'. On
the latter point he is surely mistaken: no one familiar with the
language of Neoplatonism is likely to doubt thatfor Iambhchus the
A£1TT6T£pa CTwILaTa which he contrasts with earthly bodies (CTT£pEa or
ocrrp£w8TJ CTwILaTa) are the etherial or pneumatic envelopes: cf. the
Chaldaean oracle quoted above; Plot. H. ii. 2. 19 quoted in addendum to p. 308; Augustine, de gen. ad hll. 7. 15 subltHorz"s naluram
corporz"s; Pr. z"n Remp. I. 119.10 if., 11. 187. 10 if. But Eratosthenes
may have said no more than that the soul is permanently embodied;
the rest may well be the interpretation put on his words by Ptole·
maeus Chennos, or even by Iamblichus himself.

ADDITIONAL NOTE.
Since my first edition a further portion of Proclus' Parmenz"del
commentary has been discovered in William of Morbecca's Latir
translation and published by R. Klibansky and C. Labowsky ir
Plato Latz"nus III (1953); the Greek original of the three opuscul,
hitherto known only in Latin has been largely recovered b)
H. Boese (1960); the Alcz"biades commentary has been re-editec
by L. G. Westerink (1954), and the Hymns by E. Vogt (1957)
The contribution which these publications make to our knowledg€
of Proclus' thought is usefully summarized by W. Beierwaltes
Philos. Rundschau 10 (1962), 49 if.

